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1. Aesop: SELECTIONS FROM AESOP’S FABLES ILLUSTRATED WITH REPRODUCTIONS
OF FIFTEENTH CENTURY WOODCUTS. [Mount Vernon]: A. Colish, Inc., 1988. Narrow
quarto. Decorated paper over boards, gilt spine label. Woodcuts printed in red. Fine,
without dust jacket.
First printing in this format. Introduction by Kit Currie. One of 1500 copies printed in Centaur
and Narrow Bembo italic types on Strathmore paper after a design by Jerry Kelly. $50.
2. Agee, James, and Charles O’Neal [screenwriters]: ‘NOA NOA” SCREENPLAY BY .... Los
Angeles: Oceanic Productions, [ca. 1953]. [1],154 leaves. Quarto. Mimeographed closely
typed typescript, on green-tinted paper. Bradbound in production company wrapper. Upper
wrapper worn and moderately soiled, and detached at upper brad, internally about fine.
Copy #16 of an unidentified draft of this unproduced collaborative original screenplay
based on the relationship between Gauguin and Van Gogh, with walk-ons by distinguished
contemporaries, including Strindberg, Vollard, et al. This copy of the script was circulated
by Reece Halsey Agency and bears their label on the title-leaf (the circulation coupon was
clipped out). Although unproduced, a draft of this screenplay was included in the second
volume of Agee on Film.
$500.
3. [Aikin, John (comp)]: ESSAYS ON SONG-WRITING WITH A COLLECTION OF SUCH
ENGLISH SONGS AS ARE MOST EMINENT FOR POETICAL MERIT .... Warrington:
Printed by William Eyres, 1774. xix,[1],286pp. Octavo. Disbound, but sewing still sound.
Light foxing early and late, residue of earlier binding on spine, otherwise very good.
The second edition, with additions and corrections, of this popular compendium assembled
by the physician and litterateur. First published in 1772, and reprinted again in 1777 in
Dublin, and again after the turn of the new century.
ESTC T85572.
$150.
4. [Albee, Edward]: Joffry, Alix [photographer]: [Set of Twelve Stage Photographs of:]
TINY ALICE. New York. [1964]. Twelve 8 x 10” glossy still photographs (one a duplicate).
Crop marks for publication on some, photographer credit stamp on versos, several have
typed squibs affixed (or formerly affixed) to versos, Theatre World file stamps on several
versos, very good to near fine.
A set of photographs for publication associated with the Broadway premiere production
of Albee’s play, Tiny Alice, at the Billy Rose Theatre in December 1964. The production
was directed by Alan Schneider, and starred John Gielgud, Irene Worth, William Hutt,
Eric Berry and John Heffernan. The production received six Tony nominations.
$250.
5. Albers, Josef: INTERACTION OF COLOR. New Haven & London: Yale University Press
with the Josef and Anni Albers Foundation, [2009]. Two volumes. xiv,[2],118pp text plus
second volume of color plates, with inserts and overlays. Small folio (34 x 28 cm). Cloth.
An excellent set, enclosed in a lightly rubbed example of the cloth slipcase.
“New Complete Edition,” after the classic of 1963. With an illuminating foreword by Nicholas
Fox Weber about the context and history of the original edition, the interim small format
reprints, and the genesis of this edition.
$250.
6. Alberti, Rafael: SELECTED POEMS. [New York]: New Directions / Poets of the Year,
[1944]. 32pp. Pictorial boards. First edition, boardbound issue, of these translations by
Lloyd Mallan. Top edge slightly dusty, otherwise very good or better in lightly sunned and
foxed dust jacket. Uncommon in this issue.
HARRISON, NEWTH & CANDIDO, p. 11.
$60.
7. Alcott, Louisa May: LITTLE WOMEN OR, MEG, JO, BETH AND AMY [with:] LITTLE
WOMEN OR, MEG, JO, BETH AND AMY PART SECOND. Boston: Roberts Brothers,
1869. Two volumes. Uniform terra cotta cloth, spines and upper boards stamped in gilt.

Frontispieces and plates. First title a bit shaken, with a couple of proud signatures; second
title has a small chip from the fore-edge of the rear free endsheet, and the preliminaries
show signs of having been tightened up; some rubbing and modest wear to tips, lower
cover of first title exhibits a few spots of soiling; small adhesion flaw in gutter of free
endsheet and first blank of second title; small, round sticker shadow in corner of each
front free endsheet, generally a good, sound set.
First edition, first printing, BAL’s state 4 of the second title, accompanied by a uniform
1869 reprint of the first. The first volume appeared in 1868, and this reprint, like several
1869 reprints noted by BAL, does not have the ‘Part One’ denotation on the binding.
BAL 138-9. JOHNSON HIGHSPOTS, p.11-2. GROLIER AMERICAN HUNDRED 74.
$850.
8. Alcott, Louisa May: MAY FLOWERS. Boston: Little, Brown and Co., [1899]. 56pp.
plus plates and illustrated adverts. Gilt lettered pictorial cloth (unsigned). First separate
edition of this tale reprinted from A Garland for Girls (1888). Spine darkened, 1899 gift
inscription, some foxing; a good, sound copy.
BAL 227.
$65.
9. [Alcott Family Association]: Dana, Mrs. William Starr: HOW TO KNOW THE WILD
FLOWERS A GUIDE TO THE NAMES, HAUNTS, AND HABITS OF OUR COMMON WILD
FLOWERS. New York: Scribner, 1895. xvii,[1],373,[4]pp. Decorated pictorial olive-brown
cloth, stamped in silver and grey (signed design by Margaret Armstrong). 156 illustrations.
Top edge faintly dust-dimmed, but a very good copy.
The revised edition of this classic, adding 52 illustrations and over
sixty new descriptions. This is an interesting association copy,
bearing the 1896 ownership inscription of Florence Whiting Brown,
friend and chronicler of the Alcotts.
$125.
10. Aldington, Richard: DEATH OF A HERO A NOVEL. London:
Chatto & Windus, 1929. Black cloth, stamped in gilt. Very slight
tanning at edges, but a very good copy in remnants of the jacket by
Paul Nash. With the booklabel of Aldington’s occasional publisher,
Crosby Gaige, on the front pastedown.
First British edition of the author’s most widely read novel, based
in large part on his service on the Western Front. Preceded by
a few weeks by the US edition, which featured a slightly less
expurgated text.
KERSHAW 53. BLUNDEN, et al., p.8.
$125.
11. [Alechinsky, Pierre]: Caillois, Roger: UN MANNEQUIN SUR LE
TROTTOIR. [Paris]: Yves Rivière, [1974]. Small folio. Folded sheets,
laid into chemise and decorated board slipcase. Illustrations in color
by Alechinsky. Slipcase a bit smudged and edgeworn, contents fine.
First edition. A facsimile of Caillois’s corrected typescript, accompanied
by color full-page and in/over text illustrations by Alechinsky. One
of a total edition of 450 numbered copies, signed by the author
and by the artist.
$750.
A Book for Our Times -- Dedicated “To Truth”
12. [Alien Contactee Fiction – Derivative, if not Plagiarized]: Rember,
Winthrop Allen (1896-1960) [“editor”]: EIGHTEEN VISITS TO MARS.
New York: Vantage Press, [1956]. [14],439pp. Thick octavo. Gilt
cloth. Portraits and plates. Slight dulling along top edges of boards,
but a very good copy in shelfworn dust jacket.

“First edition.” Inscribed and signed by the “editor.” A curious production, in large part
indebted to (if not literally copied from) Sara Weiss’s 1903 work, Journeys to the Planet
Mars; or, Our Mission to Ento, but without either implicit or explicit acknowledgement of
same in the text, the “Editor’s Note” (which observes only the passage of sixty years since
the incidents were reported) or in the jacket copy. However, both the online revision of
Sargent, and Eberhart’s Ufos And Extraterrestrial Contact Movement: A Bibliography
(1986) treat Mr. Rember’s “first published work” as a literal reprint of Weiss’s well known
turn of the century novel. The book is dedicated “To Truth.” Ironically, and perhaps
appropriately, catalogued on the eve of the anniversary of the inauguration of the 45th
Presidential administration.
EBERHART 11084n.
$85.
13. [Alken, Henry]: Reynardson, C.T.S. Birch: ‘DOWN THE ROAD’ OR REMINISCENCES OF
A GENTLEMAN COACHMAN. London: Longmans, Green, and Co., 1875. xxi,[3],230pp. plus
frontis, pictorial extra-title, and eleven chromolithographed plates. Three quarter red morocco,
raised bands, gilt extra, t.e.g., by Morrell. First edition. Illustrations chromolithographed by
Hanhart after designs by Henry Alken. In spite of tissue guards, the plates have offset to
facing leaves a bit, some occasional marginal foxing and thumbing, but a very good copy.
$300.
14. [Allahabad Mission Press]: Caleb, John James: INTILÁB I TARIKH I KALÍSYÁ.
Allahabad: Printed at the Allahabad Mission Press, 1871. vi,172pp. Large octavo. Blue
cloth, stamped in gilt. Title printed in red, green and black. Text in double columns.
Illustrations. Crown of spine has shallow loss, uniform toning to textblock, a few hand
smudges, but a good copy.
First edition. A translation into Romanized character Urdu by Caleb of anecdotes from
the Bible and church history. The title page indicates the edition consisted of 500 copies.
Caleb is associated with a number of the translations from English and other publications
under the Press’s imprint.
$125.
15. [Almanac – Military]: ABREGE DU DICTIONNAIRE MILITAIRE, POUR SERVIR
D’ETRENNES À MESSIEURS LES OFFICIERS, CONTENANT DES DÉTAILS UTILES
POUR CEUX QUI SE DESTINENT À PRENDRE LE PARTI DES ARMES, ANNÉE M.
DCC. LIX. Paris: Le Veuve Bordelet ... [et al.], 1759. 24mo. Dark reddish brown morocco,
a.e.g., spine gilt extra, side panels with double rule borders topped with dot-filled looped
ornate crescents with small birds alternating with poppy pods, pale red endsheets with
gilt floral decorations. Lower fore-tips heavily worn, internal joints cracked, occasional
cracking at gutters between signatures, some foxing, front blank trimmed at top edge,
1803 ownership signature, still a near good copy.
First edition of this compilation of all sorts of military information published for the use of
the gentleman soldier. OCLC locates only two copies: the Abbey copy at the BN and a
copy in the library of the Society of the Cincinnati. However, that may imply a degree of
scarcity that experience does not support.
OCLC: 39277312 & 1034788984.
$175.
16. Amis, Martin: DEAD BABIES. London: Cape, [1975]. Gilt cloth. First edition of the
author’s second book, signed by him on the title-page. A fine copy in near fine dust jacket
with a bit of the almost inevitable sunning to the colored horizontal bars across the spine
panel.
$850.
17. [Amos ‘n’ Andy]: Correll, Charles, and Freeman Gosden: AN AMOS ‘N’ ANDY RADIO
EPISODE “AMOS’ WEDDING” [wrapper title]. [Np: NBC Radio], 25 December 1935. 6
leaves, printed on rectos only. Quarto (28 x 21.5 cm). Pictorial wrappers. Old vertical
crease, clean split to wrapper at toe of spine up to lowest staple, light foxing on wrapper
verso, generally very good.

A souvenir copy of the script for episode
2225 of this long running radio series
featuring Correll and Gosden in their
now controversial “black-face” roles.
The front wrapper verso describes (in
dialect) the purpose of this souvenir.
The claimed “autograph” is, of course,
printed. Accompanied by an “Amos ‘n’
Andy Card Party” playing card ([4]pp
leaflet on stiff card, with highly pictorial
front panel, in color).
$225.

Several Volumes Signed by Some Contributors
18. [Anthology]: BEST POEMS OF 1962 BORESTONE MOUNTAIN POETRY AWARDS
1963 ... Palo Alto: Pacific Books, 1963. Cloth. A very good copy in faintly sunned and
rubbed dust jacket.
First edition. Several contributors to this year’s selection have signed this copy at their
contributions, including Dickey, Hall, Kumin, Meredith, Stafford, Swenson, Summers, and
Ghiselin. Other contributors (not signed) include Everson, Bishop, Roethke, Sexton, Wevill,
D.M. Thomas, et al.
$250.
19. [Anthology]: BEST POEMS OF 1963 BORESTONE MOUNTAIN POETRY AWARDS
1964 ... Palo Alto: Pacific Books, 1964. Cloth. A very good copy in faintly edgeworn and
rubbed metallic finish jacket with a few small chips and tears.
First edition. A number of contributors to this year’s selection have signed this copy at their
contributions, including Booth, Moss, Nemerov, Wagoner, M. William, and James Dickey.
Dickey, who placed third in the year’s competition, inscribed this copy to his occasional
publisher, bibliographer and collector, Stuart Wright. Other contributors include Atwood,
Causley, Hughes, Meredith, Merwin, Plath, et al.
$350.
20. [Anthology]: BEST POEMS OF 1964 BORESTONE MOUNTAIN POETRY AWARDS
1965 ... Palo Alto: Pacific Books, 1964. Cloth. A very good copy in faintly edgeworn and
rubbed metallic finish jacket with a few small chips and tears.
First edition. Several contributors to this year’s selection have signed this copy at their
contributions, including Kumin, Dickey, Nemerov, Wagoner, W. J. Smith, Stafford and
Wilbur. Other contributors, who did not sign, include Auden, Causley, Morse, Oliver, Sarton,
Bukowski, Jarrell, Kinnell, Mahon, Sexton, Stanford, et al.
$275.
21. [Anthology]: BEST POEMS OF 1970 BORESTONE MOUNTAIN POETRY AWARDS
1971 ... Palo Alto: Pacific Books, 1964. Cloth. About fine in lightly edgeworn price-clipped
dust jacket.
First edition. A few contributors to this year’s selection have signed this copy at their
contributions, including Dickey, Kunitz, Stafford, Strand and Wagoner. Other contributors
(not signed) include Heyen, Hanson, Hughes, Kirkup, Merwin, Spender, Oates, et al.
$225.
22. [Anthology]: BEST POEMS OF 1976 BORESTONE MOUNTAIN POETRY AWARDS
1977 ... Palo Alto: Pacific Books, 1964. Cloth. About fine in lightly edgeworn price-clipped
dust jac ket.
First edition. Several contributors to this year’s selection have signed this copy at their
contributions, including D. Smith, Moss, E. R. Taylor, and Kumin. Other contributors
(unsigned) include Carruth, Hine, Hughes, Kinnell, Kuzma, Oliver, Walcott, et al. $150.

23. [Anthology]: BEST POEMS OF 1967 BORESTONE MOUNTAIN POETRY AWARDS
1968 ... Palo Alto: Pacific Books, 1968. Cloth. A very good copy in faintly sunned and
rubbed, price-clipped foil-finish dust jacket.
First edition. A number of contributors to this year’s selection have signed this copy at their
contributions, including A. Hecht, Merrill, Moss, Shapiro, Stafford, Wilbur, and Wallace.
Other contributors (unsigned) include Hughes, McCaig, Merwin, Reid, Wain, Van Duyn,
Attwood, Berrigan, et al.
$250.
24. [Anthology]: BEST POEMS OF 1969 BORESTONE MOUNTAIN POETRY AWARDS
1970 ... Palo Alto: Pacific Books, 1970. Cloth. A very good copy in faintly sunned and
rubbed dust jacket.
First edition. A number of contributors to this year’s selection have signed this copy at
their contributions, including Booth, Berry, Kumin, Meredith, Swenson, Warren, Wilbur and
Wagoner. Other (unsigned) contributors include Auden, Carruth, Ashbery, et al. $175.
25. Appel, Benjamin: FORTRESS IN THE RICE. Indianapolis & New York: Bobbs-Merrill,
[1951]. Gilt cloth. About fine in faintly edgeworn highly pictorial dust jacket by Salter.
First edition of this novel based on Appel’s own post-war experience in the Philippines,
placed in the context of the guerilla war against Japan and the Huk Rebellion. Sourcework
for the 1963 film, Cry Of Battle.
$95.
With Hand-Colored Aquatints
26. [Apperley, Charles James]: “Nimrod” [pseud]: THE LIFE OF A SPORTSMAN ...
WITH THIRTY-SIX COLOURED ILLUSTRATIONS BY HENRY ALKEN. London: Rudolph
Ackermann, 1842. vi,[2],402pp. plus five leaves of adverts. Large octavo. Fine grain blue
cloth, decorated in blind and gilt, a.e.g. Color frontis, pictorial title and 34 hand-colored
aquatint engravings after designs by Henry Alken. Spine gilding slightly rubbed, inner
hinges cracking but webbing still sound, slight marginal foxing to frontis and title and a few
tissue guards, but in general, an unusually nice, bright copy. Half morocco clamshell box.

First edition, in Tooley’s first issue, with four of the plates mounted with printed captions.
“Considered by many to be the premier coloured plate sporting book in the 19th century, by
others as sharing this honour with Jorrock’s Jaunts” – Tooley. Uncommon in original cloth.
TOOLEY 65.
$3000.

27. [Archetype Press]: ISMS A TYPOGRAPHIC BOOK OF THEORIES. [Pasadena]:
Archetype Press [Art Center College], 2002. Small folio. Cloth-backed paper boards,
ribbon markers. Typographic decorations throughout. Fine.
First edition. One of sixty copies printed in various colors, using metal and wood types,
laser-cut Masonite blocks and photopolymer plates. Printed by students under the direction
of Gloria Kondrup and Heidrun Mumper-Drumm. A sequence of typographic riffs on ageism,
structuralism, semiology, symbiosis, materialism, flat earthism, ego and self-esteem,
conspiracy theories, penis envy, chiaroscuro, etc.
$250.
28. [Archetype Press]: THINGAMAJIGS 300 YEARS OF AMERICAN INVENTION. Pasadena,
CA: Archetype Press / Art Center College of Design, 2005. Folio (33.3 x 27 cm). Red cloth
backed boards, the latter stamped in blind. Typographic decorations throughout. Fine.
First edition. One of an edition of eighty copies, printed letterpress by students using
metal foundry type, wood type, linoleum blocks, laser-cut Masonite and polymer plates.
A novel typographic celebration of thirty-seven American inventions, including Formica,
the Gatling gun, bar codes, Levis, the artificial heart, Madonna, sewing machines, and
more.
$225.
29. [Artists Workshop Press]: Sinclair, John [ed]: WORK [#3]. Detroit: The Artists Workshop
Press / Society, Winter 1965/66. Whole #3 (of 5 published). Quarto. Mimeographed text on
tan stock, stapled into pictorial stiff wrappers. Very good to near fine, with the uncommon
prospectus for Whe’re and this issue laid in.
Edited by John Sinclair. The most substantial and longest-lived periodical associated with
Sinclair and the Artists’ Workshop, both significant barometers of the dissent and artistic
ferment in the Motor City during these years. Sinclair is most widely known for his work
with the MC5 and his founding of the White Panther Party, but his achievements as activist,
editor, publisher and poet are substantial. Contributions here include a special section
of work by or in tribute to Rainer Gerhardt edited by Tom Raworth, Creeley, J. Williams,
Olson, Hollo, Jonas, and installment 3 of the workshop “Active Anthology.”
CLAY & PHILLIPS, p.303.
$125.
30. [Ashton, Winifred, a.k.a. “Clemence Dane” (source work)]: Eastbrook, Howard, and
Harry Gribble [screenwriters]: COMBINED CONTINUITY ON A BILL OF DIVORCEMENT
[cover title]. [Hollywood: Rosser’s Film Continuity Service for:] Selznick / RKO, 3 March
1957. 64 leaves. Legal format. Mimeographed typescript, printed on rectos only. Stapled
at top, with stencil printed coversheet. Very good or better.
A late Combined Continuity script of the 1932 RKO/Selznick production, directed by
George Cukor, starring John Barrymore, Katharine Hepburn, Billie Burke, et al. Eastbrook
and Gribble adapted Ashton/Dane’s play for the screenplay. This late continuity script,
perhaps prepared for a new transfer or restoration, preserves a literal record of the film
and is noted as derived from “DOS’ Personal Composite Print.” Duplicate from the Selznick
archive.
$100.
31. Asquith, Cynthia [ed]: SHUDDERS A COLLECTION OF NEW NIGHTMARE TALES.
London: Hutchinson, [1929]. vii,[1],287,[1]pp. Large octavo. Pictorial plum cloth. Cloth
faded, some foxing throughout, but a sound copy of a rather uncommon book.
First edition of this anthology collecting stories by Hartley (“The Travelling Grave”), Benson,
de la Mare, Machen, Walpole, Bowen, James, Blackwood, Kitchin, Shane Leslie, Maugham,
et al. Bleiler indicates that many are first appearances in book form.
BLEILER (SUPERNATURAL) 57.
$85.
32. Attaway, William: CALYPSO SONG BOOK. New York [etc]: McGraw-Hill, [1957]. Small
quarto. Decorated cloth. Illustrations. Fine in very good or better dust jacket with a trace
of sunning to the spine and a couple of small nicks and minor edge-tears.

First edition of this compilation by the African American novelist (Blood on The Forge,
1941, etc). Edited by Lyle Kenyon Engel, with illustrations by William Charmatz. This copy
is signed by the illustrator (as ‘Bill Charmatz’) below a quick sketch of a man and a woman
on “Getz Island” with the ocean in the foreground and a palm tree between them. $150.
33. Auden, W. H.; Olaf Stapledon; Richard Hughes, et al. [contrib]: AN OUTLINE FOR
BOYS & GIRLS & THEIR PARENTS. London: Victor Gollancz, 1932. 928pp. Gilt black
cloth. Illustrations. A very good, sound copy in the uncommon house dust jacket, which
is somewhat used and lacks the top inch or so of the spine panel.
First edition. Edited by Naomi Mitchison, with illustrations by William Kermode and Ista
Brouncker. An encyclopedic compendium of articles on science and civilization. Among
the many contributors are Auden (“Writing, or the Pattern Between People”), Stapledon
(“Problems and Solutions, or the Future”), Hughes, et al. Uncommon in any semblance
of dust jacket.
B&M B6.
$125.
34. [Austen, Jane]: Fitzgerald, Percy: [Autograph Letter, Signed, About a Bust of Jane
Austen]. [London]. “Monday” [n.y. but no earlier than 1905]. Three pages, in ink, on three
panels of a quarto sheet of Atheneum stationary. Folded for mailing, offset along two quarter
edges of the blank verso of the lower page from old mounting tape, otherwise very good.
Anglo-Irish critic, biographer, painter and sculptor, Percy Fitzgerald (1834-1925) writes,
“Mr. Mayor You will recollect our project for setting up a bust and pedestal of Jane Austen
the novelist in the Pump Room – It is now virtually completed & is to be packed up &
will be with you in about a fortnight – I think you will say it is a handsome ornate object
of yellow jasper marble – gold Bronze....” He follows with suggestions for placement in
relation to the bust of Dickens and includes a rough diagram. He continues: “Were you
thinking of a little ceremonial about an hour long with 3 or 4 speeches – I would ask my
friend Austin Dobson (the best authority on Jane Austen) – some other names may occur
to me ....” Signed expansively and in full. The reference is to a bust of Austen destined
to be displayed in the Pump Room in Bath, which occurs as a setting in both Persuasion
and Northanger Abbey. Fitzgerald presented the bust of Dickens to the Pump Room in
1905, thus bracketing the earliest possible year for the letter.
$150.
35. Auster, Paul: AUGGIE WREN’S CHRISTMAS STORY. New York: William Drenttel,
1992. Small quarto. Cloth and marbled boards, paper labels. Fine.
First edition in book form (US issue). With an illustration by Brian Cronin. From a total
edition of 450 copies printed at the Libanus Press, this is ostensibly one of one hundred
numbered copies (51-150) bound thus and signed by the author. However, the numbering
in this copy is anomalous, this being copy #158.
$225.
36. Auster, Paul: AUGGIE WREN’S CHRISTMAS STORY. New York: William Drenttel,
1992. Small quarto. Marbled wrapper over stiff wrapper, paper label. Fine.
First edition in book form (US issue). With an illustration by Brian Cronin. From a total
edition of 450 copies printed at the Libanus Press, this is one of 300 regular copies in
wrappers, issued unsigned.
$100.
37. Auster, Paul, et al.: LIVING HAND 1. Paris & Chicago. Fall 1973. Whole number one.
Printed wrappers. Very minor smudging to the white wrappers, otherwise fine.
Edited by Mitchell Susskind and poet, translator, novelist, and film-maker Paul Auster as
an occasional periodical, occasional monograph. Includes works in translation by Bataille,
Celan, and others, as well as a selection from Auster’s own Unearth, which was later
published in full as another issue of Living Hand.
CLAY & PHILLIPS, pp. 172-3.
$60.

38. [Automobiles]: Whitney, Albert W. [ed]: MAN AND THE
MOTOR CAR. New York: National Bureau of Casualty
and Surety Underwriters, 1936. Gilt cloth. Frontis and
illustrations. A bit of foxing to pastedowns, otherwise a
very good or better copy in modestly worn and creased
pictorial dust jacket with a couple small chips in the
blank rear panel.
First edition. Review copy, with dated compliments/
review slip affixed to the free endsheet. The design,
typography and illustrations are credited to S. Garnett
Gosesle, and much of the text to Robert Monaghan.
$75.
39. Ayres, Gerald [screenwriter], and [John Van Druten
(sourcework)]: RICH AND FAMOUS. [Culver City]: MetroGoldwyn-Mayer, Inc., 9 April 1980. 125 leaves. Quarto.
Mechanically reproduced typescript, printed on rectos only.
Bradbound in studio wrapper. Upper wrapper detached,
with edge-chips at brads, small ink ‘181’ stamped in
upper corner of front wrapper, otherwise very good.
Denoted the “Final Draft” of this adaptation to the screen
of John Van Druten’s play, Old Acquaintance. This
would be George Cukor’s last film as director, and it starred Jacqueline Bisset and Candice
Bergen. Ayres won the WGA Award for its year for Best Comedy Adapted from Another
Medium.
$225.
40. Bangs, John K.: THE WATER GHOST AND OTHERS. New York: Harper, 1894. Blue
cloth, decorated in gilt and silver. Frontispiece and forty illustrations and plates (including
some attributed to A. B. Frost). Extremities a bit rubbed, some marginal tanning, but a
near very good copy.
First edition of Bangs’ most substantial collection of ghost stories, including one, “The
Speck on the Lens,” which includes science fiction elements.
BAL 720. WRIGHT III:284. BLEILER, p. 15. BLEILER (SUPERNATURAL) 88. BLEILER
(SCIENCE FICTION) 114.
$75.
41. Baretti, Joseph [Giuseppe Marc’ Antonio]: A GRAMMAR OF THE ITALIAN LANGUAGE,
WITH A COPIOUS PRAXIS OF MORAL SENTENCES. TO WHICH IS ADDED AN ENGLISH
GRAMMAR FOR THE USE OF ITALIANS. London: Printed for C. Hitch and L. Hawes
[et al.], 1762. [4],108,288pp. Attractively bound in modern brown full paneled calf, gilt
spine label, in contemporary style. Bound without preliminary advert leaf, early stamp on
title, first two leaves remargined at gutter and slightly frayed at edges, occasional minor
foxing or trivial spotting; a good copy, with the bookplate of Robert William Rodgers
(dated 1919) laid in.
First (?) separate edition of the grammatical portions of Baretti’s famous Dictionary ...,
originally published in 1760 with a dedication by Baretti’s close friend, Samuel Johnson.
This is the earliest edition of this standalone in ESTC, but Yale has a copy catalogued
online [Call Number: Hb42 710] with the literal date ‘1760.’
ESTC T85371.
$450.
42. [Barrow, Clyde, and Bonnie Parker]: [Caption Title]: FAMOUS OUTLAWS CLYDE
BARROW TERROR OF THE SOUTHWEST AND HIS GUN MOLL “BONNIE” PARKER
MODERN TIGRESS, FAST SHOOTING, CIGAR SMOKING, BLOND JEZEBEL ... SEE
THE TEXAS COP KILLERS – SLAYERS OF 10 MEN .... [Np]. [ca. 1934]. Narrow folio
broadside (30.5 x 15 cm), printed on recto only of pinkish-tan newsprint stock, with inset
photograph. Some shallow sliver chips along the top margin, but a very good copy.

An appealing herald for the newsreel road show featuring
“actual authentic pictures taken immediately after the
death of these murderous lovers at the hands of the law”
in Louisiana in 1934. The newsreel is accompanied by a
feature, Beyond the Rio Grande (1930), which starred
Jack Perrin, Buffalo Bill, Jr., Pete Morrison, Franklin
Farnum, Starlight the Wonder Horse, and others. The
herald includes an inset (12 x 13.5 cm) of the famous photo
of Bonnie with a shotgun reaching for a pistol, taken from
officer Purcell, that Barrow has stuffed in his belt. While
not dirt common, copies of this herald turn up on enough
occasions that one is led to suspect either a remainder,
or something less innocent.
$350.
The Galton Family Bible
43. [Baskerville Printing]: THE HOLY BIBLE, CONTAINING
THE OLD TESTAMENT AND THE NEW: TRANSLATED
OUT OF THE ORIGINAL TONGUES, AND WITH THE
FORMER TRANSLATIONS DILIGENTLY COMPARED
AND REVISED.... Cambridge: Printed by John Baskerville,
Printer to the University, 1763. [573] leaves. Royal folio.
Full contemporary blue-black morocco (faded to emerald),
spine gilt extra, narrow gilt borders on boards, marbled
endsheets, a.e.g. Fore-corners bumped, joints a bit worn
(but not cracked), lower fore-corners of several leaves
exhibit an old ink stain (with old mends to two corners),
but otherwise an attractive copy.
The Baskerville Folio Bible, one of the highpoints of the
imprint, and indeed, of all English Bible-making, was printed in an edition of 1250 copies,
priced at four guineas. This copy of what Dibdin declared “one of the most beautifully
printed books in the world,” has the subscribers list in the third state, concluding with the
entry for Charles York. Such an ambitious undertaking stretched Baskerville’s finances
to their limits, and of necessity, in 1768, he remaindered 556 copies to the London
bookseller, R. Baldwin, at 36s each. As late as 1771, Baldwin was advertising copies in
sheets in the Birmingham Gazette, priced at 3 guineas. “The design is traditional, but
the quality of material and workmanship is so high, and the conventions are so delicately
modified and consistently applied that the result is extremely impressive” – Cambridge
History Of The Bible (p.464). This is a very interesting association copy, having been
the family Bible in the 18th and 19th centuries of the S.L. Galton family and descendants,
with extensive records in manuscript on two preliminary blanks, recording such events as
the marriage of Frances Ann Violetta Darwin (daughter of Erasmus Darwin and aunt of
Charles Darwin) to Samuel Tertius Galton, and the birth, in 1822, of Francis Galton -- the
originator of the ‘school’ of Eugenics, explorer, meteorologist, psychologist, and a central
figure in the development of the use of fingerprints as a means of identification. There are
two bookplates of the Galton family on the front pastedown, and another.
GASKELL 26. DARLOW & MOULE 857. RUMBALL & PETRIE 145.
$16,500.
44. Bauwens, Emile, and Félix Labisse [illus]: LIVRE DE COCKTAILS. Bruxelles: Aux
Éditions de Dés, 1949. Octavo. Printed wrappers. Color plates and b&w illustrations. Fine,
in custom cloth and marbled paper over boards slipcase.
First edition. Preface by Raymond Queneau. One of 2000 numbered copies on vergé
from a total edition of 2175. The author was the chief bartender at the Saint-James in
Brussels. The general layout of Labisse’s illustrations and the text, counterpointed by the
color product shots, all make for a visually highly appealing volume.
$375.

45. Beardsley, Aubrey: VENUS UND TANNHÄUSER EINE ROMANTISCHE NOVELLE
.... Hannover: Paul Steegemann Verlag, [1920]. 275,[1]pp. Small octavo. Full stiff vellum,
spine lettered in gilt. Vellum a bit soiled and boards bowed, small spot at crown of spine,
finger-tip size spot on lower board, otherwise a very good copy.
First printing of this translation. One of 100 copies bound thus, from a total edition of 1100
copies. In the corner of the front free endsheet appears the manuscript note: “ArchivExemplar der Verlag Paul Steegemann” followed by an ink paraph. On the limitation page,
in place of a number another small symbol is inscribed. The translation is credited by
Lasner to “Prokop Templin,” and the last eight chapters and the Epilogue are credited to
Franz Blei. “Prokop Templin” was one of several pseudonyms Blei utilized in the course
of his activities as publisher, critic, bibliophile and editor. Blei published some of the short
works of his friend, Franz Kafka, in Hyperion, which he co-edited 1908-09, and in the
course of his editing the private mildly erotic journal, Amethyst, selections of Beardsley’s
work also appeared therein. A copy of the prospectus (torn and repaired with tape) and
a newspaper clipping are laid in.
LASNER 151c.
$225.
46. Beaumont, Édouard de [illus]: LES AVENTURES MERVEILLEUSES DE FORTUNATUS.
Paris: Librairie des Bibliophiles, 1887. Small folio. Half pebbled morocco and marbled
boards, raised bands, t.e.g., original wrappers bound in. Joints and edges worn, internally
very good.
First edition with these illustrations, trade issue. Illustrated with 120 drawings in-text by
Beaumont. Introduction by Henry Fouquier. There were also fifty copies on fine paper.
One of literally hundreds of editions of this anonymous 16th century fantasy.
$75.
47. Beckett, Samuel: THE LOST ONES. London: Calder & Boyars, [1972]. Half cream calf
and gilt lettered cloth, a.e.g. Some tanning to calf, bookseller’s prolix pencil annotations
to front free endsheet erased, otherwise about fine in slipcase (a few small spots to one
panel).
First edition, limited issue, of this translation by the author of Le Depeupleur. Copy #43
of one hundred numbered copies, specially bound and signed by the author, denoted as
“printed in advance of the first edition.”
$1100.
48. Beeding, Francis [pseud of John Leslie Palmer and HiIary St. George Saunders]:
DEATH WALKS IN EAST REPPS. New York: The Mystery League, Inc., 1931. Black
cloth, stamped in green. First US edition. Spine slightly cocked, top edge dust stained,
otherwise a very good copy in lightly shelfworn pictorial dust jacket (by Gene Thurston)
with three small internal mends.
HAYCRAFT-QUEEN CORNERSTONE. HUBIN, p.28.
$100.
49. Beerbohm, Max: ZULEIKA DOBSON OR AN OXFORD LOVE STORY. London:
Heinemann, 1911. Octavo. Full medium brown crushed levant, raised bands, a.e.g.,
marbled endsheets by Bayntun-Riviere. First edition. A few occasional marginal finger
smudges, but an attractive copy handsomely bound, well suited for presentation as a gift.
GALLATIN 8.
$750.
50. Bemelmans, Ludwig: HOTEL SPLENDIDE New York: Viking, 1943. Decorative brocade
cloth. Illustrations by the author. A near fine copy in lightly rubbed and corner worn slipcase.
First edition, limited issue. Copy #2 of 245 numbered copies (of 305), specially bound in
“the draperies of a famous New York Hotel” and signed by the author.
$300.
51. Bentley, E.C.: TRENT’S LAST CASE. London: Thomas Nelson and Sons, [1913]. Gilt
blue blind decorated cloth. Spine cocked, modest rubbing to edges, a few finger smudges
to endsheets, signs of tightening after endsheets; a sound copy.

First edition of the author’s first novel, the source work for several incomplete and complete
efforts at adaptations for film.
HAYCRAFT-QUEEN CORNERSTONE.
$125.
52. [Bentley, E.C. (source work)]: Dinelli, Mel [screenwriter]: TRENT’S LAST CASE ...
SCREENPLAY BY ... [caption title]. [Culver City]: Vanguard Films, Inc., 22 May 1947.
[1],109 leaves. Quarto. Mimeographed typescript, printed on rectos only. Bradbound in
typed wrappers, with Vanguard property leaf. Trace of rust from brads to inside of wrappers,
script number stamped on upper wrapper, else near fine.
A first draft of this adaptation of Bentley’s 1913 novel, evidently unproduced in this version.
It was realized on the screen (for the third time) in 1952, but based on a script by Pamela
Bower. In the 15 years following WWII, Dinelli was associated as writer with a number of
filmed thrillers and noir-staples. His screen credit just prior to this project was The Spiral
Staircase.
$175.
54. Berry, Wendell, and Ben Shahn [illus]: NOVEMBER TWENTY SIX NINETEEN HUNDRED
SIXTY-THREE ... DRAWINGS BY BEN SHAHN. New York: Braziller, [1964]. Oblong octavo.
Decorated cloth. Fine in lightly rubbed and smudged slipcase.
First edition, deluxe issue. One of an unspecified (but generous) number of copies printed
on handmade Fabriano paper and signed by Berry and Shahn.
$200.
55. [Bessie, Alvah]: Ceplair, Larry, and Steven Englund: THE INQUISITION IN HOLLYWOOD
POLITICS IN THE FILM COMMUNITY 1930 – 1960. Garden City: Anchor / Doubleday,
1980. 536pp. Large octavo. Cloth. A very good copy, in poor, tattered and torn dust jacket.
First edition. Signed and dated in the year of publication on the half-title by screenwriter,
novelist, journalist, and radical man of letters, Alvah Bessie, who of course figures
frequently in the text. It is unknown whether his signature implies previous ownership or
if it is simply a sign of a solicited association.
$75.
A Noblewoman’s Copy
56. [Bible – English]: THE HOLY BIBLE, CONTAINING THE OLD TESTAMENT AND THE
NEW: NEW TRANSLATED OUT OF THE ORIGINAL TONGUES .... Oxford: Printed by
T. Wright and W. Gill ..., 1770. Not paginated. A 8-3C 5, †A 8-†M 4, 3D 8-3S 6. Thick octavo.
Contemporary unlettered red morocco, spine gilt extra, covers with gilt roll of vines at
edges, with oval black morocco central inlay with the sacred monogram and cross within
a gilt sunburst, a.e.g., marbled endsheets. Vertical crack in spine, with shallow losses
at crown and toe, front binder’s blank detached (but present), rear inner hinge cracking
after free endsheet, some wear to joints and forecorners; still, a good, internally fresh
and crisp copy.
An attractive octavo printing, including the Apocrypha. Wright and Gill printed an edition in
folio the same year. A highly likely association copy of some interest, signed on the front
binder’s blank “Sarah S. Villiers 1804” (probably Sarah Sophia Child-Villiers, 1785-1867,
Countess of Jersey), and with the earlier signature of “Sarah Child 1779” (her mother,
Sarah Anne Child, 1764-1793). Sarah Childs married Lord Villiers on 23 May 1804. As heir
to Child’s Bank and to the property at Osterley Park, she brought considerable resources
to the marriage and was engaged as an active partner at the bank. She exerted influence
in political circles and was prominent socially, sufficient to provide models for fictional
characters in novels by Disraeli and Lady Caroline Lamb.
ESTC T91638. DARLOW & MOULE (HERBERT) 1206.
$1250.
57. [Bible – N.T. – English – Revised]: PRIVATE ISSUE: NOT FOR PUBLICATION THE
“REVISED ENGLISH” NEW TESTAMENT. OR MORE APPROPRIATELY THE NEW
COVENANT ... ALTERNATIVE TITLE-PAGE. London & New York: Samuel Bagster and
Sons / James Pott and Co., 1904. xix,[1],486,[2]pp. Octavo. Printed wrappers. A few
pencil notes, wrappers tanned at spine, with shallow chips at spine ends; a good copy.

A preliminary private version of Herbert 2136, with a special preface re: justification and
methodology. The wrapper title asserts the text embodies “the Labours of Many Eminent
English and Greek Scholars,” and Herbert identifies the editors as Samuel Lloyd and
George Washington Moon. The edition described in Herbert is “tentative” and has a
different collation; an earlier partial proof appeared in 1902 (see D&M 1348). COPAC
locates two copies of the “tentative” edition, and OCLC/Worldcat four, but both come up
empty for this “Private Issue.” A bibliographic and textual curiosity.
HERBERT 2136(ref).
$225.
58. [Bierce, Ambrose]: Neale, Walter: LIFE OF AMBROSE BIERCE. New York: Walter
Neale, Publisher, 1929. 489pp. Large octavo. Gilt lettered medium blue cloth. Shade of
slight tanning to text stock, otherwise very good or better in the uncommon pictorial dust
jacket (lacking 3cm from toe of spine panel and smaller chips at the lower fore-corners).
First edition of one among the important early additions to the Bierce secondary literature,
by his late publisher. Somewhat uncommon in dust jacket.
KRICK 340.
$125.
59. [Bird & Bull Press]: Aymé, Marcel: FIVE SHORT
STORIES.... Newtown, PA: Bird & Bull Press, 1994.
Large octavo. Cloth, gilt spine label. Fine in publisher’s
cloth clamshell box.
First edition in this format of this selection, consisting of
“The State of Grace,” “The Dwarf,” “Rue de l’Evangile,”
“Legend of Poldevia” and “The Seven League Boots”
in the Norman Denny translations. Illustrated with
ten original woodcuts by Gaylord Schanilec. One of
150 numbered copies, printed on Arches mouldmade
paper. Accompanied by an extra suite of the woodcuts,
each in a captioned folder, with a separate essay by
Henry Morris on the creation of the illustrations, with
a postscript by the artist.
$300.
60. Birney, Hoffman: KING OF THE MESA. Philadelphia:
Penn Publishing Company, 1927. Yellow cloth, lettered
in brown. Ink name on free endsheet, otherwise a near
fine copy, in very good, lightly edgeworn dust jacket
with closed tear at toe of lower spine fold.
First edition of this early novel by the historian and
novelist, author of The Glory Guys. While copies of the G&D reprint lurk under every
rock, jacketed copies of the first are uncommon.
$125.
61. [Black Sun Press]: Lawrence, D. H.: THE ESCAPED COCK ... WITH DECORATIONS
IN COLOR BY THE AUTHOR. Paris: The Black Sun Press, 1929. Quarto. Printed wrappers.
Frontis. Vignettes. Fine in slightly darkened glassine wrapper with small chips at extremities.
Wanting the slipcase.
First edition of the unexpurgated text. One of 450 numbered copies on Hollande van
Gelder Zonen, from a total of 500.
ROBERTS A50a.
$500.
62. Blackburn, Paul: THE DISSOLVING FABRIC. [Palma de Mallorca]: The Divers Press,
1955. Small quarto. Silk-screen decorated newsprint over plain wrappers. Usual offset
from the newsprint flaps to the endsheets, otherwise about fine.

First edition of the poet’s first collection of original
poetry, preceded by his esteemed volume of translations,
Proensa. The wrapper design is by Dan Rice, and the
silkscreen executed by Arthur Okamura. A difficult book to
find in this agreeable condition.
$350.
6 3 . B l a c k b u r n , P a u l : B R O O K LY N - M A N H AT TA N
TRANSIT A BOUQUET FOR FLATBUSH. New York:
Totem Press, [1960]. Pictorial wrappers. First edition of
the poet’s second collection of original poetry, issued as
Totem Blue Plate #3. Slight tanning at wrapper edges,
near fine.
$50.
64. Blackburn, Paul: THE DISSOLVING FABRIC.
Toronto: Mother/Island, 1966. Small quarto. Printed
wallet-style wrapper, with remains of original wax seal
on flaps. Small shadow of darkening at one corner of
the wrapper, otherwise near fine.
Second (and first Canadian) edition of the poet’s first
collection of original poetry, first published by the Divers Press in 1955. Although not
called for, this copy has been signed by the poet on the wrapper, across the two flaps
above the wax seal. Uncommon thus.
$175.
65. Blackburn, Paul: SING – SONG. [New York: Caterpillar IV, Dec. 1966]. 6 leaves.
Quarto. Stapled cocoa-brown wrappers, printed in red. Mimeographed typescript, printed
on rectos only. About fine.
First edition. One of one hundred mimeographed copies. A second edition appeared in
1967, freshly typed and multi-lithed.
$125.
66. Blackburn, Paul: SING – SONG. [New York: Caterpillar IV, March 1967]. [7] leaves.
Quarto. Stapled pale blue wrappers, printed in black. Multi-lithed typescript, printed on
rectos only. Rear wrapper faintly sunned, otherwise near fine.
Second edition. One of 300 copies thus. A proper second edition (not issue, as some
would like to label it), printed from a freshly typed (or retyped) master.
$55.
67. Blackburn, Paul: GIN FOUR JOURNAL PIECES. Mt. Horeb: The Perishable Press,
[1970]. Quarto. Quarter vellum and marbled boards. A fine, wholly unblemished copy.
First edition. One of 136 copies printed by hand on handmade Shadwell paper utilizing
Smaragd and Palatino types. The binding was executed by Douglas Cockrell & Son.
HAMADY 35.
$200.
68. Blackburn, Paul: THREE DREAMS AND AN OLD POEM. [Buffalo: University Press
at Buffalo, 1970]. Printed wrapper. Fine.
First edition, signed issue. One of 100 numbered copies, signed by the poet, from a total
edition of one thousand copies published as Beau Fleuve Series No. 1, edited by Allen
DeLoach.
$50.
69. Blackburn, Paul: THE JOURNALS: BLUE MOUNTAIN ENTRIES. Mt. Horeb: The
Perishable Press, 1971. Quarto. Cloth and boards. Fine.
First edition. Title-decoration by the printer. One of one hundred and twenty-five press
numbered copies on handmade Shadwell paper.
HAMADY 50.
$275.

70. Blackburn, Paul: EARLY SELECTED Y MAS POEMS 1949-1966. Los Angeles: Black
Sparrow, 1972. Cloth and decorated boards. Fine.
First edition, limited issue. Introductory note by Robert Kelly. One of two hundred numbered
copies (of 226), specially bound, with a sheet signed by the author prior to his death
bound in.
MORROW & COONEY 131b.
$60.
71. Blackburn, Paul: THE SELECTION OF HEAVEN. [Mt. Horeb]: Perishable Press,
1980. Quarto. Stiff printed wrapper, decorated in blind. Title-page decoration by Walter
Hamady. Fine.
First edition. One of 170 copies printed in handset Sabon on Shadwell paper.
HAMADY 95.

$175.

72. Blackburn, Paul: THE OMITTED JOURNALS. [Mt. Horeb]: Perishable Press, 1983.
Small folio. Flexible cloth. Fine.
One of 200 copies printed on vari-colored handmade Shadwell paper in Méridien type. Edited
for publication by Edith Jarolim. “This book is important because these are the Journal
Pieces that were not included in the Black Sparrow edition of The Journals” – Hamady.
HAMADY 106.
$150.
In the Uncommon Pictorial Jackets
73. [Blake, William]: Gilchrist, Alexander: THE LIFE
OF WILLIAM BLAKE WITH SELECTIONS FROM HIS
POEMS AND OTHER WRITINGS. London: Macmillan
and Co., 1880. Two volumes. Large, thick octavos.
Original navy-blue cloth, elaborately stamped in gilt
after a pictorial design by Rossetti. Portraits, plates and
illustrations. Two bookplates in each volume, otherwise
a fine, bright, partially unopened set, in the rare pictorial
dust wrappers, that for volume one split up the upper
joint, with small chips at toe and crown of upper joint
and another about half-way up the joint (not affecting
design), and that for volume two with a shallow loss
along the lower edge of the front panel, and a small
chip from the blank area of the toe of the upper joint.
Preserved in a fleece lined folding cloth slipcase.
Second and best edition, enlarged with additional letters
and a memoir of the author. The earlier of the bookplates
are tipped to each free endsheet; the later bookplates are
those of the Garden Library, affixed to each pastedown.
One of the great late 19th century pictorial bindings,
very seldom encountered in the pictorial dust jackets
which replicate the binding design.
$3500.
74. [Blake, William]: Todd, Ruthven: [Typed Letter, Signed, About Editorial Work on
Blake]. Edinburgh. 9 June 1942. 2pp., very densely typed on recto and verso of octavo
air lettersheet. Partial break at horizontal fold, not affecting text, otherwise very good.
Poet, novelist and editor Todd writes to Prof. Tinker, following up on the possibility that
the copy of his edition of Gilchrist’s Life he sent to him “may be edifying the fish at the
bottom of the Atlantic,” and continues on in great detail about the success of the edition,
and expands to encompass all of his then ongoing Blake projects, with passing mention
of Edwin Wolf, Lessing Rosenwald, Graham Robertson, Geoffrey Keynes, and details
about his work compiling a catalogue of Blake’s work. In excess of 700 words.
$125.

Good Association Copy
75. [Blake, William]: Keynes, Sir Geoffrey [intro]: THE FABER GALLERY BLAKE. [London]:
Faber and Faber, [1945]. 24pp. Large quarto. Sewn decorated wrappers. Small nick
toward top of front wrapper fore-edge, small chip at crown of spine, light corner bumps,
but a very good copy, in chipped and split remnants of the impossibly fragile dust jacket.
First edition. A selection of ten tipped-in color plates, attended by Keynes’ introduction
and comments about each plate. The copy bears Keynes’s presentation inscription on the
title-page: “Graham Robertson from Geoffrey Keynes,” and exhibits a correction, in ink, by
Keynes in the text on p.24. There is another correction, in pencil on p.4, in another hand.
A good association copy, joining one of the great Blake collectors with one of Blake’s
primary scholar/editors. Robertson turns up among Keynes’s friends for mention in The
Gates of Memory (1981, pp.102-3), and the Robertson estate, as executed by Kerrison
Preston, gave the Blake Trust a substantial endowment to aid in its launch. With the
signature of the recipient’s executor, “K. Preston,” on the front panel of the dust jacket.
$175.
76. Bly, Robert; James Wright, and William Duffy: THE LION’S TAIL AND EYES POEMS
WRITTEN OUT OF LAZINESS AND SILENCE. [Madison, MN]: The Sixties Press, 1962.
Blue cloth. Two short, narrow cracks in front free endsheet at gutter, otherwise fine in
very faintly tanned dust jacket with minor use at the spine ends.
First edition, clothbound issue, one of 500 copies thus. Functionally Bly’s first book, though
in the company of two other poets. Signed by Bly on the title.
GUSTAFSON B3a.
$250.
77. Bly, Robert: THE TEETH-MOTHER NAKED AT LAST [wrapper title]. [Madison: American
Writers Against the Vietnam War c/o Sixties Press, 1970]. 12 panel folded leporello, on
pale green paper stock. Very close to fine.
First edition, first printing, published on behalf of, and available at no charge from,
American Writers Against the Vietnam War. This printing preceded the City Lights edition,
which printed a revised text. Subsequent printings of this form appeared on yellow and
white paper stock.
GUSTAFSON B13a.
$100.
78. Bly, Robert: POINT REYES POEMS. [Fairfax, CA]: Jungle Garden Press / Floating
Island Publications, 1989. Open-sewn stiff wrapper over plain wrapper. Fine.
First limited edition in this format. One of 110 copies printed by Marie Dern in Bell type
on Arches text, signed by the author. With a two-page Foreword by Michael Whitt. Not to
be confused with either the more modest trade edition that appeared the same year, or
the deluxe issue of the 1974 edition.
$150.
Interesting Provenance
79. [Book of Common Prayer]: THE BOOK OF COMMON PRAYER, AND ADMINISTRATION
OF THE SACRAMENTS, AND OTHER RITES AND CEREMONIES OF THE CHURCH,
ACCORDING TO THE USE OF THE CHURCH OF ENGLAND: TOGETHER WITH THE
PSALTER OR PSALMS OF DAVID .... Cambridge: Printed by Joseph Bentham Printer to
the University ..., 1762. Not paginated. [¶ 2],A-2Z 4,*A-*C 4. Folio (signed in 4s). 40 x 25cm.
Contemporary mottled calf, six raised bands, gilt monogram device of King George III in
each spine compartment and in the extreme corners of the boards within a triple-ruled
border, four ribbon ties at fore-edge (one nearly detached, but otherwise intact), a.e.g.
Joints cracking, but cords sound, early amateurish repairs to spine ends and fore-corners,
edgeworn, faint tidemark at extreme lower fore-corners of 3Z4 to end, occasional marginal
smudges, but otherwise very good.

An uncommon variant of Bentham’s folio printing of 1762, with the separately signed
‘Articles’ at the end concluding with *C4. ESTC locates but one copy of this variant (Queen’s
College, Oxford), as opposed to a dozen with the final leaf being 3A 2. This copy has an
interesting provenance: it is inscribed in the upper margin of the title: “GH Governor of
Minorca 1766.” After an active and successful military career George Howard (1718-1796),
sat in the House of Commons for Lostwithiel from 1761 until 1766, when he was appointed
Governor of Minorca -- the British had reclaimed the island in 1763 as a consequence of
the Treaty of Paris. After holding the post for two years, he returned to political and military
pursuits and continued to flourish. His second marriage, in May 1776, was to Elizabeth
of the Beckford family. Given the Royal ornamentation of the binding, and the nature of
the inscription, it seems probable that this represents a Royal gift to Howard, if not on
the occasion, certainly in the year of Howard’s appointment to the Governorship. On the
front pastedown appears the bookplate (two lions and “Virtus Mille Scuta”) associated
with the Howards of Effingham. In 1762, Bentham published editions of the Prayer Book
in quarto, octavo, 12mo and folio, the latter evidently in two issues -- the form recorded
by Griffiths as 1762:2, and this form, which is unrecorded by Griffiths.
ESTC N67552.
$3750.
80. [Bookplates]: CATALOGUE OF THE EIGHTH ANNUAL EXHIBITION OF THE EX LIBRIS
SOCIETY, CONSISTING OF LADIES’ BOOK-PLATES, HERALDIC ENGRAVINGS AND
DESIGNS, PEDIGREES, BOOKS BEARING HERALDIC DEVICES, &C. London: Ex Libris
Society, 1899. 26pp. Large octavo. Drab wrappers printed in red and black. Wrappers
rather darkened and moderately soiled, small marginal annotation, tiny ownership name
along upper margin of front wrapper, but internally very good.
First edition of this catalogue for an exhibition held at the Westminster Palace Hotel,
Friday and Saturday, June 16th and 17th, 1899. The catalogue includes an alphabetical
list of fifty-three artists with their addresses, and their exhibits. Some of the named artists
are Edward Gordon Craig, James J. Guthrie, John Leighton, and J. W. Spenceley, among
others. OCLC locates eight copies scattered between three entries.
OCLC: 32464780.
$85.
81. [Bookplates]: Starr, Frederick: WASHINGTON BOOKPLATES ... SIX ARTICLES
REPRINTED FROM THE TOWN CRIER 1925 -26. Seattle: [Privately Printed], 1927. 16mo.
Boards, paper label. Illustrated with facsimiles (two tipped-in). Boards a trifle rubbed,
attractive large private bookplate on pastedown; very good.
First edition. Copy #48 of an unspecified number of copies. A popular consideration of
bookplates of the state’s collectors and institutions.
$75.
82. [Bookplates]: Boss, Thomas G.: PAUL REVERE’S BOOKPLATE FOR JOHN GARDINER
OF GARDINER’S ISLAND. Boston: Boss Fine Books, 2013. Printed wrapper over plain
sewn wrapper. Facsimiles. Fine.
First edition, ordinary issue. One of 35 numbered copies printed on Neenah Classic Laid
paper at the Firefly Press, from a total of fifty copies.
$85.
83. Bosschère, Jean de: MARTHE AND THE MADMAN .... New York: Covici-Friede, 1928.
Cloth and decorated boards. Illustrations and special color frontis. Foretips of boards a bit
bumped, otherwise a very good, or better, copy, in somewhat battered slipcase.
First US edition of this translation by Pierre Loving. One of 275 numbered copies, specially
bound and adding the color frontis, signed by the author/artist.
$175.
Untrimmed Copy
84. Boswell, James: THE LIFE OF SAMUEL JOHNSON, LL.D. COMPREHENDING AN
ACCOUNT OF HIS STUDIES AND NUMEROUS WORKS.... London: Printed for Henry
Baldwin, 1791. xii,[16],516;588[i.e.586],[1]pp. Two volumes. Quarto (29 x 23 cm). Portrait

in first volume and two engraved plates in second. Full olive brown morocco, raised bands,
gilt, t.e.g., others largely untrimmed. Occasional light foxing, and some dusting to a few
edges, early small marginal restoration around upper blank forecorners of frontis and first
five leaves, a few small nicks and rubs at binding extremities, with two narrow surface
scratches to boards, but a very good set.
First edition, uncorrected state of I:135:10 (‘gve’), with the complement of cancels outlined
by Pottle, as usual. In volume two, pages 78, 92, 275 and 352 are in their first, uncorrected
states. Uncommon in untrimmed condition: the vertical dimension of this set matches that
of the Rothschild set (untrimmed in original boards). One of 1750 copies printed. Frequently
remarked upon as one of the triumphs of the art of biography in the English language.
With the gilt morocco bookplate in each volume (“Omnia Pro Bono H.M.”), identified by
some as an uncharacteristic bookplate for Harold Murdock. Laid in is a copy of A. Edward
Newton’s quarto leaflet reproducing the uncorrected II:302, inscribed (with initials) in 1933
to another collector (a bit ragged at fore-edge and folded).
ROTHSCHILD 463. POTTLE 79. GROLIER ENGLISH HUNDRED 65. ESTC T64481.
$9500.
85. Bracquemond, Felix (1833-1914): [Original Etching:] LE MORT DE MATAMORE
(CAPITAINE FRACASSE). Paris: Cadart & Luquet, [1864]. Original etching (plate 16 x 22
cm), with full margins (33.5 x 44.5 cm). Signed in the plate. Short tear in top blank margin,
some vestiges of mounting tape in extreme corners of blank verso, otherwise near fine.
An etching by Bracquemond illustrating a scene from Gautier’s Capitaine Fracasse, printed
by Auguste Delâtre. Published as an element in Cadart & Luquet’s portfolio for the Sociéte
des Aquafortistes. With the publisher’s blindstamped paraph in the lower margin. $300.
86. [Bradbury, Ray (sourcework)]: Truffaut, Francois [director & screenwriter]: [Lot of 17
Black & White Stills for:] FAHRENHEIT 451. [Np.: Universal Pictures, 1964]. Seventeen
8 x 10” b&w stills, plus one duplicate. Minor edge crease to one still, otherwise fine.
A very good, representative selection of studio stills for Truffaut’s adaptation of Bradbury’s
novella, starring Oskar Werner, Julie Christie, Cyril Cusack, at al. Truffaut and Jean-Louis
Richard collaborated on the screenplay, and this was Truffaut’s only English-language
feature film.
$300.
87. Bradstreet, Anne: THE WORKS OF ANNE BRADSTREET IN PROSE AND VERSE.
New York: Peter Smith, 1932. lxxvi,432pp. Large octavo. Publisher’s blue buckram. Frontis,
plate and facsimiles. Extremities worn, some ink notes and highlights (but see below),
rear inner hinge cracking. A sound but well-used copy.
A photo-offset reprint of the 1867 edition edited by John
Harvard Ellis. With the pencil ownership signature, and
scattered annotations, of Bradstreet’s biographer and editor,
Elizabeth Wade White. Taped in is a negative photo of the rare
errata slip for Several Poems ... (1678), noted in White’s hand
as from the Prince copy at BPL. The rear endsheets bear page
references in pencil and ink.
$85.
88. Bristow, Gwen, and Bruce Manning: THE INVISIBLE
HOST. New York: The Mystery League, 1930. Black cloth,
lettered in green. Top edge dust stained, otherwise a very
good copy in slightly nicked and darkened pictorial dust
jacket by Gene Thurston.
First edition of the first novel by the authors of The Gutenberg
Murders. Filmed in 1934 as The Ninth Guest.
HUBIN, p.49.
$85.

89. Brooke, Rupert: LETTERS FROM AMERICA ... WITH A PREFACE BY HENRY JAMES.
New York: Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1916. Gilt cloth. Portrait. Spine a trifle rubbed, but
a very good copy.
First edition, preceding publication in the UK. For the record, the sheets of this copy bulk
1” and the type in the three places noted by BAL is unbroken. The first printing (January)
consisted of 2075 copies.
EDEL & LAURENCE B36a. KEYNES 41. BAL 10689. SCRIBNER FIRSTS 38.
$45.
90. [Brooke, Rupert]: Perdriel-Vaissieres, J.: RUPERT BROOKE’S DEATH AND BURIAL
BASED ON THE LOG OF THE FRENCH HOSPITAL SHIP DUGAY-TROUIN. [New Haven:
Printed at the Yale University Press, 1917]. Contemporary three quarter morocco and
marbled boards by MacDonald, bound without wrappers. Photogravure vignette. Extremities
rubbed, shallow bump to top edge of one board, small shelf label in corner of front free
endsheet, otherwise a very good copy.
First edition. One of 300 copies printed by W. A. Bradley. The translation is by Vincent
O’Sullivan, and this copy bears a 1920 gift inscription from Yale Professor William Lyon
Phelps (using initials) to one of his nieces.
KEYNES, p.137.
$300.
91. [Brooke, Rupert]: Keynes, Geoffrey: A BIBLIOGRAPHY OF RUPERT BROOKE.
London: Rupert Hart-Davis, 1954. Cloth. Portrait, plates and facsimiles. About fine in
lightly used dust jacket.
First edition. Inscribed and signed by Keynes in January of 1957. Publisher’s review slip
laid in. Published in the Soho Bibliographies series.
$100.
92. Brooke, Rupert: LETTERS FROM RUPERT BROOKE TO HIS PUBLISHER 19111914. New York: Octagon Books, 1975. Large octavo. Quarter gilt parchment and cloth.
Portrait and facsimiles. About fine in lightly smudged white paper over boards slipcase.
First edition. Introduction by Geoffrey Keynes. One of 390 copies (of 400), the letterpress
printed at the Godine Press, and the facsimiles by Meriden Gravure. The first publication
of twenty-three letters, as well as associated documents.
$75.
93. [Bryant, William C.]: Bellows, Henry W.: [Autograph Letter, Signed, In Part Discussing
Bryant’s Religious Faith]. Aiken, SC. 1 April 1881. Two pages, in ink, on recto and verso
of quarto sheet of hotel letterhead. Folded for mailing, with complete split along horizontal
fold (touching a line on each side), signs of careful mounting on extreme edges on verso,
otherwise very good.
Bellows (1814–1882) was a prominent figure in eastern Unitarian circles. He planned and
served as President of the US Sanitary Commission and was a prominent club man in
New York. From Highland Park Hotel Winter Resort, in Aiken, SC, he writes a “Mr. W. J.
Brice [?],” touching on church matters, his publications and activities, and other affairs.
Much of the second page relates to Bryant, who with a number of his friends, attended
Bellows’ church: “Mr. Bryant had a very simple religious faith; an almost childlike trust
in God; a great confidence in human nature & its capacities; a severe moral standard; a
scrupulous veracity. He as a very sincere believer in Christianity, & its value to the world.
He attended Church twice a Sunday, with unusual regularity ... He knew happiness as
he grew older. He was ... usually unsmiling & grave. But he lost much of his shyness
[indecipherable] ... in the last decade of his life, and among intimate friends, he could be
almost jovial, at least genial, & sometimes indulged in [indecipherable] laughter ....” In
excess of 300 words.
$85.
94. Buñuel, Luis, and “Philip Ansell Roll” (i.e. Hugo Butler) [screenwriters]: [Original Studio
Publicity Campaign Pressbook for:] ADVENTURES OF ROBINSON CRUSOE. [Np]: United
Artists 1954. 16pp. Small folio (435 X 280mm). Pictorial self-wrappers. Heavily illustrated.

A bit creased at edges, with a few short, creased tears, folded very slightly askew along
spine, with short breaks at fold, but an about very good copy of this uncommon item.
A substantial publicity pressbook for the US distribution of the film adaptation of Defoe’s
novel, cowritten by master director Buñuel and Hugo Butler, then working in self-imposed
exile in Mexico in company with his wife and Dalton Trumbo, and writing under various
pseudonyms as a consequence of the effects of the Blacklist. The faithful yet stylistically
imaginative adaptation starred Daniel O’Herlihy as Crusoe and Jaime Fernández as Friday.
It was Buñuel’s first color film and is one of the central productions of his Mexican period.
O’Herlihy was nominated for a Best Actor Oscar for his role after United Artists took on
theatrical distribution for the film in the US.
$275.
95. Burke, John: A GENEALOGICAL AND HERALDIC HISTORY OF THE COMMONERS
OF GREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND, ENJOYING TERRITORIAL POSSESSIONS OR
HIGH OFFICIAL RANK; BUT UNINVESTED WITH HERITABLE HONOURS. London:
Published for Henry Colburn, 1834-5. Two volumes. xxiv,740;xii,726pp. Large, thick octavos.
Original gilt cloth, rebacked with the original backstrips laid down, new endsheets, edges
untrimmed. Portraits and illustrations. Some foxing early and late, shallow discoloration
in top margins of last few leaves of volume one, otherwise a very good set. Institutional
bookplates on pastedowns.
First editions of the first two volumes (of four published through 1838) of this component
of Burke’s enterprise, in this case for the first time treating a class overlooked by the
previous generations of similar works. Subsequent editions substituted “Landed Gentry”
for “Commoners”, and “Burke’s ‘Landed Gentry,’ of which there were eighteen editions
between 1833 and 1972, was the first printed national record of the untitled aristocracy
or county families of Great Britain, whose genealogies were otherwise to be found in the
county histories and heralds’ visitations of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries” –
DNB.
$250.
96. Burland, Brian: A FEW FLOWERS FOR ST. GEORGE. London: Barrie & Rockliff The
Cresset Press, [1969]. Gilt lettered boards. First edition of the author’s second novel,
inscribed and signed by him (first name only) in 1995, with “love & admiration....” Fine in
lightly smudged dust jacket.
$45.
97. Burland, Brian: UNDERTOW. London: Barrie & Jenkins, [1971]. Boards. Fine in dust
jacket.
First edition of the Bermuda-born, then CT resident author’s fourth book and third novel,
inscribed by him on the front free endsheet with drawings of a seaplane, a sailboat, a
buoy and a sun. Inscribed and signed (ca 25 words, signed first name only) on the halftitle, and then signed and dated in full in 1984 on the title. Burland has also corrected
the disarrangement of the prelims by lettering them in sequence.
$100.
98. Burnett, W. R.: THE DARK COMMAND A KANSAS ILIAD. New York & London: Knopf,
1938. Cloth (designs by WAD). Bookseller’s stamp on front pastedown, preliminary leaves
show a faint crease, a couple of marginal smudges, else very good in modestly edgeworn
pictorial dust jacket by Charles V. John.
First edition. Raoul Walsh directed the 1940 adaptation, based on a script cowritten by
Grover Jones and others, starring Claire Trevor, John Wayne, Walter Pidgeon, Roy Rogers
and Gabby Hayes.
$85.
99. Burns, Charles: BLACK HOLE. [New York]: Pantheon, [2005]. Square large octavo.
Glossy pictorial boards. About fine in dust jacket with one pencil-point size nick in rear panel.
First collected hardbound edition of the multi award-winning 12-part graphic novel, the
sourcework for a film project long in development, tentatively involving, at various times,
Neil Gaiman, Brad Pitt, David Fincher, and others.
$75.

100. Butler, Samuel: LIFE AND HABIT. London: Trübner & Co., 1878. [12],308pp. Brown
cloth, ruled in black, lettered in gilt. Cloth a bit rubbed and handsoiled, inner hinges cracking
(with early amateur repairs to those up front), bookplate; just a good copy.
First edition, first issue, with the original setting of the prelims. Somewhat later copies
included reset prelims with the denotation “second edition,” and in 1890, first edition
sheets were again repackaged for an issue by Longmans.
HOPPÉ 9.
$150.
101. Butler, Samuel: THE WAY OF ALL FLESH. London: Grant Richards, 1903. Slightly
later unsigned three-quarter navy blue pebbled morocco and cloth, spine gilt extra, a.e.g.,
marbled endsheets. Extremities rubbed, short tear in fore-edge of front free endpaper, a
bit cocked, internally very good.
First edition of Butler’s posthumously published semi-autobiographical novel, and the
work which will remain most frequently associated with his name in the popular mind.
Edited, with a prefatory note, by R. A. Streatfeild. Although printed in a large enough
edition (1500 copies), which took some four years to sell, the physical construction of the
book guaranteed that fine copies would not be the norm for succeeding generations of
collectors. This copy was rebound early on (before, at least, 1919, based on the former
owner’s pencil acquisition note), without the terminal adverts, and not with great distinction.
HOPPÉ 42.
$250.
102. [Butler, Samuel]: Jones, Henry Festing: SAMUEL BUTLER AUTHOR OF EREWHON
(1835 – 1902) A MEMOIR. London: Macmillan and Co., 1919. Two volumes. Large, thick
octavo. Portraits and plates. Cloth a bit dust-dulled, tissue-guards offset to facing pages
and plates, bookplates and pencil name; a good, sound set.
First edition. The most important first-generation biographical treatment, including a
substantial body of material by Butler published here for the first time in book form.
HOPPÉ III:6.
$65.
Family Presentation
103. Butler, William Allen: NOTHING TO WEAR AND OTHER POEMS. New York & London:
Harper & Bros., 1899. Original decorated cloth, t.e.g., others untrimmed. Portrait. Toe of
spine a bit darkened and shelfworn, otherwise a very good, bright copy.
“A New [expanded] Edition from New Plates,” including, according to the preface, “...
poems of more recent date.” This copy was presented by the author to his daughter with
his inscription on the preliminary blank: “Mary Marshall Butler with the love of her Father
Wm. Allen Butler October 1899.” With some ephemera and two photographs laid in.
BAL 2265.
$250.
104. [Byroniana]: Burr, Anna Robeson Brown: WIND IN THE EAST A ROMANCE. New
York: Duffield and Green, [1933]. Blue cloth, stamped in black. Crown and toe of spine
sunned, but a very good copy in good, somewhat worn pictorial dust jacket with large
chips from the spine panel.
First edition of this late, but surprisingly uncommon, novel by the great grand-niece of
Charles Brockden Brown. Set on the Island of Rhodes, it involves the search for Byron’s
lost memoir. OCLC/Worldcat locates only 11 copies.
OCLC: 7516670.
$65.
105. Calais, Jean, and [Stephen Rodefer (trans)]: VILLON. [Placitas, NM]: Duende, [1976].
Sq. octavo. Stiff printed wrappers. Two photographs. White portions of wrappers faintly
dusty, but about fine.
First edition of these translations by Stephen Rodefer. Photographs by André Kértész.
Published as Number One of “The Pick Pocket Series,” with blurbs by W.C. Williams and
Fielding Dawson on the lower wrapper.
$85.

106. Callahan, Harry: HARRY CALLAHAN: COLOR 1941-1980. Providence: Matrix
Publications, [1980]. Large quarto (36.5 x 35.5 cm). Cloth. Photographs. Spine rather
faded, otherwise a very good copy, in somewhat sunned and soiled slipcase.
First edition, ordinary issue. Foreword by Jonathan Williams, afterword by A. D. Coleman.
Edited by Robert Tow and Ricker Winsor.
$110.
107. [Camus, Albert (sourcework)]: [Nine Original Publicity Photographs for:] CALIGULA.
New York: Freidman-Abeles, [1960]. Nine original b&w photographs, plus a duplicate. Several
show marginal cropmarks for use in publication, production info stamps on versos, several
printed paper squibs (now loose) have left adhesive darkening on versos, photographer’s
credit stamp on one verso, but generally very good or better.
A sequence of stage photographs of Sidney Lumet’s 1960 production of Justin O’Brien’s
adaptation of Camus’ play. Kenneth Haigh and Colleen Dewhurst were among the lead
players. The production ran for 38 performances at the 54th Street Theatre.
$225.
108. Capote, Truman: [Three Variant Carbon Typescript Drafts of the First Act of:] HOUSE
OF FLOWERS. New York: Saint-Subber, [nd. but ca. 1954]. Three drafts, collations as
below. Quarto. Carbon typescript, two bradbound in plain stiff paper binders, the third
punched but not bound. The unbound script has some offsetting and creases and tears
to the first leaf, otherwise generally very good.
These three different carbon typescripts exhibit the development of the first act of Capote’s
play, as adapted from his 1950 O. Henry Award winning novella at the instigation of
Broadway producer Saint-Subber. House of Flowers was eventually produced as a
musical, with a score by Harold Arlen, which saw 165 performances on Broadway in
1954. The play was not performed again until 1968, when a considerably revised version
appeared briefly off-Broadway. It should be noted that the published form of the play was
based on that considerably revised 1968 revival. The typescripts here are undated, but
are denoted “Property of Saint-Subber.” Script A bears Capote’s name only on the title
leaf and consists of a total of two prelims and 53 text leaves (one act comprised of seven
scenes). It bears a one-word correction in ink on p.2. Script B adds the subtitle “A musical
play” and names Harold Arlen as collaborator. It collates [2],62 leaves (one act comprised
of 9 scenes, including lyrics). Script C, which is unbound, does not include prelims, and
begins at page 3 of the first scene and concludes after five scenes on page 54. These
scripts afford a look into the earliest developments of the original forms of the play, both
without and then with the injection of the musical element and Arlen’s contributions. This
form of the text is virtually inaccessible. OCLC locates Capote’s own annotated copy of
a typescript of the first draft only at the Library of Congress, and a mimeo acting script
of both acts, with particulars of the actual production, ex-Carter Burden, at the Morgan.
There are no other locations of this text reported on OCLC/Worldcat.
$4500.
109. Carpentier, Alejo: THE KINGDOM OF THIS WORLD. [New York]: The Limited Editions
Club, [1987]. Small folio. Three-piece gilt morocco, with rough silk side-panels. Fine in
suede-lined silk over boards slipcase.
First edition in this format, illustrated with original etchings by Roberto Juarez, printed
“chine collé” on handmade Japanese tissue and mounted on handmade paper. Translation
by Harriet de Onis, with an Introduction by John Hersey. One of 750 numbered copies,
printed at Wild Carrot Letterpress, and signed by the artist and by John Hersey. $400.
110. Carrington, FitzRoy [ed]: THE KINGS’ LYRICS LYRICAL POEMS OF THE REIGNS OF
KING JAMES I. AND KING CHARLES I. TOGETHER WITH THE BALLAD OF AGINCOURT....
New York: Printed for R. H. Russell, 1899. 12mo. Publisher’s gilt morocco, t.e.g., with
publisher’s monogram stamped in gilt on lower board. Portrait and plates. Joints and tips
rubbed, spine sunned, bookplate tipped to front pastedown with small old tape tabs, but
a good copy, internally about fine.

First edition, designed by D. B. Updike and printed at the Merrymount Press. This copy
bears a presentation inscription from the publisher, signed with initials, and the binding,
which surely had the publisher’s blessing given the monogram, may be a presentation
binding.
$100.
111. [Carter, Will]: Tarling, Alan: WILL CARTER, PRINTER AN ILLUSTRATED STUDY.
[London]: The Galahad Press, [1968]. Quarto. Gilt cloth. Heavily illustrated with plates and
facsimiles. First edition, limited issue. One of one hundred numbered copies, specially
bound. Spine a bit sunned, else about fine. Cloth slipcase.
$100.
112. Cartier-Bresson, Henri: ABOUT RUSSIA A STUDIO BOOK. New York: Viking, [1974].
Large quarto. Cloth. Illustrated with 141 photographs (some double spread). Light shelf
rubbing, dusty at edges, but a very good copy in dust jacket with slight bubble in laminate.
With the bookplate of multi-Pulitzer winner Paul Horgan on the front pastedown.
First edition, US issue, printed in France. Cartier-Bresson made two trips to Russia during
the 1970s, visiting five distinct parts: Leningrad, Moscow, Estonia, the Caucasus, and
Central Asia. His photographic love letter records the unique contrasts of east and west,
young and old, old and new.
$100.
113. Carver, Raymond: ELEPHANT A STORY. Fairfax, CA: Jungle Garden Press, 1988.
Textured paper over open-sewn stiff wrapper, paper label. About fine.
First separate edition, with illustrations by Carl Dern. One of 200 copies, signed by the
author and the artist.
Sold.
114. Cassill, R[onald] V[erlin]: [Untitled Original Lithograph, Signed]. [Providence (?):
The Artist], 1970. Original lithograph in shades of black. Oblong quarto. Image size: 19 x
23 cm, plus margins. Slight smudges to three margins, otherwise very good to near fine.
An original lithograph by the prolific novelist and short-fiction writer, signed by him in pencil
in the lower margin, and dated “’70.” The lithograph depicts a man and a woman engaged
in sex. Cassill studied at the Art Institute of Chicago and mounted early exhibitions of
his work in 1946 and 1948, and on other occasions in following years. At the time of his
creation of this lithograph, Cassill was a faculty member at Brown University.
$250.
115. Cassill, R[onald] V[erlin]: [Untitled Original Lithograph, Signed]. [Providence (?):
The Artist], 1970. Original lithograph in shades of black. Oblong quarto. Image size: 28
x 21.5 cm, with blank lower margin. About fine.
An original lithograph by the prolific novelist and short-fiction writer, signed by him in pencil
in the lower margin, and dated “’70.” The lithograph consists of nine smaller individual
images of couples engaged in sex assuming nine different positions. Cassill studied at
the Art Institute of Chicago and mounted early exhibitions of his work in 1946 and 1948,
and on other occasions in following years. At the time of his creation of this lithograph,
Cassill was a faculty member at Brown University.
$250.
116. Celan, Paul, and Michael Hamburger [trans]: WOLFS-BOHNE ... WOLF’S-BEAN.
[Birmingham &] New York: Delos Press / William Drenttel, [ca. 1997]. Cloth and marbled
boards, printed label. Fine, with prospectus laid in.
First edition, deluxe issue of Hamburger’s translation, printed in parallel with the German
text and with a substantive translator’s note. Inscribed by the translator on the colophon
to William Drenttel, the US publisher. This is an unnumbered copy, in addition to fifty
numbered copies, specially bound, signed by the translator, from a total edition of 257
copies printed by Sebastian Carter at the Rampant Lions Press.
$185.

117. Celan, Paul, and Michael Hamburger [trans]: WOLFS-BOHNE ... WOLF’S-BEAN.
[Birmingham &] New York: Delos Press / William Drenttel, [ca. 1997]. Full medium brown
crushed levant, spine lettered in gilt, with inlaid narrow black morocco horizontal strap,
lettered in blind. Matching silk over boards slipcase.
First edition, deluxe issue of Hamburger’s translation, printed in parallel with the German
text and with a substantive translator’s note. Inscribed by the translator on the colophon to
William Drenttel, the US publisher. An unnumbered copy in addition to fifty numbered copies,
specially bound, signed by the translator, from a total edition of 257 copies printed by Sebastian
Carter at the Rampant Lions Press. The colophon calls for seven specially bound lettered
copies for the publisher’s use, but this very special copy bears no such indicator. $350.
118. [Chandler, Raymond (sourcework)]: Brackett, Leigh [screenwriter]: [Lot of Eighteen
Publicity Stills for:] THE LONG GOODBYE. [Los Angeles]: United Artists, [1973]. Eighteen
8 x 10” b&w glossy publicity stills, with credit lines in lower margins. Small nick to one
margin, otherwise about fine.
A representative selection of publicity stills for Robert Altman’s 1973 film adaptation of
Chandler’s novel, based on Brackett’s screenplay, starring Elliott Gould, Nina van Pallandt,
Sterling Hayden, et al.
$75.
119. [Chapbook – English Juvenile]: GRANDFATHER’S TALES.
THE FLY-CATCHER [wrapper title]. Leicester, England: Published
by Winks and Son, [nd but ca 1850s]. 8pp. 16mo. (10.5 x 7cm).
Pictorial upper wrapper. Woodcut in text. Small chip near toe
of spine from the blank margin of the front wrapper, otherwise
very good.
The tale itself (“the Fly-Catcher, or Cherry-Sucker”) occupies the
first three pages, headed by an image of a bird. Both the wrapper
and interior image are by Elijah Whymper, and are so noted in
the OCLC entry based on the copy(ies) at the V&A Museum. The
tale is then followed by two poems, “The Angel’s Errand,” and
“The Departed Child in Heaven to Its Parents.”
OCLC: 913301395.
$85.
120. Cheever, John: [Typed Letter, Signed]. Ossining, NY. 30 July
1979. Small octavo, on personal letterhead. Folded, otherwise fine
in the original typed envelope, opened with some carelessness, with some ink annotations
on the verso.
Cheever responds briefly to a journalist: “ ... It is my considered opinion that there has
been no Turning Point in my life. That is my considered opinion. Sincerely, John Cheever.”
$150.
121. Cheney, Brainard: THIS IS ADAM. New York: McDowell, Obolensky, [1958]. Cloth.
Top edges sunned, a bit dusty, but a good copy in shelfworn dust jacket.
First edition. Warmly inscribed on publication to the daughter and son-in-law of his longtime friends and fellow Agrarians, Allen Tate and Caroline Gordon: “10 – 15 – 58 To Nancy
& Percy with my love and affection, Lon.” Brainard and Francis Cheney were known to
their closest friends as “Lon” and “Fanny.” Five years earlier than this novel, Gordon and
Tate sponsored their entry into the Catholic Church.
$150.
122. [Chicano Art]: Del Castillo, Richard Griswold, et al. [eds]: CHICANO ART RESISTANCE
AND AFFIRMATION, 1965-1985. Los Angeles: Wight Art Gallery, UCLA, [1991]. 373pp.
Quarto. Cloth. Plates and illustrations in color and b&w. Bookplate on front pastedown,
otherwise fine in dust jacket.

First edition, clothbound issue, of this substantial collection of essays, and the catalogue
of a traveling exhibition of work by more than 150 Chicano artists.
$50.
123. Clark, Larry: TULSA. [New York]: Lustrum Press, [1971]. Quarto. Stiff pictorial
wrappers. Black wrapper a bit rubbed at edges and creased at spine, perfect binding a
bit strained at a few gutters (as often), but otherwise a near very good copy.
First edition of Clark’s first book, one of the seminal photo-essays of its generation. “Once
the needle goes in it never comes out.” Formerly tipped in, now laid in, before the half-title
is a printed announcement of the Clark exhibition at the Mead Museum.
PARR & BADGER I, p.260. ROTH, p. 208.
$450.
124. Clark, Larry: TULSA. [New York]: The Author, [1971 (i.e. 1979)]. Quarto. Cloth.
Photographs. Fine in lightly edge worn example of the pictorial dust jacket.
First clothbound edition of Clark’s first book, one of the seminal photo-essays of its
generation. “Once the needle goes in it never comes out.”
PARR & BADGER I, p.260. ROTH, p. 208.
$400.
125. Clark, Larry: TEENAGE LUST. [New York: Published by the Author / Photographer,
1983]. Quarto. Stiff gray wrapper with photographic vignette on upper wrapper. Illustrated
with photographs throughout. Spine slightly creased with a bit of rubbing at edges, 2”
packing knife scar in upper wrapper, internally very good or better.
First edition of Clark’s semiautobiographical follow-up to Tulsa, dovetailing with the former
work’s chronology and pushing into later years and the world of New York hustlers.
$500.
126. Clarke, Harry [illus], and Hans Christian Anderson: FAIRY
TALES BY .... London: George G. Harrap & Company, [1916].
Large quarto (28.5 x 20 cm). Full stiff vellum, lettered and
decorated in gilt, t.e.g., others rough trimmed. Illustrated
with sixteen mounted color plates (including frontis), twentyfour black and white plates, and numerous b&w decorations,
marginal and title-page vignettes, etc. Boards a bit bowed
and the vellum shows some natural mottling, a bit of foxing to
prelims and endleaves, one tissue-guard detached and chipped,
slight cracking at gutter between half-title and limitation leaf
and frontis leaf, a bit of tanning to the plate mounts, otherwise
a very good copy.
First edition, deluxe issue, of Harry Clarke’s first major book
illustration commission. This is copy #13 of 125 numbered
copies, specially printed and bound, and signed by Clarke.
Harry Clarke (1889-1931) was a leading figure in the Irish
Arts and Crafts movement, predominantly in his role as a
stained-glass artist. This work was the first to establish him as
an illustrator, a reputation that was rendered secure by his illustrations for Poe published
three years later. A scarce book.
$3850.
127. [Clemens, Samuel L.]: THE ADVENTURES OF HUCKLEBERRY FINN (TOM SAWYER’S
COMRADE) ... BY MARK TWAIN.... London: Chatto & Windus, 1884. xvi,438,[2]pp plus
32pp. October 1884 inserted catalogue. Deep cherry-red cloth, lettered in gilt, decorated
in black. Frontis and illustrations by E.W. Kemble. Shallow chipping around crown of
spine, spine a bit darkened and a few spots to cloth, evidently recased with new (plain)
endsheets at some point, with ink ownership signature at the top edge of the front free
endsheet; a good, sound copy.
First UK edition, preceding the US edition. The gatherings in this copy were sewn with
thread (no known priority over those that are stapled).
BAL 3414.
$1000.

128. [Clemens, Samuel L.]: Twain, Mark [pseud]: LIFE ON THE MISSISSIPPI. Boston:
James R. Osgood and Company, 1883. 624pp. Large octavo. Brown cloth, elaborately
decorated in gilt and black. Frontis, plates and illustrations. One lower fore-tip a bit
frayed, private personal ownership perforated stamp in each free endsheet, otherwise an
uncommonly bright, tight copy.
First US edition, preceded by a few days by the Chatto & Windus edition. This is BAL’s
second state, without the flaming device on p. 441, and with the caption on page 443
corrected.
BAL 3411. HOWES C480.
$750.
129. Cobb, Humphrey: PATHS OF GLORY. New York: Viking, 1935. Gilt cloth. Spine
gilding a bit dull and edges faintly sunned, as usual, crown of spine sunned a bit more
than usual, otherwise a very good copy in lightly chipped dust jacket with clean splits
along the flap folds.
First published edition of the author’s first and only novel, an account of the victimization
of three French line soldiers by officers intent on saving their own reputations. It was
preceded by five hundred promotional copies of printed sheets bound in wrappers, untitled.
Sidney Howard undertook a dramatic adaptation of some note in 1935, but the 1957 film
adaptation by Stanley Kubrick did much to remind the post-war public of its virtues. It
remains one of the most widely known anti-war novels of the pre-WWII years. This copy
is in the proper first printing dust jacket.
$275.
130. Cobb, Humphrey: [Typed Letter, Signed, Accompanied by a Partial Typescript of:]
A PROMINENT PLACE. Pasadena, CA. 8 January 1941. Letter: 1/2 pages on quarto
lettersheet. Typescript: 5pp. plus coversheet, on 5 leaves of 3-hole punched quarto typing
paper. Slight tanning, but very good.
Novelist Humphrey Cobb, author of Paths of Glory, writes novelist Ralph Bates, in
the latter’s capacity as fund-raiser for National Sharecroppers Week, forwarding the
accompanying manuscript for a fundraiser. The Week was a predecessor of the National
Sharecroppers Union, which was founded in aid of the Southern Tenant Farmers’ Union.
The Union was a client of the Oram Group, of which Bates’s wife, Eva, was a principal.
Cobb writes: “Indeed I remember you very well ... a little over a year ago I wrote you a
letter of admiration for the honesty of your ‘Disaster in Finland’ article in the New Republic.
Sorry about the mss. The enclosed is the only one I’ve got. I typed it myself, and as I’m a
terribly old maid about clean pages ... it bears practically none of those interlineations so
cherished by collectors. Obviously, the fact that I’ve got the ms. shows that it never got
published. Still, if it brings in a dime, that’s better than no dime ....” The letter is signed
in full. The typescript is entitled “A Prominent Place,” is dated 14 August 1940, and bears
a count of 2,000 words. It is incomplete, and terminates mid-sentence at the bottom of
the fifth page. A short story, “A Prominent Place” relates to political tensions among the
multi-national members of a crew of an Italian ocean freighter in response to an order to
mount a plaque of Mussolini in a “prominent place.” After publication of his 1935 novel,
Paths of Glory, Cobb worked as a screenwriter and copywriter, He died young, in 1944,
having written but one additional novel, which appeared as a serial in Colliers Weekly.
In addition to serving in the Canadian Army prior to the US entering WWI, Cobb sailed
in the Merchant Marine and worked for the OWI. Creative manuscript material by him is
uncommon indeed and though unfortunately a fragment, this work is unpublished.
$650.
“But my face is just an accident ....”
131. Cobb, Humphrey: [Two Autograph Letters, and an Autograph Postcard, All Signed].
Hollywood & Los Angeles. 15 August 1935 (with addressed envelope), 20 January 1936,
and [no date]. Two leaves, quarto, and 12mo postcard, the latter with envelope, in ink.
Folds for mailing but very good or better.
Cobb, then engaged in studio work, writes an appreciative reader, to one Henry W. Zollars,
of Belle Vernon Pa.: “Many thanks for your kind letter which would have been acknowledged

earlier had I not been offered a job out here which has kept me busy ....” He indicates that
he would be happy to sign the recipient’s copy of Paths of Glory, but only after he has
returned to New York “... and find myself likely to be in one spot for a while.” The postcard
of January 1936 reports: “You are right – I’m still out here & don’t know when I’ll be East
again...” and instructs the recipient to send the book to him at his Hollywood address to
be inscribed. The third, undated letter, by inference the last, responds: “Sorry about the
photograph, but I never inscribe them. It is a field of autobiography which, so far as I
am concerned, should be left to movie stars and politicians. My writing I am responsible
for and don’t mind putting my name to. But my face is just an accident. Sincerely yours
Humphrey Cobb.”
$375.
132. [Cobb, Humphrey, et al.]: [Morrison, Hugh Whitney (ed)]: WE HAVE BEEN THERE
AUTHORITATIVE REPORTS BY QUALIFIED OBSERVERS WHO HAVE RETURNED FROM
THE WAR ZONES, AS PRESENTED OVER THE CBC NATIONAL NETWORK. Toronto:
CBC Publications Branch, [1941]. 144pp. Orange wrappers, printed in black. Portraits.
Wrappers a bit darkened and lightly edgeworn, very good.
First edition. Among contributors including William L. Shirer, Col. Donovan and others,
Humphrey Cobb appears with a 5pp. double column broadcast transcript. Accompanied
by a very full one-page t.l.s. from Hugh Whitney Morrison, editor of the series, to the
former owner detailing the publication history of Paths of Glory in Canada, starting with
its serialization in the Toronto Star Weekly in 1935, where Morrison then served as
Fiction Editor. Morrison recalls that he was responsible for some limited condensation of
the serialized text. He then turns to his solicitation of Cobb’s participation in this broadcast
series. A second series was broadcast and published in 1942.
$75.
133. Colas, René: BIBLIOGRAPHIE GÉNÉRALE DU COSTUME ET DE LA MODE.... New
York: Hacker Art Books, 1969. Two volumes. Large octavo. Gilt buckram. Minor rubbing
at tips, top edge dusty, else about fine.
A photo-offset reprinting of the 1933 edition of this indexed bibliography of over three
thousand works relating to military, religious and public dress, style and coiffure, published
both in France and abroad.
$125.
First Collection
134. Coleridge, Samuel Taylor, [and Charles Lamb]: POEMS ON
VARIOUS SUBJECTS. London: Printed for G. G. and J. Robinsons,
and J. Cottel, Bookseller, Bristol, 1796. xvi,188,[4]pp. Small octavo.
Full crimson morocco by Bedford, raised bands, spine gilt extra, gilt
inner dentelles, t.e.g., others largely untrimmed. Near fine, with the
half-title, errata and advert leaf.
First edition of Coleridge’s first published collection of poetry, preceded
by the rare verse-play, The Fall of Robespierre, several prose tracts,
and The Watchman. Although their presence is not noted on the title,
four of the sonnets are by Lamb, and are signed at their conclusion,
“C. L.” They constitute his first publication in book form.
HAYWARD 206. WISE (COLERIDGE) 8. TINKER 678. ESTC T125613.
NCBEL III:215. LIVINGSTON (LAMB), pp.3-10.
$6000.
With Substantial Additions
135. Coleridge, Samuel T., et al.: POEMS ... SECOND EDITION. TO WHICH ARE NOW
ADDED POEMS BY CHARLES LAMB, AND CHARLES LLOYD. Bristol: Printed by N.
Briggs, for J Cottle ... and Messrs. Robinsons, London, 1797. xx,[4],[5]-278pp. 16mo.
Contemporary calf, neatly rebacked to style, original gilt labels preserved. With the bookplate
of Maurice Baring, and one other. Early ink name in upper margin of title, a few minor
spots early and late, otherwise a very good copy. Half morocco slipcase and chemise.

Denoted the second edition (after the 1796 Poems on Various Subjects), but in many
ways a new book, including a Preface and eleven new poems by Coleridge and revisions
of others, as well as additions to and revisions of those by Lamb that appeared in the
first edition, identified only by initials. The rare errata slip is not present.
WISE (COLERIDGE) 11. TINKER 679. HANEY 8. ESTC N11843.
$2750.
First Book
136. Collins, Mortimer: IDYLS AND RHYMES. Dublin, London & Guernsey: J. McGlashan,
etc., 1855. Octavo. Late 19th or early 20th century full morocco, gilt label, t.e.g., gilt inner
dentelles. Extremities a bit worn, signs of once tipped-in bookplate, bound without halftitle, else a very good copy.
First edition of the future novelist’s first book. “Rather raffish in his younger days and
with an inflated self-esteem, given to classical puns and irritating mannerisms, Collins
had genuine talent... [and] emerges as an interesting second-rater, a figure of pathetic
jauntiness” – Wolff.
$185.
137. Conkling, Grace H.: [AFTER SUNSET] “I HAVE AN UNDERSTANDING WITH THE
HILLS” [first line]. [Stamford: Overbrook Press], August 1948. Quarto broadside (29.5 x
20.5 cm). Text printed on recto only. Fine.
Limited separate printing, one of ten copies printed on Chatham handmade paper in
memory of Peggy Marshall. Another 125 copies were printed on BFK Rives. OCLC/Worldcat
locates two copies: Columbia and Harvard. There is at least one copy at Yale, as well.
CAHOON, p.58.
$55.
138. Conquest, Joan: THE HAWK OF EGYPT. New York: Macaulay, [c. 1922]. Pictorial
cloth. Frontis and dust jacket by G. W. Gage. Very good or better in bright pictorial dust
jacket with just a trace of fraying at spine ends and fore-tips.
First US edition of one of Conquest’s several steamy potboilers set in the desert: “an
exotic story of the love-madness with which Egypt drugs the souls of men and women.”
$65.
139. Conrad, Joseph: THE SECRET AGENT A DRAMA IN THREE ACTS. London:
Privately Printed for Subscribers Only by T. Werner Laurie, 1923. Large octavo. Vegetable
parchment and boards, paper label. Portrait. A very good to near fine copy, in chipped
and tanned dust jacket with splits at the spine folds.
First edition. One of one thousand numbered copies, printed on handmade paper, and
signed by the author.
$600.
140. [Conrad, Joseph (sourcework)]: [Original studio one-sheet poster for:] VICTORY
AN ISLAND TALE. [Los Angeles]: Paramount Studios, 1940. Vintage pictorial one-sheet
poster (27 x 41”), lithographed in color. Folded as issued, minute loss at apex of two folds,
some small careful paper mends on verso at edges and folds, a few tiny breaks in blank
margins, but generally very good, the image unusually fresh and bright.
A vividly pictorial promotional poster for the third, and most faithful, English language film
adaptation of Conrad’s 1915 novel, directed by John Cromwell, based on a screenplay
by John Balderston, and starring Frederic March, Betty Field, Cedric Hardwicke, at al.
The film was released on 21 December. Previous English language versions appeared in
1919 (silent) and 1930.
$500.
141. [Conrad, Joseph, et al.]: THE LIBRARY OF THE LATE ELDRIDGE L. ADAMS ...
INCLUDING HIS SPLENDID COLLECTION OF FIRST EDITIONS OF WORKS BY JOSEPH
CONRAD, MOST INSCRIBED .... [New York]: AAA / Anderson Art Galleries, 1936. 177,[1]
pp. Octavo. Slightly later cloth, original wrappers bound in. Frontis, plates and facsimiles.
Priced throughout in pencil, very good.

Bookseller Walter M. Hill’s copy, with his notes and prices realized penciled in. In addition
to the remarkable Conrad offerings, some first rate Clemens and Stephen Crane items
appear -- including a copy of Pike County Gazette, described as unique and making its
first appearance at auction -- along with some quite good T. E. Lawrence. Walter Hill, of
Chicago, was one of the leading dealers of his generation.
$45.
142. [Copeland & Day]: [Brown, Alice]: THE ROSE OF HOPE. [Boston: Copeland & Day],
Christmas 1896. Sewn printed wrappers. Quite chipped at grossly over-extended wrapper
edges, internally fine and unopened.
First edition of one of the five privately printed Christmas books distributed to friends of
Copeland & Day and the author. Uncommon in the wild.
KRAUS 101.
$125.
143. [Corman, Cid – His Copy]: Valéry, Paul: SELECTED WRITINGS. [New York]: New
Directions, [1950]. Cloth. Spine and edges somewhat faded, but a good copy, with chipped
panels of the dust jacket laid in.
First edition of this selection, translated by various hands. Future poet / publisher/ translator
/ ND author Cid Corman’s copy, with his May 1950 pencil ownership inscription and
occasional scattered annotations, chiefly in the poetry section. With a BPL penny postcard
laid in with his further annotations, recto and verso.
HARRISON, NEWTH & CANDIDO, p.29.
$50.
144. [Corman, Cid – His Copy]: Naganuma, N.: FIRST LESSONS IN JAPANESE. Tokyo:
Kaitakusha Publishing Co., [1952]. [4],215,[3]pp. Small octavo. Flexible red cloth, lettered
in gilt. Cloth very slightly bubbled, some spots of soiling to covers; good and sound.
An appealing association copy, with the 7 April 1958 ownership signature of poet /
translator / publisher Cid Corman on the front free endsheet, along with his scattered
pen and pencil annotations in the text and on an inserted scrap of printed paper. It was
in 1958 that Corman was appointed to a teaching job in Kyoto, a city in which he would
reside for several different periods for the remainder of his life.
$85.
145. [Corman, Cid – His Copy]: Woolf, Virginia: TO THE LIGHTHOUSE. London: Dent /
Everyman’s Library, [1962]. Cloth. A good copy in rubbed and sunned dust jacket.
Poet / translator / publisher Cid Corman’s copy, with his 1963 ownership inscription, frequent
marginal highlights and underscores, and occasional manuscript notes and comments.
$45.
146. Covens, J. [publisher]: LE
GUIDE D’AMSTERDAM, AVEC LA
DESCRIPTION DE TOUT CE QU’IL Y A
DE PLUS INTÉRESSANT. Amsterdam:
Chèz J. Cóvens & Fils, 1793. 339,[32]
pp. plus 15 plates (one a folding map).
Large octavo. Contemporary, and likely
original marbled wrappers, remnants
of printed spine label, edges wholly
untrimmed and partially unopened.
Minor foxing early and late, upper joint
and crown of spine a trifle chipped,
ink inscription on title (see below),
otherwise an exceptional copy.
One of a succession of enlarged
and updated editions of this popular
18th century guidebook to the city.

The fifteen plates in this copy include a folding city map, and fourteen leaves with two
engravings of city buildings or features per sheet. The number of plates agrees with the
collation in OCLC, but there the entry of record calls for two of the plates to be folding,
rather than just one as here. The title page bears the ownership signature (last name
only) of US diplomat and Congressman, Samuel Sitgreaves, with the additional note “bt.
at Amsterdam Aug. 9, 1800.”
$450.
147. Cunard, Nancy: THOUGHTS ABOUT RONALD FIRBANK ... FOREWORD BY
MIRIAM J. BENKOVITZ. New York: Albondocani Press, 1971. Marbled wrapper over stiff
wrappers, printed label. First edition. One of 200 numbered copies, of 226, printed by
William Ferguson on fabriano. Fine.
$85.
148. Curwood, James Oliver: THE COUNTRY BEYOND A ROMANCE OF THE WILDERNESS.
New York: Cosmopolitan Book Company, 1922. Gilt cloth. Frontis and plates by Walt
Lauderback. Gilding slightly patinated, small bookseller ’s ticket on front pastedown,
otherwise near fine in faintly edgeworn pictorial dust jacket.
First edition. The sourcework for the 1926 feature film, directed by Irving Cummings.
SMITH C-1037.
$100.
149. Curwood, James Oliver: THE ALASKAN A NOVEL OF THE NORTH. New York:
Cosmopolitan Book Company, 1923. Gilt cloth. Frontis and plates by Walt Lauderback.
Eleven leaves toward end creased and snagged at lower forecorner, pencil ownership
inscription on front pastedown, modest tanning, otherwise a very good copy in a near
fine dust jacket.
First edition. Adapted to film in 1924, under the direction of Herbert Brenon.
HANNA 878. SMITH C-1033.

$100.

150. d’Arch Smith, Timothy [intro to]: THE QUORUM A MAGAZINE OF FRIENDSHIP.
[North Pomfret]: Asphodel Editions, 2001. Small quarto. Linen and paper over boards.
Facsimile broadside tipped to rear pastedown. Fine, without dust jacket, as issued.
One of one hundred and fifty numbered copies. A facsimile reprint of the rare sole issue
of this periodical, published by some members of the British Society for the Study of
Sex Psychology, and including contributions by E. E. Bradford, Dorothy Sayers, Leonard
Green, J. G. Nicholson, et al. Published at:
$100.
151. D[oolittle], H[ilda]: COLLECTED POEMS 1912 – 1944. New York: New Directions,
[1983], xxxvi,629pp. Large octavo. Cloth. Edited by Louis Martz. Trace of dust along top
edge, otherwise fine in dust jacket.
First edition, clothbound issue, of this monumental edition (one of 2500 copies bound thus).
BOUGHN A38.a.i. HARRISON, NEWTH & CANDIDO, p. 109.
$75.
152. Dali, Salvador [ed & illus]: ESSAYS OF MICHEL DE MONTAIGNE. Garden City:
Doubleday & Co., 1947. Large octavo. Gilt decorated blue cloth, t.e.g. Color frontis and
15 plates, b&w drawings in text. Crown and toe of spine faintly darkened, otherwise about
fine, without the slipcase.
First edition thus, the texts selected and illustrated by Dali, based on the Cotton translations.
Copy #299 of 1000 numbered copies signed by Dali.
$850.
153. Davies, William H.: THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF A SUPER-TRAMP ... PREFACE
BY BERNARD SHAW. New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1917. Dull red cloth, stamped in green
and blue. Endsheets faintly foxed, with bookplate stain on front pastedown, spine dulled
a bit; still, a good, sound copy.

First US edition of this classic of hobo literature, first published in the UK in 1908 in
an edition underwritten by Mrs. Shaw. Davies’s travels as a working itinerant in North
America from 1893 through 1899 included some dark and difficult days passing through
the southern Gulf region.
HARLOW A3c.
$85.
154. [Davis, John Chandler Bancroft]: ORIGIN OF THE BOOK OF COMMON PRAYER
OF THE PROTESTANT EPISCOPAL CHURCH IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.
Washington: Privately printed for the use of the Churchman’s League ..., 1897. [4],43,[1]
pp. Printed wrappers. A few small spots to wrapper, bump to lower foretip, else very good
or better, largely unopened.
First edition. Inscribed on the upper wrapper by the diplomat/attorney: “Rev. George Wm.
Douglas S.T.D. / with the regards of his friend / J. C. Bancroft Davis.” Davis acknowledges
in his prefatory note that his comments are those of a layman, and the product of his
summer reading. It was among his last separate publications. The recipient was then
Rector of Grace Church, NYC. Uncommon: OCLC reports only nine locations.
OCLC: 5452477.
$150.
155. [Debrueil, Jean]: PRACTICAL PERSPECTIVE; OR, AN EASY METHOD OF
REPRESENTING NATURAL OBJECTS, ACCORDING TO THE RULES OF ART. APPLIED
AND EXEMPLIFIED IN ALL THE VARIETY OF CASES; AS LANDSCAPES, GARDENS,
AND BUILDINGS ... A WORK HIGHLY NECESSARY FOR PAINTERS, ENGRAVERS,
ARCHITECTS ... AND OTHERS CONCERNED IN DESIGNING ... WRITTEN IN FRENCH
BY A JESUIT OF PARIS .... London: Printed, By Assignment of Messrs. Bowles & Carver,
for Sherwood, Gilbert, and Piper, [nd. but ca
1793 – 1795]. xxx,18,[2],19-41,[1],42-121,[2],122128,[1],129-150,[1]pp. plus 150 plates on 76
leaves. Quarto. Quarter modern black morocco,
lettered in gilt, with thematically sympathetic
pictorial paper over boards. Some occasional
marginal smudges, inevitable light offset of
plates to facing pages, but generally very good
or somewhat better.
Denoted the 7th edition, the translation attributed to
E. Chambers, and with “The Theory of Perspective”
by James Hodgson added as a Preface. The
actual publication date of this edition is a bit
unsettled: Fowler dates it ca. 1780, but ESTC
quotes references dating the Bowles and Carver
partnership to 1793-1832. Dubrueil (1602-1670)
continued in his father’s bookselling business
until he took vows in the Jesuit order. He studied
architecture and mathematics and published La Perspective Pratique in parts, 16421649. Another English translation, by Robert Pricke, appeared in 1672. ESTC locates 7
copies in North America.
FOWLER 110. ESTC N21002.
$475.
156. [Defoeana]: Spraggles, Master J. [undisclosed pseud]: MASTER J. SPRAGGLES
HIS VERSION OF ROBINSON CRUSOE AS NARRATED & DEPICTED TO HIS SCHOOL
FELLOWS AT DR. TICKELTOBY’S ACADEMY. New York: McLoughlin Bros., [nd. but ca.
1867?]. Quarto. Highly pictorial stiff wrappers. Illustrations in two colors. Spine largely split,
long tear in fore-edge of last leaf (affecting illustration but with no loss), and a couple of
other short marginal tears, slight discoloration at lower forecorner of front wrapper and
the first two leaves, pencil gift inscription inside front wrapper (Christmas 1876); a sound
copy, having suffered non-mortal flesh wounds in the hands of its youthful reader(s).

First (?) edition of this Robinson Crusoe pastiche, presented as a retelling from memory
by young Spraggles after the last locally accessible copy of the original text has been
lost. The wrapper title is a bit more embellished: “To the Admirers of Native but Uncultured
Genius of Robinson Crusoe Done with Slate Pencil in the Manner of the Very Earliest
Masters ....” Illustrated by relief prints drawn to resemble childlike caricatures drawn on a
blackboard. The hypothesized date above is based on the date ascribed in the catalogue
of the massive McLoughlin Bros. archive at AAS. OCLC includes examples under various
ascribed dates through the latter decades of the 19th century.
OCLC: 950907695.
$150.
157. [DeLillo, Don, and Paul Auster]: [Statement in Defense of Salman Rushdie:] ON
FEBRUARY 14, 1989, THE RELIGIOUS LEADER OF ONE COUNTRY ISSUED A DEATH
EDICT ... [opening lines]. [New York: Rushdie Defense Committee, 1994]. [4]pp. 12mo
leaflet. Handsomely bound in quarter brown morocco and marbled boards. Fine.
First edition of this printing of a statement in defense of Rushdie by a group assembled
under the umbrella of PEN, published on the 5th anniversary of the Fatwa. The text has
been authoritatively attributed to DeLillo, with participation by Paul Auster. An ephemeral
item, of which almost half a million copies were printed, here well-preserved in a quality
binding.
DRENTTEL J10.
$150.
158. Dickens, Charles: DOMBEY AND SON. London: Bradbury & Evans, 1848. xvi,624pp.
Original medium green cloth, stamped in blind, lettered in gilt (the secondary binding).
Frontis, vignette title, and 38 engraved plates by H. K. Browne (“Phiz”). Ink name on free
endsheet, spine a bit sunned and rubbed, a few trivial nicks at crown of spine, but a very
good copy, internally fresh and clean.
First edition, with the eight-line errata, but with the later form of the vignette title with
the imprint of Chapman & Hall, representing sheets passed from Bradbury & Evans to
Chapman & Hall ca. 1861. The substantial majority of the textual errors far exceeding
those mentioned in the errata are uncorrected. This work includes the first example of
the “dark plate” process, facing page 547.
SMITH 8.
$2250.
159. Dickens, Charles: BLEAK HOUSE. London: Bradbury & Evans, 1853. xvi,624pp.
Large, thick octavo. Publisher’s medium green cloth, decorated in blind, lettered in gilt.
Frontis, vignette title, and 38 plates. Spine a shade sunned and with some small nicks
and a 1 cm split at and near crown and toe, ink name on front free endsheet, a few small
rubs to side panels, otherwise an unusually nice copy, very good or better, with the plates
and text exhibiting only rare faint traces of foxing.
First edition in book form. This copy is in the publisher’s secondary binding, exhibiting the
blindstamp pattern described by Smith, with pale peach-toned endsheets and the undated
Chapman & Hall imprint at the base of the vignette title. The engravings are by H. K.
Browne (a.k.a. ‘Phiz’), ten of them ‘dark’ plates. Uncommon in this condition.
SMITH 10. SADLEIR 682.
$2250.
160. Digby, Kenelm: CASTRATIONS FROM THE PRIVATE MEMOIRS OF SIR KENELM
DIGBY. [Np]: Not Published, “1828.” [4],50,[2]pp. Large octavo. Loose, untrimmed sheets,
accompanied by remnants of plain wrappers. Very good and unopened.
The edition of the Private Memoirs with which these excisions are associated was edited
by Sir Nicholas Harris Nicolas and published by Saunders & Otley in 1827.
RUBIN 137n. OCLC: 19048333.
$65.
161. [Disney Studios] Thomas, Frank, and Ollie Johnston: DISNEY ANIMATION THE
ILLUSION OF LIFE. New York: Abbeville Press, [1981]. Large quarto. Gilt decorated

cloth. 489 plates in full color, thousands of black & white illustrations. Soft corner crease
to rear free endsheet, otherwise fine in very good pictorial dust jacket (slightly tanned
at the spine) and pictorial slipcase with diecut window and light rubbing at extremities.
First edition, limited issue. One of an unspecified number of copies signed by the authors
(both Disney animators) on a bookplate affixed to the front pastedown, securing a foot
long scrap of film from a print of Snow White and The Seven Dwarfs.
$400.
162. Dobie, J. Frank: GUIDE TO THE LIFE AND LITERATURE OF THE SOUTHWEST
WITH A FEW OBSERVATIONS. Austin: University of Texas Press, 1943. 111,[1]pp. Quarter
green morocco and cloth, original wrappers bound in. Illustrations. Frontis. Bookplate,
spine a bit sunned, very good.
First edition in book form, preceded by the mimeographed syllabus format. Illustrations
by Hurd, Lea, Thomason, Borein, Russell, Bugbee, et al.
$65.
163. [Dodgson, Charles L.]: Almansi, Guido [ed]: LEWIS CARROLL PHOTOS AND LETTERS
TO HIS CHILD FRIENDS. [Milan]: Franco Maria Ricci, 1975. Small folio. Gilt decorated
silk over boards, pictorial onlay, fore and bottom edges untrimmed. Plates. Spine slightly
sunned, faint rubbing to cloth from slipcase, but a very good copy in lightly rubbed slipcase.
First edition. With notes by Brassaï and Helmut Gernsheim. One of 3000 numbered copies
printed on gray-blue Fabriano, and signed by the publisher.
$100.
164. [Dodsley, Robert]: THE OECONOMY OF HUMAN LIFE. TRANSLATED FROM AN
INDIAN MANUSCRIPT, WRITTEN BY AN ANCIENT BRAMIN. TO WHICH IS PREFIXED
AN ACCOUNT OF THE MANNER IN WHICH THE SAID MANUSCRIPT WAS DISCOVER’D.
IN A LETTER FROM AN ENGLISH GENTLEMAN, NOW RESIDING IN CHINA ... THE
SEVENTH EDITION. London: Printed, Boston Re-printed, And Sold by D. Fowle in QueenStreet, 1752. xi,[1],[13]-40,[2]pp. Octavo. Extracted from nonce pamphlet volume. Significant
foxing, soiling and early doodling (including repeated ownership signatures of Oliver and
Ruth Camplin), fore-margin repair to vii/viii restraining a long jagged tear across the leaf
(no loss), a weary survivor.
The text was first printed in London in 1751, and this text was for a time attributed to
the Earl of Chesterfield, leading to widespread popularity, but Dodsley is now the most
likely author. Franklin and Hall printed an edition in Philadelphia in 1751, and reprinted
it in 1752. This is the scarce first Boston printing; ESTC locates copies at AAS, Harvard,
Mass. Historical, Library Co. of Phila, and Univ. of MO.
EVANS 6836. ESTC W21372.
$350.
165. [Drescher, Henrik]: H. D. NINE MONTHS 1985 – 1986. [New York: The Artist, 1986].
[52]pp. Small quarto (28 x 19.5 cm). Sewn gray wrapper with hand-painted 6 x 8 cm gold
paint rectangle on upper wrapper, the whole in a translucent plastic outer wrapper with a
drawing of a bowl-like object superimposed on the gold block below.
First edition of another of the artist’s visual record of his travels, in this case largely in
Europe. The outer translucent wrapper appears to bear the artist’s very faint signature in
pink ink on the upper panel. Uncommon. OCLC locates only two copies in the US: Univ.
of Colorado at Boulder and Univ. of Wisconsin, Stevens Point.
OCLC: 865115506.
$150.
166. Drescher, Henrik: CHINA BOOK 1 [through:] 10. [Copenhagen: Printed at the Danish
Design School, 2007]. Ten small numbered volumes in printed wrappers, brought together
and open-sewn at spine in translucent parchment-like wrappers. Illustrated throughout,
enhanced by small clipped ink drawings and such by Drescher, pasted into and over
the main body of the illustrative matter. Vestiges of blue tape straps at edges of outer
wrapper, otherwise fine.

A characteristic artist’s book by Drescher, and a prelude to the substantially different trade
book published seven years later by Chronicle Books: China Days A Visual Journal
From China’s Wild West. In this assemblage, a manuscript postscript follows the 10th
book: “These books are visual records of my life since 2001, mostly spent in western
China, Guangzhou + Hong Kong, with a few trips to Europe and North America ....” The
hybrid nature of this production blurs somewhat the borders between machine printed and
hand-executed. Drescher was artist-in-residence at the Danish Design School and so was
intimately involved in this production. The work was distributed by Drescher in two forms:
a set of ten separate booklets, and as here, in a limited edition with hand embellishments.
OCLC locates a single copy, at the University of Wisconsin, Stevens Point.
OCLC: 1052783185.
$450.
167. Dromgoole, Dr. [Thomas]: THE SPEECH OF DOCTOR DROMGOOLE, A PHYSICIAN,
AT THE CATHOLIC BOARD, IN DUBLIN, ON WEDNESDAY, THE 8TH OF DECEMBER,
1813; WITH COMMENTARY BY A PROTESTANT OF IRELAND. Oxford: Printed and
Sold by Munday and Slatter, 1820. iv,43,[1]pp. Octavo. Extracted from nonce pamphlet
volume. A very good copy.
“New Edition,” evidently the first British edition. First published in Dublin, then Belfast,
both in 1813. None of the obvious print or digital references identify the Protestant
commentator. OCLC locates one copy of this edition (NYPL), but there are copies located
in COPAC and at the NLI.
OCLC: 44774768. BRADSHAW 5680.
$125.
168. [Drug Exploitation Film]: Morrison, Quinn, et al. [screenwriters]: [Studio Publicity
Press Book for:] THE HOOKED GENERATION. [New York]: Allied Artists, [1968]. [8]
pp. plus loose insert. Small folio (32 x 24 cm). Lurid pictorial self-wrappers. Illustrated
throughout. Near fine.
A publicity press book issued to promote this exploitation film, directed and cowritten by
William Grefe (building on his successes with Wild Angels and The Devil’s Sisters),
and starring Steve Alaimo, Jeremy Slate, John D. Chandler (as “dope-ridden ‘Acid’), Cece
Stone, et al. Involves, in part, the FBI versus drug runners between Cuba and the Florida
coast.
$50.

169. Duchamp, Marcel: À L’INFINITIF / IN THE INFINITIVE A TYPOTRANSLATION ... OF
MARCEL DUCHAMP’S WHITE BOX. [Köln]: The Typosophic Society, Northend Chapter
[distributed by: Buchhandlung Walter König, 1999]. Cloth and pictorial board. Facsimiles
in color. Fine, without dust jacket, as issued.
First edition thus, the typotranslation by Richard Hamilton and Ecke Bonk, translated from
the French by Jackie Matisse, Richard Hamilton and Ecke Bonk. The original facsimile
White Box was published in 1967 in an edition of 150 signed copies.
$125.
170. Duchamp, Marcel, and Richard Hamilton [trans]: THE BRIDE STRIPPED BARE BY
HER BACHELORS, EVEN. A TYPOGRAPHIC VERSION .... Stuttgart, London & Reykjavik:
Edition Hansjörg Mayer, [1976]. Printed green boards. Photographs and facsimiles. About
fine in plastic jacket (front flap has a bit of offsetting to it).
Third edition, one of 2500 copies. Translation by George Heard Hamilton.

$125.

171. Duncan, Robert: AN EPITHALAMIUM. [San Francisco: Privately Published 1980].
[4]pp. Oblong 12mo. Folded leaflet. Fine.
First edition in this format. One of 70 copies given to the poet, signed by him, with a
colophon written out in his hand.
BERTHOLF A54.
$100.
172. Dunham, Carroll: SHADOWS. [West Islip, NY: Universal Limited Art Editions, Inc.,
1989]. Oblong folio (35 x 58.4 cm). Ten original full sheet drypoints, enclosed in publisher’s
cloth chemise, with justification, title-leaf, and tissue interleaves, the whole enclosed in
titled clamshell traycase. Fine.
One of two copies designated as Printer’s Proofs, in addition to fourteen numbered suites,
five Artist’s Proofs, and two cancellation proofs. Each drypoint was printed from a pewter
plate on Richard de Bas handmade paper, and signed, numbered (“P.P. 2/2”) and dated by
the artist in the image. The artist has also signed, dated and numbered the title-leaf. Dunham
(b. 1949), American painter and print maker: “... initially influenced by Post-Minimalism,
process art and conceptual art, he was soon attracted to the tactility and allusions to the
body in the work of Brice Marden, Robert Mangold and Robert Ryman. Spurred on by the
revival of interest in Surrealism in the 1970s, Dunham began to make abstract, biomorphic
paintings reminiscent of the work of Arshile Gorky and André Masson, executed with a
comic twist ...” – (Falconer, Grove Art Online). His work is widely represented in public
and private collections. Extra shipping.
$6500.
173. [Dunster House Bookshop]: De Lacey, James: [Bound Run of Dunster House
Catalogues]. Cambridge, MA. June 1919 through April 1923. Large octavo to 12mo, bound
together in cloth, with gilt spine label, original wrappers preserved. Binding somewhat
rubbed and edgeworn, internally very good.
A broken run of the early catalogues from this important antiquarian and new bookshop
and publisher associated with the Harvard community. Here present are catalogues 1
(June 1919); [2] an unnumbered catalogue of Greek and Latin classics (1919); 3 (January
1920); 4 (June 1920); 5 (December 1920); 6 (March 1921) designed by Bruce Rogers
and printed by Rudge; 7 (November 1921); 8 (November 1921); 9 (November 1922);
10 (1923); and 11 (April 1923). Number 9 has an ink notation on the rear wrapper: “1st
copy run through the press Nov. 27, 1922 John Clement [?].” Dunster House, under the
ownership of James DeLacey, is widely known for its advocacy and publication of Robert
Frost, E. A. Robinson and others, as well as having been set up for a sting and resulting
prosecution for selling Lady Chatterley’s Lover.
Sold.
174. [Dust Jacket – 19th Century]: Amicis, Edmondo de: HOLLAND AND ITS PEOPLE.
New York & London: G.P. Putnam’s Sons, 1885. Quarto. Publisher’s mauve cloth, heavily
decorated in gilt and blind, untrimmed. Plates and illustrations. Minor speckling to the

cloth sizing at the extreme foretips, some foxing early and late and occasionally to a few
margins of plates, institutional bookplate on pastedown, otherwise about fine and bright,
in faintly hand-smudged printed dust jacket with some offsetting to the lower panel from
the rather battered publisher’s box.
The “Zuyder-Zee Edition,” limited to 600 numbered copies, of which this is one of 250
copies on untrimmed Linen paper. However, this copy is at variance with the colophon, in
that it is accompanied by the extra suite of ten mounted etchings specially printed on satin
that was to accompany the first 25 copies, rather than the two sets of ordinary impressions
associated with this middle issue. The corners of the mats are a bit bumped and worn,
and one of the etchings is a bit foxed, otherwise the suite is in very good order, in the
chipped remnants of the original printed paper wrapper (also bearing a bookplate). This
deluxe edition features original etchings (some in Japon proof state) by, and photogravures
after, the likes of Pennell, Gifford, Vanderhoof, Colman, et al. The jacket is not among
those selected examples of 19th century jackets cited by Tanselle.
$1500.
175. Dutton, Charles: MURDER IN A LIBRARY. New York: Dodd, Mead, 1931. Cloth.
Acres of Books stamp on pastedown, a few stray minor marks to cloth, otherwise a good
copy, without dust jacket.
First edition of an uncommon biblio-mystery. With the ownership inscription, in pencil on
the rear endsheet, of a well-known bibliographer & librarian, then at the Lilly, and with
his original 1968 purchase receipt laid in.
$125.
176. [East India Company]: Owen, John: AN ADDRESS TO THE CHAIRMAN OF THE EAST
INDIA COMPANY, OCCASIONED BY MR. TWINING’S LETTER TO THAT GENTLEMAN
ON THE DANGER OF INTERFERING IN THE RELIGIOUS OPINIONS OF THE NATIVES
OF INDIA AND ON THE VIEWS OF THE BRITISH AND FOREIGN BIBLE SOCIETY, AS
DIRECTED TO INDIA .... London: Printed for J. Hatchard [et al.], 1807. [2],36pp. Octavo.
Extracted from nonce pamphlet volume and sewn into later plain stiff wrappers. Divinity
library duplicate discard, with small stamp in upper fore corner of title, a bit dusty, very good.
Inscribed in the top margin of the title: “With the author’s best respec[ts]” (trimmed in
binding). The third edition, “To which is added a postscript, containing Brief Strictures on
the ‘Preface’ to Observation on the present State of the East India Company.” “Beginning
his duties on 1 April 1783 as chaplain of the Fort William garrison in Calcutta, Owen was
subsequently appointed in 1788 as the Junior Chaplain to the Presidency (of the East India
Company), upon the promotion of Rev. Thomas Blanshard, the previous junior chaplain, to
senior chaplain. He is said as chaplain to have wielded an ‘immense influence for good’,
among his accomplishments being the building and subsequent promotion in Lahore,
Punjab of a native hospital that survives today as the Mayo Hospital. He spent close to
twelve years abroad, before returning to England in 1794 with a personal fortune of some
£25,000, acquired in trading ventures that the Bengal chaplaincy used to supplement their
meager allowances from the East India Company” – Wikipedia. Of this expanded edition,
COPAC locates three printed copies, at the BL, Cambridge and Univ. of London. OCLC
adds 4 additional copies in North America.
OCLC: 24370618.
$125.
177. Edmonds, Walter D.: CHAD HANNA. Boston: Little, Brown, 1940. Gilt cloth. Ink
ownership signature on free endsheet, otherwise very good or better in lightly dust soiled
pictorial dust jacket with some shallow chipping at crown of spine.
First edition. The special issue with the extra blank signed by the author inserted by the
publisher between the title-leaf and the dedication page. Nunnally Johnson wrote the
screenplay for the 1940 screen adaptation, starring Henry Fonda, Dorothy Lamour, Linda
Darnell, John Carradine, et al. The number of copies that Little, Brown prepared in this
fashion for the signed issues of some its titles varied, but the frequency with which this
one turns up suggests a reasonably large number, on the order of a couple of hundred
copies.
$200.

178. Edson, Russell: THE DOORWAY TRAP [caption title]. New Haven: Bibliographical
Press Poetry Broadside, November 1977. Narrow folio broadside (46 x 21cm). Small rub
and smudge at extreme top edge, otherwise fine.
First edition, unnumbered issue. There were fifty numbered copies, signed by the author.
However, this copy is signed, and has a calligraphic paraph in the identical ink as the
signature below the colophon.
$65.
179. Eggers, W.P. Eberhard: HUMANAE VITAE.
Hildsheim: Verlag Schrift und Bild, [1969]. Folio (40.5 x
30.5 cm). Loose sheets, laid into folding cloth portfolio
with pictorial label. Light offset from portfolio lining
to title-leaf, otherwise fine.
First edition. One of eighty numbered sets. Foreword
by Bodo Hedergott. A series of ten finely detailed
etchings (one in color), each individually matted,
and signed and numbered by the artist in the margin.
The etchings are vintage Eggers, a dark mixture of
brooding eroticism and surreal imagery with a satirical
thread.
$750.
180. Eigner, Larry: FLAT AND ROUND. Brooklyn:
Pierrepont Press, [1969]. Gilt gray cloth. Fine in slightly
dust-smudged and faintly marked slipcase.
First edition. Copy ‘Y’ of 26 lettered copies, from a
total edition 330 copies, all signed by the author. This
edition, under the publishing imprint maintained by
booksellers Linda and Harvey Tucker, precedes the
edition published in 1980 as Tuumba 25.
$125.
181. Eliot, T. S.: ARA VUS [sic] PREC. London: The
Ovid Press, [1920]. Quarto. Quarter yellow-tan cloth
and black cloth over boards, paper spine label. Label
darkened, with diagonal chip at one corner affecting
the horizontal of the terminal ‘T’, coated black endsheets very faintly dusty, soft creases
to six page corners, minor rubbing at bottom edge, but a very good copy in half morocco
slipcase.
First edition, second state of the binding for the ordinary issue, in black cloth rather than
black boards. From an edition specified as consisting of a total of 264 copies, this is an
unnumbered copy. This copy, like six others examined by Cloud, exhibits the reversal of
signature ‘C’ with the consequent disruption of pagination, and is printed on a slightly
lighter weight Whatman paper, with edges trimmed. Ostensibly, there were to be ten
unnumbered copies for review, but “the frequency with which unnumbered copies appear
would indicate that a good many more than the unscheduled ten were so issued” – Gallup.
See Gerald Cloud’s informed commentary on the internal and binding variants of this, the
first book-length publication of the Ovid Press.
GALLUP A4a. Cloud, John Rodker’s Ovid Press A Bibliographical History, A5.
$3750.
182. Eliot, T. S.: “The Waste Land,” contained in THE DIAL. LXXIII:5. New York. November
1922. Printed wrappers. Illustrations and color frontis. Extracted from a bound annual
volume, with the original wrappers preserved. Binding residue on spine, sewing perforations
and vestiges of sewing thread remaining, some small tears to rear wrapper and terminal
leaves at spine; still, a very good copy, highly suitable for being rebound to personal taste.

First printing in the US of Eliot’s poem, published almost
simultaneously with its appearance in The Criterion. “It
is the breviary of post-war disillusion...” – Connolly. Other
contributors include Yeats, Loy, Pound, Anderson, Brancusi,
Picasso, et al.
GALLUP C135n. MODERN MOVEMENT 30b.
$1000.
183. Eliot, T. S.: JOURNEY OF THE MAGI. [London: Faber
& Gwyer, 1927]. Pictorial yellow boards. Illustrations by E.
McKnight Kauffer. Tiny nick at crown of spine, very faint
smudges to boards, otherwise near fine.
First edition, limited issue. One of three hundred and fifty
numbered copies, printed on handmade paper and specially
bound. Published as Ariel Poem 8.
GALLUP A9b.
$350.
184. Eliot, T. S., and E. McKnight Kauffer [illus]: TRIUMPHAL
MARCH. [London: Faber & Faber, 1921]. Pictorial wrappers.
Wrapper and color frontis by E. McKnight Kauffer. First
edition, trade issue, issued as Ariel Poem #35 (2000 copies
printed). Hint of tanning along spine fold, otherwise about fine.
GALLUP A19a.

$125.

185. Eliot, T. S., et al.: ARIEL POEMS (NEW SERIES). London: Faber and Faber, [1954].
Eight volumes. Sewn printed wrappers. Color illustrations. Pamphlets fine, printed envelopes
good to fine (a couple slit along top edge, or with a bit of dusting or finger smudges).
First editions. A complete run of the New Series of the Ariel Poems, consisting of the
following: a) Eliot, Cultivation Of Christmas Trees illustrated by David Jones; b) Muir,
Prometheus, illustrated by John Piper; c) Campbell, Nativity, illustrated by James
Sellars; d) MacNeice, The Other Wing, illustrated by Michael Ayrton; e) de la Mare, The
Winnowing Dream, illustrated by Robin Jacques; f) Auden, Mountains, illustrated by
Edward Bawden; g) Spender, Sirmione Peninsula, illustrated by Lynton Lamb; and h)
Day Lewis, Christmas Eve, illustrated by Edward Ardizzone.
$225.
186. [Elliot, Samuel Hayes]: ROLLING RIDGE OR THE BOOK OF FOUR AND TWENTY
CHAPTERS. Boston: Crocker and Brewster, 1838. xii,[13]-266pp. Small octavo. Original
cloth, decorated in blind, lettered in gilt. Minor wear at tips, very faint pencil inscription
on rear free endsheet, but a very good, bright copy.
First edition of this novel following the retreat of a family from city living in New York City
to rural New England. Elliot followed up with a sequel in 1844.
WRIGHT I:903.
$150.
187. [Elzevier Imprint]: Commines, Philippe de: LES MEMOIRES DE MESSIRE PHILIPPE
DE COMMINES, SR. D’ARGENTON. A Leide: Chez les Elzeviers, 1648. [24],765,[19]pp.
Engraved title. 12mo. 13.6 x 7.8cm. Sturdily bound in full 19th century claret morocco,
raised bands, marbled endsheets, a.e.g. Spine darkened a bit, occasional marginal foxing,
but a very good copy.
First Elzevier edition of the celebrated memoirs of the foremost French Renaissance
historian (1445-1509), notable as an important analysis of 15th century culture, politics
and personality. “... The graphic style of his narrative and above all the keenness of his
insight into the motives of his contemporaries, an insight undimmed by undue regard
for principles of right and wrong, make this work one of the great classics of history” –
Encyc. Britannica. “... Authoritative [and] rare ... printed in Paris probably by Le Gras”
– Rostenberg & Stern, The House of Elzevir, 27 (referencing this edition in their offering

of the later 1661 edition). “Jolie édition, dont les exemplaires grands de marge et bien
conservés sont fort recherchés” – Brunet. With the bookplates of Arthur Atherley, partially
obscured by that of Julia Parker Wightman.
RAHIR 630. BRUNET II:191. WILLEMS 634.
$1250.
188. Ephron, Nora: WALLFLOWER AT THE ORGY ON LOCATION WITH MIKE NICHOLS
HELEN GURLEY BROWN AYN RAND CRAIG CLAIBORNE AND OTHERS. New York:
Viking Press, 1970. Printed wrappers. Pale shadow of filing label across lower edge,
pencil publication info on front wrapper, along with small ink numeral ‘48’ in corner of
upper wrapper, otherwise near fine.
Uncorrected page proofs of the author’s first book, an essential collection of essays in
the canon of the New Journalism. Scarce in this format.
$125.
189. Eshbach, Lloyd Arthur: OVER MY SHOULDER REFLECTIONS ON A SCIENCE
FICTION ERA. Philadelphia: Oswald Train, 1983. Cloth. Fine in very good, lightly worn
and edge tanned dust jacket.
First edition of this informative account of fandom and specialty publishers. Introduction
by Algis Budrys. Inscribed by the publisher on the front endsheet: “To ... if you want to
learn some background of Science Fiction -- here is the information you’ll need! And if you
are interested in my own shady past – see chapter 8; and be amazed. Sincerely, Oswald
Train (Ozzie to you too) 5/20/87.” The reference is to a chapter about Prime Press, of
which Train was a principal.
$65.
Editio Princeps
190. Euripides: [Title in Greek] ... EURIPIDIS TRAGŒDIÆ SEPTENDECIM, EX QUIB
QUÆDAM HABENT COMMENTARIA .... Venetiis: Apvd Aldvm, February 1503. Two
volumes bound in one. [268;190] leaves. Thick octavo (165 x 98 mm). Full red morocco,
spine heavily gilt extra, gilt Aldine anchor device on each board, a.e.g. (unsigned). Italic
(preface) and Greek letter. Aldine anchor device at end of each volume. Small shallow
discoloration at extreme lower edge of 11 leaves in the second volume, occasional traces of
foxing, minor rubbing at crown of spine, otherwise about fine. Cloth slipcase and chemise.
First collected edition of the Greek texts of the tragedies of Euripides, preceded only by an
edition of four of the plays printed in Florence in 1496. Although the title lists seventeen
plays, Aldus added an eighteenth, the Hercules Furens, and in his prefatory dedication
to Demetrius Chalcondylas, a distinguished professor of Greek at Padua, Aldus indicates
the edition consisted of one thousand copies. Euripides was the last of the trio of great
classic Greek tragedians, and although he is known to have written a significantly larger
body of plays than are preserved here, many of the others are known only through
incomplete fragments. The other titles present include some of the masterpieces of classic
drama, including Medea, Hecuba, Orestes, Iphigenia In Taurus, Aleceste, Bacchae,
etc. With the bookplates of Arthur Atherley and George Warren Vernon. “... Recherchée,
et les beaux exemplaires se trouvent difficilement” – Brunet. A small number of copies
were printed on vellum.
BM (ITALIAN), P.239. RENOUARD 43:10. GOLDSMID 63. ADAMS E1030. BRUNET
II:1095.
$40,000.
191. Evans, Walker: UNCLASSIFIED A WALKER EVANS ANTHOLOGY SELECTIONS
FROM THE WALKER EVANS ARCHIVE DEPARTMENT OF PHOTOGRAPHS THE
METROPOLITAN MUSEUM OF ART. New York, Zurich & Berlin: Scalo / Metropolitan
Museum of Art, [2000]. Small quarto. Boards. Black & white, and color plates. Facsimiles
of letters, articles, and original manuscripts. Fine in dust jacket.
First edition. Edited by J. L. Rosenheim and Douglas Eklund. “This book published on the
occasion of Walker Evans’s (1903-1975) first retrospective exhibition in three decades at
the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, The San Francisco Museum of Modern Art, and

the Museum of Fine Arts, Houston, presents a selection of mostly unpublished materials
from the Walker Evans Archive ...” (from the dust jacket).
$45.
192. [Fables]: Faerno, Gabriele: PHAEDRUS ALTER, SEU GAB. FAERNI CREMONENSIS
FABULAE EX AESOPO, ALIISQUE PRISCIS AUTORIBUS; PII IV. PONT. MAX. HORTATÛ
SCRIPTAE, & JUSSÛ EDITAE, ANNO 1564. NUNC PRIMÙM IN GALLIA, NOVÓQUE
ORDINE PRODEUNT, AD USUM SCHOLARUM ACCOMMODATO. Parisiis: Apud Viduam
Claudii Thiboust ... et Augustinum Leguerrier, 1697 [bound with:] Phaedrus, Augusti
Liberti: FABELLAE NOVAE DUO ET TRIGINTA EX CODICE PEROTTINO REGIAE
BIBLIOTHECAE NEOPLITANAE .... Parissis: Apud Ant. Aug. Renouard, 1812. Two works
bound in one volume. [22],156,[10]; ix,[3],42pp. 12mo. Half 19th century calf and boards.
Some dust darkening and light discolorations to preliminary section of first title, second
title very good, or better.
Two scholarly editions, the first of Faerno’s Fables and adaptations of those of others,
including Aesop and Phaedrus, edited by Philippus Mayoulus, with a dedication by Silvio
Antoniano, and the latter of Phaedrus’ Fables as recorded in the Codex Perottino, in a
carefully edited text, with a prefatory “Lectori” by Renouard.
EBERT 16226.
$250.
193. Faulkner, William: IDYLL IN THE DESERT. New York: Random House, 1931. Marbled
paper over boards, printed label. Very minor rubbing to tips, but a fine copy without the
glassine wrapper.
First edition. One of four hundred numbered copies, signed by the author (the entire edition).
PETERSEN 10a. MASSEY 611.
$2750.
194. [Faulkner, William (sourcework)]: Poe, James [screenwriter]: [Original British Quad
Poster for:] SANCTUARY. London: Zanuck / Twentieth Century-Fox, [1961]. Original highly
pictorial British Quad Crown poster [30 x 40”; 76 x 102 cm]. Previously folded, some light
use at edges, some small patches of black construction paper tipped to the corners on
the verso, otherwise very good.
A poster issued to promote the UK release -- designated as “X ADULTS ONLY” -- of the
second film adaptation of Faulkner’s novel, based on a screenplay by James Poe, directed
by Tony Richardson, and starring Lee Remick, Yves Montand, Bradford Dillman, Odetta
and Strother Martin. Sanctuary was previously filmed in 1933 as the highly controversial
pre-code The Story of Temple Drake.
$150.
195. Ferguson, John: BIOGRAPHICAL NOTES ON HISTORIES OF INVENTIONS & BOOKS
OF SECRETS. Staten Island: Pober Publishing, 1998. Two volumes in one. Large, thick
octavo. Cloth. Fine, without dust jacket, as issued.
A new edition (though in large part printed offset from the earlier editions). Limited to 250
copies. Preface by William Eamon, index revision & bibliographical additions by Stephen
E. Prober.
$125.
196. Fergusson, Francis: DANTE. New York: Macmillan, [1966]. Cloth. A good, used copy
in shelfworn dust jacket.
First edition. Inscribed by Fergusson: “For Caroline with love from Francis.” The recipient,
novelist Caroline Gordon (Tate), has signed this copy (as Caroline Tate), and has highlighted
the text in a few places (with comments in one place in the text and nearly covering the
rear free endsheet).
$125.
197. Ferry, Jean [pseud of Jean André Levy]: MONOLOGUE DE L’EMPLOYÉ. [Paris]:
Collège de ‘Pataphysique, Année ‘Pataphysique LXXXII [i.e. 1954]. 12mo. Pale green
printed wrappers. Wrappers faintly sunned at edges, otherwise fine, unopened.

First edition. One of 278 copies on Chiffon, from a total edition of 333 copies. An early
example of the prolific film scenarist’s work after he disentangled from his surrealist
associations and affiliated himself with the Collège de ‘Pataphysique. Both the wrapper
and the half-title abbreviate the title to simply Monolo.
$175.
198. “Field, Michael” [pseud. of Katherine H. Bradley and Edith E. Cooper]: A QUESTION
OF MEMORY A PLAY IN FOUR ACTS PRODUCED AT THE INDEPENDENT THEATRE
LONDON ON FRIDAY OCTOBER THE 27TH 1893 .... London: Elkin Mathews and John
Lane at the Bodley Head, 1893. [8],[3]-48,[2],14,[1]pp. Large octavo. Medium green cloth,
lettered in red. Cloth a bit soiled and edgeworn, one corner bumped, otherwise a good
copy, with the bookplates of William S. Argent and Herbert Boyce Satcher.
First edition, public issue. One of 120 copies bound thus. The implication of both the
authors’ note and the physical make-up of the book is that the sheets (less the publisher’s
prelims, a substantial errata, the ‘Note’ and the adverts) are from an earlier edition
“roughly printed for our own and the actors’ use.” The text of the play was considerably
revised when republished in 1918. Laid-in is a printed announcement for a production of
“A Question of Memory” to take place at the “Opera Comique, Strand, W.C.,” under the
direction of J.T. Grein, on 27 October, 1893 (a bit stained along lower margin).
COLBECK I:248. NCBEL III:626. NELSON 66.
$350.
Uncommon Galley Proofs
199. Fitzgerald, F. Scott: THE PAT HOBBY STORIES. New
York: Scribner’s, [1962]. Quarto. Loose sheets, punched at top,
and string tied in plain wrappers with printed label. A few soft
creases, otherwise fine. Scarce format.
Uncorrected galley proofs of the first edition, with an introduction
by Arnold Gingrich. Only five of the stories had appeared previously
in book form.
$500.
200. [Forster, E. M.]: Sieveking, Lance [adaptation]: ... “A
PASSAGE TO INDIA” ... DRAMATISED FOR RADIO BY ....
[London: BBC Home Service], October 1955. [1],69 leaves.
Legal format. Mimeographed typescript, printed on rectos only.
Top leaf a bit foxed and frayed, some lower corners creased,
otherwise a very good copy.
An adaptation for radio by Sieveking, produced by Donald
McWhinnie. This adaptation was reprised in 1958 in honor of
Forster’s 80th birthday.
KIRKPATRICK F3c(11).
$300.
201. [Fortsas Hoax]: Klinefelter, Walter: THE FORTSAS BIBLIOHOAX ... WITH A REPRINT
OF THE FORTSAS CATALOGUE AND BIBLIOGRAPHICAL NOTES AND COMMENT BY
WEBER DE VORE. New York: Press of the Woolly Whale, 1942. Cloth and decorated
boards, t.e.g. Map endsheets. Fine in glassine dust jacket.
First edition of one of the most substantial treatments of this elaborate auction hoax,
including bibliographical descriptions of the catalogue, its subsequent printings, and the
literature on the affair. One of two hundred copies printed in Centaur types on rag paper,
with a title-page decoration by Fritz Kredel.
LAWSON & PANKOW 109.
$75.
202. [Forum Club – Poetry Group]; Allen, L. Jessie, et al.: [Bound Collection of Typescript
Papers Delivered Before the Club]. [London. nd, but ca. 1920s or 1930s]. 162 leaves.
Quarto. Original and carbon typescript, typed on rectos only, bound up in gray cloth, spine
lettered in gilt. Forum Club bookplate, a few ink smudges to cloth, otherwise very good.

An interesting compilation of papers, paginated continuously suggesting publication of
some sort might have been intended. The Forum Club was founded in 1919 as a London
Club for women. Paper subjects include Yeats (by Kathleen Veitch); Flecker (by L. Jesslie
Allen); Coleridge (by S. Elizabeth Hall); Meredith (by Mrs. Pawson); “Poetry and the Folk
Mind” (by F.L. Rudston Brown); E. Browning and Alice Meynell (by Gertrude Mount); “The
Transcendent Note in Modern Poetry” (by L. Jessie Allen); and others.
$125.
203. Fowles, John: THE FRENCH LIEUTENANT’S WOMAN. Franklin Center, PA: Franklin
Library, 1979. Large octavo. Heavily gilt publisher’s commercial leather, a.e.g., moiré
endsheets, ribbon marker. Illustrations by Elaine Raphael and Don Bolognese. Fading at
edges of moiré endsheets, otherwise near fine.
First printing in this format, signed by the author on a tipped-in sheet, and with a brief
“special message” by him for this edition.
$125.
With an Original Drawing
204. Frost, A. B. [illustrator], and Joel Chandler Harris: UNCLE
REMUS AND HIS FRIENDS OLD PLANTATION SONGS AND
BALLADS WITH SKETCHES OF NEGRO CHARACTER. Boston
& New York: Houghton Mifflin, [post-1892]. Slate gray-green
pictorial cloth, lettered in gilt, decorated in black. Frontis
and plates by A. B. Frost. Large bookplate of Ethelwyn Hoyt
Parker on front pastedown, spine ends a bit rubbed, but a
very good copy.
Unidentified later printing of the first edition. With a clipped
signed ink sentiment by Harris affixed to the front free endsheet,
and with a very attractive pencil and ink sketch of Brother Fox
on the first blank, with a signed inscription: “To Doctor Seymour
F. Hoyt with the sincerest regards of his friend A. B. Frost April
1906.”
$1850.
Numbered, Signed Issue
205. Frost, Robert: A BOY’S WILL. London: David Nutt, 1913.
Printed wrappers. A couple of very faint smudges to upper wrapper, otherwise fine. Folding
chemise and cloth slipcase.
First edition of the author’s first published book, second issue, binding D, with the fourpetaled ornament on the upper wrapper, and the rubber stamp on the verso of page [4].
One of 135 numbered copies, signed by Frost. From the total first printing of ca. 1000
copies, 716 sets of sheets were imported after Nutt’s bankruptcy by Dunster House for
distribution in the US, of which this is an example. In 1943, Dunster House went out of
business, and in its residuary inventory, 135 copies of the book in this binding remained.
Herman Cohen, of Chiswick Book Shop, was handling the disposition of the stock, and
arranged via Louis H. Cohen of House of Books to have Frost sign and number the copies.
Considerations of having them specially bound (thus creating a fifth binding state) were
discarded, and the 135 copies (of which this is #131) were distributed in their present form.
CRANE A2.
$3000.
206. Frost, Robert: A WAY OUT A ONE ACT PLAY. New York: The Harbor Press, 1929.
Gilt cloth and boards. About fine in slightly chipped glassine dust jacket.
First separate edition in book form. One of 485 numbered copies, signed by Frost at the
end of the prefatory note. The prospectus is laid in, though it is slightly tanned at the
edges. This play first appeared in Seven Arts I:4 (1917), and then in book form as part
of an anthology (1927).
CRANE A11.
$450.

207. Frost, Robert: STEEPLE BUSH. New York: Holt, 1947. Cloth backed gilt decorated
boards. Fine in lightly smudged and corner worn slipcase.
First edition, limited issue. One of 751 numbered copies, specially printed and bound and
signed by the author.
CRANE A30.
$550.
208. Frost, Robert: AFORESAID. New York: Henry Holt and Company, [1954]. Large
octavo. Green cloth, lettered in gilt. Portrait. Neat bookplate in corner of front pastedown,
else about fine in lightly sunned slipcase.
First edition. One of 650 numbered copies, signed by Frost, published on the occasion
of his 80th birthday. There was no trade issue.
CRANE A37.
$750.
209. [Futurism]: Marinetti, F. T.: “Correzione di bozze + desideri in velocità,” contained
in LACERBA PERIODICO QUINDICINALE ... Florence. 15 March 1913. Anno I, n. 19.
pp. [265]-280. Small folio. Printed in two colors in double columns on newsprint. Tanning
at edges, a few modest bits of foxing, narrow split to spine crease, otherwise very good.
Volume I, number 23 of this important periodical associated with the Italian Futurists (1
January 1913 – May 1915). While Lacerba did not identify an editor(or editors) per se, it
was founded by Giovanni Papini and Ardengo Soffici, who appeared frequently in its pages,
along with Marinetti, Boccioni and others recognized at the forefront of the movement. An
unsigned “programma per l’anno 1914,” is followed by contributions by Papini, Marinetti’s
“Correzione di bozze + dessideri in velocità,” drawings by Carrá and Boccioni, a full-page
promotion for the “Esposizione Futurista,” the beginning of Govini’s long “Io E Milano,”
etc.
$195.

210. [Futurism]: “Grande Serata Futurista,” contained in LACERBA PERIODICO
QUINDICINALE ... Florence. 15 December 1913. Anno I, n. 24. pp. 281-296. Small folio.
Printed in two colors in double columns on newsprint. Spine neatly split, creases to upper
fore corners of last few leaves, otherwise about very good.
Volume I, number 24 of this important periodical associated with the Italian Futurists (1
January 1913 – May 1915). This number is turned over, in large part, to a report on the
“Grande Serata Futurista,” which had taken place on 12 December at the Teatro Verdi,
and involved participation by Marinetti, Papini, Soffici, Boccioni, et al. The final section
of Corrado Govani’s “IO E Milano” occupies 3 1/2 pages in double columns. The stamp
of the “Esposizione Futurista di Lacerba ... 30 Novembre ...” appears in the margin of p.
293.
$150.
211. [Futurism]: Marinetti, F. T.: “Il Teatro di varietà Manifesto Futurista,” contained in
LACERBA PERIODICO QUINDICINALE ... Florence. 1 October 1913. Anno I, n. 19. pp.

[209]-220. Small folio. Printed in two colors in double columns on newsprint. Foxing to
first leaf, some corner creases at lower fore-corner, very good.
Volume I, number 19 of this important periodical associated with the Italian Futurists (1
January 1913 – May 1915). Marinetti’s Manifesto, which was reprinted in English in the
London Daily Mail as “The Meaning of the Music Hall” leads, followed by contributions by
Papini, Carrà (his image “Complementarissimo delle Forme di una Figura Nuda”), Soffici,
Tavolato, et al.
$225.
212. [Futurism]: Carrà, Carlo: “La Pittura de Suoni, Rumori, Odori. Manifesto Futurista,”
contained in LACERBA PERIODICO QUINDICINALE ... Florence. 1 September 1913. Anno
I, n.17. pp. [185]-196. Small folio. Printed in two colors in double columns on newsprint.
Typical tanning, with a measure of foxing at the edges (and to the verso of the last leaf),
thin slit to spine above the center staple, but generally very good, partially unopened.
Volume I, number 17 of this important periodical associated with the Italian Futurists (1
January 1913 – May 1915). This number leads off with Carrà’s Manifesto, and includes
contributions by Papini, Max Jacob, Soffici, et al.
$150.
213. [Futurism]: “Programma Politico Futurista Elettori Futuristi! ...,” contained in
LACERBA PERIODICO QUINDICINALE ... Florence. 15 October 1913. Anno I, n. 20.
pp. [221]-236. Small folio. Printed in two colors in double columns on newsprint. Typical
tanning, spine staple removed, but generally very good.
Volume I, number 20 of this important periodical associated with the Italian Futurists (1
January 1913 – May 1915). This number leads off with the above Manifesto, and includes
contributions Papini, Carrà, Boccioni, Max Jacob, et al.
$225.
214. [Futurism]: Marinetti, F. T.: “Lo splendore geometrico e meccanico nelle parole
in libertà,” contained in LACERBA PERIODICO QUINDICINALE ... Florence. 15 March
1914. Anno II, n. 6. pp. [81]-96. Small folio. Printed in double columns on newsprint.
Tanning at edges, modest fraying to edges, short tear (with no loss) in upper wrapper
near staple, otherwise very good.
Volume II, number 6. Marinetti’s Manifesto leads off, followed by contributions by Papini,
Boccioni (two art works), Cavacchioli, Tavolato, Carrà, et al.
$225.
215. Galsworthy, John: THE SKIN GAME A TRAGI-COMEDY IN THREE ACTS. London:
Duckworth and Co., [1920]. Olive cloth, lettered in black. Slight darkening at edges, but
very good with the remnants of the dust jacket laid in.
First edition, clothbound issue (one of ca 1000 thus). The source work for at least two
film adaptations, including the 1931 co-adaptation by Alfred Hitchcock and Alma Reville.
MARROT, p.74.
$50.
216. [Garibaldi Fund]: Ashurst, W. H. [secretary]: HELP FOR GARIBALDI [caption title].
London: J. Clayton, Printer [for:] the Garibaldi Fund, [nd, but ca. 1850]. Quarto broadside
(22.5 x 14.2 cm). Portrait on verso. Very good.
A broadside soliciting financial and other forms of aid from concerned British Volunteer
Clubs, Working Mens’ Associations, etc., toward getting volunteers to Italy to fight alongside
Garibaldi’s freedom fighters, and supplying and arming them: “For every Fifteen Pounds
subscribed, the Garibaldi Committee will send a man to Italy; will give him a free passage,
and land him on the Italian shore armed and accoutered in a condition to be of service.
Garibaldi will care for him further ....” OCLC/Worldcat locates a single copy, at Yale.
OCLC: 62274039.
$275.

217. Genbach, Jean [pseud of Ernest Gengenbach], and
Alexandre Alexeieff [illus]: L’ABBÉ DE L’ABBAYE POÈMES
SUPERNATURALISTES. Paris: La Tour d’Ivoire, 1927. Small
quarto. Pictorial stiff wrappers. Plates. Light shelf wear at
edges, with short snag at the toe of the spine, slight dustiness
along the lower edge of the rear wrapper, otherwise very
good or better.
First edition. Illustrated with 16 wood-engravings by Alexandre
Alexeieff. One of 300 numbered copies printed on vélin de
Rives, in addition to ten copies on Annam and various copies
hors commerce. Genbach was an elusive character, formerly
a man of the cloth, who became loosely allied with Breton
and the surrealists of his generation after finding a personal
anchor in the essay, “Is Suicide a Solution?,” published in
La Révolution Surréaliste. The printed dedication of this
collection is to Pierre Reverdy.
$275.
218. Gibbings, Robert: THE WOOD ENGRAVINGS OF ROBERT
GIBBINGS WITH SOME RECOLLECTIONS BY THE ARTIST.
London: J. M. Dent & Sons, Ltd, [1959]. xliv,355pp. Large
quarto. Gilt navy-blue cloth. Copiously illustrated. Near fine
in slightly dust marked silk-screen printed PVC wrapper. Six panel prospectus laid in.
First edition. Edited by Patience Empson. Introduction by Thomas Balston. Illustrated
with over 1,000 engravings, a color frontispiece and 9 pages of half-tones. One of 4075
copies printed.
KIRKUS, et al., 20.
$275.
219. [Gill, Eric]: Chesterton, G. K.: GLORIA IN PROFUNDIS. [London: Faber & Gwyer,
1927]. Pictorial boards. Frontis and cover illustration by Eric Gill. Pictorial bookplate of
Eugene Sullivan on front pastedown, slight offset from glassine to boards, otherwise about
fine in slightly chipped glassine wrapper.
First edition, limited issue. One of 350 numbered copies on handmade paper. Number 5 of
the Ariel Poems. One of the more uncommon of the limited issues early in the sequence.
The bibliography is in error in the entry for this title when it asserts copies were issued
signed by Gill.
GILL 278.
$225.
220. [Gill, Eric]: Dreyfus, John: A TYPOGRAPHICAL MASTERPIECE AN ACCOUNT
... OF ERIC GILL’S COLLABORATION WITH ROBERT GIBBINGS IN PRODUCING
THE GOLDEN COCKEREL PRESS EDITION OF THE FOUR GOSPELS IN 1931. San
Francisco: Book Club of California, 1990. Small folio (34 x 24 cm). Gilt cloth. Photographs
and facsimiles. A fine copy in plain dust jacket with the prospectus laid in.
First edition, preceding the UK edition. One of 450 copies printed by Meriden-Stinehour
in Galliard type on Mohawk Superfine.
$200.
221. Ginsberg, Allen: TO EBERHART FROM GINSBERG A LETTER ABOUT HOWL 1956
.... [Lincoln]: Penmaen Press, 1976. Cloth. Portraits. Fine in acetate dust jacket.
First edition, limited issue. One of three hundred copies, specially bound, and signed by
Ginsberg and Eberhart (from a total edition of 1500).
$200.
222. [Good, Arthur]: “Tom Tit” [pseud]: CARICATURES. [London]: New Age Press, Ltd.,
1913. Small folio (35 x 23 cm). Cloth. Apart from some light but persistent foxing to the
endsheets, near fine, in good, somewhat creased and shelfworn dust jacket with moderate
chips at tips and spine ends.

First edition of this collection of over sixty caricatures of English-speaking writers, politicians
and public figures by the French scientist and caricaturist. Beerbohm, Conrad, Shaw,
Wells, Doyle and others are among his subjects.
$125.
Family Copy
223. Gordon, Caroline: THE MALEFACTORS. New York: Harcourt, [1956]. Cloth and
boards. Top edge and endsheets slightly dust spotted, fore-tips slightly bruised, but a very
good copy in spine-sunned, modestly nicked and edgeworn dust jacket.
First edition. An inscribed presentation copy from the author to her daughter and son-inlaw: “For Nancy and Percy, with love from Mama.” Nancy Tate Wood, Gordon’s only child
with poet Allen Tate, was born in 1925, and married Percy H. Wood Jr. in 1944. They
were the joint dedicatees of Gordon’s 1944 collection, The Forest Of The South.
$600.
224. [Goudy, Frederic W.]: THE POPULAR PRINTING TYPES OF TODAY A COMPOSITE
SHOWING OF GOUDY TYPES A PAMPHLET SUPPLEMENTING THE SPECIMEN BOOK
OF 1923 SHOWING IMPORTANT ADDITIONS TO THE GOUDY FAMILY. [Boston, etc]:
American Type Founders Company, 1927. 123pp. (some foldouts). Quarto. Printed wrappers.
Portrait. Plates. Spine perished, with some inky smudges to wrapper; internally very good.
A handsome type sample book, here from the working library of printer / designer /
typographer Carl P. Rollins, with the small Carl and Margaret Rollins booklabel in the
corner of the verso of the front wrapper.
$125.
225. Goudy, Frederic W.: TYPOLOGIA STUDIES IN TYPE DESIGN & TYPE MAKING
.... Berkeley & Los Angeles: Univ. of Ca. Press, 1940. Small quarto. Gilt cloth. Portrait,
plates, illus. Spine a shade darkened, with slight edgewear, endsheet gutters tanned, but
a good, sound copy, without dust jacket.
First edition, trade issue. From the working library of 20th century master designer, Paul
Rand, with his bookplate on the front pastedown.
$85.
226. Goudy, Frederick W.: THE STORY OF THE VILLAGE TYPE BY ITS DESIGNER ....
New York: The Press of the Woolly Whale, 1933. Quarter cloth and boards, printed label.
Fine in slightly worn glassine dust jacket.
First edition. One of two hundred numbered copies printed on Arnold handmade paper for
private distribution, with an extra page of supplementary information, in addition to 450
copies printed for members of the AIGA.
LAWSON & PANKOW 24.
$125.
227. Graham, Martha, et al.: MARTHA GRAHAM AND DANCE GROUP. [New York: Printed
by Artcraft Litho, nd. but ca 1936]. [20]pp. Quarto. Pictorial stiff wrapper. Photographs.
Wrapper very faintly dust spotted, short split at toe of spine, two finger-tip size scrapes
to front wrapper at spine, otherwise very good.
A heavily illustrated program, including text by Graham, an interview with her, and another
with Louis Horst, etc. The program features Horst’s “American Provincials,” Riegger’s
“Chronicle,” Antheil’s “Course,” etc. The majority of the photos are by Hansen and Moeller.
Uncommon: OCLC locates 9 copies.
OCLC: 23167135.
$75.
228. Grashow, James: THE KING’S COURT A SERIES OF EIGHT WOOD ENGRAVINGS.
[Np (Brooklyn?): Published by the Artist], October 1965. Title plus eight sheets. Quarto
(32.5 x 25.5 cm). Laid into cloth folding portfolio, with pictorial label. A few marginal finger
smudges, otherwise near fine; the portfolio is a bit rubbed at the corners.

First edition. One of one hundred sets, with each of the
eight main woodcuts numbered and signed by the artist in
the margin. The title sheet bears a ninth woodcut. A rather
early work by the wood-engraver and sculptor, coinciding
with the year of his completion of his MFA at Pratt Institute.
Grashow’s wood engravings have been widely published
and include the album cover art for Jethro Tull’s Stand Up.
$400.
229. Greene, Graham [screenwriter]: THE THIRD MAN ....
SECOND DRAFT SCRIPT [wrapper title]. [Np: London Film
Productions for Selznick Releasing Organization], 19 July
1948. 118 leaves. Quarto. Mimeographed typescript, printed
on rectos only. Bradbound in typescript blue wrappers,
with small script number stamp. Slight sunning at edges
of wrappers, else about fine.
A “second draft” of this original screenplay by Greene, with
uncredited contributions by Orson Welles (who it is said wrote
his own dialogue) and Carol Reed, the director. The English production premiered in the
UK on 31 August 1949, and opened in the US in February 1950, with distribution through
Selznick Releasing Organization. This script is one of a small number of preproduction
scripts prepared for use by the latter group. The cast included Joseph Cotton, Orson
Welles, Trevor Howard and Allida Valli, and the film was appreciated in its own time via a
number of nominations and awards, and appreciated even more considerably by posterity.
Greene published an adaptation of the original treatment in 1950, and in 1968, a form of
the final script, with production revisions, was published. One of a relatively small number
of duplicate copies from the Selznick Archive.
WOBBE D11.
$1750.
230. Greene, Graham [sourcework & screenwriter]: THE FALLEN IDOL DIALOGUE
CUTTING CONTINUITY [wrapper title]. [Culver City Selznick Releasing Organization], 29
June 1949. Paginated in reel format: 21,25,18,20,25,12 leaves. Quarto. Mimeographed
typescript, printed on rectos only. Punched at top and bradbound in stencil-printed wrappers.
A few corner creases, else about fine.
A dialogue cutting continuity script corresponding to the US release of Greene’s own
reconception and adaptation to the screen of “The Basement Room.” The film was released
in the U.K. in September 1948, and in the US in November of 1949. It was directed by
Carol Reed, and starred Ralph Richardson, Michele Morgan, Sonia Dresdel, Jack Hawkins,
et al. Greene’s screenplay was nominated for an Academy Award and NBA award, and
won at the Venice Film Festival. Duplicate from the Selznick Archives.
WOBBE D10.
$750.
231. Gregory, Lady Augusta: POETS AND DREAMERS: STUDIES AND TRANSLATIONS
FROM THE IRISH. London & Dublin: Hodges, Figgis and Co. / John Murray, 1903. Linen
and printed boards. Endsheets tanned, ink name on tanned endsheet, spine extremities
and foretips worn, inner hinges cracking slightly; just a good, sound copy of a book seldom
seen very good or better.
First Irish edition, with the advert opposite the title-leaf, the Figgis imprint at the toe of
the spine, and the title-page date in Roman. The author’s third major book.
NCBEL III:1938. COLBECK I:316.
$100.
232. [Gregynog Press]: Greville, Fulke, Lord Brooke: CÆLICA. [Newton, Montgomeryshire]:
The Gregynog Press, 1936. Large octavo. Half deep green morocco, with minute morocco
fore-tips, and decorated boards, spine and side panels lettered and ruled in gilt, t.e.g.

Some modest rubbing to spine extremities and fore-tips, narrow offset to endsheets from
morocco turn-ins, otherwise near fine.
Edited, with an Introduction, by Una Ellis-Fermor. One of 225 copies printed on handmade
paper in Perpeuta types, with red capitals, under the direction of James Wardrop. $400.
233. Grieshaber, H[elmut] A[ndreas] P[aul]: AFFEN UND
ALPHABETE. [Stuttgart: Manus Press, 1962]. Folio (45
x 33.5 cm). Accordion-fold sheets laid into pictorial stiff
wrappers. Spine label a bit frayed along the edges, some
slipcase rubbing along the extreme edges of the wrappers,
otherwise near fine in publisher’s pictorial slipcase.
First edition of this ambitious undertaking by one of the
foremost German woodcut artists of the post-WWII era. This
work is comprised of sixteen original woodcuts of stylized
apes printed in black (and one in black and red), juxtaposed
with typographical experiments. From a total edition of
three hundred numbered copies, this is one of sixty deluxe
copies with the woodcuts signed in pencil by the artist, and
with a separate special printing on Japanese paper of the
woodcut for the upper wrapper, signed by the artist in the
margin.
$3500.
234. Griffin, Howard: CRY CADENCE. New York: Farrar,
1947. Cloth. Some modest tanning at edges, otherwise
very good in dust jacket which itself is tanned at all edges
and spine.
First edition of the author’s first book, including a subsection of poems entitled “The
Government Issue Feeling” made up of poems reflecting his war service in the Pacific.
Inscribed by the author on the front free endsheet: “For Herbie Cahoon with parallel love
and admiration Howard.”
$85.
235. [Griffith, D. W.]: [Printed Herald:] EMPIRE THEATRE BEGINNING MONDAY EVENING,
FEBRUARY 7TH, 1916 ... D.W. GRIFFITH PRESENTS “THE BIRTH OF A NATION” ....
[Np]. 1916. Narrow small folio broadside (32 x 12 cm), printed on recto only. Old soft
folds, very good.
A post title change (formerly The Clansman), purely typographic herald for Griffith’s film,
still being shown at this time as two “acts” with an intermission. This is something of an
expanded herald over that usually seen, adding two blocks of text, “A Nation is Born,”
and “The Play’s Message of Peace,” to the usual “Cast of Characters,” “The Griffith Trade
Mark,” and note on the souvenir booklet. The plethora of theatres named “Empire Theatre”
renders entirely speculative efforts to ascertain this item’s place of origin.
$125.
236. [Grolier Club]: [Weitenkampf, Frank (Introduction)]: CATALOGUE OF A COLLECTION
OF ENGRAVINGS, ETCHINGS AND LITHOGRAPHS BY WOMEN. New York: Exhibited at
the Grolier Club, 12 – 27 April 1901. viii,118pp. 12mo (17.7 x 11 cm). Printed wrappers.
Chips at crown and toe of modestly tanned spine, shallow losses along extended wrapper
edges, otherwise a very good, largely unopened copy.
First edition. An exhibition catalogue of some 510 items, with annotations, biographical
notes, etc., including amateur as well as established artists. The collection was formed
beginning in 1848 by Henrietta Louisa Koenen, and curated by her husband following her
death. The collection was offered for sale in 1884 in Amsterdam, and the greater portion
passed into the collection of a Grolier Club member, who then gave the collection to the
NYPL.
$125.

237. [Grolier Club Library]: Holzenberg, Eric; William Helfand, and Fernando Peña: LASTING
IMPRESSIONS THE GROLIER CLUB LIBRARY. New York: The Grolier Club, 2004.
205,[2]pp. Quarto. Three piece blue and green morocco, spine lettered in gilt, in matching
paper over boards slipcase. Extensively illustrated in color and black & white. Very fine.
First edition. A Winterhouse Edition, designed by William Drenttel and Don Whelan. With
an historical introduction by Holzenberg and a Preface by Helfand. In addition to the trade
issue of 2000 copies published to coincide with an exhibition mounted by Holzenberg
and Peña, and one hundred signed copies in slipcase, this is one of thirty-five specially
bound copies, also signed by Holzenberg and Peña, each containing an original 1894
proof of the E.D. French engraved Grolier Club bookplate in a folder mounted on the rear
pastedown. While the colophon calls for this issue to be “quarter bound” in leather, this
copy is in full morocco.
$650.
238. [Gropius, Walter]: Giedion, S.: WALTER GROPIUS WORK AND TEAMWORK. New
York: Reinhold Publishing Co., [1954]. Small quarto. Decorated cloth. Portrait. Photographs
and renderings. First US edition, translated by Jaqueline Tyrwhitt. Ink name stamp in corner
of front free endsheet, some general slight dustiness, but a very good copy in chipped
pictorial dust jacket.
$65.
239. [Grubb, Davis (sourcework)]: [Original studio publicity campaign pressbook for:] THE
NIGHT OF THE HUNTER. London: United Artists Corp. Ltd., [1955]. 7,[1]pp. Quarto (34
x 24.5cm). Pictorial self-wrappers. Heavily illustrated. 5 cm clean tear in upper wrapper
from top margin mended at an early date, trace of rust from staples, horizontal folds
across middle, else about very good.
A studio publicity campaign pressbook for the U.K. release of James Agee’s adaptation
of David Grubb’s novel for the screen, directed by Charles Laughton, and starring Robert
Mitchum, Shelley Winters, Lillian Gish, et al. Includes, as usual, sample press articles,
available publicity paper, a synopsis, etc. The sinister artwork, like that for the US publicity
campaign, relies heavily on Mitchum’s love/hate tattoos. Scarce.
$450.
240. Gunn, Thom, and Ted Hughes [ed]: FIVE AMERICAN POETS EDGAR BOWERS
HOWARD NEMEROV HYAM PLUTZIK LOUIS SIMPSON WILLIAM STAFFORD. London:
Faber and Faber, [1963]. Cloth. First edition (2500 copies printed). Fine in dust jacket
with a hint of the typical sunning to spine and top edge.
HAGSTROM & BIXBY B16.
$60.
241. Gurney, Eric [illus], and [William Nettleton (text)]:
HOW TO LIVE WITH A CALCULATING CAT. Englewood
Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall, [1962]. Small quarto. Boards.
Illustrated throughout. Boards faintly dusty otherwise very
good or better in price-clipped, modestly edge-worn dust
jacket with faint dust smudges to lower panel.
First edition. Inscribed by Gurney in Nov. 1962, with “very
best wishes to two of our favorite people Barbara and The
Capt. (Hugh Switzer). From the Gurney Group. Fondly, Eric
Gurney.” Above the inscription Gurney has executed in ink
and watercolor a highly finished sketch of two dogs and two
birds, with relevant captions. Canadian-born, award-winning
artist Eric Gurney was long associated with the animation
wing of Disney Studios before embarking on his solo career
as illustrator, cartoonist and commercial artist. The recipient is
tentatively identified as the Captain of the passenger ship, the
S.S. Independence.
$375.

242. [Gutenberg, Johann]: Fuhrmann, Otto W.: GUTENBERG AND THE STRASBOURG
DOCUMENTS OF 1439 AN INTERPRETATION ... TO WHICH HAS BEEN APPENDED
THE TEXT OF THE DOCUMENTS IN THE ORIGINAL ALSATIAN, THE FRENCH OF
LABORDE, AND MODERN GERMAN AND ENGLISH TRANSLATIONS. New York: Press
of the Woolly Whale, 1940. Large octavo. Gilt cloth, gilt spine label, t.e.g. Sketches by
Fritz Kredel. First edition. One of 660 copies printed. As new in glassine and slipcase.
LAWSON & PANKOW 96.
$150.
243. Haltigan, James [editor & publisher]: THE ILLUSTRATED CELTIC MONTHLY. AN
IRISH-AMERICAN MAGAZINE. DEVOTED TO LITERATURE, MUSIC, THE DRAMA AND
THE ARTS, AND CURRENT EVENTS [later:] THE CELTIC MONTHLY. AN ILLUSTRATED
IRISH-AMERICAN MAGAZINE. New York: James Haltigan, February 1879 – December
1879. Volumes one and two (of six published). Small quarto. Contemporary cheap morocco
and pebbled cloth. Plates, maps and illustrations. Joints and a couple of inner hinges
cracked, some tanning of cheap paper, one plate with some marginal chipping detached
and laid in, chip to crown of one spine mended, a couple of detached endsheets; just a
sound set, w.a.f.
The first two volumes of the first Irish-American literary periodical, edited and published
by the eldest son of the Fenian patriot John Haltigan. James came to the US after his
father was imprisoned in 1865. Like his father, he was a printer by trade and a strong
advocate for the Fenian movement. He was “deeply involved in Irish and Irish-American
affairs and according to William D’Arcy in his The Fenian Movement In The United States
1858-1886 was President of the secret Clan na Gael organization … James next turned
his attention to what was to become one of his most enduring legacies, as the editor
and publisher of the first Irish-American literary magazine. The Illustrated Celtic Monthly
... was launched in 1879 and was to last until 1884 when because of lack of funding it
ceased publication. It was a publication both designed to promote Ireland’s rich literary
heritage and to promote the cause of Irish independence. The writings and poetry of many
Irish-American literary figures of the time to include John Boyle O’Reilly, John Locke,
John Savage and Patrick Cassidy were published in the magazine” – Fenian Graves
(online). Surprisingly uncommon institutionally: OCLC/Worldcat locates holdings in only
13 institutions, some of them fragmentary.
OCLC: 16704402.
$250.
244. [Hammer, Victor and Jacob]: Rosenberg, Harold: TRANCE ABOVE THE STREETS.
New York: The Gotham Bookmart Press, [1942]. Large octavo (25 x 16.5 cm). Blue gray
paper boards, paper spine labels. Boards a trace sunned and soiled, lower joint stressed
toward top, otherwise very good or better, unopened.
First edition of this early title by the art and cultural critic. William Carlos Williams wrote
a Preface intended for publication in this collection, but it was not used (see Williams,
Something to Say, pp. 125-131). Copy #58 from an edition of 80 copies (50 for sale)
printed in Blumenthal’s Spiral type and bound by Victor and Jacob Hammer at the Wells
College Press in Aurora, NY. Signed by the author on the colophon. A curious and uncommon
Hammer production, originally printed at Wells College Press and denoted a publication of
the “Greystone Press,” but at some point copies passed to GBM, and cancel labels were
printed and placed over the title-page imprint, the colophon, and the spine lettering. It is
not readily apparent if the change of imprint also resulted in a change in the edition size.
At the time of the composition of his bibliography of Hammer’s work as a printer, Holbrook
was unable to examine a copy of this book. Some of the constituent poems were earlier
published in Poetry, Pagany, Smoke, Alcestis, and Partisan Review.
HOLBROOK (Wells College Press) 15. OCLC: 3561382.
$375.
245. Hammerstein, Oscar, II [book & lyrics], and Robert L. Freedman [screenwriter]:
RODGERS AND HAMMERSTEIN’S CINDERELLA TELEPLAY BY .... [Los Angeles]:
Citadel Entertainment, 7 February 1995. [1],87 leaves. Quarto. Photoduplicated typescript,
printed on rectos only. Bradbound in production company wrappers. Title and date lettered
in hand on the spine, otherwise fine.

A second draft of Freedman’s new adaptation for television, based on Rodgers and
Hammerstein’s 1957 television vehicle for Julie Andrews, including additional songs by
Rodgers and Sondheim, and others. The casting showed a departure in ethnic diversity
as well, and included Brandy Norwood, Whoopi Goldberg, Bernadette Peters, Jason
Alexander, Whitney Houston (who also served as executive producer), and others. Robert
Iscove directed, and the production aired on 2 November 1997 as an episode of Wonderful
World of Disney, garnering several awards and nominations.
$95.
246. [Hammett, Dashiell (sourcework)]: [Original color studio lobby card for:] THE FAT
MAN. [Los Angeles]: Universal International, 1951. Original 11 x 14” color lobby card.
Small closed nick at upper left margin, else about fine.
Lobby card # 4 of the series. Directed by William Castle, based on a screenplay by Harry
Essex and Leonard Lee. Hammett’s portly radio detective’s film debut, starring J. Scott
Smart as the detective Brad Runyan. Others in the cast include Rock Hudson, Julie London,
Jayne Meadows, Emmett Kelly, and a large cast of both credited and uncredited actors.
A murder mystery not of “who done it,” but why was it done. A visually striking memento
of a little-known Hammett derivative.
LAYMAN 3.11.
$300.
247. Harrison, Jim; Dan Gerber, et al. [eds]: SUMAC [later subtitled: AN ACTIVE ANTHOLOGY].
Fremont, MI: The Sumac Press, Fall 1968 through Fall 1971. I:1-3; II:I-2/3; III:1-3, and
IV:1 (ten numbers published in nine issues – all published). Small octavos. Printed and
pictorial wrappers. Occasional photographs. A few minor rubs, but a fine set.
Edited by Dan Gerber and Jim Harrison, with a number of distinguished associates. A
quality triannual associated with the imprint, published through IV:1. Contributors include
Levertov, Claremon, Newth, J. Tate, Koch, Simpson, Rothenberg, Duncan, Pound, Simic,
Pastan, Carruth, Kuzma, Hall, Hitchcock, Blackburn, Hugo, Malanga, Wakoski, Eshleman,
Rich, Merwin, Vas Dias, Rakosi, Levine, Woiwode, Kenner, Oppen, Eigner, the editors,
and many others.
$275.
248. Hassell, John: [HASSELL’S DRAWING MAGAZINE OF RURAL SCENERY ...].
[London: Published by Thomas Tegg, ca. 1809-10]. Seventy parts, disbound folded
signatures, comprised solely of images and captions, accompanied by aquatint caption
titles for volumes one and two (without wrappers). Some occasional foxing, dusting and
offsetting, a few marginal smudges, but a good lot.

A partial, broken run of numbers 1 – 74, lacking numbers 14, 48, and 65. The periodical
is scarce; the entry in COPAC for the holding at Oxford indicates a total of 100 numbers
were published, each consisting of four or more illustrations, on four panels of a folded
quarto sheet. Numbers were issued in printed wrappers, which bore the title, imprint and
adverts. The illustrations often present a single view replicated in outline and aquatint,
and occasionally other intermediate states, suitable for instruction. Hassell produced the
majority of the illustrations, but a few are after drawings by George Morland. Most of
the images depict rural activities, scenery, and/or livestock; others are floral, including a
couple of instances where the aquatint is colored. Some of the plates were also utilized
in variant forms of the publication. Examples of the individual parts in the original printed
wrappers are rare; for example, the British Art Center at Yale has only parts 1, 2, 3, 7,
8, & 10 in wrappers.
OCLC: 54272639.
$750.
249. Havel, Václav: A WORD ABOUT WORDS. New York: Cooper Union, 1992. Folio.
Cloth and boards, printed label. Illustrations by Jirí Kolár. A bit of shelf-wear at spine ends
and foretips, lower board a bit marked, otherwise very good.
First edition in this format, with Havel’s Czech text printed in parallel with an English
translation by Alice and Gerry Turner. One of 500 copies (this copy not numbered but
denoted in pencil a ‘presentation copy’). Introductions by John Jay Iselin and Jiri Setlik.
Published on the occasion of the exhibition, “Prague and the Book,” at the Cooper Union.
Laid in are an announcement, an invitation, and a small format, wrapperbound separate
printing of Havel’s text in English, a speech delivered on the occasion of his receipt in
1989 of the International Peace Prize of the German Bookseller’s Association.
$100.
250. Hawes, Besse Lomax, and Bessie Jones: STEP IT DOWN GAMES AND PLAYS
OF AFRO-AMERICAN CHILDREN. New York: Harper & Row, 1971. Quarto. Plastic comb
bound printed wrappers. Residue of filing label across the lower edge, modest tanning to
the text stock, otherwise very good.
Uncorrected trimmed galley proofs of the first edition. Ms. Hawes was the daughter of
John A. Lomax and the sister of Alan Lomax. Alan Lomax referred to Bessie Jones as
“the Mother Courage of American Black traditions.”
$55.
251. [Hawthorne, Nathaniel]: Conway, Moncure D. LIFE OF NATHANIEL HAWTHORNE.
London, New York & Melbourne: Walter Scott, [nd but ca. 1890]. 224,[i]-xiii,[3]pp. Large
octavo. Blue cloth, t.e.g. Pastedowns tanned and offset to facing pages, brittle free
endsheets absent, textblock a bit tanned at edges, just a good copy.
First edition, the variant noted by Turner with the index ending on p.224 and conforming to
the dimensions of the large-paper edition recorded by BAL but not by Turner. Published in
Scott’s “Great Writers” series. Affixed to the front pastedown is an a.l.s. from Conway, New
York, 10 August 1887, 1p. on folded quarto sheet, to an unspecified committee thanking
them for their invitation to participate in a Constitutional Convention the following month.
Also laid in is a 3pp. a.l.s. from Conway on a folded octavo lettersheet, London, 18 Sept.
1893, to a Mr. “Erving” [?] about his work on editing Paine, on finding an engraved portrait
of Elihu Palmer and ordinary daily activities. Accompanied by a 16mo lettercard, closely
written, from Conway, New York, 1 March 1887, to “My dear Gassie”[?] outlining a series
of lectures he would be willing to deliver in Richmond
TURNER 348b. BAL IV:34.
$85.
252. Hearn, Lafcadio: KOKORO HINTS AND ECHOES OF JAPANESE INNER LIFE.
Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1896. Pale green cloth, decorated in gilt, t.e.g. First edition,
BAL’s binding B (no priority). Pencil ownership inscription, slight sunning to cloth, but a
very good copy.
BAL 7928.
$150.

253. Hearn, Lafcadio: IN GHOSTLY JAPAN. Boston: Little, Brown and Co., 1899. Gilt
pictorial cloth, t.e.g. Frontis, illustrations and plates. First edition. Pencil ownership
signature, spine and edges a trace darkened, frontis evidently reinserted, with crease
and small chip to fore-edge; a good, sound copy.
BAL 7934.
$175.
254. Heath, Gordon [compiler]: [Typescript Notebook of Poems by Countee Cullen
and Sterling A. Brown]. [Np]. “October 1941.” 14 leaves, octavo, stapled into drab gray
wrapper. Wrapper rather frayed, with shallow chipping at edges, internally very good.
A small collection of typed transcriptions of poems by Cullen and Brown, captioned on the
upper wrapper in manuscript “Sterling A. Brown and Countee Cullen,” signed on the verso
of the front wrapper, “Gordon Heath,” and signed again on the verso of the last text leaf:
“Gordon Heath ... October 1941.” Heath (1919-1991), African American actor, singer and
cabaret performer, would in 1941 have been in the formative years of his career, leading
to his (1945) Broadway success in Deep Are The Roots, and his joining New York Radio
station WMCA as the first African American staff announcer employed by a major US radio
station. He had numerous film and television roles over the next four decades, and with
his life partner, Lee Payant, operated a Left Bank café in Paris, where they performed
and recorded together. The transcribed poems include “Strong Men” by Brown and eight
poems by Cullen (“Heritage,” “To John Keats, Poet at Spring Time,” “Uncle Jim,” “Tableau,”
“Yet Do I Marvel,” “Youth Sings a Song of Rosebud,” and “From the Dark Tower”), plus an
untitled concluding work song, beginning “Swing dat hammer-- hunh--.” There are some
pencil notes on the first page of the transcription of Brown’s poem that may have possible
relevance. Accompanied by a copy of Heath’s posthumously published memoir, Deep Are
The Roots Memoirs of a Black Expatriate (1992).
$375.
255. Hecht, Ben [screenwriter]: JOAN OF ARC. [Culver City]: Vanguard Films, 7 October
1946 through 11 April 1947. Three volumes. Quarto. Mimeographed typescript, printed on
rectos only. Bradbound in stencil-printed wrappers. A few nicks and creases, otherwise
very good or better.
A small archive of material relating to this unproduced film project undertaken for Selznick,
consisting of the following: a) copy #12 of a preliminary draft of the opening sequences,
9 leaves; b) copy #35 of a second draft screenplay, [1],150 leaves, dated 12 November
1946, and rerun 11 April 1947; and c) copy #11 of an interesting background document,
translated by Donald M. Frame, with the wrapper title: Selections From The Trial Of
Joan Of Arc The Questioning ..., 10 October 1946, 135 leaves, being selections from
Quicherat’s 1841-9 edition of the trial transcripts. This version of the script was abandoned
in deference to the 1948 adaptation from Maxwell Anderson’s play produced by Sierra,
distributed by RKO, and starring Ingrid Bergman (under contract to Selznick and on loan).
Duplicates from the Selznick Archive.
$850.
256. [Hecht, Ben (source work)]: [Goff, Ivan, and Ben Roberts (attributed screenwriters)]:
THE SHADOW SCREENPLAY [wrapper title]. [Hollywood: The Writers], 24 October
1947. 115 leaves. Quarto. Mimeographed typescript, printed on rectos only. Bradbound
in typescript wrappers. Script number stamped on upper wrapper, very good to fine.
An unproduced screenplay adaptation of Ben Hecht’s short story, “The Shadow,” in which
the magician Sarastro seeks vengeance against his brother for the alienation of his wife.
The script is uncredited, but at least one reference (i.e. Wikipedia) attributes this script to
Australian-born screenwriter and playwright Ivan Goff and his frequent collaborator Ben
Roberts. While it generated interest, particularly on the part of Warner Bros., it didn’t see
production. This example, copy #10, is a duplicate from the Selznick archives. Both Goff
and Roberts enjoyed long, prolific careers as screen and television writers.
$350.
257. Hellman, Lillian, and Mordaunt Shairp [screenwriters]: [Original Studio Publicity Press
Book for:] THE DARK ANGEL. [Hollywood]: Samuel Goldwyn / United Artists, [1935].

[28]pp. including insert. Folio (45.5 x 30.5 cm). Pictorial self-wrapper. Heavily illustrated.
Some creases and mild rumpling, clean split to spine detaching the lower wrapper, some
faint smudges; very good.
A particularly lavish pressbook for this early, if not first, screenwriting credit for Lillian
Hellman, based on a play by Guy Bolton. Sidney Franklin directed Frederic March, Merle
Oberon and Herbert Marshall in this account of relationships under the clouds of the
Great War. The effort expended in this press book to connect the film to merchandising
of everything from world globes to silk stockings to Kaywoodie pipes and Coca-Cola is
rather over the top and occasionally quite ludicrous. Of special note is an actual tippedin sample of the full color herald, and some of the illustrative matter associated with the
film partakes of some art deco influence.
$250.
258. [Hemingway, Ernest (source work)]: Hecht, Ben [screenwriter]: “A FAREWELL TO
ARMS” SCREENPLAY BY .... [Culver City]: The Selznick Studio, 1957. [4],173 leaves.
Quarto. Mimeographed typescript, printed on rectos. Bradbound in white production
company wrappers. About fine.
An unspecified but very close to final draft of Hecht’s adaptation of Hemingway’s novel.
It was the novel’s second screen adaptation to reach production. This draft notes Charles
Vidor as director, after John Huston left over budget disagreements, and includes prefatory
material not included in earlier drafts. Rock Hudson and Jennifer Jones starred. $450.
259. [Herbert, Henry William]: Forester, Frank [pseud]: THE DEERSTALKERS: A SPORTING
TALE OF THE SOUTH-WESTERN COUNTIES. Philadelphia: T. B. Peterson & Bros., [nd.
but ca. 1860]. 198pp. Gilt decorated highly pictorial wrappers. Illustration. Wrappers slightly
soiled, with some wear and neat repairs to the spine, but a very good copy.
A reprint in the “Library of Humorous American Works” of this novel first published in 1849
by Carey & Hart. The title calls for “Original Illustrations from designs by the Author,” but
only one is included and is replicated in the central panel of the front wrapper. The wrappers
also feature stylized illustrations by Darley, including a caricatured African American.
$65.
260. Hersey, John: [Lightly Corrected Typescript of:] LETTER TO THE ALUMNI [New
Haven: The Author, ca. 1970]. [1],137 leaves (with an additional, revised version of #137)
plus ca. 20 leaves of photocopied galleys. Quarto. Mixed typescript and carbon typescript,
lightly corrected in type and in ink. Some use, paperclip rust mark and light edge creases
to title leaf. Very good.
A relatively late typescript of Hersey’s account of the 1969 Mayday demonstrations and
associated events in New Haven, corrected, and still bearing manuscript revisions and an
occasional insertion by the author. This “Letter ...,” Hersey’s last annual statement to the
alumni at the end of his final term as Master of Pierson College, endeavored to present
an objective account of the events, and though his own sympathies were in opposition
to the Viet Nam war, both poles of the interested parties had reason to disagree with
elements of his account. Published by Knopf in 1970.
$850.
261. Heyward, Du Bose: SKYLINES AND HORIZONS. New York: Macmillan, 1924. Cloth,
paper label. Endsheets tanned and lightly foxed, a few scattered marginal smudges, but
a very good, sharp copy, without dust jacket.
First edition of the author’s second book, but first as sole author. Signed by Heyward
on the front free endsheet, above the circular sticker of the Nubanusit Tea Barn at the
McDowell Colony.
$85.
262. [Hidy, Lance (artist)]: THE HON. ALAN BOYLE’S WRECKED AVIS MONOPLANE AT
BOURNEMOUTH JULY, 1910 [caption title]. [Boston: The Press of David Godine, c. 1970].
Original etching (25 x 17 cm plus margins), printed in green, with text in red-brown, all
within a solid black frame. Slight deckling along edge of lower margin, otherwise about fine.

An attractive, moderately early print by the noted type and graphic designer. After his
education at Yale, Hidy cofounded the Godine Press in Boston. This etching -- edition size
unknown -- is a reconception of the subject of another etching from his student years.
$250.
263. Hillerman, Tony: THE FLY ON THE WALL. New York: Harper & Row, [1971]. Cloth and
boards. First edition, first printing, with proper number sequence on p.212. Spine slightly
cocked, top and fore-edge a bit dust speckled, a very good copy in modestly rubbed, dustflecked and edgeworn pictorial dust jacket. Hillerman’s formerly uncommon second book.
$300.
264. Hirschman, Jack: THE BURNING OF LOS ANGELES. Venice: J’Ose Press, 1971.
[3],xvii leaves. Oblong quarto (22 x 28 cm). Loose sheets, enclosed in tinted mylar
wrapper, the whole enclosed in a printed envelope. Envelope tanned at edges and lightly
dust soiled, with a bit of wear to envelope corners, internally fine.
First edition. Copy #13 of 150 copies printed “on Wausau Astrobrights : Gammagreens”
in facsimile of the author ’s neat, incredibly legible hand, with colored calligraphic
decorations.
$150.
265. Hitchcock, Alfred [director], and Ben Hecht [screenwriter]: [Four post-production scripts
for:] SPELLBOUND. [Culver City]: Selznick International Studios, 1945, 1949 & 1961.
Four volumes, each foliated in reel format, three quarto, one legal format. Mimeograph
typescript, printed on rectos only. First three bradbound in mimeographed wrappers, the
latter stapled at top margin. Slight tanning and foxing to a couple wrappers, a few small
spots to fore-edge of one item, otherwise very good to fine.
A group of post-production scripts for this key Hitchcock film, based on a screenplay by Ben
Hecht, which was in turn based on Angus MacPhail’s adaptation of a novel, The House of
Dr. Edwardes, by Hilary Saunders and John (“Francis Beeding”) Palmer. Present here are
a Cutting Continuity script (dated 1 November 1945); a Dialogue Continuity script (rerun
31 May 1949); another Cutting Continuity script (rerun 10 June 1949), and a Combined
16mm Continuity script (15 May 1961). Ingrid Bergman and Gregory Peck starred, and
Salvador Dali contributed designs to the dream sequences. The film was nominated for
six Academy Awards, and won one, for Miklós Rózsa’s musical score. While not on the
level of preproduction or production scripts, these scripts record in detail (often quite
technical detail) the final form of the film.
$1500.
266. Hitchcock, Alfred [director], and Ben Hecht [screenwriter]: DIALOGUE AND CUTTING
CONTINUITY ON “NOTORIOUS” PROD. #522 [cover title]. [Culver City]: RKO / Selznick,
18 July 1946. [1],8,7,7,7,8,10,9,6,12,12 leaves, foliated in reel format. Large quarto, legal
format. Mimeographed typescript, printed on rectos only. Punched and bradbound in upper
margin. Some soft corner creases, otherwise near fine.
A combined continuity script for Hitchcock’s 1946 film, based on a screenplay by Ben
Hecht, based on a story by John Taintor Foote, with uncredited contributions by Clifford
Odets and Hitchcock. The cast included Cary Grant, Ingrid Bergman and Claude Rains.
Hecht’s script was nominated for an Oscar. This post-production script, which is a quite
literal record of the film as released, predates the film’s premiere by nearly a month.
Duplicate from the Selznick archive.
$550.
267. Hobbs, Isaac H.: THE MECHANISM OF THE UNIVERSE BEING AN EFFORT TO
FIND THE KEY THAT WILL UNLOCK THE MYSTERIOUS CAVERNS OF NATURE, AND
PERMIT HER TO BE VIEWED BY MIND AND REASON. NECESSITY THE LAW, AND
ALL THINGS NECESSARILY THE LAW. Philadelphia: Printed for the Author by J.B.
Lippincott & Co., 1883. 23pp. Octavo. Printed wrapper, sewn into later plain wrapper.
Small deaccession stamps in corner of upper wrapper, title and upper wrapper neatly
detached from sewing; just a good copy.

First edition of this somewhat idiosyncratic, out of genre work by the prominent Philadelphia
architect, known for his devotion to many of the most excessive aspects of Victorian style.
Rare: OCLC locates only three copies, in the BL, and at Yale and Univ. of Kentucky.
OCLC: 560840805 & 12609381.
$75.
268. Holden, Curry: HILL OF THE ROOSTER. New York: Holt, [1956]. Cloth. A near fine
copy in lightly edgeworn dust jacket with tiny chip at top edge of lower panel.
First edition of this novel of the Yaqui-Mexican conflict in the first two decades of the last
century. Long ago, an uncommon book. For a time, the late author would swap copies of
his sought-after cattle book, The Spur Ranch ..., for copies of this book, resulting in a
somewhat lopsided supply / demand ratio for both titles.
$50.
269. “Hope, Laurence” [pseud. of Violet Nicolson]: STARS OF THE DESERT. London:
William Heinemann, 1903. Large octavo. Original drab stiff wrappers, manuscript spine
label, untrimmed. Some minor isolated foxing, otherwise a very good copy. Enclosed in
a full crimson morocco pull-off case, lettered in gilt.
Advance copy of the first edition of the author’s second book, published a year short of
her death by suicide. Nicolson’s 1901 collection, The Garden Of Káma, was represented
as a collection of translations and the male pseudonym, and the translation ruse, helped
deflect some of the criticisms leveled against the poems on the basis of their “tropical
luxuriance and Sapphic fervour” (Thos. Hardy). The author’s true identity and gender
were revealed in 1902 in the Critic, and the posthumous collection, Indian Love (1905)
included a portrait as confirmation. Thomas Hardy praised her work, and after her death,
contributed her obituary to The Athenaeum (19 October 1904). He endeavored to contribute
a preface (eventually rejected by Heinemann) to the 1905 collection. As the first AngloIndian woman poet to achieve a popular readership (which persisted long after her death,
and included musical settings and cinematic interpretations), Nicolson has an interesting
place in literary history.
PURDY, p.309.
$850.
270. Horgan, Paul: GREAT RIVER THE RIO GRANDE IN NORTH AMERICAN HISTORY.
New York: Rinehart & Co., 1954. Two volumes. Black cloth. Cloth a bit thumbed, dull and
lightly soiled, otherwise a good set in slipcase (wanting the top panel).
First edition, trade issue of the author’s most widely known, prize-winning historical work.
Inscribed (“with esteem and affection”), signed (“Paul”) and dated to a long-time Middletown
friend in 1967, and signed again in full in the second volume. Laid in is the surprisingly
uncommon 4pp. color-illustrated prospectus.
$125.
271. Horgan, Paul: [Inscribed Suite of Plates from LAMY OF SANTA FE]. [Meriden]:
Meriden Gravure Company, [1975]. Six large octavo bifolia, including 12 color plates, with
captions. Light use, very good, with wraparound band.
A set of the extra color plates of Horgan’s watercolors reserved for the limited edition of
Lamy Of Santa Fe. One plate is inscribed by Horgan in the lower margin: “for Kit and Joe
This set of the color plates for the limited edition of Lamy of Santa Fe love from Paul.”
Additionally, Horgan has signed each plate in pencil (“Paul”) in the lower right margin,
annotated a couple of them (also in pencil, distinct from the reproduced ink annotations),
and designated the set on the wraparound band as for “Kit & Joe.”
$75.
272. Horgan, Paul [intro], and Philip Trager [photographer]: WESLEYAN PHOTOGRAPHS.
Middletown: Wesleyan University Press, [1982]. Oblong small quarto. Cloth. Plates. Small
smudge to spine, tiny crack at crown of front inner hinge, otherwise very good in slightly
dusty slipcase.
First edition, limited issue. With additional text by Vincent Scully, Samuel Green, Eva Blau,
William Kerr and Nancy Campell. One of 75 numbered copies (plus 6 artist’s copies),

signed by the photographer. This copy is not accompanied by the separate original print,
but it is inscribed by Trager on the half-title: “For Joe, who made this book possible – Phil,
July 1982.” He has signed the half-title again in full, and signed again on the limitation
leaf.
$100.
273. Houghton, Claude: I AM JONATHAN SCRIVENER. London: Butterworth, [1930].
Black cloth, lettered in red and blind. A couple white smudges to upper board, narrow
surface split at crown of upper joint, but a good, sound copy. Half morocco slipcase
(sunned and scuffed).
First edition of one of Houghton’s most widely read novels, inscribed by him in either 1930
or 1936 to British bookseller/bibliographer, Gilbert Fabes. With the signed bookplate of
Jean Hersholt.
$225.
Association Copy
274. Hudson, W. H., and Keith Henderson [illus]: THE PURPLE LAND: BEING THE
NARRATIVE OF ONE RICHARD LAMB’S ADVENTURES IN THE BANDA ORIENTÁL
IN SOUTH AMERICA, AS TOLD BY HIMSELF. London: Duckworth, 1929. Large octavo.
Cloth and decorated boards. Frontis, plates and illustrations. Spine sunned, as often,
otherwise a very good copy in near fine (obviously supplied) dust jacket.
First illustrated edition, British issue, of the author’s first book. The edition consisted of
3000 copies, which may or may not have included those shipped to the US for publication
with a cancel title-leaf. Illustrated with fifty-two woodblocks by Keith Henderson. This copy
is inscribed by Henderson on the front pastedown: “To Her from Him with all his love.” The
form of the inscription mirrors that by Henderson to his wife in her copy of the limited issue
of his illustrated edition of Green Mansions. A duplicate or proof of the jacket illustration
is pasted to the front free endsheet.
PAYNE A1i.
$375.
275. Hughes, Richard: A HIGH WIND IN JAMAICA. London: Chatto & Windus, 1929.
Green cloth. Cloth faintly hand-smudged, otherwise about fine, in very good, faintly tanned
pictorial dust jacket with shallow loss at crown of spine panel and a few small nicks.
First complete British edition, ordinary issue, of the author’s most popular work. Signed
by Hughes on the half-title. The source novel for the 1965 film adaptation.
NCBEL IV:607.
$375.
276. Hugo, Ian [pseud. of Hugh Parker Guiler]: TEN
ENGRAVINGS ... FOREWORD BY ANAIS NIN. New York:
Associated American Artists, 1979. Folio (42 x 31.5 cm).
Loose signatures, laid into cloth folding case. Fine.
First edition. Ten original engravings by Hugo, printed on
Arches by M.-C. Jobrack, each signed and numbered in
pencil in the margin by the artist. This is one of ten sets,
denoted as “artist’s proofs” and numbered in Roman, from
a total printing of the engravings of sixty-one impressions,
after which the plates were cancelled. Although Hugo
originally made the etchings in the 1940s, this is their first
printing other than in proof state.
$1250.
277. Hutner, Martin, and Jerry Kelly: A CENTURY FOR
THE CENTURY FINE PRINTED BOOKS FROM 1900
TO 1999. [New York]: The Grolier Club, [1999]. Quarto.
Quarter gilt morocco and cloth. Photographs and halftones. Fine in slipcase.

First edition, limited issue, of this lavish catalogue for the exhibition. This is one of fifty
copies, specially bound, signed by the compilers, with five original specimen leaves
mounted in a special section in the rear. The leaves are from van Krimpen’s The Iliad
(1931); Mardersteig’s Ovid (1932); Zapfs’ Manuale ... (1954); Hoyem’s Moby-Dick; and
the Whittington Press’s work on the Stanbrook Abbey Press. The entire edition consisted
of one thousand copies, printed after a design by Jerry Kelly.
Sold.
278. Ionesco, Eugene: JOURNEYS AMONG THE DEAD A PLAY WITH LITHOGRAPHS
BY .... [New York]: The Limited Editions Club, [1987]. Large quarto. Printed wrappers.
Four original color lithographs by the author. Fine in lightly smudged white slipcase (with
tiny pencil-eraser-tip sized spot at top edge), with crimson morocco head and foot panels.
First edition in this format. Translation by Barbara Wright. Prefatory “Conversation with
Ionesco” joined by Verena Hayden-Rynsch. One of one thousand numbered copies, signed
by Ionesco.
$350.
279. [Irving, Washington]: MISCELLANIES BY THE AUTHOR OF “THE SKETCHBOOK.”
NO. II. CONTAINING ABBOTSFORD, AND NEWSTEAD ABBEY. London: John Murray,
1835. [8],[1]-290pp. plus terminal blank. Octavo. Late 19th century polished calf, spine
gilt extra, gilt labels. Extremities rubbed, bookplate, but generally a very good copy, with
the half-title and series title.
First edition, preceding the Philadelphia printing. This copy has page [291] blank (no
implied priority).
BAL 10141.
$275.
280. [Irving, Washington (sourcework)]: [Two Original Studio Lobby Cards for:] RIP VAN
WINKLE. [Np]: W.W. Hodkinson Corporation / Pathé Exchange, Inc., [1921]. Two vintage
11 x 14” tinted monochrome lobby cards. One card has tan offsetting around the lower
portions of the blank margin and a chip from the upper left blank margin, otherwise very
good or better.
Two lobby cards from Edward Ludwig’s 1921 film adaptation of Dion Boucicalt and Joseph
Jefferson’s play, based on a scenario by Agnes Parsons, starring Thomas and Daisy
Jefferson, Milla Davenport, et al. Irving’s story was a popular property for pioneering
film studios – IMDB cites thirteen different versions prior to this, beginning in 1903, but
needless to say, promotional paper relating to any of the silent versions is rare. $400.
281. James, Henry: THE AMBASSADORS. New York: Harper & Bros., 1903. Blue boards,
stamped in gilt. A near fine copy in a very good gilt cloth over card dust jacket with some
rubbing to the spine extremities, and some darkening at edges and light use.
First American edition, in the primary binding.
EDEL & LAURENCE A58a. MODERN MOVEMENT 16.

$850.

282. [James, Henry (source work)]: Stevenson, Robert [screenwriter]: “THE WINGS OF
THE DOVE” SCREENPLAY BY .... [Culver City: Selznick Studios], 3 February 1949.
[4],123 leaves. Quarto. Mimeographed typescript, printed on rectos only. Bradbound in
stencil-printed wrappers. Upper wrapper snagged at top brad, otherwise very near fine.
A “First Rough” draft of this unproduced film adaptation of James’s 1902 novel. Selznick
brought writer/director Robert Edward Stevenson (1905-1986) to the US from England in
the 1930s, and Stevenson’s early successes (often made while on loan to studios other
than Selznick’s) included King Solomon’s Mines, Jane Eyre, Tom Brown’s School Days,
etc. This script represents what would have likely been one of his last projects associated
with Selznick, as it coincides with his departure for RKO. His increasing prominence as
a director resulted in a long string of successes for Disney. If this project had reached

fruition, it would have been among the earliest adaptations of James to the large screen
– ten years later, it was adapted for television by other hands. Duplicate from the Selznick
archives.
$250.
283. James, William: THE MORAL EQUIVALENT OF WAR. New York: American Association
for International Conciliation, February 1910. 20,[2]pp. Printed wrappers. Neatly punched
for ring binding (as issued?), otherwise fine.
First separate edition, published as No. 27 of the Association’s publications. “This essay,
based on a speech delivered at Stanford University in 1906, is the origin of the idea of
organized national service. The line of descent runs directly from this address to the
depression-era Civilian Conservation Corps to the Peace Corps, VISTA, and AmeriCorps.
Though some phrases grate upon modern ears, particularly the assumption that only males
can perform such service, several racially-biased comments, and the notion that the main
form of service should be viewed as a ‘warfare against nature,’ it still sounds a rallying
cry for service in the interests of the individual and the nation” – anonymous commentary
on this essay hosted on the UKy William James web site. The 1910 printing by Atlantic
Monthly Press credits this edition for reprint permission. As would be expected, OCLC
locates an abundance of copies in institutional collections, while outside of same, this
edition is somewhat uncommon.
$125.
284. [Janus Press]: Siegl, Helen [illus]: A FELICITY OF CAROLS. [West Burke, VT: The
Janus Press for] Barre Publishers, 1970. Octavo. Gathered signatures, laid into paper
chemise and slipcased. Slight offsetting from the slipcase to the chemise, otherwise near fine.
Illustrated with twenty-two original woodcuts by Helen Siegl printed from the blocks. One
of nine hundred numbered copies, printed in bembo types on Japanese paper at the Janus
Press, and signed by the artist.
$100.
285. [Janus Press]: Johnson, W. R.: LILAC WIND. Newark, VT: Janus Press, 1983. Quarto.
Accordion foldout (eight panels) with sculpted top edges (ca. 5’ when extended). Very fine
in cloth clamshell box, with spine label.
First edition. Johnson’s poems are superimposed on a background “pulp painting” by
Claire Van Vliet and Kathryn Clark executed at the Twinrocker Handmade Paper Mill, with
letterpress executed at the Janus Press. In addition to 150 numbered copies signed by
the artist, this is one of an unknown number of copies marked as “proof A.C.” and signed
by Van Vliet. The painting depicts a snowy winter landscape, at moonrise, executed
in soft blues, green and lilac. A beautiful and characteristic work by “one of the most
important book designers and artists of the last half of the twentieth century” – Library of
Congress.
$650.
286. [Japanese Watercolors – 19th century]: [Album
of 22 Original Watercolors, on Silk, of Birds and
Lepidoptera]. [Japan. ca. 1810s-20s]. Folio (33 x 27.5
cm). Late 19th or early 20th century marbled calf, raised
bands, spine gilt extra, gilt label, a.e.g., with watercolor
river scenes on paper onlaid as doublures. Binding
extremities rubbed, images offset a bit to interleaves,
occasional patches of darkening to backgrounds of a
few images, one corner of an interleaf creased and a
bit torn, but otherwise very good to near fine.
A lovely collection of watercolor images on silk of
birds, moths and butterflies, the artist unknown, but
the paintings executed with great skill. The twenty-two
individual panels vary somewhat in size, but approximate
24 x 20 cm to 20 x 16cm, and each includes several
specimens: in the case of the birds, 2-4, in the case of
the Lepidoptera, 5-10. The individual panels are mounted

to heavy stock via blue silk bordering. The birds
are identified via manuscript captions next to
each bird; the Lepidoptera are not captioned.
A pencil note on the free endsheet in an early
hand dates the paintings somewhat earlier (17001750 Shijo School) than do those later in its
most recent provenance: tipped in unidentified
mid-20th century auction description (dating
the paintings to early 19th century) – private
collection.
$8000.
287. Jarman, Mark: UNHOLY SONNETS.
[Westchester, PA]: Aralia Press, February 1994.
Oblong 16mo. Sewn printed wrapper. Fine.
First edition. One of 130 copies printed on
Johannot paper in Garamond and Eve Decorative types by William Drenttel and Michael
Peich.
$40.
288. Jenkins, John: THE ART OF WRITING, REDUCED TO A PLAIN AND EASY
SYSTEM, ON A PLAN ENTIRELY NEW ... BOOK ONE. REVISED ENLARGED AND
IMPROVED CONTAINING A PLAIN EASY AND FAMILIAR INTRODUCTION, WHICH
MAY BE CONSIDERED AS A GRAMMAR TO THE ART .... Cambridge [MA]: Printed for
the Author, 1813. xlviii,68,[4]pp. plus engraved frontis and title, and ten engraved plates.
Large octavo (24 x 14.5 cm). Original boards, untrimmed. Boards quite worn and spine
cracked (sewing still sound), lower fore-tip of upper board chipped, some water staining
early and late, otherwise (and still) a good, untrimmed copy.
The revised and enlarged edition of Jenkins’ famous writing manual. The first edition
appeared in Boston in 1791, and is regarded as the most substantial and original native
contribution to the literature.
Nash, AMERICAN WRITING MASTERS, pp.26-35, 52-55. SHAW & SHOEMAKER
28833.
$350.
289. Johnson, Charles S., and Associates: A PRELIMINARY REPORT OF THE SURVEY
OF RACIAL TENSIONS AREAS. [New York]: For the Julius Rosenwald Fund, November
1942. [3],142,[2] leaves. Quarto. Multilithed typescript, printed on rectos only. Bound in
cloth-tape backed printed wrappers. Two plates. A few small spots to the upper wrapper,
short snag in cloth tape at crown of upper joint, otherwise very good or better.
First edition of this substantial study based on field work in many states by a team of
researchers under the supervision of Charles Spurgeon Johnson. Johnson (1893–1956)
was a sociologist and college administrator, the first black president of historically black
Fisk University, and a lifelong advocate for racial equality and the advancement of civil
rights for African Americans and all ethnic minorities. This report is a prelude to the serial
Monthly Summary of Events and Trends in Race Relations published for the Rosenwald
Fund by the Fisk University Social Science Institute under Johnson’s direction beginning
in the late summer of 1943. OCLC locates eight copies between two records.
OCLC: 4603869 and 702336712.
$350.
290. Johnson, Merle: AMERICAN FIRST EDITIONS BIBLIOGRAPHIC CHECK LISTS OF
THE WORKS OF ONE HUNDRED AND FIVE AMERICAN AUTHORS. New York: Bowker,
1929. Large octavo. Cloth, paper spine label, t.e.g., others untrimmed. Extremities and
label rubbed, otherwise a good copy.
First edition. One of 1000 copies printed at the Merrymount Press. The uncommon 8pp.
‘Corrections and Additions’ is laid in. An interesting barometer of interest and fashion of
the years -- in this edition, for example, Ezra Pound is fully treated, as he was at least
through the 1936 edition. He was later dropped.
$85.

Rasselas
291. [Johnson, Samuel]: THE PRINCE OF ABISSINIA. A TALE. London: Printed for R.
and J. Dodsley ..., 1759. Two volumes. viii,159,[1]; viii,165,[1]pp. Small octavo. Original
calf, raised bands, gilt title labels. Ink ownership inscriptions (see below), bound without
terminal blank M 4 in the second volume, otherwise a very pretty set. Cloth slipcase and
chemise.
First edition of Samuel Johnson’s only novel, written in the evenings of one week in an
effort to raise funds for his mother’s care, and eventually, to pay for her funeral. The first
edition consisted of 1500 copies. A 2 in the second volume is in the second, corrected
state; p.106 is signed D 4, and the reading ‘indiscerpible’ appears at II:161:2. Nonetheless,
this is a relatively early copy: formal publication took place on 19 April, and each volume
bears on the free endsheet the inscription: “John Auld Goodford July 19. 1759.” In each
case, the inscription has been neatly lined through on an early occasion, and ownership
transferred to “Maria Goodford Junr.”
F L E E M A N 5 9 . 4 R / 1 . C O U RT N E Y & S M I T H , p . 8 7 . R O T H S C H I L D 1 2 4 2 - 4 . E S T C
T139510.
$5850.
292. [Johnson, Samuel]: A JOURNEY TO THE WESTERN ISLANDS OF SCOTLAND.
London: Printed for W. Strahan; and T. Cadell, 1775. [4],384pp. (errata bound after title).
Octavo. Contemporary calf, rebacked with original backstrip laid down, gilt red label.
Occasional foxing and a few minor spots, armorial bookplate on pastedown, offsetting
from calf to margins of endsheets, but a very good copy.
First edition, with the twelve-line errata. Copies with the six-line errata are properly the
second edition (rather than “issue”), as much (but not all) of the text was reset for corrections
and final revisions. Laid into this copy is the lower portion of a t.l.s. from the Drake firm
assuring a former owner that it is the “correct first issue with the twelve line errata.”
COURTNEY & SMITH, p.122-3. FLEEMAN 75.1J/1a. CHAPMAN & HAZEN, p.151. ESTC
T84319.
$1500.
293. [Johnson, Samuel]: A JOURNEY TO THE WESTERN ISLANDS OF SCOTLAND.
London: Printed for W. Strahan; and T. Cadell, 1775. [2],384pp. (errata bound after title).
Octavo. 20th century half morocco and boards, gilt label. Light offset to endsheets from
binding turn-ins, otherwise a very good copy. With the bookplate of the Morgan library
(properly deaccessioned as a duplicate, with slip laid in).
With the six-line errata, and hence properly the second edition, as much (but not all) of
the text was reset for corrections and final revisions.
COURTNEY & SMITH, p.122-3. FLEEMAN 75.1J/2a. CHAPMAN & HAZEN, p.151. ESTC
T147766.
$600.
294. Joyce, James: TALES TOLD OF SHEM AND SHAUN THREE FRAGMENTS FROM
WORK IN PROGRESS. Paris: The Black Sun Press, 1929. Small quarto. Printed wrappers.
Frontispiece by Brancusi. About fine in later glassine, in lightly rubbed original foil covered
slipcase, lacking the ribbon pull.
First edition. Preface by C. K. Ogden. One of 500 copies on Hollande van Gelder Zonen,
from a total printing of 650 copies. With the small gilt booklabel of the Garden Library
(i.e. Haven O’More).
SLOCUM & CAHOON A36. ARTIST & THE BOOK 32.
$2000.
295. Joyce, James: ANNA LIVIA PLURABELLE FRAGMENT OF WORK IN PROGRESS.
London: Faber & Faber [1930]. Printed wrapper over stiff unprinted wrapper. Light use at
the overlap wrapper edges, but an uncommonly nice copy, about fine.
First British trade edition, wrapperbound issue, issued as Criterion Miscellany 15. Laid
in is a subscription form for The Criterion, a promotional sheet for Gilbert’s Ulysses A

Study, and an announcement of the availability of the Orthological Institute recording.
An early book ticket for Zeitlin Books in LA is laid in; removing it left a faint shadow on
the rear wrapper flap.
SLOCUM & CAHOON A33.
$200.
296. Joyce, James: POMES PENYEACH. London: Faber & Faber, [1933]. Pale green
sewn printed wrapper over plain stiff wrapper. Outer wrapper tanned at edges, with small
sliver loss at top edge of rear panel; very good.
First UK edition printed in the UK, preceded by the 1932 limited edition co-published by
Desmond Harmsworth and the Obelisk Press.
SLOCUM & CAHOON A28.
$150.
With Decorations by Lucia Joyce
297. Joyce, James: THE MIME OF MICK, NICK AND THE MAGGIES. A FRAGMENT
FROM WORK IN PROGRESS. The Hague & New York: The Servire Press / Gotham Book
Mart, 1934. Pictorial white wrappers, stamped in blue and silver. Illuminated opening
and closing initials. Tiny bit of tanning at toe of spine, otherwise fine in clear wrapper, in
slightly worn slipcase (the style corresponding to the US issue).
First edition, American issue. One of an unknown number of copies with this co-imprint,
from a total edition of 1000 numbered copies printed on Dutch handmade paper. The
decorations are by Lucia Joyce.
SLOCUM & CAHOON A43.
$950.
298. Joyce, James: FINNEGANS WAKE. New York: Viking, 1939. Large octavo. Gilt
cloth. Near fine in very good dust jacket (shallow loss at extreme crown of spine, creased
edge-tear at lower edge of front panel, light edge use, otherwise very good and bright).
First US printing, trade issue. One of 6000 copies printed offset from advance proofs of
the UK edition, and formally published on the same day as that edition, 4 May 1939. “If
Finnegans Wake is a key book, it is a key which needs a key. The Wake reminds me of
the unfinished obelisk which lies on its side at Assuan, yet it has passages of unearthly
beauty (particularly the last page) and huge comic scenes” – Connolly.
SLOCUM & CAHOON A48. MODERN MOVEMENT 87.
$1500.
299. [Joyce, James, et al.]: Roth, Samuel [ed & pub]: TWO WORLDS A LITERARY
QUARTERLY DEVOTED TO THE INCREASE OF THE GAIETY OF NATIONS. New York.
September 1925 through June 1926. Volume one, numbers one through four (four issues).
Printed wrappers. Some tanning to wrappers from interaction with the slipcases, but a very
good set in somewhat edgeworn, but uncommon, slipcases (that for number one lacking
the rear panel, and the label for that for number two somewhat wrinkled).
Edited by Samuel Roth, with associates, including (at least in name) for the first two
numbers, Ezra Pound and Ford Madox Hueffer. The notorious periodical, best remembered,
and justly reviled, for its piracy of the installments from Joyce’s Work in Progress. While
much of the material is reprinted, with or without authorization, from other sources, Carl
Rakosi and Louis Zukofsky both make early appearances in this volume. Three of the
issues and one of the slipcases bear a number – although not the same number – in
their limitation statements.
HOFFMAN, et al., p.279. SLOCUM & CAHOON C65.
$225.
300. [Joyce, James (sourcework)]: Bute, Mary Ellen [filmmaker]: GROVE PRESS PROUDLY
PRESENTS THE WORLD PREMIERE OF THE FIRST FILM BASED ON JAMES JOYCE’S
CROWNING MASTERPIECE FINNEGANS WAKE ... [cover title]. [New York]: Grove Press,
Inc., (Film Division), [1966]. [4]pp. leaflet. (21.5 x 14 cm). Illustration. Near fine, with a
ticket stub from this premiere engagement laid in.

Bute both co-adapted and directed the film, which was based on Mary Manning’s play. It
was dedicated to Francis Steloff and is more properly known as Passages From Finnegans
Wake. Uncommon ephemera.
$35.
301. Jünger, Ernst, and Banine [trans]: LA PAIX. Paris: La Table Ronde, [1948]. Octavo.
Printed wrappers. Wrapper lightly smudged and faintly soiled along spine, short tear at
toe of spine mended, otherwise very good, largely unopened.
First edition in French, review copy with “S.P.” imprint on lower wrapper. Translated from
the German by Jünger’s close friend, Banine (i.e. Assadoulaeff Umm-El-Banine) and
Armand Petitjean. The main text is preceded by a “Lettre a Banine” by Jünger. This copy
is inscribed and signed by Banine on the half-title to poet/publisher James Laughlin, who
published Jünger’s On The Marble Cliffs in 1947.
$125.
302. Kaldewey, Gunnar: CALIFORNIA TIME. [New York:
Kaldewey Press, 1987]. Large folio (51 x 40 cm). Open-sewn
and bound in plexiglass boards. Illustrated with sixteen
linocut monoprints. Vertical soft crease to one leaf, otherwise
fine in cloth clamshell portfolio (small split at one corner).
First edition. One of forty-five numbered copies printed on
English handmade paper, from a total edition of sixty-seven
copies, all signed by the author/artist. Impressions of the
California landscape and life-style, printed in various colors
with satisfying effect by one of the contemporary masters
of bookmaking.
$1250.
303. [Katzman, Allen]: MONDAY DECEMBER 13, 1965
THE FOLKLORE CENTER PRESENTS AL KATZMAN
IN A READING ... [caption title]. New York: The Folklore
Society, 1965. [2] leaves. Legal format. Mimeographed
typescript, printed on rectos only. Stapled at corner. Slight
marginal tanning to top leaf, a few small marginal nicks,
but very good.
A program, printing biographical and bibliographical information, as well as a selection
from Katzman’s “Elegies and Odes,” noted as having been written the previous spring.
$65.
304. Kauffman, Reginald Wright: THE MARK OF THE BEAST. New York: Macaulay Co.,
[c. 1916]. Red cloth, lettered in black. Four plates by Albert Matzke. Very good or better
in lightly nicked and edgeworn lurid pictorial dust jacket with closed tear at toe of lower
joint and shallow chipping at toe of spine.
Later impression, with the imprint undated and the binding stamped in black rather than
white. Promoted by the publisher as “the Uncle Tom’s Cabin of White Slavery.” The dust
jacket is uncommon.
SMITH K-20. HUBIN, p.225.
$85.
305. Kees, Weldon: A ‘NEW YORKER’ EXPERIENCE [caption title]. [Beatrice, Nebraska:
Printed for the Weldon Kees Celebration by Michael Peich, 1988]. [4]pp. Narrow small
folio (34.5 x 16 cm). Woodcut portrait. About fine.
The text of a 1940 letter from Kees to Maurice Johnson. One of 200 copies printed on
Rives, with a wood engraved portrait by Michael McCurdy, in honor of a reading of Kees’
poetry by Donald Justice and Dana Gioia. A few copies were signed by the living principals,
but not this copy.
$45.

306. Kelley, Tom [photographer]: [Original Set of Two Packs of Playing Cards in Velveteen
Box Featuring:] MARILYN MONROE [caption title]. Hollywood: Tom Kelley Studios, [mid
1950s]. Two complete decks, housed in gilt velveteen box with gold toned paper text
inset in lid and inset boxes with gold frame. Not sealed, boxes somewhat edgeworn, but
a good set.
The early form of playing cards featuring two of Kelley’s famous poses of Marilyn Monroe
(ca. 1949) but published later in the first number of Playboy, as a calendar, and in this
format. Both decks are complete, with two Jokers each – one Joker has pencil annotations
indicating it was substituted for a card in the deck (10 of Spades) but that card is present.
This set is a self-described “limited printing,” and each deck is accompanied by the numbered
inspection slip from Brown & Biglow, of St. Paul, the subcontractors and manufacturers
of “Redi-Slip Remembrance Playing Cards.” The cards were reprinted, most extensively
in the 1970s.
$85.
307. Kenny, Maurice: DEAD LETTERS SENT AND OTHER POEMS. New York & San
Francisco: Troubadour Press, [1958]. ii,[2],40pp. Stapled plain wrappers. Fine, in very good
or better dust jacket with marks on rear panel from binding staples, a few small spots or
smudges, and an internally mended short tear at the toe of the spine.
First edition of the activist poet’s second separate publication, preceded by the 1956 12pp.
chapbook, The Hopeless Kill. With an Introduction by bookseller Samuel Loveman.
$200.
Death Loses Her Head
308. Khlebnikov, Velemir: [Title in Russian:] OSHIBKA SMERTI [Death’s Mistake]. Moscow:
“Liren,” 1917. 16pp. Octavo. Printed drab wrappers. Wrappers a bit dust-smudged with a
few very faint splashmarks, small ink inscription in corner of first leaf, wrappers slightly
rubbed and used at edges, but a near very good copy.
First edition of this burlesque drama by one of the central figures of Russian Futuristy,
supplemented by 4pp of his poems. The play pursues the theme of the defiance of Death,
with Miss Death presiding over a gathering at a tavern and dying as a consequence of
the arrival of a thirteenth guest. OCLC/Worldcat locates 6 copies (two of which appear
to be photocopies).
Markov, RUSSIAN FUTURISM: A HISTORY, pp.300-1.
$1750.
309. Khlebnikov, Velemir: [Title in Russian:] NOCH’ V OKOPE [Night in a Trench].
Moscow: Imazhinisty, 1922. [16]pp. Octavo. Printed drab wrappers. Pale splashmark
around one staple at spine, lower fore-corners curled, minute ink name and date on first
blank, uniform tanning, but a very good copy of a fragile book.
First edition of this single poem. Although the printer’s imprint implies a substantial edition,
it was published in perishable format. OCLC/Worldcat records ten copies.
GETTY 310.
$750.
310. King, Stephen: THE EYES OF THE DRAGON. Bangor, ME: The Philtrum Press,
1984. Large quarto. Cloth backed batik paper over boards. Illustrations by Kenneth R.
Linkhaüser. Fine in near fine slipcase, the latter marred only by four small scrapes to the
paper along one edge.
First edition. One of one thousand numbered copies for sale, from a total edition of 1250
copies, printed at the Stinehour Press after a design by Michael Alpert, all signed by the
author.
$1000.
311. Kinross, Albert: THE FEARSOME ISLAND, BEING A MODERN RENDERING OF
THE NARRATIVE OF ONE SILAS FORDRED, MASTER MARINER OF HYTHE, WHOSE
SHIPWRECK AND SUBSEQUENT ADVENTURES ARE HEREIN SET FORTH .... Chicago:

Printed for Herbert S. Stone & Co., 1896. Small octavo. Medium green cloth, decorated
in darker green, t.e.g., others untrimmed. Ink name on endsheet, some foxing early and
late, spine and edges a bit darkened, with mild flecking along edges of cloth; a good,
sound copy.
First US edition of this fantasy, published in the same year as the British edition. The
narrative involves a found manuscript account of a shipwreck on an island where apparent
supernatural phenomena are actually technical marvels conjured up by a cruel genius.
BLEILER (SF) 1230. KRAMER 111.
$100.
312. Kipling, Rudyard: A NATIVITY. Garden City: Doubleday, 1917. Cream wrappers, printed
in green. Some very faint dust spots to upper wrapper, otherwise very good to near fine.
First edition in book form of this Christmas poem, printed for copyright purposes in an
edition of 84 copies. From the Nelson Doubleday collection sale, with a pencil annotation
on upper wrapper: “Edition, 84 copies. Published Jan 17, 1917.”
RICHARDS A292. STEWART 454.
$200.
313. Kipling, Rudyard: THE MIND OF THE ENGLISH SPEECH DELIVERED AT THE
MEETING OF THE ROYAL SOCIETY OF ST. GEORGE.... Garden City: Doubleday, 1921.
Small octavo. Contemporary three quarter Niger morocco and marbled boards, raised bands
with faux straps in blind, a.e.g. Spine darkened and a bit rubbed, but a very good copy.
First American edition (previously printed as a pamphlet in Britain). Although not explicitly
stated, one of only 108 copies printed on Strathmore Japan handmade paper. The binding
is somewhat crudely signed on the rear turn-in (“M.N.R.” – ?) and the original binding is
not preserved. From the Nelson Doubleday collection sale.
RICHARDS A334. STEWART 550.
$175.
314. Kipling, Rudyard: THREE POEMS. Garden City: Doubleday, 1934. Cream wrappers,
printed in green. A few faint smudges to lower wrapper, otherwise about fine.
First edition of these poems written for the Pageant of Parliament. One of 45 copies printed
for copyright purposes, preceding the UK printing. From the Nelson Doubleday collection
sale, with a pencil note on the upper wrapper: “Published Apr 4, 1911.”
RICHARDS A420. STEWART 673.
$185.
315. Kirkus, William [a.k.a. “Florence Williamson”]: LIBERTY, INDIVIDUALITY AND THE
SUICIDE OF LIBERTY. Baltimore: Cushings & Bailey, 1883. 44pp. Printed wrappers.
Divinity school library release stamp in lower margin of title, otherwise very good or better.
First edition of this lecture by the Anglo-American theologian and novelist, then the Rector
of the Church of St. Michael in Baltimore. Kirkus published two rare pseudonymous novels
while still resident in the UK: Frederick Rives Independent Parson (1864) and Only to
Be Married (3 vols., 1867). OCLC locates eight copies of this work.
OCLC: 33002515.
$125.
316. Kirkwood, James, and Nicholas Dante [book]: A CHORUS LINE. New York: New
York Shakespeare Festival, Revised March 1976. [1],79 leaves. Quarto. Mimeographed
typescript, printed on rectos only. Bradbound in gilt stamped Studio Duplicating Service
binder. Binder a bit edgeworn, with some faint metallic offset on upper wrapper, pencil
name and annotations (see below), otherwise very good.
A relatively early revised script of this long-running, Tony award winning musical, conceived
by Michael Bennett, with music by Marvin Hamlisch and lyrics by Edward Kleban. This
copy has the pencil ownership signature of one Joseph Nelson, along with some scattered
notes, comments and queries in pencil. Some references identify Joseph Nelson as Casting
Director of the National Tour of Chorus Line.
$500.

317. Klee, Paul [illus], and Voltaire, [Francois Marie
Arouet de]: KANDIDE ODER DIE BESTE WELTE.
Munich: Kurt Wolff Verlag, [1920]. Small quarto (26
x 20 cm). Cloth backed boards, lettered in gilt. Tips
a bit bumped, lower edges shelf-rubbed, very good.
First this edition, illustrated with 26 pencil drawings
by Paul Klee. “This book is included as one of the
few examples of Klee’s book illustration as well as an
important record of his early drawing style” – Artist
& The Book.
ARTIST & THE BOOK 143.
$225.
318. Kleiner, Rheinhart: [Contributions to:] THE
SPECTATOR. [Ysleta, TX: Edwin B. Hill, 1940, 1944,
and 1945]. Three issues, each a [4]pp. leaflet. Various sizes of small octavo. Just about fine.
Kleiner, H. P. Lovecraft’s amateur press friend and critic, contributes a poem to each
number, each of them featured on the lead page. Oct. 1940: “Musing on Elia’s Page”;
Feb. 1944 LXII:2 “To Edwin B. Hill ...”; Feb. 1945 LXIII:3 “Reading De Quincey.”
$85.
320. Koch, Vivienne: W. B. YEATS THE TRAGIC PHASE A STUDY OF THE LAST
POEMS. London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, [1951]. Cloth a bit marked, endsheets a bit
foxed, very good, without dust jacket.
First British edition. A decent association copy, inscribed by the author to two literary friends,
Allen Tate and Caroline Gordon: “June 10, 1951 For Allen & Caroline, More impediments!
With love and melancholy, Vivienne.” Critic and novelist Koch published an essay, “The
Poetry of Allen Tate,” in The Kenyon Review II:3 (Summer 1949), pp. 355-78, and some
of her subsequent correspondence with Gordon and Tate is preserved.
$100.
321. Kokoschka, Oskar: JERUSALEM FACES. [London: Published for the Benefit of the
Jerusalem Foundation by Marlborough Graphics Ltd and G. Weidenfeld & Nicolson Ltd.],
1973. [4]pp. plus six lithographs and interleaves. Large folio (65 x 50 cm; 25.5 x 19.75
inches). Laid into publisher’s folding white cloth clamshell portfolio, lettered in blue. Fine
in publisher’s shipping box (with label).
From a total edition of 160 sets (plus twenty a.ps.), this is one of 150 numbered sets. The
lithographs were printed from the stone on Japanese handmade paper by Graphische
Anstalt J.E. Wolfensberger AG, of Zurich, and each is numbered and signed by the artist.
The portraits include Golda Meir, Shimon Agranat, Benedictos I, Moyshe Dayan, Sheik
Mustafa Khalil El-Ansari, and Teddy Kollek, and were created by the artist while on a visit
to Jerusalem in April 1973. Extra postage.
$2750.
322. Komárek, Vladimír: OD KOLÉBKY KE KREMATORIU. [Prague]: Bonaventura, [ca.
1990]. 59,[3]pp. Small quarto. Pictorial stiff handmade paper wrappers. Fine, in pastepaper
over boards chemise with gilt label (a few rubs to lower board).
First edition in this format. Illustrated with four original etchings by the author/artist (208
x 120mm, plus margins), each signed in pencil in the lower margin. With a postscript by
Karel Samsinák. Komárek (1928–2002) holds a prominent place in the rank of post-WWII
Czech artists; this is his best known prose work, accompanied by his own illustrations.
OCLC: 39597299.
$250.
323. Krovatin, Christopher: GRAVE DIGGERS MOUNTAIN OF BONES. New York: Katherine
Tegen / HarperCollins, [2012]. Pictorial wrappers. Mild creases from having been read,
but very good.

Advance reading copy of the first edition, with a superb twelve line presentation inscription
from the author to a writing mentor, reading in part: “Kit, Once, I believed that an idea
was enough and that working was the enemy of dreaming. What hubris. You reminded
me, and remind me every day that there is a nobility to toil ... Thanks for whipping my
ass into shape and giving me a job again ....”
$75.
324. Kruchenykh, Aleksei: [Title in Russian:] APOKALIPSIS V RUSSKOI LITERATURE
[Apocalypse in Russian Literature]. Moscow: MAF, 1923 [i.e. 1922]. 46,[2]pp. Small
octavo. Drab wrappers, printed in red and black. Illustration. Lower blank forecorner of
one leaf clipped, manuscript footnote added to page 19, paper uniformly tanned, with
small nicks at wrapper edges; a good, sound copy.
First collective edition of four essays published earlier in separate form. Published by the
Moscow Association of Futurists as MAF Seriia Teorii #3. With an illustration by Natalia
Nagorskaia.
GETTY 351.
$450.
325. Kruchenykh, Aleksei: [Title in Russian:] LEF AGITKI MAYAKOVSKOGO, ASEEVA,
TRETYAKOVA [LEF Propaganda By Mayakovsky, Aseev And Tretyakov]. Moscow:
Vseros. soiuz poetov, 1925. 61,[3]pp. Small octavo. Printed wrappers, utilizing a woodcut in
red and black by Valentina Kulagina-Klutsis. Wrappers a bit frayed and creased at overlap
edges, small spot to verso of last leaf mirrored to inner rear wrapper, author’s name inked
on spine in minute hand, but a very good, partially unopened copy.
First edition. One of 3000 copies printed. A selection of the poets’ works from the pages
of LEF, with notes and commentary by Kruchenykh. The terminal leaves print a short-title
bibliography of his works and adverts
GETTY 366.
$750.
“The Chopper”
326. Kruchenykh, Aleksei: [Title in Russian:] DUN’KARUBIKHA [Dun’ka the Chopper]. Moscow: Izd. Avtora,
1926. 12pp. Small octavo. Pictorial wrappers with
designs by Gustav Klutsis. Text in double columns.
Usual slight tanning, minor spine splits at crown of
spine and at staples, else about fine.
First separate edition. One of 500 copies. A “crime
novel” in verse, originally published as the final item
in company with four critical essays the same year
as Na Bor’bu S Khuliganstvom V Literature [To
War with Literary Hooliganism].
GETTY 355.
$1250.
“Por Primera Vez En España ...”
327. [Kubrick, Stanley]: [Original window card and
lobby cards for:] SENDEROS DE GLORIA (PATHS OF
GLORY). [Spain]: CB Films / United Artists, [1986].
Eleven pictorial lobby-style cards (225 x 335 mm),
and a window-style card (335 x 225 mm). About fine.
An attractive group of publicity items for the 1986
Spanish release of Kubrick’s masterful film adaptation
of Cobb’s anti-war novel, based on a collaborative script written with Calder Willingham
and Jim Thompson, starring Kirk Douglas, Ralph Meeker, Adolphe Menjou, and George

Macready. Theatrical distribution of the film was officially prohibited in Spain by the Franco
government for its anti-military content, and its late release there – “Por Primera Vez En
España La Obra Maestra de Stanley Kubrick” – postdated Franco’s death by 11 years.
$125.
328. Kyne, Peter B.: THE PRIDE OF PALOMAR. New York: Cosmopolitan Book Corp,
1921. Olive green cloth. Frontis, with double spread color plate (replicated on the dust
jacket) by Dean Cornwell. First edition. 1921 gift inscription on endsheet, spine a shade
lightened, but a very good copy in good, shelfworn dust jacket with thumb-tip size chip
at top edge of rear panel.
SMITH K-430. BAIRD & GREENWOOD 1442.
$75.
329. Kyne, Peter B.: TIDE OF EMPIRE. New York: Cosmopolitan Book Corp, 1928. Olive
green cloth. Frontis and illustrations by W. Smithson Broadhead. About fine in very good,
slightly nicked and frayed highly pictorial dust jacket with slight darkening down the spine
panel.
First edition of the source novel for the 1929 Allan Dwan film production, starring Renée
Adorée, Tom Keene, George Fawcett, and in a walk on, Buster Keaton.
BAIRD & GREENWOOD 1446.
$75.
330. Kyne, Peter B.: JIM THE CONQUEROR. New York: Cosmopolitan Book Corp, 1929.
Olive green cloth. Crown of spine sunned, otherwise a very good or better copy in lightly
edgeworn, highly pictorial dust jacket.
First edition of this geographically impaired novel by the prolific novelist and screenwriter,
set in the “border country of Los Algodones, Texas” [sic].
$75.
331. [Labor Sermon]: Thompson, Hugh Miller: WORK AND PAY A SERMON PREACHED IN
TRINITY CHURCH, NEW YORK, ON THE EVE OF LABOR DAY, SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 4,
1892 ... AT THE REQUEST OF THE CHURCH ASSOCIATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT
OF THE INTERESTS OF LABOR. New York: Thomas Whittaker, 1892. 26,[4]pp. Printed
wrapper. Wrapper a bit dust soiled, soft vertical crease, small divinity library duplicate
release stamp in bottom margin of upper wrapper, but a good copy.
First edition. Derry-born Thompson, then Mississippi’s Episcopalian diocesan bishop,
had served as rector of New York’s Christ Church prior to moving south. Based on the
announcement of this then forthcoming sermon, Daniel De Leon contributed a scathing
editorial letter, directed at Thompson, in the September 4 number of The People, attacking
the Trinity Church Corporation and its history of involvement with big business and
plutocrats. The sermon is preceded by a reprint of an editorial about it from the New York
Tribune. Between two entries, OCLC locates only eight copies.
OCLC: 5922116 & 70255484.
$95.
332. LaBute, Neil: I ME MINE AKA “YOUR FRIENDS AND NEIGHBORS.” Hollywood,
CA: Volcanic Films / Propaganda Films / Fleece Films, 5 September 1997. [1],112 leaves
Quarto. Photo-mechanically reproduced typescript, printed on rectos only. Bradbound in
plain wrappers. Title lettered on spine and lower edge, a few turned down corners and
isolated highlighting, release title and check mark in ink on title, otherwise very good.
A “revised draft” of this original screenplay for the second major film written and directed
by La Bute, released in 1998. It starred Amy Brenneman, Aaron Eckhart, Ben Stiller, Jason
Patric, Nastassja Kinski, et al.
$150.
333. Laughlin, James: SOME NATURAL THINGS. [Norfolk]: New Directions, [1945].
Cloth. A fine copy in near fine dust jacket with just a trace of the inevitable tanning at
the extremities.

First edition of the poet/publisher ’s first clothbound collection of poetry, attractively
produced by the Prairie Press.
HARRISON, NEWTH & CANDIDO, p.14.
$75.
334. [Laughlin, James]: Yeats, William Butler: THE COLLECTED POEMS OF .... New
York: The Macmillan Company, 1951. Brick red cloth, spine stamped in gilt. Portrait. Very
good, without dust jacket.
Third impression of the second, expanded edition of 1950. Poet/publisher James Laughlin’s
copy, with his handsome bookplate, and fourteen lines of a draft of a prose poem on the
rear endsheet in pencil.
WADE 171n.
$125.
335. Laurents, Arthur: INVITATION TO A MARCH. [New York: Ann Megerson [?] Typing
& Mimeographing, nd. but ca. 1960]. 47;42;39 leaves, plus inserts, and approximately 18
loose leaves of revised carbon typescript. Quarto. Mimeographed and carbon typescript,
laid into (formerly boltbound into) rather worn mimeo service binder. Heavily used, with
scattered annotations and revisions. Somewhat worn and creased, with occasional marginal
chips and creases; still good.
An early acting script for Laurents’ comedy, which opened on Broadway in the fall of 1960,
and was accompanied by incidental music by Stephen Sondheim. The loose leaves of
carbon typescript – 4 from the 2nd act, and 14 from the 3rd act – represent significantly
different texts from those in parallel sequences in the mimeo text. The original Broadway
production under the auspices of the Theatre Guild, starred Celeste Holm, Richard Derr,
Jane Fonda, et al. This script was clearly utilized in an early production, a production that
enjoyed the playwright’s participation due to the nature of the revisions, but there are no
signs of provenance that would allow certainty about what production it was associated
with. Laurents directed the original Broadway production.
$600.
336. Laurents, Arthur: THE TURNING POINT. [Beverly Hills]: Twentieth Century-Fox, 2
July – 31 August 1976. [1],118 leaves. Quarto. Photo-duplicated typescript, printed on
rectos only, including a significant number of dated revises. Bradbound in studio wrappers.
Very good to near fine.
A “revised final” draft of this original screenplay – but incorporating subsequent revisions
over the span of days above – for the award-winning November 1977 film, directed by
Herbert Ross, and starring Shirley MacLaine, Anne Bancroft, Mikhail Baryshnikov, et al.
The flurry of revises bound into this copy often relate specifically to dance sequences.
Laurents’s script received both Oscar and Golden Globe nominations and won a WGA
Award.
$150.
337. Lawrence, Jerome, and Robert E. Lee [screenwriters]: “FOOLS RUSH IN “... FREELY
ADAPTED FROM “THE CRIME OF SYLVESTRE BONNARD” BY ANATOLE FRANCE.
Hollywood: ZIV Television Programs, Inc., 2 December 1952. [1],44 leaves. Quarto.
Mimeographed typescript, printed on rectos only. Bradbound in mimeographed wrappers.
Annotated throughout in pencil and colored pencils, ink name, very good.
A “Final Master Script” of this adaptation of France’s bibliophilic story, prepared by Lawrence
and Lee as #5b of the television series to which they would frequently contribute, the
Favorite Story series. This script was utilized in the production, and is very, very extensively
annotated throughout with camera angles, revisions in dialogue and stage directions, etc.
The versos of the majority of leaves bear annotations pertaining to camera p.o.v. and
similar data keyed to the facing recto. Accompanied by the 2nd draft (58 leaves dated
11/8/52, incomplete, punched but not bound), and some loose leaves, with occasional
annotations.
$350.

338. [Le Corbusier (pseud. of Charles Edouard Jeanneret-Gris)]: Smet, Catherine De: LE
CORBUSIER ARCHITECT OF BOOKS. [Baden]: Lars Müller Publishers, [2005]. 128pp.
Quarto. Pictorial boards. Extensively illustrated in color. Hint of rubbing along lower edge,
otherwise quite fine, without dust jacket.
First edition, English language issue, of this visually splendid exhibition catalogue derived
from De Smet’s larger work, Le Corbusier Architect du Livre.
$50.
339. Le Guin, Ursula K.: FROM ELFLAND TO POUGHKEEPSIE. Portland, OR: Pendragon
Press, 1973. Quarter pseudo-leather and boards. Tipped-in photographic portrait. Introduction
by Vonda N. McIntyre. Fine.
First edition. One of 26 lettered hors commerce copies, specially bound, and signed by
the author, from a total edition of 776. The first publication of the press.
$400.
340. Leadbetter, Mary: BIOGRAPHICAL NOTICES OF MEMBERS OF THE SOCIETY
OF FRIENDS, WHO WERE RESIDENT IN IRELAND. London: Printed by Harvey and
Darton, 1823. [4],366,[2]pp. Small octavo. Contemporary three-quarter calf and boards,
gilt spine label and basket-weave cross-hatching on spine stamped in blind. Spine and
joints somewhat rubbed, bookplate of old circulating library, 1846 ownership signature,
otherwise very good.
First edition of this compendium of brief lives by the Irish Quaker poetess and author
of edifying texts, who counted among her intimates Edmund Burke, who had been her
grandfather’s student. Her ‘Preface’ is dated “Ballitore 4th Month 1822.” OCLC locates only
three holdings of actual printed copies spread over as many entries. However, COPAC
turns up over a dozen.
O’DONOGHUE (1892-3), p.129. OCLC: 1041926915.
$175.
341. [Leafbook]: Spartano, Philip J., and Chad J. Flake: THE BRESCIA DANTE WITH A
LEAF FROM THE ILLUSTRATED EDITION OF 1487 PRINTED BY BONINUS DE BONINIS
.... [Salt Lake City: Friends of the Brigham Young University Library, 1975]. vii,[5],59pp.
Folio (39.5 x 27.5 cm). Gilt pictorial cloth. Plates and facsimiles. Minor handsoiling to the
white portions of the cloth, small patch of rubbing to gilt rule on upper board, otherwise
very good, internally fine.
First edition. One of 200 copies with an unillustrated leaf tipped in, from a total edition
of 250 numbered copies published to mark the Centennial of BYU. The two constituent
essays are “Dante Alighieri, Universal Poet,” by P.J. Spartano, and “Boninus de Boninis
in the History of Printing” by Chad Flake. The leaf laid in (formerly tipped in with hinges)
this copy is from the “Purgatorio,” and is signed ‘eeiii’.
$185.
342. [Lee, Hanna Farnham (Sawyer)]: THREE EXPERIMENTS IN LIVING: LIVING WITHIN
THE MEANS [/] LIVING UP TO THE MEANS [/] LIVING BEYOND THE MEANS, Boston:
William S. Damrell ... and Samuel Colman, 1837. x,[2],[13]-143pp. 12mo. Original publisher’s
pebbled cloth, upper board lettered in gilt. Scattered foxing throughout, some rubbing to
cloth, pencil inscriptions on front endsheets, 19th century New Bedford bookshop label
on rear pastedown, near very good.
“Second edition” of the author’s most popular work, published the same year as the first.
By 1849 this work had reached its 22nd edition. Its initial popularity is sometimes ascribed
to the fact that its publication coincided with the US’s first serious economic recession.
WRIGHT I:1636.
$85.
343. Lekakis, Michael: EROS PSYCHE. Athens: Published by the Author, 1973. Small
quarto. Stiff printed wrappers. Wrapper faintly dusty, otherwise very good, with errata
leaflet laid in.

First edition. Parallel texts in Greek and English, translated by the author. Signed by the
poet / sculptor / painter on the first blank, and designated by him as poet / translator /
publisher Cid Corman’s copy. The wrapper illustration for Corman’s The Precisions is by
Lekakis. There are some manuscript corrections by the author in the errata.
$65.
344. Leland, Charles G., and John D. Prince [trans]: KULOSKAP THE MASTER AND
OTHER ALGONKIN POEMS TRANSLATED METRICALLY .... New York & London: Funk
& Wagnalls, 1902. Gilt decorated pictorial cloth. Frontis, plates and illustrations. Engraved
bookplate of the Authors Club and small gilt leather bookplate of a noted collector on
front pastedown, binding a bit rubbed and lightly dust soiled, toe of spine a bit frayed, a
couple of signatures starting; still, a reasonably good copy of a book not often seen in
really fine condition.
First edition of this later companion work to Leland’s Algonquin Legends Of New England
(1885). The frontis is by Deming, and the ten plates are tracings made by Leland after
Algonquin designs. This was the last work published in Leland’s lifetime; his essay, The
Alternate Sex, was published posthumously.
BAL 11696.
$100.
345. Lenin, N. [Vladimir Ilyich] [pseud. of V. I. Ulyanov]: [In Russian:] ZAYAVLENIE I
DOKUMENTY. O RAZRYVIE TSENTRAL’NYKH UCHRESHDENII S PARTIE [Statements
and Documents. On Split Between Central Establishment and the Party]. Geneva:
Koop. Tipographia, 1905. 13,[1]pp. 16mo. Pale green printed self-wrappers. About fine.
First edition, published in association with Vpered, the Bolshevik paper founded by Lenin
and associates in Geneva at the turn of the year after the Mensheviks took control of Iskra.
ZALESKI 1917.
$1250.
346. Lesy, Michael: WISCONSIN DEATH TRIP [nb: the text only is present]. New York:
Pantheon / Random House, [1973]. Narrow quarto. Printed deep red wrapper. A couple
of faint smudges to wrapper, otherwise fine.
Uncorrected page proofs of the first edition of Lesy’s classic narrative. In its published
form, the text was accompanied by photographs by Charles Van Schaik, taken around the
turn of the 20th century. The sourcework for the 1999 film adaptation by James Marsh.
ROTH 101. PARR & BADGER II:217.
$75.
347. [Levine, Philip, et al.]: Hamill, Sam, et al. [editors & printers]: COPPERHEAD THREE
[cover title]. [Port Townsend: Copper Canyon Press, 1976]. Sixteen broadsides, plus cover
sheet. Various dimensions (max 37.5 x 25.5 cm), in various styles, on differing paper
stocks. A couple of edges slightly sunned, but about fine.
First edition. Sixteen poetry broadsides, each one of 150 copies printed letterpress by
Sam Hamill and associates. Philip Levine’s contribution (“And the Trains Go On”) is signed
by him at the end, others unsigned. Among the other contributors are William Stafford,
Howard McCord, Michael S. Harper (“Healing Song For Robert E. Hayden: August 4,
1975”), Robin Skelton, Hamill, John Brandi, Richard Hugo, et al.
$325.
348. Levy, Melvin, and Sidney Harmon [screenwriters]: “THE DUEL” [story and treatment].
[Culver City]: Vanguard Films, Inc., 24 January 1944. [2],29,[1],10 leaves. Quarto.
Mimeographed typescript, printed on rectos only. Bradbound in stencil-printed wrappers.
Wrappers chipped at brads, internally about fine.
An unproduced (and unpublished) story and treatment for a film set in a camp for German
prisoners of war in Missouri, based “on authentic research made available to the authors.”
This would have been a relatively early film undertaking by the authors. Levy (1902-1980)
was an accomplished novelist (most notably the radical novel, The Last Pioneers, 1934),
dramatist and activist, and though a victim of the Blacklist, he enjoyed an extended and

relatively prolific career in film and television. Harmon (1907-1988) had been nominated
for a screenwriting Oscar for his story for Talk of The Town, his first screen credit.
$250.
349. [Library Catalogue]: Raddin, George Gates, Jr. [ed & preface]: AN EARLY NEW
YORK LIBRARY OF FICTION WITH A CHECKLIST OF THE FICTION IN H. CARITAT’S
CIRCULATING LIBRARY, NO. 1 CITY HOTEL, BROADWAY, NEW YORK, 1804. New
York: H. W. Wilson, 1940. 113pp. Large octavo. Gilt cloth. Very good.
First edition. An extraordinary record of the reading taste of the time. Even a brief perusal
of the titles of the “minor” fiction assembled in the library is sufficient to induce lust in
the heart of even the most jaded of booksellers and collectors, and the mere rumor of
the existence today of an analogous group of books one tenth its size would send any
bookseller worth his salt into extremes of agitation unknown in the last quarter of the past
century.
$75.
Parodies of Poe
350. [Linton, William J.]: POT-POURRI. [New York: S.W. Green, Printer, 1875]. 24pp.
Original printed wrappers. Wrappers slightly dusty, else near fine.
First edition of this collection of eleven parodies of some of Poe’s better known poems,
composed and published nine years after Linton left the UK to settle in Connecticut as
overseer of his Appledore Farm printing and crafts shop. The copyright is taken in the
name of ‘Abel Reid,’ one of Linton’s regular pseudonyms.
NCBEL III:533.
$125.
351. [Linton, William J.]: THE AMERICAN ODYSSEY ADVENTURES OF ULYSSES (SO
MUCH AS MAY INTEREST THE PRESENT TIME) EXPOSED, IN MODEST HUDIBRASTIC
MEASURE ... TO WHICH IS APPENDED AN ALLEGORY OF KING AUGEAS [wrapper
title]. By “Abel Reid” and “A. N. Broome” [pseuds]. Washington: In Our Centennial Year,
1876. 24pp. Sewn, printed self-wrappers. Slightly dusty, otherwise very good or better.
First edition of this extended exercise in political verse satire by the British radical poet/
engraver, by then resident in the US for almost a decade.
NCBEL III:533.
$100.
352. [Linton, William J.]: IF A POOR FLOWER A HEART’S DESIRE MAY TELL ... [first
line]. New Haven, CT: [Appledore Press], Xmas 1895. [4]pp. Small folded leaflet (10.5 x
8.2 cm). Printed on stiff card, with text and illustrations on inner panels only. Paper clip
mark on blank cover panel, razor-thin spine fold slightly chafed, a couple smudges, but
a very good copy.
A rare ephemeron printed by radical artist and printer William J. Linton at his Appledore
Press. A delicate hand-tinted image of a flower is opposite the text, and above the text
appears a small silhouette of a reclining figure. Rare: OCLC/Worldcat locates a single
copy, in the near definitive Linton collection at Yale.
OCLC: 62274062.
$75.
One of Fifty
353. [Linton, William J.]: THE POOR-HOUSE FUGITIVE BEING THE LIFE AND ADVENTURE
OF BOB THIN 1840 .... [Hamden, CT: The Appledore Press, nd. but ca. 1897]. 176pp.
Octavo. Folded, untrimmed sheets. Occasional decorations by the author. Near fine.
First edition thus, reprinting the text of the 1845 edition, supplemented by a generous
selection of poems from later years, including many on political and economic themes.
Printed by Linton on his own press in an edition of fifty copies only, but not bound and
published due to his death on New Year’s Day, 1898. Not in NCBEL or Ransom. $150.

354. [Linton, William J., and: Giuseppe Mazzini]: PEOPLE’S
INTERNATIONAL LEAGUE TO THE FOREIGNERS RESIDENT
IN GREAT BRITAIN ... [caption title]. 85 Hatton Garden, [London]:
Council of the Peoples[‘] International League, 10 May 1847.
[4]pp. Folded leaflet (20 x 12.5 cm). Printed in facsimile of
manuscript. Text on recto and verso of first panel. Fine.
An uncommon leaflet printed approximately two weeks after the
founding of the League by Giuseppe Mazzini, then in exile in
London, with radical artist and printer W. J. Linton serving as
secretary. This early appeal for support and membership was
issued coincident with a printed “Address” (mentioned in the
text but not here present). The League succeeded the earlier
group, Democratic Friends of All Nations, and pursued the goal
of gaining more say in the handling of domestic and foreign
affairs for the radical and progressive working class. Rare: not
located in COPAC and OCLC/Worldcat locates a single copy,
in the distinguished Linton collection at Yale.
OCLC: 62186244.
$375.
355. [Longfellow, Henry W.]: HYPERION, A ROMANCE. By the Author of “Outre-Mer.” New
York: Published by Samuel Colman, 1839. Two volumes. [6],[3]-213;[6],[5]-226pp. Octavo.
Original tan paper boards, printed spine labels, brown endsheets, edges untrimmed. The
Barton Currie set, with his gilt leather bookplate in each volume (offset a bit to the front
free endsheets). Scattered foxing, boards and labels a bit rubbed and lightly soiled, spine
ends a bit worn, but a very good set. Half morocco slipcase and chemises.
First edition, BAL’s setting A of the title leaves in both volumes. BAL suggests that copies
with white endsheets are the earliest, based on dated inscriptions.
BAL 12064. WRIGHT I:1707.
$850.
356. Longfellow, Henry W.: THE BELFRY OF BRUGES AND OTHER POEMS. Cambridge:
Published by John Owen, 1846. vii,[1],151pp. Original gilt lithographed cream-white
wrappers, untrimmed. Surface loss (1”) from toe of spine, lower fore-corner of upper
wrapper chipped away, rear joint neatly split toward top, a few other nicks at fore-edge
of upper wrapper; still, a reasonably sound copy, from the library of Frank Hogan, with
gilt morocco bookplate inside the chemise and half morocco slipcase.
First edition. Includes the first book publication of nine poems, among which appears “The
Arrow and the Song” (“I shot an arrow into the air ...”). The upper wrapper is, as usual,
dated 1845, and although the edition was reprinted in fairly short order, the first printing
approximated 1000 copies according to the publication contract.
BAL 12083. WILSON I:222.
$600.
357. Longfellow, Henry W.: [Autograph Letter, Signed with Initials, to James Osgood].
Cambridge. 30 September 1875. One page, on upper panel of folded quarto lettersheet.
In ink. Folded for mailing, otherwise about fine.
To James Osgood, his publisher, concerning, most likely, The Masque Of Pandora And
Other Poems. He writes: “Dear Mr. Osgood – I will take Mr. Routledge’s sixty pounds.
That is better than nothing. I am sorry you are printing so small an edition of the new
book. I thought it was to be twelve thousand ....” Signed with initials. The Masque of
Pandora was published in October, with a first printing of 3030 copies. Routledge’s edition
appeared roughly simultaneously.
$450.
358. Longfellow, Henry W.: [Autograph Letter, Signed, About W. C. Bryant’s Spanish
Translations]. Cambridge, MA. 18 February 1881. One page, in ink, on 12mo lettersheet.

Old folds from mailing, residue of having been carefully mounted around blank verso
margin, otherwise very good.
Longfellow writes an unidentified “My Dear Sir, The Spanish translations of Mr Bryant to
which Mr. Curtis alludes, and which I have always thought so beautiful are [indecipherable]
‘Mary Magdalen,’ by Leonardo de Argensola, and ‘The Life of the Blessed,’ by Luis Ponce
de Leon. Yours very truly Henry W. Longfellow.”
$450.
359. Lucie-Smith, Edward, and Ralph Steadman [cover illustration]: TWO POEMS OF
NIGHT. [London: Turret Books, 1972]. Oblong quarto. Stiff pictorial wrappers, sewn. Small
bump at one corner, white wrappers very slightly handled, but a very good or better copy.
First edition, signed issue. From a total edition of 1000 copies printed by the Trigram Press,
this is one of one hundred numbered copies signed by the author and by Steadman. In
addition, this copy is inscribed as a Christmas token to an American bookselling firm by
Lucie-Smith. Accompanied by a copy of the ordinary issue of 900 copies with a few small
spots to the upper wrapper.
$150.
360. Lummis, Charles: THE GOLD FISH OF GRAN CHIMÚ. Boston & New York: Lamson,
Wolffe & Co., 1896. Small octavo. Gilt decorated cloth, t.e.g. Plates and illustrations by
Henry Sandham. First edition. Endsheets foxed, early ink name and bookplate, light
rubbing at tips, otherwise a very good copy.
WRIGHT III:3433.
$100.
361. [Lutaud, Auguste J.]: “Docteur Minime” [pseud] [ed]: LA PARNASSE HIPPOCRATIQUE
RECUEIL DE POÉSIES FANTAISISTES .... Paris: A. Maloine, Éditeur, 1896. iii,271pp. Large
octavo. Early 20th century cloth and boards, gilt spine label, original wrappers (somewhat
soiled and darkened) bound in. Frontis, plates and illustrations. Binding a bit rubbed at
edges, binder’s endleaves tanned, some scattered foxing, some pencil annotations in the
table (poets’ names) still, good and sound.
First edition in this format, ordinary issue, after 30 numbered copies on Japon Impériale.
Lutaud (1847-1925) was a practicing physician, a prolific contributor to the professional
medical journals, and author of several books in his field (gynecology) and outside his
field. This collection of poems -- some of them facetious or satirical -- on medical themes
by a wide range of writers was first published in 1884. This edition is enhanced with some
fifty illustrations and plates by Albert Robida, who is most often remembered now for his
trilogy of futuristic novels.
$100.
362. [Lynes, George Platt]: AMERICAN BALLET PRIMERA JIRA INTERAMERICANA
JUNIO – DICIEMBRE DE 1941. [New York]. 1941. [32]pp. Small quarto. Pictorial selfwrappers. Extensively illustrated with photographs. Near fine.
A programme for this Latin American tour under the auspices of the “Sociedad Musical
Daniel,” illustrated throughout with photographs by Lynes. With a dedicatory note by Franklin
Roosevelt. Portraits and biographical sketches of those involved, as well as composers,
scene designers, etc, are included, among whom are Kirstein, Balanchine, Paul Bowles,
Copland, Thomson, Wilder, Cadmus, Tchelitchew, et al.
$25.
363. Lyon, Michael: ROCK FOLK. New York: The Dial Press, 1970. Narrow octavo. Canary
yellow printed wrapper. Filing label across lower edge, publication date faintly in colored
pencil on upper wrapper, otherwise very good or better.
Uncorrected proof for the author’s first book, in this early state without photographs. Actual
publication took place in 1971, but the imprint on these galleys is 1970.
$50.

364. Lytle, Andrew: BEDFORD FORREST AND HIS CRITTER
COMPANY. New York: Minton, Balch & Co., 1931. Black cloth,
pictorial labels. Portrait. Minuscule, almost imperceptible tidemark
in extreme upper forecorner of five prelims, otherwise very good
to near fine in lightly worn, very good dust jacket with light
discoloration in top forecorner of the front panel.
First edition, first issue, of the author’s first book, in the most
often seen form of the binding. Signed by Lytle on the halftitle. When Putnam took over the backstock of Minton, Balch
& Company, some sets of sheets of this title were trimmed
and newly bound up in an appropriate binding, with a cancel
title. This first issue is sometimes incorrectly referred to as a
“large-paper” issue.
$500.
365. Mac Low, Jackson: 22 LIGHT POEMS. Los Angeles: Black
Sparrow Press, 1968. Decorative cloth, printed paper spine and
cover labels. Top edge a trace dust-dimmed, otherwise a fine
copy, though wanting the publisher’s unprinted acetate wrapper.
First edition, limited issue. One of 125 numbered copies, specially bound and signed by
the author, from an edition of 875 copies for sale.
MORROW & COONEY 47b.
$200.
366. [Machine Art]: Hultén, K. G. Pontus: THE MACHINE AS SEEN AT THE END OF THE
MECHANICAL AGE. New York: MOMA, [1968]. Small quarto. Publisher’s embossed metal
binding, printed in colors. Illustrations and photographs throughout. Unprinted back panel
a bit rubbed and scratched, spine a bit flecked, upper panel bright and fresh, internally
about fine.
First edition. The heavily annotated catalogue for this exceptional exhibition, notable as
well for the out of the ordinary binding designed by Anders Osterlin. Includes work by
Calder, Duchamp, Ernst, Feininger, El Lissitzky, Man Ray, Moholy-Nagy, Picabia, Schwitters,
Tatlin, and many others.
$85.
367. [Mackintosh, Graham]: SAN FRANCISCO PUBLIC LIBRARY PRESENTS DURING
AUGUST FIFTY YEARS OF GREAT PRINTING BY GRAHAM MACKINTOSH. [San
Francisco: “Printed at Dick’s Quik [sic] Print Press,” nd. but ca. 1968]. Printed quarto
French-fold leaflet, with stapled [8]pp. insert. Top edge of leaflet a bit rumpled and faintly
dusty, bookplate tipped in, very good.
First edition. The inner panels of the leaflet print an “Ad Interviewum” with Mackintosh,
conducted by Bob (R. de Breitfeld) Hawley. The insert is an annotated handlist of 66 of
the 100 printed items the printer chose for the exhibition, including work done for the
White Rabbit, Oyez, and Black Sparrow imprints, as well as some miscellany. Although
OCLC locates fourteen institutionalized copies, now somewhat uncommon in the wild.
OCLC: 981996203.
$50.
368. [Manchester, William R. – his copy]: The Daily Oklahoman: COPY DESK AND
REPORTERS’ MANUAL. Oklahoma City: The Daily Oklahoman / Oklahoma City Times,
1936. Green cloth. Slim, small octavo. Small stains from [now absent] debris in the rear
gutter, boards smudged, with the shadow of [perhaps] a coffee cup ring on the upper
board, else very good.
First edition. Author William Manchester’s copy, with his ownership signature and address
on the front free endsheet, and pencil notes on the rear free endsheet. A good association
copy of the style book of the editorial department of Daily Oklahoman, used by Manchester
when he worked for the publication. Manchester was hired as a copy boy in 1945 after
returning injured from World War II; he returned to college in the following year. This copy

is enhanced by the crib notes Manchester wrote on the final free endsheet regarding his
co-worker’s names and departments, the phone numbers for the police station and the
General Hospital, names of key police and FBI personnel, and a very detailed list of the
“schedule for copy” for the paper. An interesting artifact of both the author’s early life,
and the workings of a daily newspaper of the last century.
$125.
369. [Marion Press]: Johnson, Rossiter: MORNING LIGHTS AND EVENING SHADOWS.
Jamaica, Queensborough, New York: The Marion Press, 1902. 12mo. Cloth and boards.
Boards somewhat dust-soiled and rubbed, shallow tide-mark in upper margin of most
leaves, but a good, sound copy.
First edition. Inscribed and signed by the author as a 1908 Christmas gift. A collection of
verse by the author better known as an editor and anthologist. Although not indicated in
the book itself, the edition consisted of 300 copies.
Hopkins, MARION PRESS, 18.
$75.
370. [Martin, William (publisher)]: Prince, Thomas, and John Erskine [ed]: SIX SERMONS BY
THE LATE ... ONE OF THE MINISTERS OF SOUTH CHURCH IN BOSTON. PUBLISHED
FROM HIS MANUSCRIPTS BY ... ONE OF THE MINISTERS OF EDINBURGH. Edinburgh:
Printed by David Paterson, for William Martin, Bookseller, Lawn-Market, 1785. xvi,156pp.
12mo. Early (or original) paper boards (boards detached and spine a bit chipped), some
internal foxing and browning, but a good copy.
First edition. Inscribed on the verso of the title: “a present from Wm. Martin [the publisher]
To Thos. Main Edinb. 12 Nov. 1785. selling price 6d.” The recipient’s name and the same
date, in the same hand, appear in the upper margin of the title.
ESTC T79060.
$125.
371. Masefield, John: REYNARD THE FOX A TALE IN VERSE WITH SELECTED SONNETS
AND LYRICS. London: Heinemann, [1946]. Light blue cloth, cloth faintly dust smudged,
edges a bit foxed; good and sound.
First printing of this collected edition. Inscribed in the free endsheet: “For Nurse Clifford from
John Masefield With his thanks for all her gentle care of him in his illness June 1949.” The
recipient, Sister Mary Clifford, was one of his nurses during a serious illness, and among
the dedicatees of In Praise of Nurses. They maintained a significant correspondence.
$100.
372. Masefield, John: THE BIRD OF DAWNING. London: Heinemann, [1948]. Light blue
cloth. Spine rubbed, cloth faintly dust smudged, edges a bit foxed; good and sound.
Eighth printing (first published 1933). Inscribed in the free endsheet: “For Mary Clifford,
from John Masefield, 20th Sept. 1949.” The recipient, Sister Mary Clifford, was one of his
nurses during a serious illness, and among the dedicatees of In Praise of Nurses. They
maintained a significant correspondence.
$85.
373. Masefield, John: WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE. London: Heinemann, [1954]. Blue cloth.
Spine sunned, edges and endsheets a bit foxed, a bit musty, else very good and sound.
First edition. Inscribed on a separate slip of paper affixed to the free endsheet: “For Mary
Clifford, from John Masefield, August 12th, 1954.” The recipient, Sister Mary Clifford, was
one of his nurses during a serious illness, and among the dedicatees of In Praise of
Nurses. They maintained a significant correspondence.
$85.
374. Mason, Mr. [William]: ELFRIDA, A DRAMATIC POEM. WRITTEN ON THE MODEL
OF THE ANTIENT GREEK TRAGEDY. London: Printed for J. and P. Knapton, 1752.
[2],xix,[1],80pp. Octavo. 19th century calf and boards, bound without the half-title. Title
printed in red and black. Spine rubbed, with narrow mend at crown, early ink ownership
inscription and signatures, light foxing, but a good copy.

Second edition. One of 1500 copies printed, according to Bowyer ’s ledger. Mason’s
breakthrough work: three London editions, as well as a Dublin printing, appeared the
first year, with reprints and translations into French and Italian following on thereafter.
ESTC T32614. NCBEL II:669.
$150.
375. [Masson, André]: Saphire, Lawrence [compiler]: ANDRÉ MASSON THE COMPLETE
GRAPHIC WORK VOLUME I: SURREALISM 1924-49. New York: Blue Moon Press, [1990].
519,[1]pp. Large quarto. Red cloth, stamped in black. Frontispiece. 285 plates, 121 in color.
Appendix with an additional 200+ illustrations. Fine, in a lightly hand-soiled dust jacket.
First edition, issue in English. Preface by Stanley Hayter. Copy #3 of 1500 ordinary copies
in English, from a total edition of 2617.
$300.
376. McBride, Henry [editor]: CREATIVE ART A MAGAZINE OF FINE & APPLIED ART.
New York: Albert & Charles Boni, October 1931, and March, September and December
1932. Four numbers: IX:4 and X:1 and 3, and XI:4 (sic). Small folio. Pictorial or decorated
wrappers. Heavily illustrated. Wrappers slightly dust speckled, a few pencil notes, but a
very good lot.
Edited by Henry McBride and associates. Good examples of this important periodical,
under McBride’s editorial hand bridging the distance between the traditional and the very
new movements afoot at home and abroad, much in the manner of his work for The Dial.
Contributors to these numbers include Mabel Dodge Luhan, Lincoln Kirstein, Gaston
Lachaise, Maurice Sachs, and others. The March 1932 issue features an inserted original
woodcut (signed in the block by Glintenkamp), and the number for October 1931, large
tipped-in original samples of colorful modernist wall-coverings.
$65.
377. McCarthy, Cormac: THE CROSSING ... VOLUME TWO THE BORDER TRILOGY.
New York: Knopf, 1994. Gilt cloth and boards. First edition. Small smudges to a few
extended fore-edges, otherwise fine, in fine dust jacket.
$75.
378. McCarthy, Cormac: CITIES OF THE PLAIN ... VOLUME THREE THE BORDER
TRILOGY. New York: Knopf, 1998. Cloth and boards. First edition. Publisher’s review
copy, with slip and author’s photograph laid in. Very fine in dust jacket.
$55.
379. McCobb, Paul, [and Tom Yee (photographer)]: DIRECTIONAL DESIGNS. New York:
Directional Furniture, [1956]. 110pp. Quarto. Black cloth, stamped in yellow and white.
Portrait and photographs. Covers ever so slightly bowed, rectangular tape ghost on front
pastedown, otherwise a very good copy, without dust jacket (as issued?).
First edition of this full catalogue of the Directional Furniture Collection, all beautifully
photographed by Tom Yee. McCobb (1917–1969) was among the leading furniture designers
of his generation. As usual, pasted to the foot of the front pastedown is a Directional
company label, with typed registration to a firm.
$350.
380. McLuhan, Marshall, and Harley Parker: THROUGH THE VANISHING POINT SPACE IN
POETRY AND PAINTING. New York: Harper & Row, [c. 1968 (but 1971)]. Cloth. One lower
corner worn, modest offset to endsheets, otherwise a good copy in shelfworn dust jacket.
Later printing, but a very good association copy, inscribed on the free endsheet: “With
high regard for Caroline Gordon from Marshall McLuhan May 1975.” The inscription dates
from a period when both McLuhan and Gordon were distinguished visiting faculty at the
University of Dallas.
$300.
381. [McMurtry, Larry]: Landon, Richard G. [ed]: BOOK SELLING AND BOOK BUYING
ASPECTS OF THE NINETEENTH-CENTURY BRITISH AND NORTH AMERICAN BOOK
TRADE. Chicago: American Library Association, 1978. Printed wrappers. First edition.
Contains McMurtry’s “Introduction to Franklin Gilliam,” as well as Franklin’s paper. Wrapper
very slightly rubbed, otherwise near fine.
$50.

382. Mehring, Walter: THE LOST LIBRARY THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF A CULTURE.
London: Secker & Warburg, 1951. Gilt cloth. Fine in lightly worn dust jacket with small
internal repair at one edge.
First UK edition of this translation by Richard and Clara Winston of the German émigré’s
remarkable meditation on literary culture as a victim of war.
$75.
383. Merrill, James: NIGHTS AND DAYS. New York: Atheneum, 1966. Cloth. Fine in very
near fine dust jacket with a trace of negligible tanning to top edge of rear panel.
First edition, clothbound issue (600 copies thus). Inscribed and signed by the author:
“All best to ... (especially those nights at the opera) James Merrill.” Laid in is an a.pc.s.
from Merrill to the recipient arranging a meeting time, thanking him for some books, and
indicating that he’d love a tape of Callas’s Medea. Merrill was recipient of the NBA for
this collection.
HAGSTROM & MORGAN A20.a1.
$750.
384. Merrill, James: THINK TANK. Amherst, MA.: Friends of the Amherst College Library,
1983. Oblong 16mo. French folded self-wrappers. Fine, with envelope.
First separate printing of this poem, first published in The Georgia Review. One of
450 copies printed. Inscribed and signed by Merrill. Laid in is a t.l.s. from Bob Wilson,
forwarding it as a gift.
HAGSTROM & MORGAN A47.
$75.
385. Merrill, James: OCCASIONS & INSCRIPTIONS. [New York: Jordan Davies, 1984].
Sewn plain wrappers. Fine, with errata slip laid in.
First edition. Copy #2 of 7 out-of-series copies, in addition to 58 numbered copies printed
for the poet on the occasion of his birthday. This copy is inscribed, signed and dated by
the printer / publisher.
HAGSTROM & MORGAN A51.
$750.
386. Meyer, Conrad Ferdinand: DER SCHUSS VON DER KANZEL. Zurch: Verlag der
Buchdruckerei Berichthaus, [1923]. Small folio. Full vellum over boards, t.e.g., others
untrimmed, rough silk endsheets. Eight original full-plate etchings, printed in sepia. Vellum
slightly mottled and faintly smudged, internally about fine.
First edition with these illustrations by Fritz Gilsi. Copy #40 of fifty deluxe copies printed
on handmade paper, with each of the etchings signed in the margin by the artist in pencil.
There were two hundred ordinary copies.
$250.
387. Middleton, Bernard C.: RECOLLECTIONS MY LIFE IN BOOKBINDING. Newtown,
PA: Bird & Bull Press, 1995. Large octavo. Quarter morocco and decorated boards.
Photographs. Fine in cloth slipcase.
First edition. Foreword by Marianne Tidcombe. Bibliography. One of two hundred numbered
copies printed in Dante types on Arches mouldmade paper. This copy is not accompanied
by the promotional lapel button.
$325.
388. Mill, James: THE PRINCIPLES OF TOLERATION. London: Henry Hooper, 1837.
iv,44pp. Small octavo. Extracted from nonce pamphlet volume and sewn into later plain
wrappers. Small divinity school library duplicate release stamp in upper fore-corner of
title, otherwise very good
First separate edition of this essay by the political economist and father of John Stuart Mill,
published the year after his death. It is a review of Bailey’s “Essays On The Formation And
Publication Of Opinions,” first printed in the Westminster Review, July 1826, accompanied
by an unsigned preliminary advertisement, and a 12pp. appendix reprinting the text

corresponding to the points in Bailey’s book specifically addressed by Mill in his essay.
NCBEL III:1549. OCLC: 13849402.
$485.
389. Millar, Margaret: ASK FOR ME TOMORROW. New York: Random House, [1976].
Cloth and boards. Usual tanning of text block, otherwise a very good copy in dust jacket,
the latter with some creases to the flaps.
First edition. Inscribed by the author to friends, “with lots of love,” in Santa Barbara,
January 1977.
$75.
390. Miller, Henry: THE BOOKS IN MY LIFE. [New York]: New Directions, [1952]. Cloth.
Photographs. Faintly tanned at endsheet gutters, a bit dusty at top edge, else near fine
in very good dust jacket with small chips at spine ends and a rumple at the top of spine.
First edition, first printing, US issue, printed in the Republic of Ireland (copies bound up
for Peter Owen for UK distribution appeared ca. 6 weeks earlier).
HARRISON, NEWTH & CANDIDO, p. 34. S&J A86b.
$85.
391. [Miniature]: Day, Mahlon [publisher]: THE STRAY LAMB [caption title]. New York:
Printed and sold by Mahlon Day, At the New Juvenile Book-store, No. 376 Pearl Street,
[nd. but ca 1825 – 1833?]. 8pp. Miniature (3 x 2”; 8 x 5 cm). Self-wrappers (if issued with a
separate wrapper, it is no longer present). Woodcut title vignette and internal illustrations.
Upper portion affected by an old, transparent tide-mark, but a good copy.
One of a number of recorded printings by Day and others -- Day was located at the above
address from 1825 to 1833. Four lines of verse appear beneath the title-vignette: “In New
York, that famous city, / Many books like this are sold, / And for each ‘twould be a pity, /
One cent only to withhold.” OCLC reports two copies distinguished by that verse -- Yale
and AAS -- though it’s likely the distinction was overlooked for some of the other records.
OCLC: 191277503.
$125.
392. [Miniature]: Lincoln, Abraham: MAXIMS, OBSERVATIONS AND COMMENTS. Chicago:
Black Cat Press, [1967]. Miniature (6.3 x 4.5 cm). Gilt smooth leather (by Bella Blau).
About fine.
Copy #33 of the “Special Edition for Friends of Lincoln College,” with the presentation
sheet executed in ink. Bradbury indicates the edition consisted of 250 copies, but without
noting if this “Special Edition” was a subset or the entirety of that number.
BRADBURY (BLACK CAT) 27.
$50.
393. [Miniature]: Utley, Robert M.: FORT UNION IN MINIATURE. [Santa Fe: Stagecoach
Press, 1953]. Miniature (2.5 x 3 cm). Bound in full deer-skin, lettered in red, marbled
endsheets. Fine, in plastic box with printed label (the latter a bit rubbed).
First edition. One of ninety-nine numbered copies, signed by the author, specially bound
in Pueblo deerskin. Printed and bound by hand by Jack Rittenhouse, with illustrations by
Stephi.
$175.
394. [Miró, Joan]: Erben, Walter: JOAN MIRÓ. Mont Carlo: André Sauret, [1960]. 157pp.
plus plates. Small sq. quarto. Illustrated in color and b&w. Hint of dust-dimming along top
edge, otherwise fine in original color lithographed dust jacket.
First edition. Copy #184 of 2000 numbered copies, with the beautiful lithographed dust
jacket numbered identically.
$400.
395. [Miro, Joan, et al.]: HOMMAGE À TÉRIADE. GRAND PALAIS DU 16 MAI AU 3
SEPTEMBRE 1973. [Paris]: Centre National d’Art Contemporain Ministère des Affaires
Culturelles, 1973. 154,[4]pp. Large quarto. Stiff pictorial wrappers. Frontispiece, illustrations
and color plates. Some minor hand-soiling to the wrapper extremities, otherwise very
good or better.

First edition. The frontispiece is an original multi-color lithograph by Miro, signed in the
plate. An exhibition catalogue with detailed descriptions devoted to the livres d’artiste,
periodicals, monographs and prints published by Tériade begining in 1943.
$100.

Item No. 394

396. Mitchell, Flora H.: VANISHING DUBLIN. Dublin: Allen Figgis, 1966. x,101,[1]pp.
Quarto. Gilt cloth-textured boards. Fifty full-page color plates by the author, each with
commentary. Introduction by the Earl of Wicklow. Edited by Edgar W. Battle. Gift inscription
on front free endsheet, otherwise a very good or slightly better copy in price-clipped dust
jacket with some rubbing to the extremities and a faint ring mark on the lower panel.
First edition. After a Sioux uprising, Nebraska-born Mitchell (1890–1973) moved with her
family to Ireland, where she eventually married into the Jameson family. Her watercolors,
as the title suggests, record aspects of the city now faded, if not forever lost. The number
of copies printed was modest, and in the full sway of the Celtic Tiger, copies realized
astonishing sums at auction.
$450.
397. [Moffatt, Mary Anne Ursula (a.k.a. Sister Mary Edmond St. George)]: AN ANSWER
TO SIX MONTHS IN A CONVENT, EXPOSING THE FALSEHOODS AND MANIFOLD
ABSURDITIES. BY THE LADY SUPERIOR ... WITH SOME PRELIMINARY REMARKS.
Boston: Printed and Published by J.H. Eastburn and Sold by James Monroe and Co.,
1835. xxxvii,[3],66pp. Sewn into later plain stiff wrappers. Some foxing to terminal blank
and facing leaf, ink note on title, finger-tip size marginal spot on title and second leaf;
withal, very good and crisp.
First edition of this widely circulated response to Rebecca Reed’s 1835 memoir. Reed’s
work -- a virulent supposed exposé of her suffering as a postulant in the Ursuline Convent
in Charlestown, MA -- had circulated in manuscript prior to its publication, and to it is
attributed a portion of the fuel that fired the 1834 attack on the Charlestown Convent by a
riotous mob that destroyed the building and grounds. The events were symptomatic of the
intense anti-Catholic sentiment then at work in New England and Protestant majority regions
of Canada, mirrored in other famous works such as Maria Monk’s Awful Disclosures. An
early ink note on the title mysteriously describes the author or subject as the “Daughter
of Stephen Burroughs.”
$125.
398. [Moholy-Nagy, László]: Haus, Andreas: MOHOLY-NAGY: PHOTOGRAPHS AND
PHOTOGRAMS. New York: Pantheon Books, [1980]. Quarto. Cloth. Photographs, plates,
illustrations. First US edition, translated from the German by Frederic Samson. Bibliography,
biographical sketch, selected original texts, letters, manifestos, etc. Fine in near fine dust
jacket with a couple small scuffs to lower blank panel.
$55.

399. Monro, Harold [ed]: THE CHAPBOOK (A YEARLY MISCELLANY) NO. 40. London:
Published by Jonathan Cape for the Poetry Bookshop, 1925. Small quarto. Pictorial boards
(by Terence Prentis). Usual tan offset to endsheets, very minor shelf-wear to extremities,
small chip to lower joint, but an unusually nice copy, very good or better, but without the
dust jacket.
First edition of the final number of The Chapbook. Contributors include Graves, Aiken,
Cavafy, H.D., Aldington, Fletcher, Cocteau, Sassoon, Huxley, Read, W. Lewis, Marsh,
Nash, Roberts, Jones, Kauffer, and many others.
WOOLMER E2:40.
$60.
400. Moore, Marianne [translator]: THE FABLES OF LA FONTAINE. New York: The
Viking Press, 1954. Large, thick octavo. Frontis portrait. Minor rubbing at foretips, but
near fine, in near very good, spine sunned dust jacket with a pair of creased snags at
top edge of front panel.
First edition, trade issue. With Moore’s 11-line signed presentation inscription on the front
free endsheet: “Eunice Stunkard’s copy of these Fables. Please, Eunice, consider that it
was given you by me, for if I had been so bold as to think you would care to have it, it
would have been received by you May 15th 1954, Marianne Moore (i.e. Marianne Craig
Moore) December 11, 1955.” As often, Moore has made two corrections in the penultimate
paragraph of the Foreword. Formal publication took place two days after the 1954 date
referenced in the inscription.
ABBOTT A11a.1.a.
$350.
401. Morgan, Charles: THE FOUNTAIN. London: Macmillan, 1932. Gilt cloth. Near fine
and bright in slightly tanned pictorial dust jacket.
First edition. Drawing in part on the author’s own experiences in the Great War, this novel
is the sourcework for the 1934 RKO film production.
$55.

One of 96 Copies
402. [Moving Parts Press]: Peyré, Yves: AN INTIMATE COSMOGONY COSMOGONIE
INTIME. [Santa Cruz]: Moving Parts Press, [2005]. Folio (37.5 x 25.5 cm). Pictorial stiff
wrappers. Illustrated. Fine in card slipcase, and linen covered clamshell box with paper
spine label.

First edition of these translations by Elizabeth R. Jackson, printed parallel with the French
text in an 18-foot-long accordion-fold, illustrated with pen and ink drawings by Ray Rice.
From a total edition of 96 numbered copies printed in Janson types on Fabriano Artistico
paper by Felicia Rice, this is one of 84 copies with the illustrations colored via pochoir,
signed by the poet, the translator and the printer. The elaborate prospectus is laid in.
Publisher’s price:
$2400.
403. Munro, H. H. (“Saki”): BEASTS AND SUPER-BEASTS. London, New York & Toronto:
John Lane The Bodley Head [et al.], 1914. Dark blue cloth, lettered in gilt, ruled in blind.
First edition, preferred issue, with the title-leaf integral and the catalogue in the rear. Some
darkening to front endleaves, a faint ring mark and a few old dark splashmarks on cloth,
otherwise a very good, sound copy of one of Saki’s major collections.
BLEILER (SUPERNATURAL) 1432.
$125.
404. Musset, Alfred de: LA CONFESSION D’UN ENFANT DU SIÈCLE. Paris: Félix Bonnaire,
Éditeur, 1836. Two volumes. [4],321;[4],330pp. Octavo. Quarter 19th century smooth calf
and marbled boards, spines elaborately gilt extra, without wrappers, but with half-titles
bound in. Manuscript annotation on I:97, light scattered foxing, faint tidemark and rippling
to textblock of first volume, otherwise an attractive, tall set (218 mm).
First edition of the author’s autobiographical early prose masterpiece, through which is
intimately woven the thread of his relationship with George Sand. “Ouvrage d’une grande
rareté” – Carteret. In recent years, this work has been celebrated for its role as the source
work for the film adaptation of 1999, Les Enfants Du Siècle.
CARTERET II:192. VICAIRE V:1241. ASSELINEAU, p.294.
$1450.
405. Nadel, Arno, and Hans Steiner [illus. & calligrapher]: HYMNE AUF BEETHOVEN
ZUM 17. DEZ. 1920 [wrapper title]. [Berlin]: Privatdruck [by A. Rogall], 1920, [8]pp. Folio.
(35 x 26.5 cm). Sewn self-wrappers. Sewing a bit slack, wrappers dusty, with a few faint
spots. A good copy.
First edition. Frontis and text calligraphy by Hans Steiner. Copy #32 of an unknown number
of copies, signed by the author and the artist. Nadel (1878–1943) was born in Lithuania.
He was appointed Kapellmeister to the Berlin Jewish Community in 1916, and died at
Auschwitz.
$225.
406. Nadel, Arno [illus], and [Peter von Bohlen]: KALIDASA: DER WINTER... [wrapper
title]. Berlin: Drei-Welten-Verlag G.M.B.H., 1923. [8]pp. Folio. (41 x 33 cm). Sewn selfwrappers. A few faint marks of foxing, otherwise very good or better.
First edition. Illustrated with an original etching by poet/musician/artist Arno Nadel. One of
two hundred numbered copies, signed by Nadel below his etching. Nadel (1878 – 1943)
was born in Lithuania. He was appointed Kapellmeister to the Berlin Jewish Community
in 1916, and died at Auschwitz.
$175.
407. [Napoleonica]: Abell, Lucia Elizabeth Balcombe (1802-1871): RECOLLECTIONS OF
THE EMPEROR NAPOLEON, ON THE ISLAND OF ST. HELENA: INCLUDING THE TIME
OF HIS RESIDENCE AT HER FATHER’S HOUSE, “THE BRIARS.” London: Sampson
Low, Marston, Low, & Searle, 1873. xiv,[2],328pp. Three quarter blue morocco, t.e.g.
Portrait and plates. Binder’s blank endleaves a bit foxed, lower edge a bit rubbed, a few
mild flecks to sizing on lower board, ink completion date at end of text, bookplate and
ownership signature on pastedown, but a very good copy.
Third edition, revised and enlarged by the author’s daughter, Mrs. Charles Johnstone.
The first edition appeared in 1844, and the second in 1853. With the bookplate of Thomas
Wallace Jr., of Ellerslie Hall.
$125.
408. Nash, Ogden, et al. [screenwriters]: ‘THE FIRE FLY’ SCREENPLAY BY ALBERT
HACKETT AND FRANCES GOODRICH FROM AN ADAPTATION BY OGDEN NASH ....
[Los Angeles]: Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, 20-29 March 1937. 109 leaves. Quarto. Mimeographed

typescript, printed on rectos only, bradbound in somewhat creased and soiled stencilprinted wrappers (wanting the paper label). Internally very good or better.
An unspecified draft of this screenplay, based on Nash’s adaptation of a play by Otto
A. Harbach. The music was composed by Rudolf Friml. The script is noted as “Okayed
by Mr. Stromberg” (i.e. the co-producer). The 1937 release was directed by Robert Z.
Leonard and starred Jeanette MacDonald, Allan Jones and Warren William. Nash went to
Hollywood in 1936 and worked as a writer for MGM, and this is one of his earliest credits.
There he befriended S. J. Perelman, and after no great success at MGM, he returned
east in 1942. Perelman and Nash then collaborated on the 1943 Broadway success, One
Touch of Venus. This script is stamped “Incomplete” on the upper wrapper, but pencil
notes indicate the addition of text on the 22nd and 29th and the script reaches a logical
conclusion (although the musical numbers are not included). Uncommon.
$750.
409. [Nathan, Robert (source work)]: Berneis, Peter, and Paul Osborn [screenwriters]:
PORTRAIT OF JENNIE. Culver City: Selznick International Studio, 1947. Four items, as
described below. Quarto and large quarto. Mimeographed typescripts, printed on rectos
only, two items bradbound in studio stencil-printed wrappers, three items stapled, as
issued. One wrapper detached from top brad, otherwise fine.
A group of items relating to the 1948 Selznick film adaptation of Nathan’s 1940 novel,
directed by William Dieterle, starring Jennifer Jones, Joseph Cotton, Lillian Gish, Ethel
Barrymore, Henry Hull, et al. Final credits for the screenplay included Leonardo Bercovici
(adaptation), Paul Osborn, and Peter Berneis, with uncredited contributions by Selznick
and Ben Hecht. Present here are: a draft of the screenplay attributed solely to Berneis,
[1],152 leaves, dated 24 January 1947 (denoted “Final Shooting Script”); a draft of the
screenplay credited solely to Osborn, [1],120 leaves, dated 16 June 1947 (rerun 24 June
1947); a 2pp. synopsis from the Director of Publicity (undated, two copies); and finally,
a Combined 16mm Continuity script of much later vintage, dated 16 May 1961 and a
Dialogue Cutting Continuity for the trailer (5 leaves, 11 Jan. 1949). A cursory comparison
of the two drafts of the screenplay reveals substantial differences, even apart from the
considerable variation in length.
$1750.
410. Neal, Joseph C.: CHARCOAL SKETCHES; OR, SCENES IN A METROPOLIS.
Philadelphia: T. B. Peterson & Bros., [c. 1843, but not before 1854]. 222pp. Gilt decorated
highly pictorial wrappers. Frontis, title vignette, plates. Plates uniformly darkened, wrappers
slightly soiled, with some wear and neat repairs to the spine and upper joint, old small
manuscript label across spine (obscuring one letter and parts of two more); a good copy.
An illustrated reprint in the “Library of Humorous American Works” of the author’s first book,
first published in 1838 by Carey & Hart. The wrappers also feature stylized illustrations
by Darley, including a caricatured African American.
BAL 14937A.
$65.
411. Neame, Alan, [and Andy Warhol (dust jacket artist)]: THE ADVENTURES OF MAUD
NOAKES AN AUTOBIOGRAPHICAL ACCOUNT BY THE AUTHORESS OF THE NOAKES
REPORT EDITED BY ... [New York]: New Directions, [1961]. 160pp. Cloth and boards.
Top edge sunned, otherwise about fine in lightly rubbed pictorial dust jacket which has a
tiny nick at the top edge of the front panel.
First edition of the author’s first novel, presented as a narrative edited by him. This edition
precedes the UK edition. The dust jacket is the fourth, and final, dust jacket design that
Andy Warhol produced for New Directions, and is the least common of the four in decent
condition.
HARRISON, NEWTH & CANDIDO, p. 52.
$375.
412. Nettleship, John Trivett: [Autograph Note, Signed]. 22 Newman St., London. nd.
One page, in ink, on octavo lettersheet. Folded for mailing, a couple of small smudges
and a small tea smear, otherwise good.

To “Miss Madox Brown,” replying that “I am very sorry that I am unable to accept your
mother’s invitation for the 14th but I have an engagement then ....” Signed J. T. Nettleship.
Nettleship (1841–1902) was a British illustrator, author and painter. He contributed the
frontis to Yeats’s The Countess Cathleen (1892), and published an early collection of
essays about his eventual friend, Robert Browning. With Edwin Ellis and John Butler
Yeats, he was one of the group of painters known as The Brotherhood.
$100.
413. Newlove, Donald: THE DRUNKS. New York: Saturday Review / Dutton, 1974. Ring
bound printed wrappers. Label shadow across lower wrapper edges, otherwise near fine.
Uncorrected page proofs of the first edition of the author’s second novel, in its revised
form one of the constituent elements of Sweet Adversity. Uncommon.
$75.
414. Newman, John Henry: A LETTER TO THE RIGHT REVEREND FATHER IN GOD,
RICHARD, LORD BISHOP OF ORFORD, ON OCCASION OF NO. 90, IN THE SERIES
CALLED THE TRACTS FOR THE TIMES. Oxford & London: John Henry Parker / J. G.
F. and J. Rivington, 1841. 47,[1]pp, Large octavo. Sewn printed self-wrappers. Some
browning and dust soiling at extreme edges, occasional frays at extended untrimmed
edges, otherwise a good, untrimmed copy.
First edition. The recipient of Newman’s “Letter” was Richard Bagot.
BLEHL A47a.

$75.

415. Nordau, Max: DEGENERATION. New York: D. Appleton & Co., 1895. xii,[1],566,[1]
pp. Large octavo. Gilt decorated cloth. Erasure from front pastedown, relevant but later
clipping affixed to half-title (with offsetting), slight cracking at gutter between half-title and
preceding blank leaf (the latter neatly detached), otherwise a very good copy, with the
small booklabel of Herbert Boyce Satcher.
Denoted the “seventh” US edition in English, translated from the second German edition,
of one of the iconoclastic novelist and social critic’s most widely reprinted works, his
analysis and critique of perceived degeneration in the arts, literature and social structure.
Attached to the verso of the half-title is a one page a.l.s. from Nordau, Paris, 20 Nov.
1904, politely declining the offer of an American lecture tour due to work on his new book.
Nordau was a close friend of Herzl and an ardent Zionist.
$250.
416. Nugent, Frank S.: [Original Typescript Diary]. [Canoga Park, Los Angeles, CA,
and elsewhere]. 20 July through 30 November 1947. 29 leaves, typed on rectos only,
plus 2 leaf supplementary item. Quarto. Very densely typed, single-spaced, with minimal
typescript corrections or deletions. Bradbound in plain term paper binder, with pencil
initials on upper wrapper.
Frank Nugent (1908-1965) began as a reporter and film critic for the New York Times, but
as a consequence of his work, and specifically his review of The Grapes of Wrath, he was
hired by Darryl Zanuck to come to Hollywood and work as a script editor. Although that
assignment terminated in 1944, Nugent stayed on in Hollywood working as a journalist.
He met John Ford while working on an article about Ford’s film, The Fugitive (1947),
and thus began a business and screenwriting relationship that was to extend through
eleven of Nugent’s twenty-one script credits, including among them several of the films
generally counted as Ford’s best: Fort Apache, The Quiet Man, The Searchers, Mister
Roberts, etc. Nugent begins this diary: “Last night I read again the diary I had begun
keeping when I first came to Hollywood. I am sorry that I let it drop. Here again I find
myself starting a new life and think there may be some selfish benefit in recording events
and thoughts.” At the time, Nugent was separated from his first wife, Dorothy, and living
on his own. Much of the content of this frank personal accounting revolves around that
fact and the intertwined relationships Nugent had with his wife and with other women at
the time. Discussion of his dealings with his agent, as well as writing and script-reading
assignments are peppered throughout, including references to Merian C. Cooper, John

Ford, the Screenwriters Guild, the HUAC, Laurence Stallings, and others. The final entry
records his forthcoming trip to Acapulco with Stallings to work with Ford on a film project,
“The Family.” The final supplementary document is a two-page carbon of a letter to “Dear
Folks,” 7 Dec. 1947, “All at sea,” recording progress on and anecdotes from the sea
voyage to Acapulco. It is unclear if this particular project ever came to fruition. The diary
as a whole offers frequently unvarnished insight into Nugent’s life at the time, focusing
to a large part on the difficult state of his relationship with his estranged wife, and his
self-analysis and inner uncertainties.
$375.
417. O’Hara, Frank; Diane di Prima, et al.: [Program:] THE AMERICAN THEATRE FOR
POETS, INC. PRESENTS THE NEW YORK POETS THEATRE [cover title]. New York.
[ca. 1964]. [8]pp. Small quarto. Folded mimeographed sheets. Old vertical fold, with dust
tanning to one vertical half of the cover leaf, short pen strike to blank terminal panel,
otherwise very good.
A program from the second year/series of the New York Poets Theatre, at the New Bowery
Theatre on St. Marks Place. The group was founded in 1961 by James Waring, Le Roi
Jones, Alan Marlowe, Diane di Prima and Fred Herko with the intent of staging only one-act
plays by poets. The plays produced this season and recorded in this program were “Three
Travelers Watch a Sunrise” by Wallace Stevens, “Murder Cake” by di Prima, and Frank
O’Hara’s “Loves Labor, an eclogue.” This program prints commentary by O’Hara (whose
play did not see publication until 1978), di Prima, and Waring. An uncommon ephemeron.
SMITH D1f.
$125.
418. O’Neill, Eugene: DYNAMO. New York: Horace Liveright, 1929. Quarto. Stiff blue
vellum, gilt spine label, untrimmed. The vulnerable blue spine is faded, as often, and there
is general mottling to the vellum, again as often, otherwise a very good copy in edgeworn
and partially cracked batik over boards slipcase with gilt label.
First limited edition, published in the month following the trade edition. One of 775
numbered copies (750 for sale), specially printed and bound and signed by the author.
ATKINSON A31-II-I.
$350.
419. [O’Neill, Eugene (sourcework)]: [Pictorial One Sheet for a Rerelease of:] ANNA
CHRISTIE. [Culver City]: Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, 1962. Large folio one sheet (27 x 41”)
poster. Folded as issued, later distributor’s stamp on verso faintly ghosted on lower blank
margin of recto, otherwise about fine.
A visually striking poster for this revival of the 1931 film adaptation by Clarence Brown of
O’Neill’s play, featuring Greta Garbo, with Charles Bickford, George F. Marion and Charles
Dressler. This poster emphasizes Garbo in a montage of images from the film as well as
in its headline, and mimics the typographic style of its original era.
$100.
420. [O’Neill, Eugene (sourcework)]: [Pictorial Promotional Herald for:] ANNA CHRISTIE.
[Np]: Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, [ca. 1932]. [4]pp. Pictorial leaflet (14.5 x 11.2 cm). Illustrated.
Some mild rubbing to rear panel, otherwise very good.
A visually striking herald promoting the 1931 film adaptation by Clarence Brown of O’Neill’s
play, featuring Greta Garbo, with Charles Bickford, George F. Marion and Charles Dressler.
This copy bears the imprint on the rear panel of the “Landsdowne Cinema (The Ideal
House for Talkies) Nowshera,” in the Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Province of Pakistan, for a
three day run in mid-March.
$125.
421. Oates, Joyce Carol: [Brief Typed Letter, Signed (“Joyce”); Typed Postcard,
Signed; Autograph note, Signed; and Eight Work Sheets]. Princeton. 8 & 15 July, and
15 August 1992. 11 pages, 16mo, 12mo, octavo and quarto. Very good or better.
Oates writes to novelist Kit Reed, responding to her request in her capacity organizing
a fund-raiser for the National Book Critics Circle – a sale of signed items or manuscripts

from member writers – “Though knowing myself no favorite of the NCBB (not one mention
for any title, over the years!), I’d be happy , if just a little embarrassed, to help with your
project.” She follows up: “After I wrote to you, I realized that my mss. are supposed to
go to my ‘archive’ at Syracuse University. But I am sure these (messy, embarrassing)
work-sheets would not be missed. If you can use them, fine. If not -- not.” She explains
that she uses scrap paper, in this case “someone else’s photocopied mss. that came to
the house for, perhaps, a blurb ... The more I consider this, the less I want to send it,
or anything, off. The wastebasket seems the kindest receptacle! Warm regards, Joyce.”
In August, Oates supplied a signed, explanatory adhesive note to accompany the work
sheets: “These are work sheets for Black Water (1992). Joyce Carol Oates. 15 Aug. 1992
(scrap paper on reverse; not my ms, and I don’t know whose).” The worksheets are noncontiguous, have only a handful of manuscript notes, and include one substantial revised
passage (half a page) loosely taped over the original text.
$225.
422. [Okeanos Press]: von dem Bussche,
Wolf [editor & photographer]: TOTEM THE
PAPAGO LEGEND OF THE CREATION OF
THE GIANT CACTUS, CALLED SAGUARO,
WITH TWELVE PHOTOGRAPHIC IMAGES
BY .... [Berkeley, CA]: Three Plowshares,
1993. [2],vii,11 leaves plus twelve mounted
photographs. Folio (56.4 x 45.5 cm). Loose
sheets, laid into publisher’s cloth covered
clamshell box. Trace of bookplate inside
lid of box, small nick and label shadow to
exterior of box, otherwise fine.
First edition. Introduction by Malcolm Margolin.
A formidable production, with the text of the
legend edited by von dem Bussche from the
record of the legend published by Harold
B. Wright, accompanied by twelve original
prints of his photographs (39 x 30cm) on
Ilford Multigrade matte paper, mounted on
Rives, each printed by him, and signed
and captioned on the mount in pencil. The
letterpress was beautifully printed in Lithos
type on Rives Moulin de Gué at the Okeanos
Press. The total edition was limited to 77
portfolios, of which this is one of 25 “special”
lettered copies reserved for public and special
collections. Most widely known for his almost
iconic images of the World Trade Center and other New York fixtures, von dem Bussche
brought a special personal interest and sensitivity to this production, every aspect of which
involved his participation.
$6000.
423. Olds, Sharon: MY SON THE MAN. [Westchester, PA]: Aralia Press, 1996. [4]pp.
Oblong leaflet (13.5 x 16 cm). Fine.
First separate edition of this poem, reprinted with permission from The New Yorker by
Michael and Dianne Peich to celebrate the birth of M. E. Drenttel. Printed in Optima
types on Rives Heavy in an unspecified but presumably small edition. This copy bears
the award-winning poet’s presentation inscription to the parents. OCLC locates 5 copies
printed for a different reason, bearing a different colophon statement, commemorating
the publication of The Wellspring.
$350.

424. [Open Court Publishing Company]: [Hegeler, Edward C.]: MONISM ITS SCOPE AND
IMPORT A REVIEW OF THE WORK OF THE MONIST A QUARTERLY MAGAZINE OF
PHILOSOPHY, RELIGION, SCIENCE, AND SOCIOLOGY. Chicago: Open Court Publishing
Company, 1891-92. 44,[8]pp. Printed wrapper. Small library deaccession stamp in upper
corner of front wrapper, a few small chips at extremities of lower wrapper, very good.
First edition of this statement of purpose and assessment of the earliest years of Open
Court and its principal serial publication, The Monist, founded by Hegeler in February of
1887.
$50.
425. Oppen, George: OF BEING NUMEROUS. [New York]: New Directions, [1968]. Cloth
and boards. An excellent, fine copy in dust jacket.
First edition, clothbound issue, of Oppen’s Pulitzer-winning fourth volume of verse. This
copy does not have the Pulitzer award sticker on the front panel of the dust jacket.
HARRISON, NEWTH & CANDIDO, p.70.
$225.
426. [Ornitz, Samuel (screenwriter)]: [Original color studio lobby card for:] CHINATOWN
NIGHTS. [Hollywood]: Paramount Pictures / Famous Lasky Corp., [1929]. An original 11
x 14” color studio lobby card. Slightly darkened at left and lower margins, else a nice
bright copy.
A brilliant color lobby card issued to promote the 1929 Paramount Famous Lasky Corp
film based on Ornitz’s story, “Tong War.” Originally a silent film, it was dubbed with
talking sequences, synchronized music and sound effects after production. The scenario
was adapted from Ornitz’s story by Ben Kohn, Oliver Garrett, and William Jute. The film
was directed by William Wellman, and produced by David O. Selznick, starring Wallace
Beery, Florence Vidor (wife of director King Vidor), Warner Oland, and Jack Oakie. This
was novelist Samuel Ornitz’s second screen credit in what would be a substantial body
of film work over a career that was eventually derailed by the HUAC and the Blacklist. A
close associate of Dreiser, Dos Passos, John Howard Lawson and Lester Cole, he helped
cofound the Screen Writers Guild. As an uncooperative witness, he stood as member of
the Hollywood Ten and was sentenced to a year in prison.
$350.
“... the luxurious book at its most magnificent ...” – Cave
427. [Overbrook Press]: Prevost, Abbe: HISTOIRE DU CHEVALIER DES GRIEUX ET
DE MANON LESCAUT SUIVANT L’EDITION DE 1753. Stamford: The Overbrook Press,
1958. Large quarto. Folded and gathered sheets, untrimmed and never bound. Illustrated
in color by T. M. Cleland. Fine.
One of two hundred copies printed in hand-set Calson Old Face on Hammer and Anvil
Paper. The thirty or so illustrations in each copy were colored by the artist via a silk-screen
process. “As an example of the luxurious book at its most magnificent, at its further remove
from commercial printing, the Overbrook Manon Lescaut is unequaled among modern
private press books, and has few peers among the books of earlier presses” – Cave. This
is one of a handful of complete, colored copies retained in sheets by the printer/publisher,
perhaps in anticipation of requests for copies for custom bindings.
CAHOON, p.82.
$450.
428. [Oxoniana]: [MacBride, John David]: A LETTER TO A COUNTRY CLERGYMAN
ON HIS “SERIOUS APPEAL TO THE BIBLE,” FROM A RESIDENT MEMBER OF THE
UNIVERSITY. Oxford: Printed by W. Baxter, 1829. 23,[1]pp. Octavo. Extracted from nonce
pamphlet volume and sewn into modern plain stiff wrappers. Divinity library duplicate
release stamp on title, along with an early ink attribution of authorship, otherwise very
good or better.
First edition. John David McBride (1778–1868) was Principal of Magdalen Hall and Lord
Almoner’s Professor of Arabic. OCLC locates six copies.
OCLC: 29908396.
$75.

429. [Oxoniana]: Mills, William: LECTURE ON THE THEORY OF MORAL OBLIGATION;
BEING THE FIRST OF A COURSE OF LECTURES DELIVERED BEFORE THE UNIVERSITY
OF OXFORD IN LENT TERM MDCCCXXX. Oxford: Printed by Samuel Collingwood ... for
the Author; sold by J. Parker; and by Messrs. Rivington, London, 1830. 50pp. Octavo.
Extracted from nonce pamphlet volume, perhaps lacking a half-title. Faint foxing, otherwise
very good or better.
First edition. Mills was at the time Professor of Moral Philosophy and fellow of Magdalen
College. OCLC locates 14 copies, spread over four entries.
OCLC:49273381 (etc).
$125.
430. [Oxoniana]: “A Lay Member of the University of Oxford”: FACTS AND FEELINGS
RELATIVE TO THE NECESSITY OF CHURCH BUILDING THROUGHOUT ENGLAND
AND THE MEANS OF FORMING AN ASSOCIATION FOR THE COLLECTION AND
DISTRIBUTION OF FUNDS TO THIS END. Oxford: Printed by W. Baxter ..., 1836. 18pp.
plus blank. Sewn printed wrapper. Edges a bit dust tanned, small sliver chip from foreedge of last leaf, otherwise very good.
First edition. With the faint round former ownership stamp of Oxford bibliographer and
collector, Falconer Madan. The ‘3’ in the imprint date at a glance resembles an ‘8’, thus
resulting in entries under both 1836 and 1886 in OCLC. The printer died in 1871, and
the copies at Oxford, Cambridge, etc., are catalogued under the earlier, and almost
certainly correct date. COPAC notes: “Published in response to the massive programme
of ‘Waterloo’ church building, controlled by the Commission for Building New Churches
between 1818 and 1857.”
OCLC: 244986768.
$125.
431. [Oxoniana]: Miller, George: A LETTER TO THE REV. E. B. PUSEY, D.D. IN REFERENCE
TO THE LORD BISHOP OF OXFORD. London: Duncan and Malcolm, 1840. [2],78pp.
Octavo. Modern unlettered cloth. Divinity school stamp in lower margin of title, with bookplate
bearing duplicate release stamp on front pastedown, otherwise a very good, crisp copy.
First edition. From the collection of Oxford bibliographer and collector, Falconer Madan,
with his small oval stamp on the verso of the title.
OCLC: 25816835.
$65.
432. [Oxoniana]: Palmer, William: AN EXAMINATION OF THE REV. R. W. SIBTHORP’S
REASONS FOR HIS SECESSION FROM THE CHURCH [with:] A SUPPLEMENT TO AN
EXAMINATION OF MR. SIBTHORP’S PAMPHLET, COMPRISING OBSERVATIONS ON
HIS “FURTHER ANSWER,” &c. Oxford: John Henry Parker, 1842. 33,[1];16pp. Octavo.
Extracted from nonce pamphlet volume, without wrappers. Title-page of first work and verso
of last leaf of second a bit dust soiled, lower corners of title leaf clipped, with creases to
lower corners of a few following leaves; good.
First editions. Palmer was an early influence on and advocate for the Oxford Movement,
but after a time his identification with, and support for, it waned.
OCLC: 28717027 & 7885080.
$65.
433. [Oxoniana]: [“End Times”]: “Clericus Anglicanus, M. A. Sometime Fellow of --College, Oxon” [undisclosed pseud]: 1848! OR THE CASTING OUT OF SATAN FROM
HEAVEN, AND THE EPIPHANY OF CHRIST, IN THE CIRCUMAMBIENT AIR OF THE
EARTH; BEING AN ATTEMPT TO DEMONSTRATE THESE MOMENTOUS EVENTS IN
THE SPIRITUAL WORLD, FROM THE EARTHQUAKE OF THE SEVENTH VIAL. Oxford
& London: William Graham / J. Masters, 1848. [4],80pp. plus laid-in four panel folding
table. Octavo. Extracted from nonce pamphlet volume, without wrapper. A few minor corner
curls, otherwise very good or better.
First edition of another misstep in the obsessively speculative outer arena of eschatology,
involving Napoleonic references, the political upheavals in Europe, etc., etc. Somewhat

scarce; one can assume it had a very short shelf-life at the time. COPAC locates five
copies, and OCLC locates only two printed copies, not including a copy at Yale Divinity.
OCLC: 557781392.
$75.
434. [Oxoniana]: [MacBride, John David]: PROTESTANT AND ROMAN CATHOLIC MISSIONS
CONTRASTED, IN A SPEECH DELIVERED BY THE PRINCIPAL OF MAGDALENE HALL,
AT THE TWENTY-SIXTH MEETING OF THE ASSOCIATION FOR OXFORD AND ITS
VICINITY, IN AID OF THE CHURCH MISSIONARY SOCIETY, ON MONDAY, FEBRUARY
17TH 1851. THE BISHOP OF THE DIOCESE IN THE CHAIR. Oxford: Printed by J. Vincent,
1851. 22,[2]pp 12mo. Printed self-wrapper. Old paper backing along spine, some dust
smudging to spine and edges, a good, sound copy.
First edition. A good association copy, with the small oval stamp of Oxford bibliographer
and collector, Falconer Madan. OCLC locates two copies between two entries: Yale and
Durham University Palace Library.
OCLC:1015500648 & 46925697.
$65.
435. [Oxoniana]: Sewell, William: OATHS TO OBEY STATUTES. A SERMON PREACHED
BEFORE THE UNIVERSITY OF OXFORD. Oxford: John Henry Parker, 1852. 34pp. Octavo.
Extracted from nonce pamphlet volume, without wrappers. Ink notation in upper margin
of title, light dust smudges to title, otherwise very good.
First edition of this work by the former intimate of Newman and others in the Tractarian
circle. Sewell finally broke with them as a consequence of his deeply entrenched antiCatholicism. The early ink inscription in the upper margin of the title is “Warden of All
Souls.” OCLC locates six copies, and COPAC three copies.
OCLC: 19297537.
$95.
436. [Oxoniana]: Hussey, Robert: UNIVERSITY PROSPECTS AND UNIVERSITY DUTIES.
A SERMON PREACHED AT ST. MARY’S CHURCH BEFORE THE UNIVERSITY OF
OXFORD .... Oxford: John Henry Parker, 1854. 35pp. Extracted from nonce pamphlet
volume, without wrapper or half-title (if any). Very good.
First edition. Although an opponent to the Oxford Movement, Hussey was not antagonistic
in that opposition. OCLC locates five printed copies, spread between two records.
OCLC: 48903961.
$60.
437. [Oxoniana]: Campbell, Archibald: THE LORD’S TEMPTATION. A SERMON PREACHED
IN THE CHURCH OF ST. MARY-THE-VIRGIN, OXFORD, ON FRIDAY, FEB. 27, 1857.
Oxford & London: John Henry and James Parker, 1857. 16pp. Folded signature, untrimmed
and unopened. Dusty externally and at edges, some small, shallow chips at corners, but
a good copy.
First edition. Campbell was, at the time, Lord Bishop of London. With the small circular
stamp on the title of Oxford bibliographer and collector, Falconer Madan. OCLC locates
nine copies spread over four entries.
OCLC: 49272600.
$55.
438. [Oxoniana]: Litton, Edward Arthur.: THE FAITHFUL PASTOR. A SERMON, PREACHED
AT ST. CLEMENT’S CHURCH, OXFORD, ON SUNDAY MORNING, JULY 18, 1858,
ON OCCASION OF THE DEATH OF THE REV. N. J. MOODY, M.A., LATE RECTOR ...
PUBLISHED BY REQUEST. Oxford & London: H. Hammans / Seeley and Co., 1858. 28pp.
Sewn printed self-wrappers. A very good or better copy.
First edition. A good association copy, with the small oval stamp of Oxford bibliographer
and collector, Falconer Madan. OCLC locates three copies: Cambridge, Yale, and National
Library of Scotland. COPAC adds a copy at Oxford and another at the BL.
$85.

439. [Oxoniana]: Littledale, Richard Frederick: INNOVATIONS: A LECTURE DELIVERED
IN THE ASSEMBLY ROOMS, LIVERPOOL, APRIL 23RD, 1868. Oxford & London: A.
R. Mowbray [&] Simpkin, Marshall and Co., 1868. 62,ix,[1]pp. 12mo. Sewn printed selfwrappers. Title leaf a bit tanned and smudged, a few neat marginal ink highlights, otherwise
a very good copy.
First edition, With the faint ownership signature on the title of Oxford bibliographer, collector
and writer, Falconer Madan. Littledale (1833-1890) was born in Dublin and educated at
Trinity College, but spent the remainder of his career in the UK. This copy has the inserted
catalogue for the Oxford publisher.
OCLC: 51075072.
$95.
440. [Oxoniana]: Ince, William: RELIGION IN THE UNIVERSITY OF OXFORD: A PAPER
READ BEFORE THE CHURCH CONGRESS AT STOKE-UPON-TRENT, ON THURSDAY,
OCTOBER 7, 1875. Oxford & London: James Parker and Co., 1875. 16pp. Octavo. Extracted
from nonce pamphlet volume, without wrapper. Faint tanning at edges, very good.
First edition, Inscribed on the title-page “C. W. Boase from W. I.” Charles William Boase
was an Exeter colleague and college historian. A relatively early work by Ince (1825–1910),
published when he was sub-rector and tutor of Exeter College. OCLC locates 9 copies.
$75.
441. [Oxoniana] Livingston, Thomas Gott: THE CATHOLIC CHURCH THE PILLAR AND
GROUND OF THE TRUTH. A SERMON PREACHED BEFORE THE UNIVERSITY OF
OXFORD AT ST. MARY’S ON SUNDAY, OCTOBER 17TH, 1875. Oxford & London: A.
R. Mowbray & Co., [1876]. 15,[1]pp. Octavo. Unbound conjugate leaves, rather frayed
and dusty at edges, spindle hole through center, closed tears at lower edges, just good,
First edition. An interesting copy, in all probability a printer’s file copy, captioned in the top
margin of the title: “500 Demy 8vo 16pp Jan. 6 1876.” With the faint circular ownership
stamp of Oxford bibliographer and collector, Falconer Madan, on the title. Livingston was
Vicar of Addingham at the time. No copies are located in either OCLC or COPAC, but
there is a copy at Yale.
$125.
442. [Oxoniana]: Madan, Falconer: A CHART OF OXFORD PRINTING ‘1468’ – 1900
WITH NOTES AND ILLUSTRATIONS. Oxford: Printed at the University Press for Henry
Frowde ..., 1903. 50pp. plus folding frontis, chart and plates. Quarto. Cloth-backed gilt
lettered boards. Spine extremities and fore-tips rubbed, short snag at toe of upper joint,
otherwise very good.
First edition, presentation issue. One of 100 numbered copies printed on handmade paper.
This copy is inscribed by the Oxford University printer, Horace Hart: “Professor Joseph
Wright with the Kindest regards of Horace Hart – \ – Oxford Xmas 1903.” The recipient
was the noted Oxford Professor of Comparative Philology. Wright is remembered as one
of Tolkien’s most influential tutors, particularly in context of Tolkien’s study of Wright’s The
Grammar of Gothic Language. This edition (or printing) precedes that issued in 1904
by the Bibliographical Society of Oxford.
$250.
443. [Oxoniana]: Anonymous: REVIVALS AND REVIVALISM: BY AN UNDERGRADUATE
[caption title]. [Oxford Printed for the Author by W. R. Bowden and Son, High Street, nd].
8pp. Sewn self-wrapper. Vertical crease, a bit dusty, paper clip mark on verso of terminal
leaf not obscuring text, very good.
First edition. A good association copy, with the small circular stamp of Oxford bibliographer
and collector, Falconer Madan. Neither OCLC nor COPAC identify the author, the former
locating only one copy (at Yale, tentatively dated ‘1875’) and the latter lacking any notice
of the title at all. A title search via SOLO (the Union Catalogue of Oxford Libraries) also

fails to return the title. An argument for religious union in Oxford and elsewhere, with
particular reference to the influences of Newman and Wesley.
OCLC:54301784.
$85.
444. Pansaers, Clément, et al. [editors]: ÇA IRA [Numéro 12]. Eeckeren, [Antwerp]. March
1921. Whole number 12 (of twenty published). Quarto. Printed wrappers. Slight rust to
staples, otherwise a very good copy.
The final number of the first volume of this important Belgian periodical of literature and
the arts, edited by Maurice Van Essche, Clément Pansaers and Paul Neuhuys. Theo van
Doesburg contributes “La Littérature d’Avant-Garde en Hollande”; Jan Cockx contributes
an original woodcut; L. Charles-Baudouin contributes “Un Chant d’Exil,” and Clément
Pansaers contributes “Paradoxes Blennorrhagiques de Lamprido.”
$150.
445. [Paper Catalogue]: SPECIMENS: A STEVENS-NELSON PAPER CATALOGUE.
New York: Stevens-Nelson Paper Company, [ca 1953]. Quarto. Half black morocco and
marbled boards, fore and bottom edges untrimmed. Illustrations. Lower fore-tips rubbed,
otherwise about fine, without slipcase.
One of the last and greatest of the elaborate paper catalogues, including over one hundred
specimen leaves of fine hand and machine made papers, printed in various ways by
distinguished international printers: Plantin, Mardersteig, Enschede, Curwen, Marchbanks,
Spiral, etc. The [8]pp. separate price list / index / errata is laid in. This copy is designated
on the presentation leaf as one of those presented by Stevens-Nelson Company itself.
$275.
446. [Paradise Press]: King, Susan E., and Jean Gabriel Adloff: SEE, SAY, SEE BON,
LESSONSFROMFRENCH. [Los Angeles: Paradise Press, January 1988]. Oblong octavo.
Open-sewn pastepaper boards, label. Fine.
First edition. One of 125 copies printed on Kozo and St. Arman paper at the Paradise
Press, and bound by Shelley Hoyt. An exploration, in the form of a dialogue (of sorts -an instructor’s annotations juxtaposed with the student’s translations and notes), on the
learning of a language.
$175.
447. [Parenting] “Real Friend, A” [anon]: A FRIENDLY LETTER TO PARENTS AND
HEADS OF FAMILIES, PARTICULARLY THOSE RESIDING IN THE COUNTRY TOWNS
AND VILLAGES IN AMERICA. Boston: True and Greene, Printer, 1827. 14pp. Untrimmed,
sewn into later plain wrappers. Rather foxed, otherwise very good.
First edition. An anonymous caution to parents concerning the education and rearing of
their children, their preparation for employment and for life outside the birth home. OCLC
locates 7 printed copies. Relevant references fail to crack the author’s identity.
AMERICAN IMPRINTS 28962. OCLC: 4428111 & 191252925.
$100.
448. Parker, Matthew (Archbishop of Canterbury): ... DE ANTIQUITATE BRITANNICAE
ECCLESIAE ET PRIVILEGIIS ECCLESIAE CANTUARIENSIS CUM ARCHIEPISCOPIS
EJUSDEM LXX. E XXI EXEMPLARIUM 1572 EXCUSORUM, SIBIQUE MUTUO FORTE PLANE
SINGULARI DISCREPANTIUM, COLLATIONE, INTEGRA NUNC PRIMUM NUMERISQUE
ABSOLUTA OMNIBUS HISTORIA .... Londini [i.e. London]: typis Gulielmi Bowyer, 1729.
[20],592,[92]; [2],xliv,[2],xlv-lxiv pp. Thick folio. Old calf, neatly rebacked and recornered in
sympathetic unlettered brown morocco. Engraved portrait (by Vertue), plates and vignettes.
Decorative head and tail pieces and initials. Binding rubbed but sound, some occasional
dusting to upper margins, bookplate and small stamps of the Bibliotheca Bayswater,
otherwise a very good copy.
Edited by Samuel Drake, from the original text of 1572, including Academiae historia
Cantebrigiensis with a sectional title and separate pagination and register. Bowyer’s
records show 500 copies were printed in this format, 100 on royal paper, and 3 on imperial

paper, and numerous sheets required reprinting because of damage. Parker (1504–1575)
assembled a significant collection of books and manuscripts to further his research into
possible early forms of the Christian Church in England independent of Rome. His persistent
enquiries (earning him the epithet ‘Nosey Parker’) resulted in the preservation of some of
the material that was scattered as a consequence of the closing of the monasteries that
might otherwise have perished. Such materials provided sources for the present work,
which was originally privately printed in a small edition in 1572.
ESTC T145634. LOWNDES VII:1776-7. BRUNET IV:376.
$750.
449. [Parochial Education – United Kingdom]: [Dunlap, Arthur Philip]: A SERMON PREACHED
ON THE OCCASION OF OPENING THE NEW PAROCHIAL SCHOOLS, AT BARDWELL,
SUFFOLK FOUNDED BY MRS. ANNA MARIA DUNLAP, WHO DIED APRIL 29TH, 1854.
Bury, St. Edmund: Printed for Private Circulation, by W. Fuller, Butter Market, 1855. 17,[1]
pp. Octavo. Extracted from pamphlet volume. Pictorial title vignette. A bit of spotting at
top spine corners of last two leaves, otherwise very good.
First edition. A sermon in favor of universal education (even if hampered within the structure
of a religious authority), and in tribute to the Rector’s mother, who left £1000 toward the
erection of the schools. Rare: OCLC locates a copy at Yale and COPAC locates the copy
at the BL.
OCLC:45176058.
$125.
450. [Percy, Algernon George], 6th Duke of Northumberland: PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS
OF HIS GRACE THE DUKE OF NORTHUMBERLAND AT THE NEWCASTLE MEETING
[caption title]. [Np]: Reprinted from the Archaeological Journal, Vol. xli, [ca. 1884]. 7,[1]
pp. Octavo. Bound in plain stiff wrappers. Very good.
First separate issue, an offprint, of the Duke’s Address welcoming members of the Society
to their visit to Alnwick, and to the castle he was instrumental in restoring -- future site
of some set work as stand-in for Hogwarts.
$55.
451. [Philatelic Fiction]: Tapply, William G.: THE DUTCH BLUE ERROR. New York:
Scribner, [1984]. Cloth-textured boards. Fine in dust jacket, the latter with some uniform
tanning to the white flaps and rear panel.
First edition of the author’s second novel, a philatelic thriller featuring the second appearance
of Brady Coyne.
$100.
452. Phillips, Jayne Anne: HOW MICKEY MADE IT. St. Paul, MN: Bookslinger, 1981. Large
octavo. Cloth and decorative paper over boards. Illustrated by Gaylord Schanilac. Fine.
First edition, deluxe issue. One of twenty-six lettered copies, specially bound, with an
additional paragraph omitted from the printed text written out in pencil and signed by
the author. There were also 150 ordinary signed copies, and one thousand copies in
wrappers.
$375.
453. Phillips, Jayne Anne: FAST LANES. [New York]: Vehicle Editions, [1984]. Pictorial
wrapper over limp boards. Illustrations by Yvonne Jacquette. Fine. However, the perishable
publisher’s translucent plastic sleeve is darkened (as seems to be inevitable) and has a
couple of small surface scrapes along one edge. Uncommon.
First edition, limited issue. One of twenty-six lettered copies, specially bound, and signed
by the author and artist.
$525.
454. Phillips, Walter S.: JUST ABOUT A BOY. Chicago: Herbert S. Stone Company, 1899.
Small octavo. Pictorial gray-green cloth, stamped in black and gray. Pencil name on front
pastedown, a few finger smudges to cloth, but a very good copy.

First edition. A.k.a. “El Comancho,” the author was a “well-known hunter, sportsman,
and editor of the Pacific Coast; the lettering and border of the binding were done by
him” – Kramer.
KRAMER 222.
$100.
455. [Picasso, Pablo]: Mourlot, Fernand: PICASSO LITHOGRAPHS. Boston: Boston Book
and Art, [1970]. Large quarto. Pictorial wrapper over boards. 407 plates, several in color.
Small pencil erasure on free endsheet, otherwise fine in acetate wrapper and worn plain
shipping case.
First edition, US issue, produced by André Sauret in France. Essay by Hélène Parmelin.
Translated from the French by Jean Didry.
$175.
456. [Pickering, William (publisher)]: THE BOOKE OF COMMON PRAYER KING JAMES
ANNO 1604 COMMONLY CALLED THE HAMPTON COURT BOOK. London: William
Pickering, 1844. [32,109] leaves. Folio. Original full vellum, decorated in gilt, gilt labels,
fore and bottom edges rough trimmed. Vellum dust-soiled and a bit spotted, some foxing
to endleaves and occasional dusting to edges, endsheets a bit rippled along fore-edges,
otherwise a very good copy.
One of the six monumental editions of the various forms of the Book of Common Prayer
published by Pickering in 1844, with text printed in red and black on Pouncy’s handmade
paper by D. Whittingham. “Upon these six folio volumes, printed in gothic letter on thick
handmade paper and bound in vellum, Whittingham lavished the best work of his press,
and they are nearly perfect of their kind” – Keynes. Griffiths notes the edition consisted
of 350 copies on paper and two on vellum.
KELLY 1844.4. KEYNES, p.85. GRIFFITHS 1844:29.
$750.
457. Pitman, Benn: MANNERS (EXTRACTED BY PERMISSION
FROM) ILLUSTRATED MANNERS BOOK. Cincinnati, OH:
Benn Pitman, [ca. 1857]. [2],68,[8]pp. Small octavo. Brown
cloth, decorated in blind, lettered in gilt. Binding a bit spotted
and worn, scattered foxing, but within close reach of being
a very good copy.
Original edition of this phonographic rendering of selections from
the text of a widely circulated manual of manners. Benjamin
Pitman came to the US from London with his family in 1853 to
proselytize on behalf of the shorthand method developed by
his brother, Isaac. He was active in preparing and publishing
textbooks and transcriptions using the Pitman method. The
chapter headings, title and opening initial are all highly
decorative, and hint at Pitman’s concern with decorative arts.
Like the copy serving as the basis for the OCLC entry, the main
text consists of 68pp. However, the terminal catalogue is [8]
pp. rather than 14pp., and the appended note, “Phonography,
What It Is, and What It Does,” is not present here, at least
under that title, although its purpose is likely served by the
text of the first page of the catalogue. OCLC locates 9 copies,
only one outside North America.
OCLC: 20052689 & 894761529.
$275.
458. Plenn, J[aime]. H[arrysson].: SADDLE IN THE SKY THE LONE STAR STATE.
Indianapolis: Bobbs-Merrill, [1940]. Large octavo. Gilt cloth. Map endsheets. Block print
illustrations by Agnes Lilienberg Muench. About fine, in a near fine pictorial dust jacket
that exhibits minor shelfwear.

First edition of this anecdotal treatment of Texas history and mores, much in the same vein
as Carmer’s Stars Fell On Alabama, but containing such now jaw-dropping and politically
incorrect usages as the “hill-billies” of East Texas and a full and rather extraordinary
chapter sympathetically cataloguing racial stereotypes and prejudices in its treatment of
the “Niggertown” that the author believes exists “in every Texas Community.”
SIX-SUNS 1737 HERD 1805.
$55.
459. Pocci, Franz Graf von: KASPERLKOMÖDIEN. Berlin: Hans Heinrich Tillgner Verlag,
1922. Small quarto. Contemporary faun pebbled morocco, decorated in gilt, t.e.g., others
untrimmed, marbled endsheets. Extremities rubbed, modest tanning to margins, very good.
First edition in this format, illustrated with fifteen original monochrome lithographs by
Alphons Woelfle (six full-page). Copy #7 of one hundred deluxe copies, with each of the six
full-page lithographs signed by the artist in the margin. A collection of Pocci’s marionette
plays, with commentary, including several on the Punch and Judy theme.
$250.
460. Pollard, Alfred W. [intro]: THE HOLY BIBLE AN EXACT REPRINT IN ROMAN TYPE,
PAGE FOR PAGE, OF THE AUTHORIZED VERSION PUBLISHED IN THE YEAR 1611.
Oxford [etc.]: Printed at the University Press, 1911. Octavo. Full calf, in contemporary
style, gilt labels. Fore-tips worn, binding shellacked by some misguided soul, with some
resultant crazing to the upper board, internally near fine.
First edition of this rendition of the King James Bible, with Pollard’s 40+ page bibliographical
introduction.
$125.
461. Polonsky, Abraham [screenwriter]: “MONSIGNOR” SCREENPLAY BY .... [Np]. 4
December 1979. [1],124 leaves. Quarto. Mimeographed typescript, printed on rectos
only. Boltbound into plain stiff wrappers. Scattered and occasionally detailed revisions,
deletions, comments and annotations in an unknown hand, in pencil and ink, otherwise
very good or better.
Denoted a “Final Draft” of Abraham Polonsky’s adaptation to the screen of Jack-Alain
Léger’s novel. However, many subsequent revised drafts followed, and the script for the
1982 film release directed by Frank Perry was credited on screen to Wendell Mayes,
who wrote at least one early draft in February 1979. In spite of that, drafts as late as
October 1981 bore only Polonsky’s name. This was the last film with which Polonsky
was associated as screenwriter, though to what degree it was a collaborative effort is
unclear. As screenwriter for Body and Soul (1947) and writer/director of Force of Evil
(1948), Polonsky was well on his way toward a distinguished career in film when he was
blacklisted and fired by Fox for refusing to cooperate with HUAC. He continued to work
during the Blacklist, either uncredited or pseudonymously, and in 1996 the Writers Guild
restored his real name to his credits. While the author(s) of the annotations may not be
identifiable at this point, the notes/revisions were surely made by someone intimately
involved in the process.
$250.
462. [Postal History – France]: Nougaret, Pierre: BIBLIOGRAPHIE CRITIQUE DE L’HISTOIRE
POSTALE FRANÇAISE POSTE AUX LETTRES POSTE AUX CHEVAUX MESSAGERIES
ET DILIGENCES TÉLÉGRAPHE CHAPPE. Montpellier: Au Dépens de l’Auteur, 1970. Two
volumes. Quarto. Printed wrappers. Black & white facsimile illustrations. Text in French. A
small amount of hand-soiling and use at edges, small snag at crown of one spine mended,
lower fore-tips slightly bumped, otherwise a very good set.
First edition. The illustrations were drawn largely from the examples in the author’s own
collection. An extensive bibliography of over 3000 books, periodical articles and documents
pertaining to the history of the French postal system. Uncommon in the wild.
$225.
463. Pound, Ezra: POUND/JOYCE THE LETTERS OF EZRA POUND TO JAMES JOYCE,
WITH POUND’S ESSAYS ON JOYCE. [New York]: New Directions, [1967]. Large octavo.
Cloth. Fine in dust jacket.

First edition, edited with commentary by Forrest Read. Contains two short letters from
Yeats to Pound, and an excerpt from one to Joyce. A remarkably engaging book.
GALLUP A88a. JOCHUM 106a. HARRISON, NEWTH & CANDIDO, p. 67.
$100.
464. Pound, Ezra: REDONDILLAS, OR SOMETHING OF THAT SORT. [New York]: New
Directions, [1967]. Quarto. Linen and boards, printed spine label. Errata slip. Tiny bump
to one tip, else fine in faintly soiled plain paper wrapper (the latter with a few small chips
at edges).
First edition. Introductory note by Noel Stock. One of 110 copies printed by Robert Grabhorn
and Andrew Hoyem, all signed by the author, of which one hundred were for sale. There
was no contemporary trade printing in book form of this work.
GALLUP A90.
$1750.
465. [Prang Company (pub)]: Snow, Bonnie
E., and Hugo B. Froehlich: INDUSTRIAL ART
TEXT BOOKS A GRADED COURSE IN ART IN
ITS RELATION TO INDUSTRY. New York, etc.:
The Prang Company, [c. 1915–1917]. Volumes
one through seven (of eight published). Small
quarto. Decorated printed wrappers. Extensively
illustrated in b&w and occasionally in color. Very
good to fine, and uncommon thus.
An unusually well-preserved, nearly complete
set of these highly visual instruction manuals,
presenting a sequence of guided lessons in crafts
and design work for young students, focusing
on pattern making, drawing, color coordination,
commercial design and other teachable skills
sufficient to equip the student for his/her early
steps on the way to a career in industrial arts.
Snow published a number of works on color
theory, and with Froehlich several other works on
allied topics under the imprint of the venerable
Prang Company.
$150.
466. Procter, Francis, and Walter Howard Frere
[revisions]: A NEW HISTORY OF THE BOOK
OF COMMON PRAYER WITH A RATIONALE OF ITS OFFICES. London: Macmillan and
Co., 1908. xxiv,699pp. Gilt lettered blue cloth. Extremities rubbed, title leaf separated at
gutter (but see below), a sound copy, with some association interest.
Later impression of the third revised edition. From the library of collector Herbert Boyce
Satcher, with his ownership signature, his small name label, his pencil note on the pastedown
and the bookplate of the 1966 Satcher Bequest to the Washington Cathedral. Tipped into
this copy are some extra items that have caused the title-page gutter flaw. They are: a)
a half-title from an earlier edition inscribed: “The Rev’end H. T. Griffith with the author’s
kind regard”; b) a one page a.l.s. 9 Dec. n.y., from Proctor to Griffith, advising him where
he can locate a source-work; and c) another a.l.s. from Proctor to Griffith, tipped into the
gutter following the title-leaf, 9 April 1863, Wilton Vicarage, North Walsham, 2pp., relating
to a subscription to a work by a friend, and returning the prospectus. Herbert Boyce
Satcher, vicar of St. Aidan’s parish, Cheltenham, PA (1924-1958) and authority on church
music, built an estimable collection of books on subjects both sacred and secular, among
the former a substantial number of volumes forming the Satcher bequest to the National
Cathedral (later largely deaccessioned), and among the latter an extensive collection of
the works of the Uranian poets and their fellow travelers.
$125.

467. Quignard, Pascal: ÉCHO [second title in Greek:] EPISTOLE ALEXANDROU. [Paris]:
Le Collet de Buffle, [1975]. Small quarto. Stiff printed wrappers. Some slight tanning to
wrapper at edges, ink name and notes (see below), but a very good copy.
First edition. A review copy, denoted as ‘S.P.’, in addition to 524 numbered copies. With
the 1976 ownership signature and scattered marginal notes of poet / publisher / translator
Cid Corman.
$75.
468. Radcliffe, Ann: THE CASTLES OF ATHLIN AND DUNBAYNE, A HIGHLAND STORY.
Boston: Printed for the Booksellers, 1829. 214pp. 16mo. Disbound, but sewing still sound
and accompanied by what may be the original medium green glazed boards and loose
blank endsheets.
An uncommon US printing of Radcliffe’s first novel, first published in England in 1789,
and then in Philadelphia in 1796. This printing is neither listed nor indexed in American
Imprints in the relevant time span, and OCLC locates just six copies (Cornell, UCLA,
AAS, Johns Hopkins, Nebraska at Lincoln and Martin Luther College). The title leaf bears
the early ownership signature of one “S. Longfellow.” There are at least two potentially
interesting association possibilities.
$125.
469. Ragg, Thomas: SKETCHES FROM LIFE, LYRICS FROM THE PENTATEUCH, AND
OTHER POEMS. London: Longman [et al.], 1837. [8],238,ii,8pp. Small octavo. Publisher’s
cloth, stamped in gilt and blind. Two institutional bookplates on front pastedown, short snag
at crown of lower joint, cloth a bit sunned and dust marked at edges, one leaf carelessly
opened at fore-edge, else a good, sound copy, largely unopened.
First edition. “Most of Ragg’s literary work was produced while he was ‘a self-educated
mechanic,’ and is remarkable, considering the circumstances of production. Southey
thought well of him and gave him advice” – DNB. Ragg was, at the time, an employee of
the Nottingham printer of this volume.
CBEL IV:424.
$100.
470. [Rampant Lions Press]: THE RAMPANT LIONS PRESS MISCELLANY. [Cambridge]:
Will & Sebastian Carter, 1988. Quarto. Cloth and decorated paper over boards, printed
spine label. Fine in acetate wrapper.
First edition. One of 175 numbered copies (of 185), assembled from sheets printed on a
variety of papers in colors and b&w, including fold-outs and such. Appended is a checklist
of books printed under the Rampant Lions imprint 1934-1986.
$175.
471. Rand, Ayn: ATLAS SHRUGGED. New York: Random House, [1957]. Gilt lettered
green cloth. First edition, first printing (of course). A very near fine copy, in good, first
printing dust jacket by Salter, with substantial chipping at crown and toe of spine panel
and along the front flap fold, and a small, old sticker shadow on the rear panel (possibly
one of the old Doubleday Book Shop inventory stickers).
$1250.
472. [Rand, Ayn (source work)]: Daves, Delmer, and Robert Pirosh [screenwriters]: THE
NIGHT OF JANUARY 16TH RELEASE DIALOGUE SCRIPT .... [Los Angeles]: Paramount
Pictures, 29 May 1941. [1],14,13,11,14,15,14,17,14,[blank] leaves, foliated in reel format.
Narrow quarto. Mimeographed typescript, printed on rectos only. Partially stapled at left
margin (bulk of text block was inadequate for the original staples, it would appear). Dated
ink studio filing stamp on title leaf, along with ink name and later direction to prepare a
file photocopy, otherwise a very good copy.
A release dialogue script for Daves’s and Pirosh’s adaptation to the screen of Rand’s
1933/36 play, directed by William Clemens and starring Robert Preston, Ellen Drew and
Bjorn Faulkner. Though evidently optioned at least once much earlier, this production was
the first English language adaptation of a Rand property to be released (on 28 November
1941).
$375.

473. [Rand, Ayn (sourcework)]:
[Original color studio lobby card
for:] THE NIGHT OF JANUARY
16TH. [Los Angeles]: Paramount
Pictures, 1941. Original 11 x 14”
color studio lobby card. Some
smudges and a small splashmark
in non-printed margins, mounting
pinholes at edges, tiny closed
snag in right corner margin, else
very good.
A color studio lobby card
promoting Daves’s and Pirosh’s
adaptation to the screen of
Rand’s 1933/36 play, directed
by William Clemens and starring
Robert Preston, Ellen Drew and
Bjorn Faulkner. Though evidently
optioned at least once much
earlier, this production was the first English language adaptation of a Rand property to
be released (on 28 November 1941).
$150.
474. Ratcliffe, Dorothy Una: NATHANIEL BADDELEY, BOOKMAN A PLAY FOR THE
FIRESIDE IN ONE ACT. Leeds: At the Swan Press, 1924. Quarto. Publisher’s gilt soft
greenish-blue calf, t.e.g. Illustrations by Fred Lawson. Lower tips slightly bumped, otherwise
fine in chipped plain shipping wrapper.
First edition. One of one hundred numbered copies, printed for private circulation. An
entertainment predicated, in part, on the issues associated with the flow of antiquarian books
from the UK to the US. At least a portion of the edition appeared in stiff wrappers.
$150.
475. Ray, Gordon: THE ART OF THE FRENCH ILLUSTRATED BOOK 1700 TO 1914.
[New York & Ithaca]: Pierpont Morgan Library / Cornell University Press, [1982]. Two
volumes. Quarto. Cloth. Extensively illustrated. Top edges a bit dusty, otherwise about
fine in poor, chipped, torn and worn dust jackets, one lacking a major portion of the rear
panel and with flap detached.
First edition, clothbound issue. An indispensable reference, published coincident with the
exhibition at the Morgan, describing some four hundred examples of French illustrated
books demonstrative of developments in style, technique, and taste over the span, including
useful information about notable publishers, printers and artists, as well as bibliographic
descriptions of the specific copies exhibited.
$125.
476. Reed, Henry: A MAP OF VERONA. POEMS. New York: Reynal & Hitchcock, [1947].
Cloth. About fine in faintly soiled dust jacket.
First US edition. The poet’s first collection, one of the most distinguished volumes of
verse to come out of World War II. He issued a pamphlet of criticism in the same year,
which may or may not precede.
REILLY (WWII), p.273.
$85.
477. Reed, Kit: THE KILLER MICE. London: Gollancz, 1976. Printed canary yellow
wrappers. Wrappers faintly handsoiled, with small spot on upper wrapper.
Uncorrected page proofs of the first edition of this collection of fifteen stories, including
among them “The Attack of the Giant Baby,” tardily acknowledged with “special recognition”
as a sourcework for a similar film.
$75.

478. Réstif De La Bretonne, Nicolas-Edme: LA PAYSANE PERVERTIE OU LES DANGERS
DE LA VILLE – HISTOIRE D’URSULE R** MISE AU JOUR D’APRES LES VERITABLES
LETTRES DES PERSONAGES. Paris: Au Cercle du Livre Précieux, 1959. xxvi,[4],492,[2]
pp. Thick octavo. Full red suede, gilt extra. Frontispieces. Slight strip of sunning along
top edge of lower board, but very good or better.
First printing in this format. Preface by André Maurois. One of 3500 numbered copies
printed for subscribers/members. The frontispieces are based on those from the original
edition of 1784.
$55.
479. Riding Gottschalk, Laura: THE CLOSE CHAPLET. New York: The Adelphi Company,
[1926]. Small octavo. Boards, printed label. Neatly rebacked, with some soiling to the
boards and label, 1928 ownership inscription, a number of manuscript and typescript
insertions, a sound copy.
First edition, US issue, of the poet’s first book, bound up from sheets printed in the UK
by the Hogarth Press for their earlier edition. This copy bears the ownership inscription of
“Albert E. McVitty / Carolina Inn / Chapel Hill, NC 1928.” McVitty corresponded with Riding
and, with her participation, assembled a typescript collection of her earlier poems, drawn
from their appearances in periodicals, and in some instances bearing editorial tinkerings or
revisions by her (now at Vanderbilt). The copy in hand of Riding’s first collection appears
to have been allied to that effort, as inserted at the rear of the text block are typescript or
manuscript transcriptions of the texts of thirteen additional poems by Riding not printed in
this collection: “Across a Hedge,” “Loss of Reason,” “Up a Tree,” “Afternoon,” “If We have
Heroes,” “Than Wherefore,” “Death of the Author,” “Sunday,” “Wanderer,” “Free,” “For One
Who Will Believe,” “One Reason,” and “Sincere Conversations.” In a ms. footnote to the
ms. transcription of “The Wherefore,” McVitty notes in a somewhat later hand: “[- above
differs somewhat from the version published in Love As Love, Death As Death (1928),
Where did I find it to copy?].” Wexler records periodical or other publication of all of the
titles above.
WEXLER A1b.
Sold.
480. Riggs, Lynn: GREEN GROW THE LILACS. Norman: Printed for Members of the
Limited Editions Club by Univ. of Oklahoma Press, 1954. Quarto. Cloth, decorated in blind.
Plates and illustrations. Bookplate on pastedown, else about fine in glassine and slipcase.
First illustrated edition of Riggs’s best-known play, the basis for the musical Oklahoma!.
Illustrated with original lithographs by Thomas Hart Benton, printed from the stone, and
with an introduction by Brooks Atkinson. One of fifteen hundred numbered copies, signed
by Benton, printed after a design by Will Ransom.
$400.
Presentation Copy
481. Rilke, René [later Rainer] Maria: LARENOPFER. Prague:
Verlag von H. Dominicus (Th. Gruss), 1896. iii,[1],3-106,[2]pp. 12mo
(152 x 92 mm). Stiff decorated printed wrapper after a design by
Valerie von David-Rhonfeld. Spine glue dried out, a bit of fraying
and a small snag to the upper fore-corner of the upper wrapper
panel, otherwise a very good copy, enclosed in a quarter morocco
clamshell case.
First edition of Rilke’s second major collection of verse, published
while he we was a student at Charles University, in Prague. On the
verso of the front wrapper, this copy bears Rilke’s 3 November 1896
signed presentation inscription to his Munich friend, the GermanAmerican writer and future chemist/inventor, Nathan Sulzberger,
incorporating two lines of verse: “Was das Herz in stillen Stunden
sann, [/] Pocht an Andre echodurstig an.” [Trans: “What the heart
in quiet hours devised, / Knocks on others, thirsting for reply”].

Rilke’s friendship with Sulzberger, along with this presentation copy and inscription, are
noted in Schoolfield’s Young Rilke And His Time (p. 281-2).
RITZER E27.
$4750.
482. Rilke, Rainer Maria: LAST POEMS. [Oakland, CA]: Okeanos Press, 1989. Small
quarto. Cloth, printed paper labels. About fine, without dust jacket, as issued.
First edition in this format of translations by Stephen Mitchell, all but sixteen of them for
the first time in book form. One of 200 numbered copies, printed by Eric A. Johnson, and
signed by the translator.
$125.
483. [Roberts, William, et al.]: THE LOOKER-ON: A PERIODICAL PAPER BY THE REV.
SIMON OLIVE-BRANCH. London: Printed for J. Evans, 1794. Three volumes. ix,[1],479;
vii,[1],477; vii,[1],460pp. 12mo. Contemporary calf, gilt labels. Spine and extremities a bit
worn and rubbed, a couple of joints cracking but sound; a good, clean set.
First collected edition of this bi-weekly conducted largely by Roberts, but with the additional
participation of James Beresford, Alexander Chalmers, et al. It commenced with the first
number on 10 March 1792 and concludes in this format with the 90th number, dated
1 February 1794. The collected edition of 1795 rearranged the text to extend it to 93
numbers. A Philadelphia edition appeared in 1796.
NCBEL III:1289 & 1349. CRANE 412. ESTC T101824.
$750.
Accompanied by an Extra Suite and an Original Drawing
484. [Robinson, Alan James (illustrator)]:
Carol, Mark Philip: ANCIENT NEEDS. [Milford,
NY]: ABCedary Letterpress, 1989. Folio (38
x 28.5 cm). Full limp bleached vellum, with
diecut window exposing a pictorial vignette.
Illustrated. Fine, accompanied by a separate
suite in cloth folder, the whole enclosed in
publisher’s folding clamshell box (bookplate
shadow on box pastedown, small label mark
in corner of upper panel, tiny mark on spine
label). Prospectus laid in.
Fir s t edit io n . F o r e w o r d b y B r i a n D a v i e s .
Illustrated with eleven etchings and four wood
engravings by Alan James Robinson. From a
total edition of 79 copies, this is one of twenty-six
lettered copies bound thus, accompanied by a
separate suite of the etchings and engravings,
each lettered and signed by the artist, as well
as an original ink and watercolor drawing, executed on a sheet of fine vellum and signed
by the artist. A magnificent undertaking, partaking of the manner and spirit of Robinson’s
Cheloniidae Press, printing Carol’s narrative of the birthing of Harp Seal pups on the
Magdalen Islands in company with Robinson’s depictions of same. The text was set in
Centaur and Arrighi types, and with the wood engravings, printed by Harold McGrath on
T. H. Saunders paper. The etchings were editioned by Sara Krohn on BFK Rives, with
blue Japanese Moriki paper as guards, with printed captions. The binding was executed
by Claudia Cohen.
$3750.
485. Robinson, Lennox: PICTURES IN A THEATRE A CONVERSATION PIECE. Dublin: The
Abbey Theatre, [ca. 1946]. Pictorial wrappers. A few spots of foxing, but a very good copy.
First edition. Accompanied by a one page t.l.s. from Robinson, 9 Oct. 1950, on Abbey
Theatre stationary, to American Yeats scholar, Dr. [Donald] Pearce, in regard to some
articles Robinson was seeking to publish, recalling past visits to the US, and mentioning
dinner with George Yeats.
$150.

486. Roethke, Theodore: THE LOST SON AND OTHER POEMS. Garden City: Doubleday,
1948. Cloth. 1948 ownership inscription on front pastedown, spine gilt stamping patinated,
otherwise a very good copy in edgeworn dust jacket with creased edge-tear across lower
edge of front panel, a chip from the top edge of the rear panel, and some closed edge tears.
First edition of the author’s second clothbound book, printed in an edition of one thousand
copies. This copy is signed by the author on the front free endsheet in his typical green
ink.
$950.
487. Roethke, Theodore: WORDS FOR THE WIND. London: Secker & Warburg, [1957].
Cloth boards. Modest foxing to endleaves, otherwise about fine in dust jacket.
First edition, preceding the US printing. The December 1957 Poetry Society Bulletin,
printing a long three-column contribution by Roethke about the book, is folded and laid
in. The later US edition won the National Book Award for Poetry.
$125.
488. Roethke, Theodore: THE FAR FIELD. Garden City: Doubleday, 1964. Cloth and
cloth over boards. First edition. Fine in very good or better dust jacket, which is slightly
sunned at the spine, has minor rubbing at the extremities, and three tiny marks on the
rear panel. The price is intact.
$100.
489. Rogers, Bruce: PARAGRAPHS ON PRINTING ELICITED ... IN TALKS WITH JAMES
HENDRICKSON ON THE FUNCTIONS OF THE BOOK DESIGNER WITH OCCASIONAL
NOTES AND ILLUSTRATIONS. New York: Rudge, 1943. Quarto. Gilt cloth. Portrait.
Illustrations and facsimiles. Binding a bit rubbed, with faint ring mark on upper cover,
otherwise very good.
First edition, ordinary trade issue. From the working library of master designer Paul Rand,
with his small rubber stamp in the corner of the front free endsheet.
$100.
490. Rolfe, Frederick, “Baron Corvo”: DON TARQUINIO A KATALEPTIC PHANTASMATIC
ROMANCE. London: Chatto & Windus, 1905. Small octavo. Lavender cloth, stamped in
white with pictorial vignette. 32pp. inserted terminal catalogue (browned as usual), cloth
rather rubbed, edgeworn, spotted and faded, prelims foxed, a reasonably sound copy
with a Mudie’s label laid in
First edition. From a total edition of 1011 copies printed, this is one of ca 650 copies in
the primary binding. With the early ownership inscription of science fiction and fantasy
critic/anthologist Basil Davenport, dated “Oxford Trinity Term 1928.” Davenport studied
Classics at Oxford after his 1926 graduation from Yale.
WOOLF A7.
$250.
491. Rolfe, Frederick, “Baron Corvo” [trans]: THE RUBÁIYÁT OF ‘UMAR KHAIYÁM’
TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH OF J.B. NICOLAS ... TOGETHER WITH A REPRINT
OF THE FRENCH TEXT. London: John Lane the Bodley Head, [1924]. Small quarto. Tan
cloth, lettered in gilt, with pictorial decorations. Frontis and fifteen color plates by Hamzeh
Carr. Extremities nicked and frayed, endleaves browned, old clipping and residue of same
affixed to recto and verso of half-title, with consequent offset tanning; a good, sound copy
without dust jacket.
Second edition, and first illustrated edition. Edited, with notes and an introduction, by Edward
Heron-Allen. From a total edition of 2500 copies, this is one of less than 1000 from the
earliest binding lot, with ‘The Bodley Head’ at the toe of the spine and the lettering in gilt.
WOOLF B2b.
$125.
492. Rolfe, Frederick, “Baron Corvo”: THE CARDINAL PREFECT OF PROPAGANDA AND
OTHER STORIES ... WITH AN INTRODUCTION BY CECIL WOOLF. London: Nicholas
Vane, 1957. Cloth and marbled paper boards, t.e.g. Fine, without printed dust jacket, as
issued, but in slightly ragged glassine wrapper.

First edition. Edited by Cecil Woolf. One of 250 numbered copies, from a total edition of
310 copies. Publisher’s announcement card laid in.
WOOLF A14.
$225.
493. [Rolfe, Frederick, “Baron Corvo”]: Woolf, Cecil, and Brocard Sewell [eds]: CORVO,
1860 – 1960 A COLLECTION OF ESSAYS BY VARIOUS HANDS TO COMMEMORATE
THE CENTENARY OF THE BIRTH OF FR. ROLFE, BARON CORVO .... Aylesford: Saint
Albert’s Press, 1961. Large octavo. Gilt buckram, t.e.g. About fine in lightly worn glassine.
First edition of this festschrift, with an introduction by Pamela Hansford Johnson. One
of three hundred numbered copies (of 314), signed by the editors. This copy is warmly
inscribed by Woolf on the occasion of publication.
$275.
494. [Rolfe, Frederick, “Baron Corvo”]: Woolf, Cecil: A BIBLIOGRAPHY OF FREDERICK
ROLFE BARON CORVO. London: Rupert Hart-Davis, [1972]. Cloth. Frontis and plates.
Second, revised and greatly enlarged edition. Fine in dust jacket.
$100.
Deluxe Issue
495. [Romulus Editions]: Walker, David, and Thomas Cornell [illustrator]: VOICEPRINTS.
[Portland, ME]: Romulus Editions, 1989. Thin quarto. Quarter morocco and decorated paper
over boards. Illustrated with five full-page color etchings. Fine. Enclosed, with separate
suite in cloth folder, within a folding cloth clamshell box. Bookplate on pastedown of box.
First edition, the “Livres Deluxe” issue. One of 24 lettered copies, printed on Barcham
Green handmade paper in Bembo type by George Benington, in addition to 75 ordinary
copies. Accompanied by a separate suite of the etchings by Thomas Cornell, each numbered
and signed by the artist in the margin. The etchings were printed by James Cambronne.
A suite of poems on themes suggested by Kafka, Charles Ives, Henry James, Bruegel,
Mandelstam and others. The decorative boards exhibit a print based on an oscilloscope
trace generated from the poet reading the title.
$3500.
First Book – Presented to His Son
496. Roosevelt, Franklin D.: WHITHER BOUND?
Boston & New York: Houghton Mifflin, 1926. vii,34pp.
Large octavo. Blue cloth, stamped in gilt and blind.
Gilt morocco bookplate of Hannah D. Rabinowitz,
light offset to endsheet gutters, as usual, otherwise a
fine copy, in quite substantially chipped printed dust
jacket. Half morocco slipcase and chemise.
First edition of the future President’s first book,
printing the text of a lecture given for the benefit
of the Alumni War Memorial Foundation at Milton
Academy. Inscribed by Roosevelt on the occasion of publication (and within a month of
the delivery of the lecture): “For my son Elliott Roosevelt [/] This copy of his Dad’s [/] first
book [/] Franklin D. Roosevelt [/] June 1926,” and signed again by him on the title-page.
Elliott (1910-1990) was the fourth of six Roosevelt children, and was acknowledged as
Eleanor’s favorite among them. His future career included military service, involvement
in aircraft procurement (including a difficult issue involving his association with Hughes
Aircraft), and roles as author, rancher, radio station owner and Mayor of Miami Beach.
Although this book was published in a modest edition of only a thousand copies, it took
a number of years for the edition to be exhausted. Laid in is a small clipping from the
NYTBR about Elliott’s sale of books from the Hyde Park library to Rosenbach, mentioning
this book in particular. A highly desirable copy with a very personal association.
$12,500.

497. Rosenbach, A. S. W.: HENRY C. FOLGER AS A COLLECTOR. New Haven: Privately
Printed, 1931. Small quarto. Printed wrappers. Uniform typical tanning, small thumb-tip
size chip from top margin of upper wrapper, Abel Berland bookplate, otherwise very good.
First separate edition of this essay, reprinted from the larger Folger Memorial volume.
$75.
498. Rosenbach, A. S. W.: THE ALL-EMBRACING DOCTOR FRANKLIN. Philadelphia:
Privately Printed, 1932. 45,[3]pp. Large octavo. Half morocco and cloth over boards, t.e.g.
Portrait. Crown and toe of spine rubbed, otherwise fine.
First edition. One of 198 numbered copies for private distribution. An essay in large part
dealing with Franklin’s relationships with women, including extracts from his correspondence.
Inscribed as a holiday gift by Rosenbach to one of his regular customers, Adrian Van
Sinderen, dated January 5, 1933.
$750.
499. Rothenberg, Jerome: POLAND/1931 THE WEDDING [caption title]. [New York: The
Author, ca. 1967]. Quarto folded broadside (27.5 x 21 cm). Printed in blue on dull lavender
stock. Postally used, with shallow patch of loss along the extreme left margin, and a halfquarter size chip in the top margin, neither affecting nor approaching text. Very good,
First printing in this format, as a holiday greeting. Inscribed by the author: “For George
& Pauline Year’s Joys Jerry Diane Matthew.” The verso bears Rothenberg’s manuscript
return address, as well as his address directing it to poet George Dowden and his wife,
Pauline. The address has been corrected in ink in another’s hand.
POLKINHORN A8.
$55.
500. Rothenberg, Jerome: POEMS 1964-1967. Los Angeles: Black Sparrow Press, 1968.
Cloth with decorated paper onlay, paper spine label. Fine, but lacking the acetate wrapper.
First edition, limited issue. One of one hundred twenty-five numbered copies, specially bound,
and signed by the author, from an edition of 875 copies for sale. Laid in is an unsigned
pencil draft of a poem, recto and verso of a 12mo page from a Peace calendar, along
with a pencil and ink design mock-up of a brochure for a war tax resistance organization,
both in a hand resembling the poet’s.
MORROW & COONEY 43b.
$50.
501. Sackville-West, Vita: SEDUCERS IN ECUADOR. London: Published by Leonard &
Virginia Woolf at the Hogarth Press, 1924. 12mo. Decorated cloth, paper spine label.
Slightly cocked, label a bit rubbed, pencil note on pastedown by Herbert Boyce Satcher,
clipped review by Edwin Muir affixed to endsheet, just a good copy.
First edition (1500 copies printed). A charming association copy, inscribed by the author’s
mother on the front free endsheet: “To Diana Cooper from Victoria Sackville Xmas 1924.
With the best of good wishes.”
WOOLMER 52. CROSS & RAVENSCROFT-HULME A12.
$1250.
502. Sackville-West, Vita: APHRA BEHN THE INCOMPARABLE ASTREA. London: Gerald
Howe Ltd., [1927]. Cloth. Frontis by J. Gower Parks. A few small bubbles to the cloth on
the upper board, otherwise very good and bright.
First edition, published in the “Representative Women” series, edited by Francis Birrell.
Signed by the author on the title-page, and inscribed on the front free endsheet: “To Auriol
from the Author’s Mother Victoria Sackville Christmas 1927.” With the pictorial bookplate
on the front pastedown of author, editor and publisher, Louise Seaman Bechtel.
CROSS & RAVENSCRAFT-HULME A.15.a.
$275.

503. [Sandys, George, (trans)]: OVID’S METAMORPHOSIS Englished by G.S. London:
William Stansby, 1626. [16],326,[4]pp. Portrait of Ovid by William Marshall. Engraved
title. Small folio. Full later blindstamped calf, t.e.g. Some slight marginal staining to a few
leaves, small closed tear in C 3 and blank corner of Y 2 expertly restored, bound without
ss 6 (printer’s device, with blank verso). Otherwise a very good, crisp copy, complete with
the “Minde of the Frontispiece.” Gilt leather bookplate on pastedown has left adhesive
stain on opposite free endsheet.
The first complete edition of George Sandys’ famous translation of Ovid, and of additional
importance as the first substantial literary work to have been executed by an author
resident in America. This copy has the variant numbering of p.74 as ‘75’, but p. 62 is
properly numbered. Sandys was appointed Treasurer of the Virginia Company, and sailed
to the colony in 1621. He had completed his translation of the first five books prior to
his departure, and license was granted on April 27, 1621 for publication by Lownes and
Barrett of that portion of the text. While at sea, and during his early years in the colony,
Sandys translated the remaining ten books, and this complete edition was published
in London. The translation was praised by Drayton (who addressed a letter to Sandys
in Virginia, urging him to complete the work), Dryden and Pope. As a consequence of
several continuing disputes with the colonial council and governor, Sandys quit Virginia,
returned to London and pursued a mixed career of politics and literature until his death.
ESTC S121917. STC 18964. SABIN 76456. GROLIER (WITHER TO PRIOR) 781. EUROPEAN
AMERICANA 626/95.
$1500.
504. [Sappho]: Gorsse, L. [Jean-Louis-Charles-Antoine-Raimond]: SAPHO, POËME EN
DIX CHANTS. Paris: Chez Giguet et Michaud, 1805 – An XIII. Two volumes bound in one.
xxx,82;84pp. Octavo. Contemporary quarter calf and pastepaper boards. Frontis in each
volume (though that for the first bound out of place). Boards edgeworn, some spotting
and soiling, with mild discoloration to one frontis; just a good copy.
A curious printing of Gorsse’s sequence of poems -- just the poems, sans the notes and
critical apparatus, published in the same year as the usual edition which extends to 258;
272 [2] pp. Gorsse’s attempts to sanitize Sappho in his notes and commentary is looked
upon critically in most circles.
GAY-LEMMONYER III:1067.
$125.
505. Sayles, John [screenwriter]: A PERFECT MATCH TELEPLAY BY .... Culver City:
Lorimar Productions, 29 February 1980. [3],111,[1] leaves. Quarto. Mimeographed typescript,
printed on rectos only. Bradbound in stencil printed wrappers. Title hand lettered on spine,
with remnants of paper label across spine, else very good or better.
Denoted a “Rev. Final Draft” of this teleplay by novelist/filmmaker Sayles, based on a
story by Andre Guttefreund and Mel Damski. Damski also directed the 1980 release, which
starred Linda Kelsey, Michael Brandon, et al. A relatively early script in Sayles’ filmography,
his sixth produced writing credit (three of which saw release the same year).
$200.
506. Schell, Hermann Ferdinand: NEUN GEDICHTE. Zurich: Werner Classen Verlag,
[1960]. Small octavo. Stiff printed wrappers. A very fine copy.
First edition of this small collection of verse by the paterfamilias of the theatrical family.
One of 700 copies. This copy is inscribed and signed by the poet’s son, actor Maximilian
Schell, and dated ‘14.1.1972.’
$75.
507. Shapiro, Norman: DARING DUREA. [Brightwaters, NY: Euphemisms, 1985]. Oblong
octavo. Accordion fold panels, in stiff wrapper with pictorial onlay to upper wrapper. Very
slight dust smudging to white wrapper, otherwise near fine.
First edition. Copy #7 of an edition of two hundred numbered copies, printed letterpress by
Dikko Faust on Lana paper. With the upper wrapper and three of the panels of illustrations
handcolored by the author/artist, the whole signed and dated by the artist on the colophon,
and bearing his additional signed inscription, dated in 1986. Sexually explicit.
$175.

508. Shattuck, Roger: AU SEUIL DE LA PATAPHSYIQUE ... TEXTE DOCTRINAL PRÉSENTÉ
EN NEUF LANGUES .... [Charleville]: Collège de Pataphysique, XC [i.e. 1963]. Stiff
printed wrappers. Illustrations by Ph. Dunarcay. Photograph. First edition, unnumbered
issue. Like the exemplaires de tête, printed on bible paper. Light dust spotting to upper
wrapper along fore-edge, otherwise near fine.
$100.
509. Shaw, George Bernard: THE APPLE CART: A POLITICAL EXTRAVAGANZA.
London: Constable, 1930. Gilt cloth. Gift inscription on endsheet, otherwise about fine,
in imperfect dust jacket with several splits.
First separate edition in English. Inscribed by Shaw on the half-title: “To Annabel Lewis
Father Leonard’s friend G. Bernard Shaw 17th Oct. 1936.” The gift inscription on the free
endsheet reads: “For ‘Griselda’ with every good wish from F. Leonard. Christmas 1936.”
LAURENCE A195b.
$650.
510. [Shebbeare, John]: A THIRD LETTER TO THE PEOPLE OF ENGLAND. ON LIBERTY,
TAXES, AND THE APPLICATION OF PUBLIC MONEY. London: Printed for J. Scott., 1756.
[4],60pp. Octavo. Extracted from nonce pamphlet volume. Half-title a bit dust-dimmed,
and with a couple of short snags at bottom edges of half-title and title, ink authorship
ascription on title, otherwise a good copy.
First edition of this third element in the novelist and political satirist’s sequence of “Letters”
in opposition to the British Ministry which ultimately led, in January 1758, to the suppression
of the seventh and the pillorying and imprisonment of its author. This copy has the variant
setting ‘Loyalty’ at 41:1.
ESTC T50084. GOLDSMITHS 9195 (2nd ed).
$225.
Sewn, Untrimmed
511. [Shelley, Percy B.]: EPIPSYCHIDION: VERSES
ADDRESSED TO THE NOBLE AND UNFORTUNATE LADY
EMILIA V ____ NOW IMPRISONED IN THE CONVENT
OF ____. London: C. and J. Ollier, 1821. [6],[7]-31,[1]pp.
Octavo. Sewn self-wrappers, untrimmed. Some dust tanning
at extended edges, a few soft creases and light spots of
soiling, but a very good copy. Full morocco slipcase and
chemise.
First edition, published anonymously, and one of Shelley’s
scarcest later publications. This copy has the title in the
form with the colon after the main title. The lady addressed
in the subtitle, Emilia Viviani, is generally regarded as the
motivation for the poem’s completion rather than its original
inspiration, as Grannis quotes Richard Garnett’s observation
that the poem was in its first draft before Shelley made her
acquaintance. It was long asserted that the edition consisted
of only one hundred copies, but recent scholarship suggests
a modestly larger edition, perhaps on the order of three
hundred copies.
GRANNISS, pp.65-7. WISE, P.59. TINKER 1900. NCBEL
III:315.
$18,500.
512. Sheridan, Richard Brinsley: COMEDIA INTITULADA A
ESCOLA DO ESCANDALO .... Lisbon: NA Offic. de Samão
Thaddeo Ferreira, 1795. [6],7-138,[4]pp. Small octavo. Early 20th century 3/4 calf and
marbled boards. Small early ink name in upper corner of title (trimmed slightly in binding),
a few small spots to title and faint tidemark in extreme lower margin of first few leaves,
but a very good, crisp copy.

First edition in Portuguese of A School For Scandal, translated
from the English text by José Anselmo Correia Henriques, and
with a two page printed dedication to Catharina Micaela Sousa
Cesar e Alencastre. The translation omits the Prologue and
Epilogue. OCLC’s collation calls for six unnumbered terminal
pages; this copy includes four, one a colophon, the rest blank.
Rare: OCLC/Worldcat locates copies at Georgetown, Harvard,
Trinity Dublin and Cambridge. The translation is not among the
several 18th century non-English editions reported by NCBEL.
OCLC 57297563.
$850.
513. Simon, Herbert, and Harry Carter: PRINTING EXPLAINED
AN ELEMENTARY PRACTICAL HANDBOOK FOR SCHOOLS
AND AMATEURS. Leicester: Dryad Press, 1931. Plum cloth,
lettered in gilt. Illustrated by G.M. Freebairn. Ten original paper
samples bound in. Cloth somewhat dust spotted, but a good,
sound copy.
First edition. A good association copy, inscribed by Carter: “Ralph
Hodgson Esq. from H. Carter II.viii.32.”
$75.
514. [Situationist International]: SITUATIONIST INTERNATIONAL REVIEW OF THE
AMERICAN SECTION OF THE S.I. New York: S. I., June 1969. 48pp, text in double
columns. Pale gray wrapper, printed in blue. A few minor rubs and faint marks to wrapper,
otherwise about fine.
The first and only issue published by the American section, following its admission to the
Situationist International in 1968. The editorial committee consisted of Robert Chasse,
Bruce Elwell, Jonathan Horelick and Tony Verlaan. Some of the contributions printed in
this issue are: “Faces of Recuperation” (unsigned); “Certain Extraordinary Considerations
Contributing to the Understanding of the Devolution of Capitalism and Bureaucratization
of Existence (Chasse); “Territorial “Management”(Debord); “And Population Control”
(unsigned); and “The Practice of Theory.” The first printing consisted of 5,000 copies, but
this original edition is scarce in commerce.
RASPAUD, p.125-6.
$450.
515. Sitwell, Edith: [Autograph Letter, Signed to Linda Melton, at Faber & Faber].
“Renishaw Hall, Renishaw near Suffield” 7 January 1941. One and one-half pages, on recto
and verso of quarto lettersheet, in ink. Folded to quarters, otherwise very good or better.
To “Dear Miss [Linda] Melton,” her contact at her publishers, Faber and Faber, and for a
time, secretary to T. S. Eliot. Sitwell writes in “thanks for your kindness in sending those
press cuttings to Mr. [Philip] Frere, and for communicating with him so quickly, and thank
you so much, too, for your good wishes about the case. They’ve behaved abominably, I
may say at this point.” Philip Frere was Osbert Sitwell’s solicitor, and one of the parties
privy to the financial and family difficulties haunting the Sitwells during the 1940s and
50s. She further requests that “12 copies of ‘Poems New and Old’ be sent to me ... (I am
needing them urgently, and I should be so grateful, too, if you would be kind enough to
tell me how they are selling ....” Poems New and Old appeared under the Faber imprint
in October of the previous year.
$325.
516. Sitwell, Edith, and Edward Bawden [illus]: POPULAR SONG. [London: Faber &
Gwyer, 1928]. Rose paper boards, lettered in gilt. Title vignette, color plate and marginal
decorations by Edward Bawden. Grolier Book Shop ticket on front free endsheet. Trace
of slight soiling to boards, otherwise near fine.
First edition, limited issue. One of 500 numbered copies, specially printed on handmade
paper. bound in boards, and signed by the author. #15 in the original series of the Ariel

Poems. Tipped to the front free endsheet is a slip of paper inscribed: “To Bunny with love
Berryman,” along with a pencil note recording that the presentation is from poet John
Berryman to V.R. “Bunny” Lang.
FIFOOT EA16b.
$225.
517. Skelton, Robin [ed]: FIVE POETS OF THE PACIFIC NORTHWEST KENNETH O.
HANSON RICHARD HUGO CAROLYN KIZER WILLIAM STAFFORD DAVID WAGONER.
Seattle: University of Washington Press, [1964]. Cloth. Illustrated with drawings by Carl
Morris. Ink gift inscription on front free endsheet, trace of sun at edges, otherwise near
fine in good, chipped and rubbed dust jacket.
First edition. This copy has been signed on the title-page by Robin Skelton, Richard Hugo,
Carolyn Kizer and William Stafford.
$175.
518. Smith, Gerrit: THE TRUE OFFICE OF CIVIL GOVERNMENT. A SPEECH IN THE
CITY OF TROY. New York: Printed by S. W. Benedict, 1851. 30,[2]pp. Large octavo.
Printed pale tan wrapper. Some foxing to first and last leaves, a couple small nicks and
smudges to wrapper, otherwise a near fine copy.
First edition in book form of this speech delivered on April 14th of 1851, in which the
author outlines and attempts to justify a very limited role of the civil government in the
lives of its constituents. Smith (1797–1874) was a prominent abolitionist, social reformer,
and advocate of non-doctrinal religion. He mounted a highly unsuccessful campaign for
President as the Liberty Party’s candidate in 1848. He counted among his many activist
friends Lysander Spooner and John Brown. As one of the so-called “Secret Six,” he
supported Brown’s raid on Harper’s Ferry, and although he was implicated in the resulting
scandal, he was pardoned after Brown was executed.
OCLC: 2739586.
$100.
519. Smith, Gerrit: CONTROVERSY BETWEEN NEW-YORK TRIBUNE AND GERRIT
SMITH. New York: Printed by John A Gray, 1855. 32pp. Large octavo. Printed pale green
wrapper. Some very isolated and faint foxing, some smudges to wrapper, otherwise a
very good copy.
First edition of this reprinting of Smith’s letters to the Tribune in regard to their reporting
of his stance on the Nebraska Bill. The last 4pp. of text consist of reprints of quotes from
the paper.
OCLC: 4367119.
$85.
520. Smith, Gerrit: THREE DISCOURSES ON THE RELIGION OF REASON ... UNCHANGED
FROM THEIR ORIGINAL PUBLICATION. New York: For Sale by Ross & Tousey, 1859.
85pp. Large octavo. Printed yellow wrapper. Slight strip of dust offsetting along fore-margin
of upper wrapper, otherwise near fine.
First collective edition of these three addresses delivered in Peterboro, 1858-9, concluding
with a letter from Smith to William Goodell responding to criticism.
OCLC: 7067533.
$150.
521. Smith, Gerrit: RELIGION OF REASON NO. 4. – THE ONE TEST OF CHARACTER.
A DISCOURSE ... IN PETERBORO, JULY TWENTY-SECOND, 1860. New York: For Sale
by Ross & Tousey, 1860. 24pp. Large octavo. Printed blue wrapper. A fine copy.
First edition of this supplement to Smith’s three addresses delivered in Peterboro, 18589, and published in 1859.
OCLC: 6725373.
$150.
522. Smith, Gerrit: ... ON RELIGION. New York: For Sale by Sinclair Tousey, 1863. 27,[5
(blank)]pp. Large octavo. Printed gray wrapper. Wrapper dust darkened along edges, but
very good, internally near fine.

First edition. The text consists of Smith’s 1863 letter to Dr. G. B. Cheever, his 1863 letter
to Henry Ward Beecher, a funeral discourse, and his May Peterboro discourse, “The Good
See: The Bad are Blind.”
OCLC: 15240473.
$150.
523. [Solvay Collection]: Colin, Georges, et al. [comps]: BIBLIOTHEQUE DE MADAME
LOUIS SOLVAY. Brussels: Bibliotheque Royale de Belgique, 1965-9. Three volumes.
viii,303,[2]; 218,[1]; [4],227,[1]pp. Thick quarto. Printed wrappers. Plates (including color).
About fine.
The annotated catalogue of this important collection of rare books, bindings and manuscripts
which found a home at the Bibliotheque Royale de Belgique. The first volume is devoted
to printed books up to 1870, the second to modern French first editions and manuscripts,
and the third to modern illustrated books and bindings. Each item is fully described, and
bibliographic cross-references are noted. Laid into the first volume is the [4]pp. account
of the collection’s acquisition, by Herman Liebaers.
$75.
The Editio Princeps
524. Sophocles: [Title in Greek:] SOPHOCLIS TRAGAEDIAE SEPTEM CVM COMMENTARIIS.
[Venetiis: in Aldi Romani Academia mense Augusto 1502]. [196] leaves. Octavo. Full 19th
century straight grain red morocco, elaborately gilt extra, a.e.g. Greek letter. Aldine anchor
on verso of terminal leaf. Bookplate of Henry Labouchere, 1st Baron Taunton (1798-1869).
Some early and interesting manuscript annotations and highlighting in red ink, a few other
annotations faded and occasionally a bit smeared, similar annotations eradicated from
title, minute single wormhole in fore-margins of final half of text block (in a few instances
showing signs of early careful in-fill), otherwise a very good copy, neatly bound.
First edition in book form of the Greek text of seven of the Tragedies of Sophocles, edited
by Marcus Musurus with a dedication to Jan Lascaris. This was the first of the classical
Greek texts published by Aldus Manutius in this portable form, and it remained the most
readily available source for study of Sophocles’s text until the 19th century, when superior
manuscripts became the object of scholarly study. Like the copies noted by Brunet and
regarded as the earliest printing of the first signature, the verso of the four-line title is
blank, as is the facing recto. A high-water mark in the history of typography, classical
texts and drama.
ADAMS S1438. RENOUARD 34:6. BM (ITALIAN), p.634. BRUNET V:445-6.
$30,000.
525. Southcott, Joanna: LETTERS ON VARIOUS SUBJECTS FROM MRS. JOANNA
SOUTHCOTT TO MISS TOWNLEY [caption title]. London: Printed by S. Rousseau, Wood
Street, Spa Field, and Sold by E. J. Field ... and W. Simmonds, 1804. 48pp. Octavo.
Extracted from bound pamphlet volume. Some scattered light foxing, spotting and slight
soiling; about very good.
First edition. Southcott met Townley on a visit to London in 1802, and with Ann Underwood,
Townley became among Southcott’s most intimate help-mates, the recipient and transcriber
of much of her dictation and letters. A considerable portion of the text here gathered is in
verse. Although a separate work, according to Wright some copies of pp. 9-48 of this work
appear bound with On The Prayer For The Fast Day. OCLC/Worldcat locates 8 copies.
WRIGHT (SOUTHCOTT) 21b. OCLC: 10553866.
$175.
526. Southcott, Joanna: PROPHECIES. A WARNING TO THE WHOLE WORLD, FROM
THE SEALED PROPHECIES OF ... AND OTHER COMMUNICATIONS GIVEN SINCE
THE WRITINGS WERE OPENED ON THE 12TH OF JANUARY, 1803 [caption title].
[London: Printed by Marchant and Galaban, Dec. 1812]. 128pp. Octavo. Extracted from
bound pamphlet volume. Some foxing and tanning, occasionally moderate, a number of
forecorners turned in; just a good copy.

Second edition (identified on the verso of A 1). First published in 1803, this collection is often
referred to as Southcott’s “First Book of Visions,” or “First Book of Sealed Prophecies,”
and records her prophecies, most in verse, ranging from October 1794 to March of 1803,
including reference to the paintings and visions of Joseph Prescott. The copy hypothetically
identified in Wright as the second edition lacks A 1, which would have been determinative.
WRIGHT 14b. OCLC: 10899708.
$100.
527. [Southern Fiction]: Johnson, James Gibson: SOUTHERN FICTION PRIOR TO 1860:
AN ATTEMPT AT A FIRST-HAND BIBLIOGRAPHY. Charlottesville, VA: Michie Company,
Printers, 1909. vii,[3],126pp. Large octavo. Cloth, paper spine label. First edition, the
less common clothbound issue of the author’s UVA dissertation. Label slightly tanned,
otherwise about fine.
$65.
528. Spearman, Frank H.: HELD FOR ORDERS TALES OF RAILROAD LIFE. New York:
McClure, Phillips & Co., “MCMIIV” [sic 1903?]. Navy blue cloth, with elaborate decoration
in red and white of a railroad switch. Frontis and plates by Jay Hambidge. A fine copy, in
good, somewhat darkened, soiled and torn (but complete) pictorial dust jacket replicating
the cover design in different colors.
Fourth impression. A collection of fictionalized accounts of the lives of railroad workers,
including the title story, which bears the subtitle “The Striker’s Story.” The first printing
appeared in 1901, and any of the printings of the original edition are rather uncommon
in the dust jacket.
SMITH S-739. HANNA 3301.
$125.
With Both Title Leaves
529. [Spinoza, Baruch de]: REFLEXIONS CURIEUSES D’UN ESPRIT DES-INTERRESSÉ
SUR LES MATIERES LES PLUS IMPORTANTES AU SALUT, TANT PUBLIC QUE
PARTICULIER [second title]: TRAITTÉ DES CEREMONIES SUPERSTIRIEUSES DES JUIFS
TANT ANCIENS QUE MODERNES. A Cologne: Chez
Emanuel, 1678 [second imprint:] A Amsterdam: Chez
Jacob Smith, 1678. [32],531,[29],[2(errata)],30pp.
12mo. Contemporary stiff vellum. spine lettered in
gilt. Small shelf-label shadow in middle of spine,
early ink note on verso of second title referring to
the two title leaves (offset a bit opposite and with
faint bleed-through to recto), first signature exhibits
variations in lower edge trim size from leaf to leaf,
but a very good, crisp copy.
First edition in French of Spinoza’s Tractatus
Theologico-Politicus (1670), translated by Gabriel
de Saint Glain. Spinoza wrote a 30pp. addenda of
“Remarques” in anticipation of the publication of this
translation, and the book was published with two variant titles and different imprints on two
separate title leaves -- both are present in this copy. The book had been officially banned
in 1674 by the State of Holland. “Spinoza’s thought, a fusion of Cartesian rationalism and
Hebraic tradition in which he grew up, is a solitary but crystal-clear exposition of the theory
of natural right. He defends with eloquence the liberty of thought and speech in speculative
matters, and the Tractatus contains the first clear statement of the independence of
each other of philosophy and religion, in that speculation and precepts of conduct cannot
collide. Spinoza, to whom any controversy was abhorrent, did not publish the Tractatus
until 1670, and then anonymously with a bogus imprint” – PMM.
PRINTING & THE MIND OF MAN 153 (Latin edition).
$2250.
530. Stafford, William: TRAVELING THROUGH THE DARK. New York: Harper & Row,
[1962]. Small octavo. Pictorial paper over boards. Fine in dust jacket (priced $3.50 on
front flap).

First edition of the poet’s second trade book, winner of the NBA for Poetry of its year. This
copy is inscribed on the title: “August, it’s great to meet at last! Bill Stafford June 1971.”
The recipient was, in all probability, August Derleth. Derleth wrote about having solicited
work from Stafford for his short-lived periodical, Hawk And Whippoorwill Recalled.
$450.
531. Stafford, William: SOMEDAY, MAYBE. New York: Harper & Row, [1973]. Cloth and
boards. First edition. Fine in price-clipped – but otherwise fine – dust jacket.
$50.
532. Stafford, William: THINGS THAT HAPPEN WHERE THERE AREN’T ANY PEOPLE
POEMS. Brockport, NY: BOA Editions, 1980. Gilt cloth. Fine in dust jacket with a few
rubs to the front panel.
First edition, clothbound trade issue. One of 550 copies bound thus. Briefly inscribed and
signed by Stafford on the half-title.
$125.
533. Stafford, William: SOMETIMES LIKE A LEGEND PUGET SOUND COUNTRY. [Port
Townsend, WA]: Copper Canyon Press, [1981]. Cloth and boards, paper spine label. Fine,
without dust jacket, as issued.
First edition, limited issue. One of 290 copies printed by Sam Hamill on Nideggen paper,
and signed by the author. There were also 26 lettered copies.
$150.
534. Stafford, William: THE LONG SIGH THE WIND MAKES. [Monmouth, OR]: Adrienne
Lee Press, [1991]. Stiff pictorial wrapper. Illustrations by Barbara Stafford-Wilson. First
edition, ordinary issue. Signed by the author on the half-title. Fine.
$100.
535. [Stafford, William, et al.]: Reynolds, Lloyd J. [ed. & calligrapher]: POEMS FROM
THE PACIFIC NORTHWEST POETRY CONFERENCE REED COLLEGE APRIL 1966.
[Portland, OR: Reed College, 1966]. [38]pp. Quarto. Pale blue wrapper, lettered in red.
Wrapper a trace sun-tanned at edges, otherwise fine.
First edition. Edited and rendered calligraphically by Reynolds. Includes poems by Hanson,
Huff, Bayes, Schevill, Stafford, Kizer, Ray, Hugo, Logan, et al.
$100.
536. [Stanbrook Abbey Press]: Stacpoole, Alberic: THE SEVEN WORDS FROM THE
CROSS A MEDITATION IN POETIC IDIOM. Worcester: Stanbrook Abbey Press, 1974.
Quarto. Gilt decorated stiff wrappers. Trace of sunning at edges, else near fine.
First printing in this format. One of 100 numbered copies printed in van Krimpen’s Spectrum
type in red and blue on Medway handmade paper, bound in ‘Badger’ covers. Fifteen copies
numbered in Roman were specially bound, and an unnumbered issue of 100 copies on
Cartridge paper finished off the edition.
$150.
One of Forty Deluxe Copies
537. Steinbeck, John: ZAPATA A NARRATIVE, IN DRAMATIC FORM, OF THE LIFE OF
EMILIANO ZAPATA. [Covela, CA]: The Yolla Bolly Press, [1991]. Thick quarto. Three
quarter plum cloth and decorated paper over boards, paper spine label. Illustrated with
18 woodcuts (7 full-page). Bookplate on front pastedown, otherwise fine in folding cloth
box with hasps, in company with enclosures. Small label smudge in lower corner of upper
panel of case.
First edition in this format. Illustrated with original woodcuts by Karin Wikström. One of forty
numbered copies (of fifty), with the seven large woodcuts handcolored, accompanied by
an additional woodcut portrait of Zapata, signed in pencil by the artist, from a total edition
of 257 copies printed on French Rives paper in Veronese types, and signed by the artist.
A copy of the original prospectus is laid in, as well as the separately printed and bound
supplemental text, Zapata The Man The Myth and The Mexican Revolution by Robert

E. Morseberger (1/100 copies signed by the author). The main text is a substantial original
1949 treatment for the proposed film biography of Zapata by Steinbeck, here published
for the first time, and of course differing substantially from the final shooting script for the
1952 film.
$2500.
With Frontis by Jasper Johns
538. Stevens, Wallace: POEMS. San Francisco: The Arion
Press, 1985. Quarto. Quarter blue morocco and cloth, morocco
fore-edges. Frontis. A very fine, unrubbed copy, with prospectus
and publisher’s notice laid in.
First edition of this selection edited, with an introduction, by
Helen Vendler. The frontispiece is an original etching by Jasper
Johns, signed by him in the margin. One of three hundred
numbered copies (of 326) printed on English mould-made
paper under the direction of Andrew Hoyem, and bound by the
Schuberth Bindery. The etching was printed at Universal Limited
Art Editions.
$5250.
539. [Stone & Kimball]: D’Annunzio, Gabriele: EPISCOPO
& COMPANY. Chicago: Herbert S. Stone & Company, 1896.
xiii,[1],122,[1]pp. Small octavo. Folded, untrimmed, unopened
signatures. Publisher’s device on title. A bit of foxing early
and late, but very good. Custom cloth slipcase and chemise.
First edition of the first appearance of a book-length work by
D’Annunzio in English, translated by Myrta Leonora Jones. This
was the second Stone imprint, following the break-up of Stone
& Kimball, and marks the first appearance of the logo designed by Frank Hazenplug.
KRAMER 108.
$250.
540. [Stonhouse, James]: HINTS FROM A MINISTER TO HIS CURATE FOR THE
MANAGEMENT OF HIS PARISH. London: Printed for John, Francis, and Charles Rivington,
1776. ix,[3],48pp. 12mo. Sewn, untrimmed. Half-title and extended edges tanned, otherwise
a very near fine copy.
Second (but first London) edition, first printed in Bristol in 1774. One of the physician/
cleric’s many instructional tracts on topics that included medical, religious and social advice.
Sheets from this edition were bound up in 1781 in the uncommon collective volume of his
Religious Tracts. While the physical condition of this copy hints at a remainder, ESTC
locates only 6 copies in North America.
ESTC T68317.
$125.
541. [Strathmore Paper Company]: Munsell, A. H., [introduction], and T. M. Cleland
[design]: A GRAMMAR OF COLOR ARRANGEMENTS OF STRATHMORE PAPERS IN
A VARIETY OF PRINTED COLOR COMBINATIONS ACCORDING TO THE MUNSELL
COLOR SYSTEM. Mitteneague, Mass: Strathmore Paper Company, 1921. Narrow small
folio (33 x 22 cm). Gilt lettered cloth backed boards, printed label. Extremities a bit rubbed
and shelfworn, ink name on free endsheet, boards slightly marked, otherwise very good in
custom made cloth and marbled boards slipcase. The supplemental portfolio is not present.
First edition of this sumptuous production, designed and overseen by Cleland, with two
color renderings by Helen Dyden and 19 folding contrivances exhibiting color samples
printed on Strathmore papers, the series designed by Rudolph Ruzicka.
$225.
542. [Sullivan, Edmund J.]: White, Gleeson [ed]: BALLADS AND RONDEAUS, CHANTS,
ROYAL SESTINAS, VILANELLES, &C. London: Walter Scott, 1887. 296,[8]pp. 16mo (13.5
x 10.5 cm). Chocolate brown cloth, decorated in black and gilt. Cloth a bit rubbed and
lightly soiled, endsheets offset to adjacent leaves, but a good copy.

First edition. With the ownership signature of book illustrator Edmund J. Sullivan, dated
January 1888 on the title-page.
TURNER 145.
$75.
543. [Swann, Arthur]: THE COLLECTION OF FIRST EDITIONS OF AMERICAN AUTHORS
FORMED BY THE LATE ARTHUR SWANN .... New York: Parke-Bernet, 1960. Boards.
Frontis. Illus. The sale catalogue of this selective collection of 19th-20th century highspots,
more often than not in stellar condition. Fine, with prices realized laid in.
$50.
544. [Swann, Arthur, et al.]: THE GENESIS METHODS AND RESULTS OF THE PARKEBERNET GALLERIES, INC. IN THE CONDUCT OF PUBLIC AUCTION SALES OF ART
AND LITERARY PROPERTY FOR ESTATES AND INDIVIDUALS. New York: Parke-Bernet
Galleries, Inc., 1944. 46,[2]pp. Quarto. Printed boards. Portraits and photographs. A bit
of sunning at edges, some rubbing at extremities, but very good or better.
First edition of this well-illustrated promotional for the auction house, then at 30 East
57th Street. Inscribed on the front free endsheet by the house’s most famous Director:
“Bradford F. Swann with high regards, Arthur Swann Christmas, 1944.” Laid in is a brief
secretarial t.l., signed by Arthur Swann, forwarding this copy to Bradford Swann c/o The
Providence Journal ....” Bradford Swann was a noted collector of Mencken, Lovecraft
and others, and wrote and published frequently on bibliophilic matters.
$55.
545. Symonds, John A.: VAGABUNDULI LIBELLUS. London: Kegan Paul [et al.], 1884.
Dark blue cloth, lettered in gilt. First edition, second state of the binding and spine imprint.
Foyles ticket in corner of front pastedown, a few marginal smudges, old crease in front
free endsheet, minor rubbing at tips, but a very good, bright copy.
BABINGTON 38. D’Arch Smith, LOVE IN EARNEST, pp. 251-2. COLBECK II:813. $85.
546. Symons, Julian: THE NAME OF ANABEL LEE. London: Macmillan, [1983]. Printed
wrappers. A near fine copy with a vertical crease where the front wrapper has been turned
back, and a trace of hand-soiling.
Uncorrected page proofs of the first edition. Inscribed and signed by the author on a
preliminary leaf: “George [Sims] from Julian – what is wrong with the title page??,” with
an arrow drawing Sims’ attention to the misspelling “Annabel” above a plot summary of
the book. Booklabel of George Sims.
$175.
547. Synge, John M.: THE PLAYBOY OF THE WESTERN WORLD. Dublin: Maunsel & Co.,
1907. Cloth backed boards. Portrait. Spine a bit dim and soiled, with fraying at extremities,
heavy annotations in prelims (see below); a sound, but blemished minor association copy.
First edition, ordinary issue, after 25 copies on handmade paper, specially bound. Artist
/ novelist Maude Hutchins’ copy, signed by her on the title, and with her quite eccentric,
late-in-life scrawled comments on the title and portrait.
MODERN MOVEMENT 18. NCBEL III:1935. COLBECK II:827.
$250.
548. Synge, John M.: THE PLAYBOY OF THE WESTERN WORLD. Dublin: Maunsel & Co.,
[June 1909]. Cloth backed boards. Portrait. A very good, bright, partially unopened copy,
with the bookplate of Scofield Thayer on the pastedown (slightly offset on to endsheet).
Third impression of the trade issue – the first impression appeared in Feb. 1907. Thayer,
as principal of The Dial, was the primary US periodical publisher of several of the key
figures of the Irish Renaissance.
MODERN MOVEMENT 18. NCBEL III:1935. COLBECK II:827.
$75.
549. Taradash, Daniel [screenwriter]: INTIMATE NOTES ORIGINAL STORY AND TREATMENT
BY ... [wrapper title]. [Culver City]: Vanguard Films, 11 December 1946. [1],81 leaves.
Quarto. Mimeographed typescript, printed on rectos only. Bradbound in typescript wrappers
with studio prelim. Script number stamped on upper wrapper, otherwise about fine.

A substantial, and unproduced, original story and treatment by a distinguished screenwriter
and playwright, dating to the period following his return from military service making
films with the Signal Corps. Though unproduced, the project reached at least the stage
of a second draft screenplay. In additional to his theatrical work, prior to his military
service Taradash had accumulated three screen credits (including Golden Boy). In the
years following the war, he racked up, among others, Knock on Any Door and Rancho
Notorious. In 1953, he won the Academy Award for his screenplay for From Here to
Eternity, and in years following, his credits included Picnic, Bell, Book and Candle,
Morituri, and Castle Keep. This story/treatment was formerly among the duplicates from
the Selznick archives.
$225.
550. Taylor, Peter: HAPPY FAMILIES ARE ALL ALIKE. New York: McDowell, Obolensky,
[1959]. Cloth. Cloth very slightly faded, otherwise a very good or better copy, in moderately
chipped and torn price-clipped dust jacket.
First edition. Inscribed by the author on the front free endsheet: “for Uncle Don with love
from Pete Columbus December 21, 1959. I recently met the author of ‘When It’s Spring
time in the Rockies,’ and I told her that I have a brother and an uncle who used to sing
it beautifully.” Taylor has added an explanatory note at a later date: “Uncle Don was my
father’s brother and lived at our home for several years and used to laugh at my brother’s
rendition of ‘When It’s Spring time’ Peter T.”
$750.
551. Taylor, Peter: A SUMMONS TO MEMPHIS. New York: Knopf, 1986. Cloth and boards.
Somewhat used and read, in worn dust jacket, but an association copy of merit (see below)
First edition of the author’s Pulitzer Prize winner. One of two copies inscribed by Taylor
to the daughter and son-in-law of novelist Caroline Gordon and poet Allen Tate: “for
Nancy and Percy with affection – and memories of all those old times in [indecipherable]
and Memphis Peter 11/6/86.” Allen Tate was one of Taylor’s earliest literary mentors,
dating from Taylor’s early undergraduate career at Southwestern (now Rhodes) College in
Memphis, and he remained in touch during the following decades. The rear free endsheet
bears some unrelated notes by Nancy Wood in Spanish (she lived in Chiapas at the time).
$450.
552. [Tennis]: Dwight, James: LAWN-TENNIS. Boston & London: Wright & Ditson /
“Pastime” Office, [1886]. [8],94,[12]pp. Octavo. Gray cloth, printed in black. Textblock
uniformly tanned and somewhat brittle, with resulting cracks in the gutters of the first 3
leaves, small private ownership stamp on title; still, a reasonably sound copy of a book
prone to the former issues.
First edition. With the exception of rule books, this is the first book written by an American
about the game. “Dwight was American doubles champion with the great R. D. Sears from
1882-84. Dwight introduced the sport in America after an 1874 trip to Europe ... [and]
founded the US National Lawn Tennis Association” – Cummins.
$250.
553. [Tennis]: Paret, J. Parmly: LAWN TENNIS ITS PAST, PRESENT, AND FUTURE
... TO WHICH IS ADDED A CHAPTER ON LACROSSE .... New York: Macmillan, 1904.
xv,[1],419,[3]pp. Pictorial cloth. Light green cloth, decorated in black. Frontis and plates.
Light rubbing at extremities, spine faintly rubbed; very good and sound.
First edition, ordinary issue, published in the “American Sportsman’s Library,” edited by
Caspar Whitney. The chapter on Lacrosse was written by William Harvey Maddren. There
was also a large-paper issue of one hundred copies, and this copy would appear to be
in a secondary publisher’s binding, stamped in black rather than gilt.
$125.
554. Thackeray, William Makepeace: VANITY FAIR. A NOVEL WITHOUT A HERO.
Oxford: Printed for the Limited Editions Club by the Oxford University Press, 1931. Two
volumes. Quarto. Cloth with decorative paper covered boards and matching dust jackets
and endsheets. Illustrated by John Austen. Jacket spines a bit tanned, with small chips
at crowns and toes of spines, otherwise a very good or better set, without slipcase.

One of 1500 sets printed by John Johnson at the Oxford University Press, signed by
Austen. Introduction by G. K. Chesterton.
$200.
555. [Theatre Guild]: THE STORY OF THE THEATRE GUILD 1919 – 1947. New York:
The Theatre Guild, [ca. 1947]. 47,[1]pp. Quarto. Gilt cloth. Photographs and illustrations.
Very near fine.
First edition, clothbound issue. Includes biographies of the principals, as well as accounts
of productions of O’Neill, Rodgers and Hammerstein, Shaw, Barry, Behrman, et al., and
other notices of import.
$55.
556. [Theatrical Handbill]: NEW YORK CRITERION COMEDY COMPANY IN THE MOST
LAUGHABLE COMEDY NOW ON THE AMERICAN STAGE, ENTITLED FREAKS .... New
York. [nd. but ca. late 1870s]. Small octavo handbill (25.6 x 10.2 cm), printed on recto
only. Old creases, slightly tanned, but very good.
The translation into English of Roderich Benedix’s German language original was accomplished
by F.F. Mackay, who also played the character “Theopilus Crank ... Practical editor of ‘The
Bugle’ whose Freak is hatred of women.” Other members of the cast are similarly named,
with their characters’ respective ‘Freaks.’
$75.
557. Thoene, Peter [pseud of Oto Bihalji-Merin]: MODERN GERMAN ART. Harmondsworth:
Penguin Books Ltd., [1938]. 108,[4]pp. 12mo. Printed wrappers. Photogravure plates.
Very slight tanning at margins, but a near fine copy in slightly spine-tanned dust jacket.
First British edition, translated from the German by Charles Fullman. Introduction by Herbert
Read. Issued as #56 of the Pelican Specials coincident with the opening in London of
the mirror of the Munich exhibition of “Degenerate Art.”
$55.
558. Thomas, Dylan: TWELVE MORE LETTERS. [London: Turret Books, 1969]. Quarto.
Gilt cloth. Portrait. First edition. One of 175 numbered copies, from an edition of 201.
About fine, in torn glassine wrapper.
$150.
559. [Thomson, Hugh (illus)]: Gaskell, Elizabeth: CRANFORD. London: Macmillan & Co.,
1891. Blue green cloth, spine label. Frontis and illustrations. Modest scattered foxing, spine
cocked and label worn, some flecking to the cloth sizing on the upper boards, bookplate.
A sound but blemished copy.
First edition with these illustrations, and with a Foreword by Anne Thackeray Ritchie.
Inscribed by Thomson on the front free endsheet: “With kind regards Hugh Thomson Nov.
24, 1891.”
$100.
560. [Tickell, Richard]: ANTICIPATION: CONTAINING THE SUBSTANCE OF HIS M___Y’S
MOST GRACIOUS SPEECH TO BOTH H___S OF P___L___T, ON THE OPENING OF THE
APPROACHING SESSION, TOGETHER WITH A FULL AND AUTHENTIC ACCOUNT OF
THE DEBATE WHICH WILL TAKE PLACE IN THE H___E OF C___S, ON THE MOTION
FOR THE ADDRESS, AND THE AMENDMENT. WITH NOTES. (FIRST PUBLISHED THREE
DAYS BEFORE THE OPENING OF THE SESSION.) A NEW EDITION, CORRECTED.
London: Printed for T. Becket, 1794. iv,[5]-51,[1]pp. Octavo. Extracted from nonce pamphlet
volume. Early ink signature in corner of title, price increased in ink on title in an early
hand, title loose, otherwise a very good copy.
A widely circulated political satire by the poet-dramatist, first published in 1779 (9 editions),
and reprinted in Dublin, New York, Philadelphia and elsewhere. It was the composition
of this work and other commitments that references suggest kept Tickell from writing a
Prologue for Garrick.
NCBEL II:688. ESTC 789718. GOLDSMITHS’ 16161.
$85.

561. [Trade Catalogue]: ELKHART CARRIAGE & HARNESS MFG. CO. ... WE HAVE
NO AGENTS BUT SELL DIRECT TO YOU [wrapper title]. Elkhart, Indiana. 1907. 224pp.
Oblong octavo. Cloth backed pictorial wrapper. Illustrated throughout. Wrapper somewhat
soiled, creased and chipped, spine covering imperfect (but sound), lower margins of the
last several leaves affected by some old damp adhesion affecting page numbers, otherwise
a reasonably good copy.
Catalogue #59 for this firm, then marking its 34th year under the stewardship of its
founders, William and George Pratt. The following year, the firm introduced its line of
highly popular Elcar automobiles and motorcycles -- without abandoning horse carriages
and harnesses.
$125.
562. [Trade Catalogue – Western]: KEYSTON BROS.
MANUFACTURERS AND JOBBERS ESTABLISHED
1868 ... CATALOGUE NO. 78. San Francisco: Keyston
Brothers, 1941. Two volumes. 208,[16];53pp. Small quarto
and octavo. Pictorial wrappers. Primary volume very
heavily illustrated. Some chipping to spine extremities of
first volume, with some spots to front and rear wrapper
and pencil prices in the text, otherwise very good.
The main leather goods catalogue of this estimable firm,
accompanied by the relevant price list for the year. This
catalogue relates specifically to the saddles, harnesses,
leather and riding dress and gear. Such offerings were
the basis for the firm’s expansion and success into the
first half of the 20th century, with diversified offerings into
the 21st century.
$150.
563. Tyler, Anne: CELESTIAL NAVIGATION. New York:
Knopf, 1974. Cloth. First edition of the author’s fifth book.
Publisher’s review copy, with slip laid in. Fine in dust
jacket.
$400.
564. Tyler, Anne: THE ACCIDENTAL TOURIST. New
York: Knopf, 1985. Cloth and boards. First edition. One of an unspecified, but relatively
large number of copies (reported variously, usually as more than 500 and less than 1000)
with an extra leaf signed by the author tipped-in after the front free endsheet. Fine in dust
jacket.
$200.
565. Valéry, Paul: ESSAI SUR STENDHAL. Paris: Jacques Schiffrin / Éditions de la
Pléide, [1927]. Large octavo. Printed wrappers. Typographic decorations by René Ben
Sussan. Spine cracking a bit, offset on endsheets from old tape affixing glassine wrapper,
internally about fine.
First edition. One of eighteen copies on Vélin à la Cuve reserved for friends of the author
and publisher, from a total edition of 315 copies. This copy bears the publisher’s affectionate
presentation inscription.
$275.
566. Valira, Irene B. [Bashkiroff]: MISS TWISTY ADVENTURES IN THE COUNTRY STORY
IN ILLUSTRATIONS BY .... Paris & New York: [Privately Printed for the Author at the Imp.
Union], 1948. Quarto (31 x 25.5 cm). Pictorial boards. 35 plates, with opposing captions.
Lower edge and fore-tips shelf worn, otherwise very good or better in edgeworn, faintly
soiled dust jacket with 3 cm. closed tear at top of front flap fold.
First and only edition, trade issue. Two hundred copies were numbered and signed by the
author. This copy is not numbered, but bears the author/artist’s signed 1979 presentation

inscription. The illustrations follow the adventures of the slightly grotesque “Miss Twisty” as
she visits the country from the city. The author/artist is reputed to have been the daughter
of V. N. Bashkiroff, a member of Kerensky’s Provisional Government, and emigrated with
her family after the Bolshevik Revolution. The front jacket flap bears a long statement
signed “N. Gontcharova.”
$175.
567. Van Vechten, Carl: [Original Portrait Photograph of Janet Reed]. [New York. 27
October 1944]. Original borderless gelatin silver print, 25 x 20 cm (9 7/8 x 8 inches).
About fine.
A vintage portrait of the American ballet star, in her role as the wife in Agnes de Mille’s
Tally-Ho! This print bears Van Vechten’s blindstamp, and on the verso his ink studio
stamp. The subject and negative number are also written on the verso in ink, in Van
Vechten’s hand. There is a print of another negative from the same sitting in the Library
of Congress Van Vechten photo archive, but not this image; another print of this image
was included in Extravagant Crowd Carl Van Vechten’s Portraits of Women (Yale,
Beinecke Library, 2003).
KELLNER G1062.
$500.
568. VIEW [IV:2]. New York. Summer 1944. Series Four, Number Two. Quarto. Pictorial
wrappers. Heavily illustrated. Ink name and date in top margin of contents page, slight
dusting to lower wrapper, very faint creasing, but a very good copy.
Edited by Charles Henri Ford and a large and impressive board of associate and advisory
editors. View carried on in the tradition of the continental surrealists displaced by the war,
and featured many of the expatriated artists and writers, as well as their American heirs
and other young writers. Contributors to this number include O’Keeffe (the upper wrapper),
Windham, Zadkine, Eberhart, Lamantia, Childs, Ulanov, Roussel, W. C. Williams, Roditi,
et al.
$150.
569. [Village Press]: Waller, Edmund: SONGS AND VERSES SELECTED FROM THE
WORKS OF ... New York: The Village Press, 1911. Unsewn, unbound gathered folded
sheets. Externally a bit dusty, with small nick in upper forecorner of half-title, a light crease
along the fore-edge, but very good.
First edition thus. One of 110 copies printed on Glaslan handmade paper by Frederic and
Bertha Goudy at the Village Press. This publication, and a Walpole Society Keepsake,
marked the revival of the press after its destruction in a fire on 10 January 1908. The
majority of copies were issued in boards, though at least two other unbound copies such
as this are extant.
RANSOM 19. CAREY 65.
$150.
570. [Villon, Jacques (illus)]: Ghika, Tiggie: LE SOIF DU
JONC POÈME. Paris: Editions “Cahiers d’Art,” [1955]. Quarto.
Printed wrapper over stiff wrappers. Three plates hors-texte.
Wrappers very faintly edgeworn, one wrapper corner bumped,
else a very good, internally fine copy.
First edition of this translation by Jacques Dupin, illustrated
with three original dry-point etchings, signed in the plate,
by Jacques Villon. From a total edition of 207 copies, this is
one of two hundred copies on vélin de Rives. This copy is
signed by Villon in pencil on the colophon.
MONOD 5327.
$1200.
571. Volk, Kurt H.: ABC GEM BOX A DISPLAY OF SKILL
IN TYPOGRAPHY. [New York: Kurt H. Volk, Inc., 1941]. 27
folded leaflets, with diecut windows. Laid into printed paper

over boards clamshell box (18 x 14 cm). Box somewhat soiled with surface splits at spine
joints, internally fine.
First edition. One of 500 copies printed. The first of two such splendid little exhibitions
of Volk’s typographical artistry. The second appeared in 1949, in an edition of 1000
copies.
$450.
572. Vollard, Ambroise: LE PÈRE UBU À LA GUERRE.
Paris: Èditions Georges Crès et Cie., 1920. Small octavo.
Pictorial wrappers. Offset to extended edges of prelims
and terminal leaves from wrapper turn-ins, small nick at
toe of spine, otherwise a near fine, unopened copy.
First edition. Illustrations by Jean Puy. One of five hundred
numbered copies on large, untrimmed Hollande. An addition
to Vollard’s sequence of dramatic pieces inspired by
Jarry’s creation, illustrated by one of his primary artists.
$350.
573. Vonnegut, Kurt: SLAUGHTERHOUSE-FIVE OR THE
CHILDREN’S CRUSADE A DUTY-DANCE WITH DEATH.
Franklin Center, PA: Franklin Library, 1978. Large octavo.
Heavily gilt publisher’s commercial leather, a.e.g., moiré
endsheets, ribbon marker. Illustrations by Alan Cober.
Slight fading at edges of endsheets, otherwise near fine.
First printing in this format, signed by the author on a
tipped-in sheet, and with a brief “special message” by him. With the editorial “Notes” laid
in.
$300.
574. [Vonnegut, Kurt (sourcework)]: [Seventeen Color Publicity Stills for:] SLAPSTICK
(OF ANOTHER KIND). [The Hague: Concorde Film, ca. 1982]. Seventeen 7.5 x 11” glossy
color borderless stills. Pin or staple holes at corners from display use, studio stamp on
versos, but very good.
A representative group of stills from the Dutch release of this film adaptation of Vonnegut’s
novel, based on a final script by director Steven Paul. Vonnegut himself wrote the earliest
few drafts of the screenplay, but his credited participation faded as production proceeded,
The film was released in Europe in 1982 and starred Jerry Lewis, Madeline Kahn, Marty
Feldman and others. It was finally distributed in the US in 1984 in a reedited form, with a
new musical score. The film is generally regarded as something of a bomb, and garnered
for Lewis a Razzie nomination.
$125.
575. Wakoski, Diane, et al.: FOUR YOUNG LADY POETS CAROL BERGÉ BARBARA
MORAFF ROCHELLE OWENS DIANE WAKOSKI. New York: Totem Press / Corinth Books,
[1962]. White wrappers, printed in black, with orange abstract design. A bit of tanning
along spine, else a very nice copy.
First edition of Wakoski’s first commercial book appearance, preceded by a mimeographed
typescript. Cover art by Jessie Sorrentino. Notes on the poets by LeRoi Jones.
NEWTON B1.
$60.
576. Walkowitz, Abraham: BARNS AND COAL MINES AROUND GIRARD, KANSAS.
Girard, KS.: Haldeman-Julius Publications, [1947]. Quarto. Printed wrapper. Wrapper
bumped and creased at fore-edges and corners, otherwise very good or better.
First edition, messily signed by the artist on the front wrapper and on the title-leaf, as
usual. Introduction by E. Haldeman-Julius. Walkowitz is now remembered chiefly for his
association with Camera Work and Isadora Duncan.
$125.

577. [Ward, Lynd]: Yerby, Frank: THE VIXENS. New York: Dial Press, 1947. Cloth textured
boards. First edition. Very near fine in bright, fresh pictorial dust jacket by Lynd Ward.
$125.
578. Ward, Lynd [illus], and Edgar Lee Masters: THE SANGAMON. New York: Farrar &
Rinehart, [1942]. Brick cloth, lettered in gilt, and stamped in blind. Pictorial endsheets.
Copiously illustrated by Lynd Ward. A few lower foretips bumped, but a very good copy
in price-clipped, lightly edgeworn dust jacket.
First edition of this contribution to the “Rivers of America” series, edited by Carl Carmer
and Stephen Vincent Benet.
FITZGERALD S40.
$85.
579. Washington, Booker T.: UP FROM SLAVERY AN AUTOBIOGRAPHY. New York:
Doubleday, Page & Co., 1901. Gilt plum cloth, t.e.g. Portrait. Some foxing to endsheets
and endleaves, spine a bit cocked, some rubbing and isolated stains to cloth, early pencil
gift inscription on front endsheet, but a good, sound copy.
First edition in book form of Washington’s most widely read book, the text having first
appeared serially in Outlook Magazine. Laid into this copy is a portion of a characteristic
secretarial fund-raising letter on Tuskegee Inst. letterhead, bearing Washington’s ink
signature at the conclusion as Principal.
BRIGNANO 394. BLOCKSON 51.
$650.
580. Weaver, A. B. [illus & printer], and Lawrence E. Birdsall: THE DUCTILE DUCK.
Chestnut Hill, Phila.: Privately Printed [at the Gollifox Press], 1931. Cloth and pictorial
chintz over boards, paper spine label. Color illustrations throughout. Spine a bit dull with
tanning at edges of boards, dime-size spot on lower board, ink ownership inscription on
free endsheet (but see below), internally very good.
First and only edition of this uncommon work illustrated by Weaver and printed by him at
his Gollifox Press. The text consists of verse for young readers, accompanied by Weaver’s
characteristic illustrations of animals and children, with some typographic playfulness
thrown in on occasion. The press was founded in 1927, but this is only the third imprint of
the press recorded by Haas, size of edition unspecified. After printing the Centaur Press’
edition of Valery, Weaver packed up his press and moved to Asheville, NC. Weaver died
in 1963, and in 2000 his grandson revived the press with an emphasis on producing and
selling Weaver’s single prints. This copy bears the ownership inscription (with address)
of typographer Carl P. Rollins, but in what appears to be another’s hand. OCLC/Worldcat
locates three copies, Rochester, LC, and the Free Library of Philadelphia, with two
additional variant entries without locations attached.
HAAS, p.56. OCLC: 13076388.
$175.
581. Welch, Lew: SPRINGTIME IN THE ROCKIES, LICHEN [caption title]. San Francisco:
Cranium Press, [1971]. Folio broadside (35.5 x 21 cm). Illustration. First edition, published
as a “Cranium Free Poem.” This copy is the variant on light gray paper. Near invisible pin
hole in upper margin, otherwise fine.
$55.
582. Wells, Rosemary: BENJAMIN & TULIP. New York: Dial Press, [1973]. Oblong octavo.
Pictorial boards. Illustrations in color by the author. Near fine in very good, lightly tanned
dust jacket with the lower corner of the front flap (not the trade price) clipped.
First edition of this early juvenile by the author of several children’s and young adults’
series. Inscribed by the author: “For Harriet Van Horne from a staunch admirer. Rosemary
Wells.” The recipient was most likely the late newspaper columnist and media critic.
$150.

583. Wescott, Glenway: LIKE A LOVER. Villefranche-sur-Mer: Monroe Wheeler, 1926.
Printed wrappers. Fine in lightly rumpled glassine.
First edition. Copy #10 of only two hundred copies printed on Rives vellum, issued for
presentation only. Inscribed by Wescott: “For Hope, with all my heart, G.” Below the
inscription is a small, tipped-in photograph of a youthful Wescott. The presentation slip
is not present, but there is a correction of an error on page 15 in Wescott’s hand.
$450.
584. Wescott, Glenway: NEW JERSEY FARM CHRISTMAS IMAGES [caption title]. [New
York]: Monroe Wheeler, Christmas 1937. [4]pp. French fold leaflet, laid into larger French
fold printed wrapper. Fine.
First edition. One of an unknown number of copies, issued as Monroe Wheeler’s Christmas
Greeting for 1937. Wescott has signed this copy at the conclusion of the text. Scarce.
$85.
585. Wescott, Glenway: TWELVE FABLES OF AESOP NEWLY NARRATED .... New
York: The Museum of Modern Art, [1954]. Quarto. Gilt lettered cloth and decorated paper
over boards. Hint of sunning to spine, otherwise about fine in slipcase with external black
paper reinforcement at the joints.
First edition, limited issue. Illustrated with linoleum blocks by Frasconi. One of 975
numbered copies (of 1000) printed at the Spiral Press, specially bound and signed by
Wescott, Frasconi and Joe Blumenthal. This was the first in a sequence of Artist’s Books
overseen by Monroe Wheeler and published by the MOMA.
ARTIST & THE BOOK 111.
$325.
586. Wesker, Arnold [sourcework], and Sidney Cole [screenwriter]: [Set of Ten Publicity
Stills for:] THE KITCHEN. [Np]: Association of Cinema Technicians (A.C.T.), 1961. Ten
original b&w stills, one with production cutline. Tiny marginal discoloration and ink note
to the still with the cutline, otherwise very good to fine.
A substantial group of stills, likely for US distribution, of the 1961 screen adaptation of
Wesker’s 1959 play about pressures on and stresses among the cooking staff of a London
restaurant, starring Carl Möhner, Mary Yeomans, Brian Phelan, et al., under the direction
of James Hill. One of the last of the films produced under the umbrella of the UK trade
union, A.C.T.
$150.
587. West, Herbert Faulkner: [A Group of Sixteen Antiquarian Book Catalogues].
Hanover, NH: Herbert West, Bookseller / Westholm Publications, [1950s through:] Fall
1966. Includes catalogues 2, 8, 20, 22, 23, 25, 30-33, 35-40. Octavo. Printed wrappers.
Some spotting to fore-edge and rear wrapper of #2, occasional pencil annotations recording
purchases, generally very good.
A decent representation of Prof. West’s antiquarian bookselling activities, recording as
well his publishing and writing activities. West (1898–1974) was for years on the faculty
of Dartmouth, pursued an active career as a specialty publisher on the side, and in
his antiquarian bookselling (embarked upon with portions of his personal collection as
inventory), was a strong advocate for a number of 20th century writers and subjects.
$65.
588. [West, Nathanael (sourcework)]: [Sequence of ten stills for:] “LONELYHEARTS.”
[Los Angeles]: United Artists, 1959. Ten 8x10” b&w stills, with captions in lower margins.
A couple small marginal nicks, three stills a bit tanned at margins, but very good to fine.
A representative selection of the promotional stills for the 1959 United Artists release based
on West’s Miss Lonelyhearts. The adaptation was made by Dory Schary, with direction

by V.J. Donehue. Montgomery Clift, Robert Ryan, Myrna Loy and Maureen Stapleton
starred. This was the second time West’s novel was approached by Hollywood, this time
with some measure of success. Publicity material relating to this film is uncommon.
$150.
589. [Whitman, Walt]: [Original Ink Design for David McKay
Edition of:] LEAVES OF GRASS. Philadelphia. [nd. but
1900s]. Octavo sheet (20.5 x 17.5 cm). Executed in black
ink on heavy tan stock, with pencil guidelines for spine
imprint. Sharp crease along spine fold, otherwise near fine.
A prospective layout for either the binding or the dust
jacket of a 20th century edition of Leaves of Grass. The
spine has the imprint of David McKay, Philadelphia. A faint
pencil name (or word) appears in the lower corner of the
upper panel (perhaps ‘Hyde’).
$75.
590. [Whittington Press]: [Randle, John]: A MISCELLANY
OF TYPE COMPILED AT WHITTINGTON. [Andoversford,
Gloucestershire: The Whittington Press, 1990]. Small folio
(36 x 26 cm). Gilt cloth and decorated boards. Illustrations
and tipped-in specimens. Fine in cloth and board slipcase.
First edition, ordinary issue. One of 460 copies bound
thus, from a total edition of 530 numbered copies printed on Zerkall mould-made paper.
Laid into this copy is a brief a.l.s. from Randle on Press stationary thanking the recipient
for a book, along with a 61 x 41 cm folded broadside of a Caslon specimen, printed on
Amalfi paper.
$350.
591. Wilbur, Richard: THE 1996 FROST MEDAL LECTURE. [New York: William Drenttel
for the:] Poetry Society of America, 1997. 12mo. Blue silk over boards, printed paper spine
label. Hint of sunning to spine, otherwise fine, in matching cloth slipcase.
First edition in book form. Introduction by Stanley Kunitz. Copy #1 of 100 numbered
copies, signed by Wilbur and Kunitz, in addition to twenty copies hors commerce for the
principals. Published on behalf of the Society by William Drenttel.
$225.
Selznick’s Contribution to the War Effort
592. [Wilder, Margaret Buell (source work)]: Daniel, Jeffrey (pseudonym of David O.
Selznick) [screenwriter]: [An archive of script material relating to:] SINCE YOU WENT
AWAY. [Culver City]: Selznick International Picture / Vanguard Films, 9 April 1943 through
March 1949. Nine volumes. Quarto. Eight items mimeographed typescript, printed on
rectos only, one item pictorial wrappers. Modest use to a few wrappers, a bit of rust to a
few brads, but generally very good to near fine.
An interesting lot of material relating to Selznick’s 1944 multi-award nominated film adaptation
of, and elaboration on, Wilder’s epistolary novel about the Home Front, Since You Went
Away: Letters to a Soldier From His Wife. The film was directed by John Cromwell and
Selznick, and starred Claudette Colbert, Jennifer Jones, Joseph Cotten, Shirley Temple,
Monty Woolley, Lionel Barrymore and an enormous supporting cast. As originally released
in 1944, the film had a running time of 172 minutes; it was recut and re-released in 1949
with a running time of 130 minutes. This archive traces both the original version and the
abbreviated version, and includes the following items: a) Since You Went Away Part II.
9 April 1943, 82 leaves, a portion of an abstract or synopsis of the book evidently for use
by the writer; b) a “Narrative Synopsis of Screenplay,” 7 September 1943, [1],58 leaves;
c) a doorstop of a “Final Shooting Script,” 9 September 1943 – January 1944, credited to
Jeffrey Daniel – a nome de plume for Selznick which he finally rejected in favor of “By the
Producer” – an astonishing [2],290 leaves, plus lettered inserts, and exhibiting a rainbow

of mimeo, carbon and original typescript dated revises on colored stocks at a virtual 1:1
ratio to unrevised leaves; d) 28 leaves of “Retakes / Added Scenes / Wild Lines,” 12 April
1944; e & f) “Cutting Continuity” and “Dialogue Continuity” for “Foreign Version,” both 20
September 1946, foliated in reel format; g) a “Dialogue & Cutting Continuity,” March 1949,
clearly the recut version; h) a “Spotting List for Recut Version,” 22 August 1949, [2],62
leaves; and finally, i) a copy of the illustrated souvenir program for the original release. At
the time, the film was the longest and most expensive Selznick production since GWTW,
a project that he took on as a personal contribution to the war effort.
$950.
593. Williams, John A.: SISSIE. New York: Farrar, [1963]. Pictorial wrappers. Advance
reading copy of the first edition. Some general tanning to the white wrappers and cheap
paper stock, spine a bit rubbed, but a very good copy.
$40.
594. Williams, John A.: THE JUNIOR BACHELOR SOCIETY. Garden City: Doubleday &
Co., 1976. Narrow quarto. Printed wrappers. A few dust-marks on fore-edge, paperclip
rust marks on half-title edges offset opposite, otherwise a very good or better copy.
Uncorrected page proofs of this late but uncommon novel by the African American novelist,
accompanied by a one page t.l.s. from him to William Manchester, 12 December 1975, on
Doubleday letterhead, reminiscing about mutual acquaintances and soliciting his opinion,
and noting his reliance on Manchester’s latest book for some fact-checking.
$225.
595. Williams, Jonathan, et al.: JARGON BILLBOARD [#s 1-3]. Highlands, NC: Jargon,
December 1963, February and April 1964. Three oblong octavo stiff cards (9.5 x 21.5
cm), printed recto and verso. About fine.
All are initialed in ink by Williams. #1 prints his poem, “Davenport Gap”; #2 prints a
quotation from an Edward Dahlberg letter as well as a promotion for the ND publication
of Because I Was Flesh; and #3 prints quotes from B. Fuller, Sherwood Anderson and
JW, and gives a rundown of current publications by Jargon writers.
$65.
596. Williams, Tennessee: [Carbon typescript of:] “THE COMING OF SOMETHING TO THE
WIDOW HOLLY.” New York: Liebling-Wood, [nd. but ca. 1953]. 12 leaves. Quarto. Clean
carbon typescript, typed on rectos only. Bradbound in agency wrappers with typed label.
A typescript of this short story from the dispersal of the duplicate files of Williams’s longtime agent, Audrey Wood. The story saw first publication in any format in New Directions
Fourteen (1953) and was collected in Hard Candy and its variant in 1954.
CRANDELL B30 & A13.I.a.
$850.
597. Williams, Tennessee: [Carbon typescript of:] “THE VINE.” New York: Liebling-Wood,
[nd. but ca. 1953]. 21 leaves. Quarto. Clean carbon typescript, typed on rectos only.
Bradbound in agency wrappers. About fine.
A typescript of this short story from the dispersal of the duplicate files of Williams’s longtime agent, Audrey Wood. The story saw first publication in any format in Mademoiselle
(July 1954) and was collected in Hard Candy and its variant later the same year.
CRANDELL C119 & A13-I.a.
$850.
598. Williams, Tennessee: MEMOIRS. Garden City: Doubleday, 1975. Large octavo. Cloth
and boards. First edition, trade issue. Signed by Williams on the front free endsheet.
Edges a bit dusty, very good or better in lightly used dust jacket with a couple of small
inner mends to edge tears.
$175.
599. Williams, Tennessee: MEMOIRS. Garden City: Doubleday, 1975. Large octavo. Gilt
cloth. Photographs. A few faint smudges to spine, otherwise near fine in slipcase.
First edition, limited issue. One of 400 numbered copies, specially bound, with an inserted
limitation leaf signed by Williams.
$350.

600. Williams, William Carlos: THE COMPLETE
COLLECTED POEMS OF ... 1906-1938. Norfolk:
New Directions, [1938]. Large octavo. Blue cloth,
lettered in gilt, t.e.g., others rough trimmed.
Some light rubbing and fading along the lower
edges of the covers, endsheets a bit darkened
at the gutters and in areas at the toe of the
gutters, otherwise a very good copy, without
the plain slipcase.
Fi r s t e d i t i o n , l i m i t e d i s s u e . C o p y # 4 3 o f
a total issue of fifty numbered copies,
specially printed on Hazelbourn paper at
the Walpole Printing Office, signed by the
author. One of the highpoints of the earliest
years of the ND imprint and a book which
has long been even more uncommon than the small limitation might suggest.
WALLACE A20b. HARRISON, NEWTH & CANDIDO, p.2.
$1750.
601. Williams, William Carlos: THE SELECTED LETTERS OF WILLIAM CARLOS WILLIAMS.
New York: McDowell, Obolensky, [1957]. Cloth. Moderate amount of the almost inevitable
rubbing to the spine label, a trace of tanning to the endsheet gutters, but a very good to
near fine copy, in slightly darkened slipcase with a small rustmark on the lower edge, and
with the matching numbered label.
First edition, limited issue. Edited by John C. Thirlwall. Copy #52 of 75 numbered copies,
specially bound and signed by Williams. Although the bibliographer makes no comment,
long ingrained booklore maintains that a portion of the copies of this issue were damaged
by water while in storage at the publisher.
$750.
602. [Wilson, Adrian]: Hart, James D. [ed]: MY FIRST PUBLICATION ELEVEN CALIFORNIA
AUTHORS DESCRIBE THEIR EARLIEST APPEARANCES IN PRINT. [San Francisco]: The
Book Club of California, 1961. Cloth and decorated boards, paper spine label. Portraits.
Facsimiles. Label and upper edges a trifle sunned, bookplate, otherwise near fine.
First edition. Illustrations by David Stone Martin. One of 475 copies printed by Adrian
Wilson at the Press in Tuscany Alley. Californians and authors adopted by California from
Dana to Saroyan ruminate about the trials of their earliest efforts.
$100.
603. Windisch, Hans, et al. [editors]: DAS DEUTSCHE LICHTBILD. Berlin: R. & B. Schultz,
1927–1938. Eleven volumes, including over 1000 photogravure plates. Quartos. Cloth.
Light soiling to the cloth of a few volumes, an occasional nick to a binding, the binding
staples in the first volume show slight rust, overall very good.
First editions. Separately printed English text laid in the 1928/1929 and 1935 volumes. A
most important annual which introduced the “New Objectivity” of Renger-Patzsch, machine
art, photomontage and other modernist trends, among others. Contains works by every
important European and some American photographers of the era, beautifully reproduced
in photogravure. The creeping influence of the aesthetics of Nationalsozialismus is evident
as one moves along the sequence of years. However, the annual was discontinued during
the war years, and resumed in the 1950s in a much diminished form.
$1500.
604. Wister, Owen: THE VIRGINIAN A HORSEMAN OF THE PLAINS. New York: Macmillan,
1911. xvi,506pp. Large octavo. Quarter vellum and paper over boards, lettered in gilt.
Color frontis and ten b&w plates.1915 gift inscription in extreme corner of front free
endsheet, extremities worn and bumped, vellum spine darkened and rubbed, small snag
at crown of spine, text block shows the usual toning, thin pen strike on lower board; just
a good, sound copy.

New edition, limited issue. Copy #8 of 100 numbered copies specially printed on vellum
finish stock, specially bound, and signed by the author. Plates and illustrations by Frederic
Remington and Charles Russell. The original edition of 1902, with illustrations by Arthur
Keller, was dedicated to T. Roosevelt and this edition includes a new “Re-Dedication and
Preface” to him. This is one of the most famous western novels, and the model for many
later films and works of fiction in the western genre. A scarce edition of this work, and
although this is just a good copy, fine copies are very seldom seen.
REESE, SIX SCORE 116. DYKES, REMINGTON 1128. YOST & RENNER 26a. $4500.
605. Wittenborn, Rainer (1941– ): DESTINATION: NEW YORK 8 SERIGRAPHIEN.
[Köln]: Edition Hake, [nd. but ca. 1970s (?)]. Square small folio (41 x 41 cm). Loose
sheets, laid into printed box with numbered label. Short closed marginal tear in title leaf,
otherwise about fine.
First edition. One of thirty numbered copies. A series of eight double-sheet silk-screens,
each composed of an image on paper coupled with an acetate overlay bearing another
image that substantially completes the underlying image when overlaid. Each of the silkscreens is numbered and signed by the artist on the paper component. Subjects include
Times Square, J.F.K. Airport, the subway, etc.
$450.
606. Wodening, Jane: WHAT THE AMBULANCE DRIVER SAID (A STORY WITH SENTENCE
DIAGRAM). New York: Granary Books, 1998. Narrow oblong quarto. Sewn printed wrappers,
enclosing a folding broadside. Fine.
First edition in this format. One of 300 copies printed at the Hermetic Press, signed by
the author. Distributed as Granary Books’ New Years’ greeting.
$75.
607. Woolf, Virginia: THE COMMON READER. London:
Published by Leonard & Virginia Woolf at the Hogarth Press,
1925. Cloth and pictorial paper boards. Tipped-in bookplate
of Abel Berland, small bump to lower edge of upper board,
faint offset from jacket to boards, otherwise a very good or
better copy, in a good, unrestored example of the uncommon
Vanessa Bell dust jacket (a bit tanned, somewhat chipped at
crown of spine and upper corners, affecting the ‘th’ and ‘c’
in the spine titling, with shallow loss at the toe of spine, and
some fraying along the lower joint).
First edition, first binding. The entire first printing consisted of
1250 copies. An uncommon jacket in any condition.
WOOLMER 81. KIRKPATRICK A8a.
$4250.
608. Woolf, Virginia: THE COMMON READER SECOND SERIES.
London: Published by Leonard & Virginia Woolf at the Hogarth
Press, 1935. Small octavo. Pale blue gilt cloth. First printing
as part of the “Uniform Edition,” printed photo-offset from the
first setting. Head and toe of spine faded, otherwise very good
in spine faded, slightly chipped and spotted dust jacket.
KIRKPATRICK A18C.
$45.
609. Yourcenar, Marguerite: SUITE D’ESTAMPES POUR KOU-KOU-HAÏ. [Seal Harbor,
ME]: High Loft Press, 1980. Large octavo. Lettered paper boards, gilt leather spine label.
Color frontis and two plates. Fine in plain wrapper.
First edition in this format, illustrated with original color woodcuts by Nancy McCormick.
One of 180 numbered copies, from a total edition of 200 copies. With the laid-in leaflet
printing the text in an English translation by the author and August Heckscher.
$300.

